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C O N S P E C T U S


New assembly techniques are required for creating advanced materials with enough structural flexibility to be tuned for
specific applications, and to be practical, the techniques must be implemented at relatively low cost. Layer-by-layer


(LBL) assembly is a simple, versatile, and significantly inexpensive approach by which nanocomponents of different groups
can be combined to coat both macroscopically flat and non-planar (e.g., colloidal core-shell particles) surfaces. Compared
with other available assembly methods, LBL assembly is simpler and more universal and allows more precise thickness con-
trol at the nanoscale. LBL can be used to combine a wide variety of speciessincluding nanoparticles (NPs), nanosheets, and
nanowires (NWs)swith polymers, thus merging the properties of each type of material. This versatility has led to recent
exceptional growth in the use of LBL-generated nanocomposites. This Account will focus on the materials and biological appli-
cations of introducing inorganic nanocrystals into polymer thin films.


Combining inorganic NPs and NWs with organic polymers allows researchers to manipulate the unique properties in
the nanomaterial. We describe the LBL assembly technique for introducing metallic NPs into polymers in order to generate
a material with combined optomechanical properties. Similarly, LBL assembly of highly luminescent semiconductor NPs like
HgTe or CdTe with poly(diallyldimethylammonium chloride) (PDDA) was used to create uniform optical-quality coatings made
on optical fibers and tube interiors. In addition, LBL assembly with inorganic nanosheets or clay molecules is reported for
fabricating films with strong mechanical and ion transport properties, and the technique can also be employed to prepare
Au/TiO2 core/sheath NWs.


The LBL approach not only will be useful for assembly of inorganic nanocrystals with various polymers but can be fur-
ther applied to introduce specific functions. We discuss how the expanded use of NWs and carbon nanotubes (CNTs) in nano-
composite materials holds promise in the design of conductive films and new nanoscale devices (e.g., thin-film transistors).
New photonic materials, sensors, and amplifiers can be constructed using multilayer films of NPs and can enable fabrica-
tion of hybrid devices.


On the biological side, inorganic nanoshells were used as assembly tools with the goal of detecting neurotransmitters
(specifically, dopamine) directly inside brain cells. In addition, the stability of different cell lines was tested for fabricating
biocompatible films using LBL. NP LBL assembly was also used for homogeneous and competitive fluorescence quenching
immunoassay studies for biotin and anti-biotin immunoglobulin molecules. Finally, introduction of biomolecules with inor-
ganic NPs for creating biocompatible surfaces could also lead to new directions in the field of biomedical applications.


Introduction
The ability to fine-tune the composition of nano-


structured films or nanocomposites provides a


powerful tool for nano- and microscale assembly.


Layer-by-layer (LBL)1 assembly is a rich, versatile,


and significantly inexpensive approach by which
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thin films, particularly of oppositely charged layers, can be pre-


pared. Researchers have been attracted to the fabrication of


thin solid films using LBL for generating advanced coatings2


and smart surfaces3 at the molecular level for various biolog-


ical4 and material applications.5 The advantages of the LBL


assembly technique also include simplicity, universality, and


thickness control at the nanoscale level, compared with the


other available assembly approaches. Formation of thin films


from nanosized clay platelets or semiconductor, magnetic, or


metallic particles with polyelectrolytes using LBL is a viable


route for the construction of smart films. The variety of inor-


ganic shapes and composition of the components (nanopar-


ticles (NPs), nanosheets (NSs), and nanowires (NWs)) available


for the LBL assembly process has led to an exceptional growth


in the fabrication of LBL composites. LBL assembly of biomol-


ecules with inorganic nanocomponents also leads to new


direction in the field of biomedical research. Similarly, opti-


cal photonic materials using multilayer films of NPs or NWs


can enable the fabrication of new devices.


Various assembly approaches have been employed to


assemble polymers or NPs in an ordered manner and to inves-


tigate the scope of potential applications. Polymers6 and inor-


ganic nanocrystals7 have been studied in detail to create


unique architectures inspired from nature by manipulating the


specific interactions. The LBL approach for assembling poly-


mers with inorganic NPs provides the opportunity to combine


the electronic, optical, and magnetic properties of inorganic


nanostructures8 with unique physical responses of macromol-


ecules.9 Once the components are available, combining the


unique responses of inorganic clusters with polymers can lead


to fabrication of hybrid devices. Similarly, the possible inte-


gration of biomolecules can lead to the development of new


technologies for diagnostic applications. The LBL10 technique


holds the promise of generating novel nanocomposites with


optimal interfaces because (a) LBL assembly allows the intro-


duction of various nanocomponents at the same time with


high loading in the assembled layers, (b) the composition of


each LBL prepared layer can be easily modulated from layer-


to-layer to achieve the optimal structure for a specific appli-


cation, and (c) LBL prepared layers can be assembled with


controlled variable thickness for generating smart and bio-


compatible coatings.11 LBL-based thin films have recently


been applied to various applications that include drug deliv-


ery systems,12 battery electrolytes, sensors, and thin mem-


branes.13 In general, the LBL process is achieved by alternately


exposing a substrate to positively and negatively charged


polymers or particles (Figure 1). In LBL, steps 1-4 are


repeated continuously until the desired numbers of “bilay-


ers” are achieved. Each individual layer thickness and LBL


growth rate depends upon various factors including the chem-


istry used, charge density, molecular weight, temperature,


deposition time, and concentration and pH of the species


being deposited.14 The ability of LBL to control the coating


thickness, properties of the nanocomponents and economic


use of raw materials make the assembly tool greatly supe-


rior to other techniques.


In this Account, we discuss current efforts for constructing


high-quality LBL films using inorganic nanocrystals and their


advantages. Functional films for devices and biomedical appli-


cations by introducing the NPs in the LBL assembly will be dis-


cussed based on the alternating interaction of oppositely charged


species, like positively and negatively charged polymers with


inorganic NPs. Similarly, extending the concept of using differ-


ent inorganic geometries like NSs for stronger mechanical prop-


erties and long NWs and CNTs for device fabrication is reported.


Besides discussing material applications and general procedures


for LBL, the use of LBL assembly for biological applications and


other interesting uses is also illustrated.


LBL: Polymers as Building Blocks
LBL was originally developed for polyelectrolyte/polyelectro-


lyte systems; now the LBL technique is applicable for almost


FIGURE 1. (A) Scheme of the LBL film-deposition. Steps 1 and 3
represent the adsorption of polyanion and polycation, steps 2 and
4 are washing steps. (B) Two adsorption routes, depicting LBL
deposition for polymers and polymers with NPs.
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any type of charged components, including inorganic clus-


ters, NPs,15 NWs,16 NSs,17 organic dyes,18 dendrimers,19


polypeptides,20 DNA,21 and proteins. This translates into an


exceptionally broad range of morphological characteristics and


functional responses. The forces that promote formation of


LBL films are also not restricted to electrostatic interactions.


Assemblies based on ionic charge transfer,22 hydrogen bond-


ing,23 covalent attachment,24 biological recognition,25 and


hydrophobic interactions26 have also been vigorously inves-


tigated. Availability of a wide-ranging spectrum of organic or


inorganic components, variety of interactions and versatility in


assembly approaches spectacularly enhances the uses of LBL


technique.


In general, for the LBL assembly process, the common pos-


itively charged polyelectrolytes used are poly(allylamine


hydrochloride) (PAH), poly(diallyldimethylammonium chloride)


(PDDA), and polyethyleneimine (PEI). Once they are attached


on the substrate, the net charge on the substrate surface


becomes positive because of the adsorption of polyelectro-


lyte with positive charge. The films are consequently rinsed


with pure water; the aim of rinsing is the removal of loosely


adsorbed polyelectrolytes. To subsequently grow the LBL fur-


ther, the films are introduced with negatively charged poly-


electrolyte solutions. The common negatively charged


polyelectrolytes are poly(acrylic acid) (PAA), poly(styrene sul-


fonate) (PSS), and poly(vinyl sulfate), which leads to the rever-


sal of net charge on the substrate. As a result, a double layer


of polyelectrolyte is built up on the substrate. With such cyclic


depositions, one can achieve multilayer films on the substrates


with desired thicknesses and structures. Different combina-


tions using the same process of inorganic components with


polyelectrolytes will be discussed in detail. LBL technique with


inorganic nanocrystals for various useful applications will be


also illustrated.


LBL Assembly with Inorganic Nanoparticles
LBL assembly with metallic NPs was used for introducing the


unique responses of inorganic clusters in thin films. In the pro-


cess, first the polymers are coated on the substrates, and then


the adsorption of oppositely charged particles is used to build


the multilayers. Au-NPs stabilized by the 4-(dimethylamino)-


pyridine (DMAP-Au) were investigated to interact with vari-


ous polyelectrolytes using LBL assembly.27 The results


obtained indicated that the combined interactions originat-


ing from PAH and PSS with DMAP-Au NPs facilitated the prep-


aration of stable thin films with tailored optical properties. In


a similar study, Au-NPs and polyelectrolyte multilayer struc-


tures were also fabricated using spin-assisted LBL method.28


Films showed red-shift in the plasmon resonance (optical


response ∼520 nm) because of the local dielectric environ-


ment. For films with sufficient density of gold NPs within the


layers, the second strong peak was also observed around 640


nm, which is the collective plasmon resonance. The observa-


tions in tuning the independent and concurrent individual,


intralayer, and interlayer plasmon resonances can be vital for


sensing applications, which involve monitoring of opto-


mechanical properties of ultrathin optically active membranes


(Figure 2).


Inclusion of semiconductor NPs in the LBL films based on


a similar alternating approach of oppositely charged species


was also studied.29 HgTe NPs and PDDA30 were assembled


into thin films with controllable thicknesses. LBL films were


prepared according to the standard procedure: (i) first, the sub-


strate was dipped into a solution of PDDA for 10 min, then


rinsed with water; (ii) the glass substrate was dipped into the


HgTe dispersion for 20 min, then rinsed with water. Each step


resulted in a “bilayer” made of polymer/NP composites. The


cycles were continued until the preferred thickness of the film


was achieved, and each step was analyzed by UV-vis spec-


tra.30 The LBL films with HgTe NPs showed strong emission in


the near-infrared region (peak around 1600 nm), covering the


entire telecommunications spectral region. These LBL assem-


bly of films containing NPs can be viewed as an inexpensive


versatile method, enabling implementation of cost-effective


high-capacity optical networks, optoelectronic emitters, and


amplifiers.


The exceptional flexibility of LBL films is not limited to pla-


nar substrates but can also be applied for highly curved surfaces.


FIGURE 2. NP-polyelectrolyte multilayers: (a) PEI monolayer; (b)
Au-NP monolayer deposited by adsorption on PEI; (c)
Au/(PAH-PSS)nPAH fabricated using LBL; (d) [Au/(PAH-PSS)nPAH]2
multilayers. Reproduced from ref 28. Copyright 2004 American
Chemical Society.
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LBL sequential adsorption was utilized as a deposition method


for nanostructured coatings on optical fibers, which was demon-


strated with CdTe NPs. The fabrication of uniform optical qual-


ity coatings made of strongly luminescent NPs on optical fibers


and tube interiors were analyzed. For this study LBL was per-


formed using CdTe NPs and PDDA on optical fibers and glass


tubings.31 Confocal microscopy demonstrated that CdTe/PDDA


coatings were continuous and uniform (Figure 3). Strong cou-


pling of the NP luminescence into the 600 µm glass optical fiber


attributed to a high refractive index of CdTe/PDDA nanocompos-


ites. Two unexpected results were detected: gradual red-shift of


the luminescence spectrum with an increase in layer thickness


and a significant improvement of the luminescence during the


first 100 min of UV illumination. Similar trends were obtained for


the coatings made for the glass tube interior, which can be con-


sidered as plain models of microfluidic devices with complex


channels and sensing abilities.


Other than optical properties, the photocatalytic response


of the LBL films consisting of polymers with TiO2 NPs was also


observed.32 Uniform distribution of TiO2 NPs in the film was


observed by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and trans-


mission electron microscopy (TEM). Photocatalytic properties


of the LBL films consisting of NPs were established by oxida-


tion of iodide and decomposition of methyl orange. Other


than electrostatic buildup, Wang et al. investigated a conven-


ient LBL assembly approach to form similar multilayers of con-


jugated polymers and CdSe NPs using covalent attachments.33


The stability of the resulting LBL film was tested by sonica-


tion; no change in the thickness of the films was observed.


Interesting photocurrent responses and photovoltaic proper-


ties were found in the LBL films. The results of this investiga-


tion demonstrate that the covalent-based LBL technique yields


a distinctive method for the production of a variety of organic/


inorganic hybrid films.


LBL also provides a versatile means to create all-NP coat-


ings from different combinations of functional NPs (metallic,


magnetic, and semiconductor NPs). The assembly of oppo-


sitely charged NPs without polymers was first reported in


1966.34 In a recent study, Rubner, Cohen and co-workers35


used LBL assembly for oppositely charged NPs without poly-


mers, which exhibited antireflection, antifogging, and self-


cleaning properties. LBL of positively charged TiO2 (7 nm) and


negatively charged SiO2 NPs (7 and 22 nm) was performed on


solid substrates. The porosity and chemical composition of the


coatings were determined using a simple method that is


based on ellipsometry and does not require any assumptions


about the refractive indices. The presence of nanopores in the


TiO2/SiO2 NP coatings results in superhydrophilicity as well as


antireflection properties. The superhydrophilicity of contami-


nated coatings was readily recovered and retained after ultra-


violet irradiation. Unlike TiO2-based coatings, which lose their


superhydrophilicity in the dark, SiO2/TiO2 NP-based coatings


retained their superhydrophilicity even after being stored in


dark for 60 days (Figure 4).


Nanosheets and Nanoplates for LBL
Assembly
LBL of NPs can also be extended to inorganic sheets, which


are of great interest for their unique material properties. Fer-


FIGURE 3. Confocal images of the optical fibers coated with
(PDDA/CdTe)8: (a) composite image of the fiber surface; (b) axial
image of the fiber; (c) depth profile. Numbers 1-6 indicate gradual
change of imaging depth. Reproduced from ref 31. Copyright 2003
American Chemical Society.


FIGURE 4. SiO2/TiO2 NP films showing changes in the contact
angle of a water droplet on the freshly prepared and 60-day-stored
multilayer-coated glass as a function of time. Reproduced from ref
35. Copyright 2006 American Chemical Society.
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guson et al. reported LBL of the positively charged polyelec-


trolytes with silicate mineral hectorite individual sheets. The


assembly allowed controlled, stepwise formation of multilayer


thin films.36 Each nanocomponent presented rapid adsorp-


tion by an ion-exchange mechanism and X-ray diffractom-


etry. Film thicknesses greater than 0.2 µm were found for the


silicate/polymer assembly. The large lateral area of the sili-


cate sheets permitted each layer to completely coat any pack-


ing cracks in the underlying film. The careful picking of the


NSs or plates in the LBL film can be exploited as an assem-


bly tool for the preparation of films with a variety of techno-


logical significance. Because NSs cover the defects in the films,


Podsiadlo et al.37 prepared ultrastrong layered polymer nano-


composites using poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) and montmorillo-


nite (MTM) clay. Characterization of the assembly verified


dense coverage of the nanoplatelets and their strictly planar


orientation (Figure 5).37 Evaluation of mechanical properties


for PVA/clay composites displayed four times higher strength


and 1 order of magnitude higher Young’s modulus when


compared with pure PVA polymer. Glutaraldehyde cross-link-


ing increased the strength and stiffness of both pure PVA and


the PVA/MTM composite. The ultimate tensile strength


increased by a factor of 3 over the un-cross-linked PVA/MTM


strength and 10-times in comparison with pure PVA (high val-


ues up to 480 MPa). The modulus of the PVA/MTM with glu-


taraldehyde exceeded that of un-cross-linked PVA/MTM by 1


order of magnitude and that of pure PVA by 2 factors, with the


highest values reaching 125 GPa. These results indicate the


possible variability in the physical properties of the LBL assem-


blies by modulating the components used in the buildup.


Other than mechanical properties, Hammond and co-work-


ers described ion transport properties of polymer-clay structures


from a combination of PEI, laponite clay, and poly(ethylene


oxide).38 This trilayer LBL structure was assembled using hydro-


gen bonding and electrostatic interactions. The films were char-


acterized using ellipsometry, atomic force microscopy (AFM), and


electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS). Results demon-


strated a layered, anisotropic structure that showed in-plane ion


transport 100 times faster than cross-plane at 0% relative humid-


ity. Similarly, Shi and co-workers39 prepared LBL films from


Bi2WO6 nanoplates, which had higher visible-light photoactivity


(λ > 420 nm) than Bi2WO6 nanoplate powders and P25TiO2


films (Figure 6). Thickness and photoactivity of the films was


also modified by changing the deposition cycles. Bi2WO6 films


showed spectral selectivity of the photocatalytic degradation


of rhodamine-B. Under a wavelength greater than 300 nm,


the rhodamine-B molecules tend to be transformed to


rhodamine over Bi2WO6 films. On the contrary, under shorter


wavelength (λ ) 254 nm) light irradiation, the rhodamine-B


molecules can be photodegraded completely. Generally,


FIGURE 5. SEM of PVA/MTM nanocomposite: (a) cross-section of the film; (b) close-up of the cross-section; (c) top-down view of a fracture
edge of the composite after tensile testing; (d) top-down view of the composites surface. From Science (www.sciencemag.org), ref 37.
Copyright 2007. Reprinted with permission from AAAS.
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Bi2WO6 films have potential application in selective oxida-


tion, photosynthesis, and photodegradation of dyes by differ-


ent wavelength light irradiation. Use of NSs for LBL


demonstrates the ability of the technique to enhance the phys-


ical responses of the materials. Recently, titania sheets in the


LBL assembly were used as reactors for the in situ formation


of Ag metals in thin films from silver ions.40


LBL Assembly and One-Dimensional
Nanowires
LBL assembly using NWs and CNTs is a new area of research.


One-dimensional nanomaterials are likely to play a key role


in fabricating devices of the next generation. The LBL assem-


bly approach was also extended to NWs by alternative adsorp-


tion of polymers and inorganic wires. Recently, Liz-Marzán and


FIGURE 6. (a) TEM image of Bi2WO6 nanoplates and (b) SEM of a Bi2WO6 multilayer film with eight deposition layers. Reproduced from ref
39. Copyright 2007 Elsevier.


FIGURE 7. TEM of Au-NW LBL films with four layers separated by a single PDDA layer (a); PDDA/PSS bilayers (b), and PDDA/PSS/PDDA/PSS
multilayers (c). Reproduced from ref 41. Copyright 2007 American Chemical Society.


FIGURE 8. (a) AFM image of (PDDA/NW)1 and (b) photoresponse of Te films for repetitive switching between “on” and “off” states.
Reproduced from ref 42. Copyright 2006 Wiley-VCH.
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co-workers41 reported LBL films using the standard polyelec-


trolytes and Au wires. The control of NW density in monolay-


ers was achieved by varying deposition time and interlayer


separation in multilayer films (Figure 7), which was varied


through the assembly of an increasing number of polyelec-


trolyte monolayers. In all cases, plasmon coupling (leading to


extensive red shift and broadening of the longitudinal sur-


face plasmon band) could be efficiently tuned by keeping the


particles separated at distances longer than the Au-NW short


axis. This systematic study of the optical effects derived from


plasmon coupling in mono- and multilayers of metallic NWs


was presented.


LBL assembly of NWs was also performed by transform-


ing CdTe NWs to Te NWs by using the Cd complexing agent


EDTA.42 Te NWs exhibited a uniform diameter with lengths


ranging from 200 to 800 nm. LBL films of Te NWs on glass


were fabricated by dipping the substrate alternatively into neg-


atively charged NWs and PDDA (Figure 8).42 To characterize


the conductive and photoconducting properties of the films


made from Te NWs, PDDA/NW was fabricated and electrical


FIGURE 9. SEM (a, c) and TEM (b, d) of titania nanotubes obtained from (PEI/TALH)12PEI coated membranes after heating at 95 °C for 24 h
(a, b) and 450 °C for 10 h (c, d). Reproduced from ref 44. Copyright 2007 Wiley-VCH.


FIGURE 10. (a) AFM image of TiO2 nanoshells and (b) differential pulse voltammograms of (I) dopamine, 1 mM; (II) ascorbic acid, 1 mM; and
(III) a mixture of 1 mM dopamine and ascorbic acid in 0.1 M buffer coated with PDDA(PDDA-PAA). Reproduced from ref 47. Copyright 2002
Wiley-VCH.
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contacts were made by attaching silver wires to the Te sur-


face. The electrical resistance measurements of the Te NW


films were carried out in the dark and under light. The “light-


on-light-off” cycle was shown to be very stable at room tem-


perature, but the photocurrent increase and decrease kinetics


was found to be relatively slow. The observed results are


promising and offer the potential to construct photoactive


switches with higher loadings of NWs. The photocurrent study


of the thin films also demonstrated that Te thin films can be


reversibly switched between lower and higher conductivity


states after exposure to external light. The photoconducting


NWs could also serve as light detectors for various optoelec-


tric applications, in which the binary states can be optically


addressed.


The strategy of LBL assembly was also employed for NW


formation. To prepare Au/TiO2 NWs, ordered arrays were fab-


ricated using LBL assembly of cationic polyelectrolytes and


inorganic precursors on template-grown Au NWs. The wires


formed were investigated with SEM, TEM, and X-ray energy


analysis.43 This technique is useful in fabricating core/sheath


NWs. Though LBL assembly, titania tubes were also success-


fully fabricated by deposition of water-soluble titania, tita-


nium(IV) bis(ammonium lactato)dihydroxide (TALH), and


oppositely charged PEI (Figure 9).44 Tubular structure was pre-


pared by deposition of the above-mentioned materials inside


the cylindrical pores of a polycarbonate membrane template,


followed by calcination. The titania tubes exhibited very inter-


esting photocatalytic properties, demonstrated by the degra-


dation of the azodye methyl orange. They were easily


separated from the reaction system by simple centrifugation,


allowing for straightforward recycling. The reported proce-


dure provides a versatile technique to fabricate titania-based


tubular nanostructures, which could easily be applied to con-


struct other tubular structures and can find uses in catalysis


and chemical sensing.


Another class of one-dimensional material is CNTs; LBL


assembly using single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) can


be applied to develop unique electronic devices due to their


outstanding mechanical, thermal, and electrical responses. In


a recent study, the fabrication of high-mobility thin-film tran-


sistors (TFTs) using LBL assembled SWNTs for the semicon-


ducting material and SiO2-NPs as the gate dielectric material


were investigated.45 The channel length and the effective


thickness of the SWNT-semiconductor layer were 50 µm and


38 nm, respectively. The effective thickness of the SiO2 dielec-


tric layer was 180 nm. The gate voltage VG sweeps were col-


lected from -10 to 0 V with 2 V steps. The SWNT-TFT


exhibited p-type semiconductor characteristics and operated


in the accumulation mode. The combination of LBL and


microlithography provides a simple, low-temperature, and


highly efficient approach to fabricate TFT devices.


LBL Using Inorganic Nanoparticles for
Biological Applications
Here we discuss mainly the use of inorganic NPs as assem-


bly tools for biological applications. LBL assembly of NPs with


poleyelectrolytes provides the opportunity to introduce bio-


compatibility and fabricate biomaterials. For biocompatible


FIGURE 11. Schematic of immunoassay using NP/polyelectrolyte-
coated latexes: (a) fluorophore-labeled antibodies are quenched
before injection of analyte; (b) injection of analyte; (c) fluorophore-
labeled antibodies fluoresce after being released by biotin.
Reproduced from ref 49. Copyright 2005 American Chemical
Society.
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surfaces, an LBL sequence using (PDDA/CdTe)x/PDDA/(PAA/


collagen)y was prepared.46 When mammalian cells were cul-


tured on (PDDA/CdTe)x, only dead cells were observed. When


NP films were coated with a single PAA/collagen, the cells


attached in large quantities. Thus biocompatibility of the film


can be engineered depending upon the cell type used. LBL


was also used to create ion-selective/biocompatible films using


TiO2 nanoshells. Hollow titania spheres were fabricated from


TiO2 and Ag-NPs.47 To make nanoshells with ion-sieving prop-


erties, the silver core was removed by treatment with ammo-


nia solution. Once the titania shells were formed, LBL


assembly of TiO2 nanoshells and negatively charged PAA was


carried out. UV-vis was used to analyze the buildup of TiO2/


PAA films. The morphology of the hollow-sphere shells in the


LBL films provides large surface area and porosity. The ion-


permeable properties of the nanoshells were analyzed by


cyclic voltammetery using potassium ferricyanide as the probe


molecule.


LBL films of TiO2 nanoshells with high pore density showed


similarities with the biomembranes. Recently there has been


substantial attention in developing new detection techniques


for the secretion of neurotransmitters from the cells present in


the brain. To understand the system of secretion and meta-


bolic rate is an important key factor to cure diseases (for


example, Parkinson‘s disease). Dopamine is one important


chemical present in the nervous system. The electrochemical


response to dopamine and ascorbic acid was studied to test


the LBL films (Figure 10).47 Results indicated that LBL coat-


ings with nanoshells showed a drastic difference in the elec-


trochemical signal response for ascorbic acid compared with


dopamine. The ion-selective capabilities of the nanoshell films


for the successful detection of dopamine in the presence of


ascorbic acid represent a significant biological problem and


demonstrated improvement in detection sensitivity. The LBL


films were found to be compatible with other cell lines, which


opens the pathway for their exploitation as smart coatings for


in vivo monitoring of brain activity.


To study the LBL of NPs with biomolecules, Zhou et al. pre-


pared multilayer thin films of Au-NPs and myoglobin on solid


substrates.48 In another report, Au-NP/polyelectrolyte coated


latex particles were prepared using LBL technique to investi-


gate the competitive fluorescence quenching immunoas-


says.49 Quenching efficiency (QE) for the plane LBL films is


related to the cube of the spacing between the layers. Achiev-


ing QE ) 50% at a distance of ∼15 nm indicated that the Au-


NP/polyelectrolyte is suitable for detecting release/binding


measures for antibodies. A reliable, competitive binding immu-


noassay for biotin was fabricated on Au-NP/polyelectrolyte-


coated polystyrene colloids (488 nm), as quenchers for the


fluorescein-isothiocyanate labeled anti-biotin immunoglobu-


lin (FITC-anti-biotin-IgG). Molecules of biotin were attached on


the NP/polyelectrolyte composites by adsorbing a layer of


biotinylated poly(allylamine hydrochloride) (B-PAH). FITC-anti-


biotin-IgGs was subsequently bound to the particles through


biotin. Characterization using TEM and quartz crystal micro-


gravimetry established the multilayer formation on latex par-


ticles. The NP/polyelectrolyte-coated latexes removed FITC-


anti-biotin-IgG upon addition of free-biotin, with a sensing


FIGURE 12. Optical images of human osteoblasts (ATCC, CRL-11372) cultured slides (A, B) and slides coated with
(PDDA/MTM/PDDA/AgNPs)10 (C, D) for 3 days. Reproduced from ref 50. Copyright 2005 American Chemical Society.
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ability of 1–50 nmol. These results indicate that NP/polyelec-


trolyte-coated composites can be used as smart sensors (Fig-


ure 11). This study supports the importance of LBL with NPs


to be used for sensors and delivery applications.


LBL assembly from MTM-clay and PDDA was also used to


study antibacterial activity, which was introduced by alternat-


ing clay with starch-stabilized silver-NPs.50 The resulting com-


posite showed excellent structural stability with no detectable


levels of silver lost over a 1-month period. Estimation of the


antibacterial response presented almost total growth inhibi-


tion of E.coli over a period of 18 h. The quantity of silver


eluted from the LBL films over 30 days was determined to be


just 0.5-3.0 µg/L. This loss in concentration of silver did not


stop the growth of the mammalian culture tissues. The LBL


nanocomposite offered high biocompatibility with the human


osteoblast cell line used (Figure 12).50


LBL assembly based on sequential absorption of polymers


with inorganic nanocrystals is a unique approach to combine


the physical responses from both the components into the


nanocomposite material. Different mechanisms were reported


to explore the ability of the LBL method to create advanced


functional films. This approach allows playing with the chem-


istry of the nanocomponents used in the assembly to intro-


duce biomimetic features and to design advanced devices.


The high loading of NPs or NWs into the polyelectrolyte films


with potential applications can be utilized further for future


materials. In particular, the use of NPs holds a great promise


for manufacturing infrared opto-electronic emitters, amplifi-


ers, and sensors. For biomedical applications, LBL assemblies


with nanoshells and NPs can be used for understanding neu-


ron communication and to fabricate biocompatible surfaces.


Introducing NSs, NWs, and SWNTs in the LBL assembly adds


to the versatility of the approach for constructing transistors


and conducting films.
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C O N S P E C T U S


In general, fabrication of well-defined organic nanowires or nanobelts with controllable size and morphology is not as
advanced as for their inorganic counterparts. Whereas inorganic nanowires are widely exploited in optoelectronic nan-


odevices, there remains considerable untapped potential in the one-dimensional (1D) organic materials. This Account describes
our recent progress and discoveries in the field of 1D self-assembly of planar π-conjugated molecules and their applica-
tion in various nanodevices including the optical and electrical sensors. The Account is aimed at providing new insights into
how to combine elements of molecular design and engineering with materials fabrication to achieve properties and func-
tions that are desirable for nanoscale optoelectronic applications. The goal of our research program is to advance the knowl-
edge and develop a deeper understanding in the frontier area of 1D organic nanomaterials, for which several basic questions
will be addressed: (1) How can one control and optimize the molecular arrangement by modifying the molecular struc-
ture? (2) What processing factors affect self-assembly and the final morphology of the fabricated nanomaterials; how can
these factors be controlled to achieve the desired 1D nanomaterials, for example, nanowires or nanobelts? (3) How do the
optoelectronic properties (e.g., emission, exciton migration, and charge transport) of the assembled materials depend on the
molecular arrangement and the intermolecular interactions? (4) How can the inherent optoelectronic properties of the nano-
materials be correlated with applications in sensing, switching, and other types of optoelectronic devices?


The results presented demonstrate the feasibility of controlling the morphology and molecular organization of 1D organic
nanomaterials. Two types of molecules have been employed to explore the 1D self-assembly and the application in opto-
electronic sensing: one is perylene tetracarboxylic diimide (PTCDI, n-type) and the other is arylene ethynylene macrocycle
(AEM, p-type). The materials described in this project are uniquely multifunctional, combining the properties of nanoporos-
ity, efficient exciton migration and charge transport, and strong interfacial interaction with the guest (target) molecules. We
see this combination as enabling a range of important technological applications that demand tightly coupled interaction
between matter, photons, and charge. Such applications may include optical sensing, electrical sensing, and polarized emis-
sion. Particularly, the well-defined nanowires fabricated in this study represent unique systems for investigating the dimen-
sional confinement of the optoelectronic properties of organic semiconductors, such as linearly polarized emission,
dimensionally confined exciton migration, and optimal π-electronic coupling (favorable for charge transport). Combination
of these properties will make the 1D self-assembly ideal for many orientation-sensitive applications, such as polarized light-
emitting diodes and flat panel displays.
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1. Introduction


Nanostructured, one-dimensional (1D) morphologies (such as


nanowires) composed of electronically active constituents have


gained increasing interest in the emerging fields of nano-


science and nanotechnology in recent years,1,2 mainly due to


their promising applications in electronic and optoelectronic


nanodevices, for which the device miniaturization requires


small channel materials. However, most 1D nanostructures


reported to date are based on inorganic materials. The anal-


ogous research has been much less thoroughly studied on


organic materials, while they have already been widely used


in thin film based devices such as field-effect transistors, light-


emitting diodes, and photovoltaic cells. Organic semiconduc-


tors provide many advantages over the inorganic counterparts,


such as unlimited choices of molecular structures for prop-


erty optimization, high flexibility and low cost of materials fab-


rication, ease for large area processing and compatibility with


flexible and lightweight plastic substrates, and thus may open


broader applications for the next generation of electronic


devices.


Previous evidence from the columnar stacking of discotic


liquid crystal molecules has suggested that self-assembly


through strong π-π stacking could be an effective approach


to 1D nanostructures for planar, rigid organic molecules.3–11


This is particularly true for the larger macrocyclic aromatic


molecules like hexabenzocoronene.3 However, it still remains


a difficult task to fabricate nanowires or other types of 1D


nanostructures with well-defined morphology and molecular


arrangement. The main difficulty lies in the fact that a success-


ful 1D fabrication demands a tight correlation between the


self-assembling kinetics or thermodynamics and the molecu-


lar design and engineering, which in turn usually requires a


strong interplay between chemical synthesis, materials fabri-


cation and physical characterization, in search of optimal crys-


talline structure and optoelectronic properties that relate to


broad range of applications in nanodevices.


In this Account, we describe our recent progress in control


and optimization of the 1D self-assembly of planar π-conju-


gated macromolecules, which cover both n-type and p-type


semiconductor materials and thus are suitable for application


in integrated optoelectronic nanodevices. The aim of the


Account is not only to demonstrate the increasing importance


and emerging research in 1D nanomaterials of organic semi-


conductors, but moreover to provide new insights into how to


combine elements of molecular design and engineering with


the materials fabrication to achieve properties and functions


that are desirable for nanoscale optoelectronic applications,


such as electrical and optical sensing.


2. Molecular Design, Synthesis, and
Engineering
The building block molecules employed in the 1D self-assem-


bly described in this Account include two types of molecules:


perylene tetracarboxylic diimides (PTCDIs) and arylene ethy-


nylene macrocycles (AEMs). The former forms a class of n-type


semiconductor,12–14 while the latter is of p-type character.


Studying both types of semiconductors may provide well-


rounded, integrated understanding of the optoelectronic prop-


erties of the organic materials and the potential applications


in devices utilizing nanostructured materials, which usually


require both p- and n-type components. The strong π-π inter-


action between the planar aromatic skeletons and their non-


collapsible structure make PTCDIs and AEMs ideal candidates


for 1D self-assembly. Particularly, PTCDIs form an extremely


robust class of molecules with high thermal and photostabil-


ity. This property, along with the unique n-type character


(compared with the more common p-type counterparts in


organic semiconductors), makes PTCDIs one type of the most


widely used organic materials in various electronic and opto-


electronic devices.14–16 AEMs represent another class of inter-


esting building-block molecules for self-assembly into 1D


tubular nanomaterials.17,18 These molecules consist of a


shape-persistent scaffold with a planar conformation, with


minimal ring strain and highly tunable ring sizes (0.5-5 nm).


The synthesis of PTCDI is straightforward as shown in Fig-


ure 1. The starting material, perylene tetracarboxylic dianhy-


dride (PTCDA), is commercially available in high purity. The


relatively higher reactivity of the monoanhydrides brings a


great number of options for constructing a wide variety of


molecular structures,16,19 particularly the asymmetric PTCDIs,


which are well-suited for cooperative self-assembly into ultral-


ong nanofibril structures as described below. The synthesis of


PTCDIs takes advantages of the fact that the two nitrogen posi-


tions at the imides of PTCDI are nodes in the π-orbital wave


function,16,19 leading to enormous options for modifying the


structures of the two side chains (but without significant alter-


ing of the electronic properties and geometry of the PTCDI


skeleton). Modification of side chains strongly affects the con-


formation and strength of molecular stacking of PTCDI mole-


cules when assembled into crystalline materials.16,19,20 This


provides many options for optimizing the molecular structure


to achieve shape-defined 1D self-assembly with desired opto-
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electronic properties well-suited for various device


applications.


A major breakthrough in the synthesis of AEMs came in


2004 when Moore demonstrated that multigram quantities of


shape-persistent AEMs can be produced in one step from sim-


ple precursors (Figure 2).21 The approach relies on reversible


alkyne metathesis to generate predominately a single cycloo-


ligomeric product. Key developments leading to this break-


through were the preparation of functional-group tolerant yet


highly active alkyne metathesis catalysts and the use of an


insoluble byproduct to drive the cyclooligomerization process.


As can be seen in Figure 2, the process is general for a vari-


ety of functionalized AEMs having a range of sizes and shapes.


The straightforward synthesis and highly adaptable modifica-


tion of cavity size and shape are additional advantages for


fabricating AEMs into 1D nanomaterials with tunable opto-


electronic properties. The internal void dimensions of these


toroidal building blocks can be adjusted by changing the ring


size and shape to accommodate various guests or infiltrates


(e.g., for molecule-specific sensing).


A general rule for side-chain design is to minimize steric


hindrance in order to promote molecular stacking. To this end,


linearly configured side chains are usually employed for 1D


self-assembly, while the large, bulky, branched side chains like


nonyldecyl usually possess strong steric hindrance, restrict-


ing extended 1D stacking. Indeed, only irregular chunky


aggregates can be formed from the PTCDI molecules modi-


fied with nonyldecyl groups, whereas the molecules modi-


fied with linear alkyl chains (despite the similar length) can be


fabricated into well-defined 1D nanobelt structures under the


same self-assembling conditions (Figure 3).20 Strikingly, such


a difference in morphology was observed for both the solu-


tion- and surface-based processing. These investigations dem-


onstrate the feasibility of controlling the dimensionality of self-


assembly of PTCDI molecules through appropriate side-chain


modification in line with proper assembly processing that


matches the best the thermodynamics of the molecular


structure.


The vital role played by the side chains in the dimension-


ally controlled self-assembly has also been evidenced in the


nanofibril fabrication of AEMs.22 As shown in Figure 4, intro-


duction of a carbonyl linkage enforces coplanar arrangement


between the alkyl side chains and the central skeleton of a tet-


racyclic AEM. The coplanar geometry enhances the cofacial


π-π stacking, potentially with minimal lateral offset of the


molecular stacking, leading more effectively to 1D self-assem-


bly. Indeed, as detailed below, uniform nanofibers can be fab-


ricated from the coplanar tetracycle simply by dispersing


(injecting) a molecularly dissolved solution into a poor sol-


vent, or even directly on a surface via vaporization. This is in


sharp contrast to the case of the saddle-shaped tetracycle, for


which nanofibers can only be formed under strictly controlled


assembling conditions, such as gelation from slowly cooled


solutions.22


3. Solution-Based Self-Assembly


The spontaneous self-assembly of molecules into 1D struc-


tures represents a thermodynamic process, where the cofa-


cial π-π stacking between the molecular skeletons must


predominant over the lateral association caused by the hydro-


FIGURE 1. General synthesis of PTCDIs and the monoanhydrides.


FIGURE 2. Representative examples of precipitation-driven
cyclooligomerization of simple precursors leading to high yields of
AEMs on the multigram scale.
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phobic interaction among the side chains. The latter usually


forces the formation of bulky materials, rather than molecu-


lar arrangement along the stacking axis. Developing a 1D self-


assembly methodology indeed relies on optimizing the


solution processing so as to maximize the longitudinal π-π
stacking against the lateral association. Depending on the


molecular structure and geometry (planar vs nonplanar, short


vs long side chains, etc.), the self-assembly could be per-


formed via a fast process simply by rapid dispersion of mol-


ecules into a “poor” solvent or via a very slow and carefully


controlled process like gelation to allow extensive organiza-


tion of the side chains in a way to maximize the 1D arrange-


ment of the molecular backbones. Described below are


several typical protocols that have proven effective in fabrica-


tion of well-defined nanowires and nanobelts from both PTC-


DIs and AEMs.20,22–29


Rapid Solution Dispersion. Molecules with predominant


π-π stacking over the lateral side-chain association enables


expedient self-assembly of the 1D materials simply by rapid


dispersion of the molecules from a “good” solvent into a


“poor” solvent (Figure 5),23 where the molecule has limited


solubility and thus self-assembly of the molecules is expected


to occur instantaneously. For the PTCDI modified with short


linear side chains like propoxyethyl, well-defined nanobelts


can simply be obtained by injection of a minimum volume of


concentrated chloroform solution of the molecule into a poor


solvent like methanol with sufficient stirring of the solution


(Figure 5). As monitored by the absorption spectra, the absorp-


tion bands of the molecule decreased gradually with time fol-


lowing the injection, while a new band corresponding to the


crystal phase appeared at longer wavelengths. The isosbestic


point at 536 nm implies a stoichiometric conversion from free


molecules to the crystalline phase. Electron diffraction of the


nanobelt showed a typical crystalline pattern with sharp dif-


fraction spots (inset of Figure 5C). Two distinct reciprocal lat-


tice vectors can be obtained from the diffraction pattern, giving


two d-spacings, d1 ) 0.865 nm and d2 ) 0.466 nm. The d1


is perpendicular to the belt direction. A similar orientation of


the molecular arrangement (with molecule plane approxi-


mately perpendicular to the π-π stacking direction) was also


observed by X-ray diffraction for the nanobelts fabricated from


other PTCDIs.20,30


Phase Transfer. For some molecules, the crystallization


(precipitation) proceeds too fast when dispersed into a “poor”


solvent from a “good” solvent. This is particularly true when


the association (e.g., hydrophobic interaction or hydrogen


bonding) between the side chains becomes too strong. In such


a case, self-assembling through the simple dispersion proto-


col (as described above) normally produces large agglomer-


ates. To slow the crystallization process, a so-called phase


transfer method as shown in Figure 6 has recently been devel-


oped for fabricating discrete fibril structures from these “sticky”


molecules, where the slow crystallization is performed at the


interface between a “good” and a “poor” solvent.20 The “poor”


solvent (e.g., methanol, hexane) is normally quite distinct (in


terms of polarity and density) from the “good” solvent (e.g.,


chloroform), thus providing the possibility to keep the two sol-


vents in two phases for an extended period.


With the phase transfer methodology, we have success-


fully fabricated well-defined, discrete nanobelt structures from


a PTCDI molecule with long alkyl side chains (Figure 6), which


usually allow strong hydrophobic association. In contrast, with


the simple dispersion method as described in the last section,


FIGURE 3. Side-chain effect on the self-assembly of PTCDI: (A, B) SEM images taken on the samples fabricated in solutions via phase
transfer; (C, D) AFM images taken on the samples fabricated in situ on a glass surface via vapor annealing.


FIGURE 4. Molecular structure and side-chain conformations of
two tetracyclic AEMs. A carbonyl linkage promotes coplanar
arrangement of the side chains and core skeleton. Energy
minimization was achieved by DFT calculation (B3LYP/6-31g*) using
Gaussian 03.32
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the same molecule produced highly intertwined fibril piles


(which are difficult to disperse as discrete fibrils), likely due to


the solvophobically favorable hydrophobic interaction


between the side chains. One advantage of the phase trans-


fer method as described in Figure 6 is that it provides a wide


range of options for optimizing the assembling process to


accommodate molecules with different side-chain structures


and sizes. For example, by selection of different solvents, the


polarity of the mixed phase at the bisolvent interface can be


adjusted over a wide range, providing variability for adjust-


ing the solubility (or crystallization kinetics) for the target mol-


ecules and thus allowing for optimization of the self-


assembling process.


Vapor Diffusion. The slow crystallization induced by


phase transfer at a bisolvent interface as described above can


be adapted into an even slower, but more controlled process,


via vapor diffusion between two solvents (Figure 7).28 The


slow solvent exchange between the two solvents via vapor dif-


fusion enables gradual, highly controlled adjustment of the


solubility of the molecules. The slow decrease in solubility


allows for growth of materials with minimal crystalline defects.


Moreover, for the molecules with branched side chains, which


usually possess significant steric hindrance and thus form ill-


defined aggregates when assembled into solid state in a fast


way, the slow decrease in solubility may provide the mole-


cules with sufficient time for arranging the side chains in a


way favorable for the 1D stacking of the molecules. The other


advantage people can take of the vapor diffusion processing


FIGURE 5. Top panel, a scheme showing the self-assembly process via rapid dispersion; bottom panel, (A) absorption spectra showing the
formation of crystalline phase (nanobelts) of propoxyethyl-PTCDI when dispersed in methanol, (B) SEM image of the nanobelts (gold stained)
cast on glass, and (C) TEM image of a single nanobelt cast on SiO2 film. Inset shows electron diffraction over a nanobelt cast on carbon film.


FIGURE 6. Top panel, a scheme showing the self-assembly process
via bisolvent phase transfer; bottom panel, (A) TEM images showing
the nanobelts of dodecyl-PTCDI lying across a hole of the holey
carbon film and (B) a zoomed-in image of panel A.


FIGURE 7. Top panel, a scheme showing the self-assembly process
via vapor diffusion; bottom panel, (A) SEM image of a nanofibril
film deposited on a glass slide and (B) zoom-in SEM image of the
nanofibril film.
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is that the speed of the solvent exchange (or decrease in sol-


ubility) can be adjusted by changing the chamber tempera-


ture, which in turn changes the vapor pressure of the solvents.


Figure 7 shows the SEM image of the nanofibers fabricated


from a half-hydrolyzed PTCDI molecule through a vapor-dif-


fusion process performed in a closed chamber.28 The aver-


age diameter of the nanofibers is ca. 350 nm as determined


by zoom-in SEM imaging as shown in Figure 7. The extended


1D molecular arrangement obtained for the molecule is likely


dominated by the π-π interaction between the perylene back-


bones (which is sterically favored by the bare end of the mol-


ecule), in cooperation with the hydrophobic interactions


between the side chains of appropriate size.


Seeded Growth. Taking advantages from the slow crys-


tallization process as mentioned above, a seeded self-assem-


bling method was recently developed in our laboratory to


fabricate ultralong (millimeter) nanobelts from an asymmet-


ric PTCDI molecule as shown Figure 8.27 The polyoxyethyl-


ene side-chain attachment makes the molecule highly soluble


in hydrophilic solvents like ethanol. Taking advantage of the


miscibility between alcohol and water, the solubility (or self-


assembly) of the molecule can feasibly be controlled by


adjusting the volume ratio of water-to-alcohol. Upon increase


of the water component, the increase in solvent polarity will


force solvophobic association between the alkyl side chains,


in a manner similar to the 1D self-assembly of surfactants and


other amphiphilic molecules. Such hydrophobic interdigita-


tion will bring the molecules in proximity where the π-π
interaction dominates the molecular packing configuration.


The π-π molecular stacking is likely facilitated by the


extended conformation of the polyoxyethylene side chain,


which is favored in hydrophilic solvent. Indeed, an ultralong


nanobelt structure was obtained from the self-assembly of


compound 1 in water/ethanol solution at an appropriate vol-


ume ratio, ca. 1:1. As demonstrated by the large-area SEM


imaging shown in Figure 8, ultralong fibril structure was


formed through a slow 1D crystalline growing process, typi-


cally over five days, in a 1:1 water/ethanol solvent. Such a


slow crystallization process allows for more organized molec-


ular stacking and more extended growth along the fibril long


axis. Most of the fibers are more than 0.3 mm in length, and


some of them even reach ca. 0.5 mm. The extended 1D self-


assembly is likely dominated by the strong π-π interaction


between the PTCDI scaffolds, as indicated by the X-ray diffrac-


tion, for which the typical π-π stacking peak (with d-spacing


3.6 Å) was observed. The millimeter long nanobelts thus fab-


ricated will enable more expedient construction of integrated


nanoelectronic devices, for which deposition of a wire across


multiple parallel electrodes is usually demanded.


Sol-Gel Processing. The main challenge in assembling


large aromatic molecules into 1D materials lies in balancing


the molecular assembly for growth along the π-stacking direc-


tion against the lateral association of side chains. This is par-


ticularly true for AEM molecules, which normally possess


multiple side chains as shown in Figure 2. For these mole-


cules, a simple self-assembling method like rapid dispersion


or phase transfer as mentioned above usually produces ill-


defined agglomerates, rather than extended 1D structures.


Sol-gel processing is usually an effective way to fabricate


well-defined nanofibril structures from molecules modified


with multiple long alkyl side chains. Gelation of the molecules


is typically realized by cooling a hot, homogeneous solution


FIGURE 8. (A) A large area SEM image showing the growth of long
nanobelts from the central seeding particulate aggregates; (B) a
zoom-in image showing the belt morphology and uniform size of
the nanobelts.
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from an elevated temperature to room temperature. Such a


gelation process decreases gradually the molecular mobility


(dynamics) and thus minimizes the lateral growth of the


molecular assembly (which is primarily controlled by the side-


chain association). Figure 9 shows a robust gelation method


recently developed in our laboratory, which has been proven


successful for reproducible fabrication of ultrafine nanofibril


structures from a tetracycle AEM.22 Cooling a warm, homoge-


neous solution of the molecule in cyclohexane from high tem-


perature to room temperature leads to gelation of the solution.


During the gelation the molecules become highly organized,


with optimal π-π stacking in cooperation with the side-chain


association. A large-area TEM image (Figure 9A) reveals that


the dried gel consists of piles of entangled nanofibrils. The


strong π-π stacking gives the fibril structure sufficient


mechanical integrity to be transferred onto different substrates.


Compared with the polar substrate of silicon oxide as used in


Figure 9A,B, a holey carbon film (nonpolar) was also


employed as substrate for TEM imaging of the nanofibrils (Fig-


ure 9C,D). This robust, durable character of the nanofibril


(which allows for easily handling and deposition onto differ-


ent solid substrates) will be critical for approaching practical


applications of the nanoassembly. In general, when the


strength of π-π stacking and the side-chain interactions are


not well matched and thus the self-assembly is difficult to con-


trol by simple solution-based processing, gelation might be an


alternative for approaching the highly organized molecular


packing through slow cooling (“freezing”) of molecular


mobility.


4. Surface-Supported Self-Assembly


Beyond the solution processing methods described above, we


have also developed a series of surface-supported self-assem-


bling methods (via either solvent vapor annealing or direct


vaporization) for fabricating 1D nanostructures in situ on sub-


strates (Figure 10).24 Annealing is usually performed in a


closed chamber saturated with an appropriate solvent vapor.


Depending on the molecular structure and the surface prop-


erty, solvents of different polarity or a combination of solvents


can be used. Factors that influence solvent choice include (1)


solubility in order to allow free individual molecules to be


transported with the solvent on the surface and (2) minimal


affinity to the surface, thus allowing high mobility on the sur-


face. Chloroform is often a good choice for polar surfaces


including glass and mica. For the highly planar, rigid mole-


cules, e.g., the tetracycle AEM (Figure 4, right), which demon-


strates totally coplanar geometry between the core skeleton


and the side chains, the surface-supported self-assembly can


even be processed by direct vaporization of the freshly depos-


ited film. The planar geometry of the molecule enables


extended π-π stacking with limited lateral offset, thus allow-


ing for expedient 1D assembly of the molecules via fast vapor-


FIGURE 9. Top panel, different stages of the sol-gel process performed on the saddle-like tetracyclic AEM shown in Figure 4: (1) a milky
suspension of the molecule in cyclohexane (4 mg/mL) after sonication, (2) totally dissolved after heating at 100 °C in an oil bath, (3) about 2
min after cooling in air; (4) about 5 min after cooling in air, (5) the gel formed after cooling and aging in air for 1 h. Bottom panel, TEM
images of the gel deposited on silicon oxide (A, B) and holey carbon (C, D) films: (A) large-area image showing the fibril piles; (B) different
sizes of fibril bundles; (C) highly uniform nanofibrils lying across a hole of the carbon film; (D) a zoomed-in image over the sample of C.
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ization. Indeed, uniform nanofibrils were fabricated from the


molecule simply by casting a thin film on a substrate, followed


by drying in atmosphere. Figure 10 shows a TEM image of the


nanofibrils formed on a carbon film. The entangled nanofibrils


thus formed on the surface produce a highly porous film that


would be ideal for use as a gas sensor potentially with


increased sensitivity (vide infra).


5. One-Dimensional Confinement and
Enhancement of Exciton Migration:
Amplified Fluorescent Sensing
Uniaxial Optical Properties Consistent with 1D Molecular
Stacking. One-dimensional self-assembly of planar aromatic


molecules (e.g., PTCDI) usually exhibits uniaxial optical prop-


erties along the π-π stacking direction, as observed for the


uniaxial columnar packing of discotic liquid crystal molecules.


The uniaxial optical property (and the coherent 1D electrical


conductivity) may produce a new generation of optical sen-


sors or switches that will potentially yield higher sensitivity.


Figure 11 shows the consecutive rotating microscopy imag-


ing of a nanobelt (fabricated from the PTCDI shown in Figure


5) under crossed polarization, where the central image was


taken in the bright field. Only when the nanobelt was aligned


45° to the direction of the polarizer was the anisotropy bire-


fringence maximized. At a position parallel to the polarizer, the


birefringence of the nanobelt became minimal (hardly detect-


able). This implies that the optical axis is indeed along the


direction of π-π stacking, which dominates the 1D growth of


the nanobelt.


Linearly Polarized Emission Implying 1D Excitonic


Confinement. Investigation of the polarized emission at the


single-wire level reveals the orientation of molecular arrange-


ment, which determines the transition dipole moment of the


molecular assembly. In most cases, the molecular stacking is


not perfectly along the long axis of nanowire, leading to a


transition dipole moment (polarization) that deviates from the


nanowire long axis. Characterization of the linearly polarized


emission requires measurement with a single nanowire (to


eliminate the interference of the different orientations of mul-


tiple nanowires randomly distributed on the surface).


Figure 12 shows the polarized emission measurement


recently performed in the Zang’s laboratory with the nano-


belts self-assembled from propoxyethyl-PTCDI molecules on


glass.25 The measurement was carried out using a near-field


scanning optical microscope (NSOM). Placing a planar polar-


izer before the emission detector changed the emission inten-


sity depending on the polarizer angle with respect to the


orientation of the nanobelt. With the polarizer in a position


close to perpendicular to the long-axis of the belt, the emis-


sion was diminished (Figure 12B), while at a position close to


parallel to the nanobelt, the emission was enhanced (Figure


12C). The same polarization was also observed for excitation.


Sequentially rotating the emission polarizer (from 0° to 180°)


systematically changes the emission intensity in a way


depending on the relative angle between the polarizer and the


long-axis of the belt, with a minimum of intensity detected at


ca. 78°, which is indicative of the tilted molecular stacking


along the long axis of the nanobelt (Figure 12D).


FIGURE 10. A scheme showing the surface-supported self-assembly process via vapor annealing or direct vaporization and a TEM
image showing the nanofibrils formed by casting a small amount of THF solution (2 mM) of the coplanar tetracyclic AEM onto a holey
carbon film.


FIGURE 11. A single nanobelt under cross-polarized microscope:
consecutive rotation of the sample showed alternate appearance of
birefringence as the nanobelt was aligned at 45° to the polarizer.
The polarizers are indicated as arrows.
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Amplified Fluorescence Sensing Based on Nanofibril
Films. Consistent with the uniaxial optical properties observed


above, the long-range molecular arrangement also leads to 1D
enhanced exciton migration (via intermolecular π-electronic


coupling) along the long axis of the nanofiber, enabling ampli-


fied fluorescence quenching by the surface adsorbed quencher


molecules (Figure 13). Taking advantages of such amplified


fluorescence quenching, we have recently fabricated two types


of fluorescent sensory materials, which basically consist of


nanofibers fabricated from PTCDIs and AEMs. Both types of


materials demonstrate efficient fluorescence quenching in


response to the adsorption of reducing and oxidizing reagents


(particularly the gaseous molecules). When deposited on a


substrate, the nanofibers form entangled piles, which produce


a mesh-like film that possesses porosity on a number of


length scales. Such a porous film not only provides increased


surface area for enhanced adsorption of gaseous molecules


but also enables expedient diffusion of guest molecules across


the film matrix, leading to efficient sensing of the explosives


with both high sensitivity and fast time response.


The nanofibers fabricated from the half-hydrolyzed PTCDI


(as shown in Figure 7) demonstrate strong fluorescence (with


yield ca. 15%) as depicted in the fluorescence microscopy


images (Figures 13B), implying a distorted molecular stack-


ing that is usually observed for the PTCDI molecules modi-


fied with branched side chains. The molecule possesses a


structure that provides a good balance between the molecu-


lar stacking and the fluorescence yield of the materials thus


assembled. The former prefers a molecular structure with min-


imal steric hindrance (usually referring to a small or linear side


chain), while the latter favors bulky, branched side chains that


may distort the π-π stacking to afford increased fluorescence


(by enhancing the low-energy excitonic transition) for the


molecular assembly.16,20,23,31 The strong fluorescence of the


nanofibers enables development of a fluorescence sensor for


detecting reductive volatile organic compounds (VOCs), such


as organic amines, through electron-transfer-based fluores-


cence quenching.28 Indeed, upon exposure to the saturated


vapor of aniline (880 ppm), the fluorescence of the nanofibril


film was instantaneously quenched by almost 100%. In com-


parison, the quenching observed for the nonfibril film fabri-


cated from the symmetric PTCDI molecule modified with two


hexylheptyl side chains is only about 5%, apparently due to


the poor exciton migration within the less organized film. The


efficient fluorescent sensing obtained for the nanofibril film


was also observed for a broad range of amines (primary, sec-


ondary, and tertiary). The response time for the quenching


process (defined as the decay lifetime) was estimated, for


FIGURE 12. (A) NSOM topography image of a nanobelt assembled from propoxyethyl-PTCDI with belt thickness of about 50 nm; (B, C)
NSOM emission images collected (by PMT) after a polarizer was placed at horizontal and vertical positions; (D) emission intensity of a single
nanobelt depending on the angle between the polarizer and the long axis of the nanobelt. The inset (cartoon) shows the tilted packing of
molecules along the long-axis of the nanobelt. The polarizer is indicated as an arrow.


FIGURE 13. (A, B) Bright-field and fluorescence optical microscopy image of a nanofibril film assembled from a half-hydrolyzed PTCDI. Note:
due to the diffraction effect the fiber in the optical microscopy image appears larger than the real size as measured by SEM. (C) A schematic
diagram showing the mechanism of amplified fluorescence quenching through extended exciton migration along the nanofiber. (D) Time
course of fluorescence quenching of the nanofibril film upon blowing with aniline vapor, indicating a response time of only 0.32 s. The
fluorescence intensity of the nanofibril film was monitored at λmax ) 628 nm.
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example, at only 0.32 s for the quenching by aniline (Figure


13D). The fast response thus obtained for the nanofibril sen-


sor is consistent with the highly porous structure intrinsic to


the mesh-like film, which enables maximal exposure to the


amine molecules and expedient diffusion of these molecules


throughout the film matrix. The nanofibril sensor also dem-


onstrated high selectivity to organic amines, with minimal


response to other common organic reagents. For all the


amines tested, more than 85% fluorescence quenching was


observed for the nanofibril film upon exposure to the satu-


rated vapor of amines, whereas all the other organic liquids


and solids examined as the potential background interference


exhibited less than 3% fluorescence quenching under the


same testing conditions.28 Sensitive and selective vapor detec-


tion of organic amines is not only critical to air pollution mon-


itoring and control but may also provide expedient methods


for food quality control and even medical diagnosis of cer-


tain types of disease, for example, uremia and lung cancer, for


which biogenic amines released are usually used as the biom-


arkers. The nanofibril materials, as well as the new sensing


module thus developed, may find broad range of applications


in health and security examination.


Similar fluorescent sensing of gaseous molecules as


described above was also achieved for the nanofibers fabri-


cated from the AEM molecule shown in Figure 10.29 Com-


pared with the electron-accepting property intrinsic to the


PTCDI molecules, the AEM molecule demonstrates strong elec-


tron-donating capability, enabling effective sensing of oxida-


tive reagents through electron-transfer-based fluorescence


quenching. Oxidative molecules like trinitrotoluene (TNT) and


other nitro-based explosives can be detected by these nanofi-


bers at the scale of parts per trillion.29 Upon deposition onto


a suitable substrate, the AEM nanofibers form entangled piles,


which in combination with the noncollapsible ring structure of


AEMs,17,18,21 produce a film that possesses porosity on a num-


ber of length scales. A porous film consisting of a large num-


ber of nanofibers not only provides increased surface area for


enhanced adsorption of gaseous molecules but also enables


expedient diffusion of guest molecules across the film matrix,


leading to efficient sensing, with a signal potentially indepen-


dent of the film thickness. Combination of these porous prop-


erties with the extended exciton migration intrinsic to the


individual nanofibers makes the nanofibril film an ideal sens-


ing material for detecting oxidative VOCs like nitro-based


explosives (Figure 14).29 Particularly for TNT, the detection


limit was projected as low as 10 ppt (compared with the sat-


urated vapor pressure of 5 ppb), making it possible to detect


an explosive resource at a safe remote distance.


6. One-Dimensional Enhancement of
Charge Transport: Electrical Sensing for
Gaseous Reagents
The efficient intermolecular electron transfer between PTCDI


and reducing reagents (e.g., hydrazine) leads to the forma-


tion of the anionic radical of PTCDI.26 The radical was so sta-


ble in the presence of hydrazine that its UV-vis absorption


spectrum could be recorded even under ambient conditions


(Figure 15A). More importantly, the charge separation between


PTCDI and hydrazine is reversible; that is, the neutral PTCDI


can be recovered unchanged by removing the hydrazine via


solvent extraction. Steady-state spectral detection of the


anionic radical implies the efficient π-delocalization of the


charge over the whole PTCDI plane. Such intramolecular π-de-


localization is conducive to enhancing the charge separation


between the stacked molecules within a nanowire. The sta-


ble anionic radical was also measured by electron spin reso-


nance (ESR) spectrometry, from which a hyperfine spectrum of


the radical was observed (Figure 15B). When stacked together


into a columnar phase, the reduced PTCDI does not show


hyperfine structure in ESR spectrum. Furthermore, compared


with the symmetric spectrum (with g-tensor ) 2.0033)


observed for the free radical (Figure 15C), the ESR spectrum


obtained for the nanobelt loses the reflection symmetry about


the line center, indicating an anisotropic g-tensor, with g⊥


(2.0038) > g| (2.0026). The anisotropic g-tensor is consis-


tent with the uniaxial property of the nanobelt and implica-


tive of intermolecular π-delocalization along the long axis of


molecular stacking.


The efficient 1D intermolecular π-delocalization as evi-


denced above by ESR spectroscopy enables electrical conduc-


tivity enhancement of the nanobelt through surface doping of


FIGURE 14. Fluorescence spectra of a 90 nm thick nanofibril film
fabricated on glass from the coplanar tetracycle AEM (shown in
Figure 10) upon exposure to saturated vapor of TNT (5 ppb) at
different times. Inset shows a time course of quenching for TNT
and DNT.
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reducing reagent (or electron donor) as shown in Figure


16,26,27 where the current-voltage (I-V) measurement was


performed on a single nanobelt fabricated from the same


PTCDI molecule shown in Figure 5. The conductivity extracted


from the quasi-linear region at low bias (up to 50 V) is ca. 1.0


× 10-3 S m-1, a value significantly higher than that mea-


sured from many polymer nanowires. The high conductivity


observed is consistent with the ordered one-dimensional π-π
stacking, which favors the conductivity through cofacial inter-


molecular π-delocalization. Efficient 1D charge transport will


enable fast charge collection at electrodes and meanwhile


reduce the charge recombination within the nanowire. When


the nanowire was immersed in saturated hydrazine vapor, the


electrical current was dramatically increased by about 3 orders


of magnitude, mainly due to the electron donation from


hydrazine through electron donor-acceptor complexation


with PTCDI. Such a charge separation process is facilitated


coincidently by the intramolecular π-electron delocalization


within the PTCDI skeleton and the intermolecular π-electron


delocalization along the long axis of the nanobelt. The high


modulation ratio implies potential application of the nanofi-


bers in electrical sensing of a broad range of reducing gas-


eous species including organic amines.


7. Conclusion and Future Perspective


Molecular building blocks PTCDIs and AEMs possess large, pla-


nar, shape-persistent π-surfaces and thus are highly suited for


effective π-π stacking and intermolecular electronic delocal-


ization, producing 1D organized materials with efficient exci-


ton diffusion and charge transport. Combination of these


features enables efficient optoelectronic sensing with the 1D


nanostructured materials, relying on both photonic and elec-


tronic modulation in response to surface VOC adsorption (dop-


ing). Compared with the conventional thin films employed in


organic-based devices, the nanowire provides increased sur-


face exposure to the gaseous phase, leading to enhanced


sensing efficiency. To further optimize the optoelectronic prop-


erties and improve the sensing efficiency of the nanowires and


other 1D molecular assemblies, future research in this field


would entail a much tighter collaboration between chemical


synthesis, materials fabrication, and physical characterization.


Particularly, the 1D self-assembly will be more targeted on


those macrocyclic molecules that are highly tunable and


adaptable with respect to structure, geometry, size, and redox


properties, providing enormous options for optimizing the


crystalline structure, internal void dimensions, and electronic


FIGURE 15. (A) UV-vis absorption spectra showing the formation of anionic radical of a PTCDI (1.0 µM in DMF) by electron transfer from
hydrazine; (B) hyperfine ESR spectrum of the free anionic radicals of the PTCDI (25 µM in DMSO); (C) comparison of ESR spectra of free
anionic radicals dissolved in DMSO (25 µM) and the negatively charged nanobelt dispersed in methanol (1 mM). Intensity was normalized.


FIGURE 16. Enhancing 1D electrical conductivity (left) through cofacial π-electronic delocalization of doped charges and I-V curves (right)
measured on a single nanobelt fabricated from the PTCDI as shown: (0) in air; (9) in saturated hydrazine vapor. Inset shows a schematic
illustration of the two-electrode device fabricated on glass with a single nanofiber deposited across the gap (80 µm).
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properties of the nanofibers to achieve the maximal sensitiv-


ity in optoelectronic sensing. Moreover, the building-block


molecules will be designed in a way to allow multiple offsets


for the molecular stacking, thus enabling different strengths


and modes for π-electronic coupling between molecules.


Through combined structural and spectral characterization, the


molecular packing will be correlated to the optoelectronic


properties of the 1D nanostructures thus fabricated. Such com-


parative investigations will be crucial for understanding and


improving the fundamental processes in organic based


nanodevices.
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C O N S P E C T U S


In this Account, we describe the use of perfluoropolyether
(PFPE)-based materials that are able to accurately mold and


replicate micro- and nanosized features using traditional tech-
niques such as embossing as well as new techniques that we
developed to exploit the exceptional surface characteristics of flu-
orinated substrates. Because of the unique partial wetting and
nonwetting characteristics of PFPEs, we were able to go beyond
the usual molding and imprint lithography approaches and have
created a technique called PRINT (Particle [or Pattern] Replica-
tion In Nonwetting Templates).


PRINT is a distinctive “top-down” fabrication technique capa-
ble of generating isolated particles, arrays of particles, and
arrays of patterned features for a plethora of applications in
both nanomedicine and materials science. A particular strength
of the PRINT technology is the high-resolution molding of well-
defined particles with precise control over size, shape, deform-
ability, and surface chemistry. The level of replication obtained
showcases some of the unique characteristics of PFPE molding
materials. In particular, these materials arise from very low sur-
face energy precursors with positive spreading coefficients, can
be photocured at ambient temperature, and are minimally adhe-
sive, nonswelling, and conformable. These distinctive features
enable the molding of materials with unique attributes and
nanometer resolution that have unprecedented scientific and technological value. For example, in nanomedicine, the use of
PFPE materials with the PRINT technique allows us to design particles in which we can tailor key therapeutic parameters
such as bioavailability, biodistribution, target-specific cell penetration, and controlled cargo release. Similarly, in materials
science, we can fabricate optical films and lens arrays, replicate complex, naturally occurring objects such as adenovirus par-
ticles, and create 2D patterned arrays of inorganic oxides.
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Introduction
Replication of submicrometer features is a challenging mate-


rials problem. The past few decades have witnessed the emer-


gence of soft lithography as an important tool for low cost


pattern replication on the micrometer and nanometer scale.1


Soft lithography uses embossing and stamping techniques


with applied forces as an alternative to photolithography for


the manufacture of integrated circuits and other devices with


sub-50 nm feature sizes. Embossing typically involves the pat-


terning of materials such as polymers, organics, and biologi-


cal molecules into continuous arrays of patterned features


using molds made from either hard materials (quartz/glass,


glassy polymers) or soft elastomeric materials to generate fea-


tures that form on top of an interconnecting flash layer.1-3


The field of soft lithography has traditionally been dominated


by the elastomer poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS).4,5 Despite the


advantage of PDMS for use in soft lithography, it has been


shown to suffer from serious drawbacks including the fact that


it swells in common organic solvents and is known to leave


cyclic silicone derivatives on surfaces being molded or pat-


terned.6 A recent breakthrough by Rolland et al. exploits the


excellent solvent resistance and the inherent release proper-


ties of highly fluorinated perfluoropolyether (PFPE) elastomers


as an exceptional molding material.7,8 The unique range of


material properties of PFPE-based elastomersschemical resis-


tance, extremely low surface energy, high gas permeability,


solvent resistance, high elastic recovery and good mechani-


cal strengthstranslates into the ability of PFPEs to mold most


organic and aqueous liquids to generate useful materials in


the form of isolated particles, arrays of particles, and arrays of


patterned features for a number of applications in both nano-


medicine and materials science.


Embossing is the process of creating a three-dimensional


image or design in paper and in ductile materials. It is typi-


cally accomplished with a combination of heat and pressure.


Unlike embossing, PFPE-based molding opens up unique


approaches that exploit wetting, partial wetting, and nonwet-


ting phenomena instead of relying on heat and pressure asso-


ciated with traditional embossing approaches. As a result of


the very low surface energy and high gas permeability of


PFPE-based materials, we are able to mold materials by


exploiting the ability to “dead end” fill recessed cavities in


PFPE molds with a wide range of organic liquids. Depending


on the exact details of how the filling process is completed


(Figure 1), including the exact nature of the liquid to be


molded, we can uniquely fabricate isolated particles, arrays of


particles, and arrays of patterned features using a combina-


tion of cavity filling and free meniscus coating concepts. We


have reported the fabrication of features ranging in size from


2 nm to tens of micrometers and have demonstrated that we


are able to accurately mold and replicate nanometer-scale fea-


tures with a resolution of 0.4 nm.9


In addition to the unprecedented resolution enabled by the


use of PFPE-based materials in molding processes, we find that


we can fill recessed cavities within the PFPE molds with most


organic and aqueous liquids without wetting the land area


between the cavities (Figure 1). As such, once the liquid con-


tained in the cavities is solidified, discrete objects in the mold


can be achieved without the formation of the ubiquitous


“flash” or “scum” layer. The flash layer is common to tradi-


tional embossing or soft lithography techniques where applied


forces are used.7,8,10,11 With PFPE-based molds, we can fab-


ricate harvestable, flash-free objects or particles using a pro-


cess called PRINT (Particle [or Pattern] Replication In


Nonwetting Templates). The PRINT process begins with the for-


FIGURE 1. Schematic illustration of the PRINT process and
traditional embossing processes: (A) silicon master template; (B)
mold release from master template; (C) mold filling via capillary fill
with countersheet having a higher surface energy than the PFPE
mold; depending on the exact nature of the liquid to be molded
and the details of the process, (D) one can fill the cavities only and
not wet the land area around the cavities or (D′) one can fill the
cavities and have a thin layer of liquid on the land area around the
cavities. The thickness of the layer of connecting flash layer liquid
is determined from the principles associated with free meniscus
coating processes with the resulting (E, E′) pattern transfer to
substrate, (F, F′) mold release from array of isolated features, and
(G) dissolution of the harvesting film to yield free particles. As an
alternative to PRINT, one can use PFPEs using traditional embossing
processes where pressure and heat are applied (H, I) to form an
embossed film (J) after the mold is removed.
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mation of a master template, typically an etched silicon wafer


formed using advanced lithographic techniques (Figure 1A),


which is coated with a photocurable liquid PFPE that is evenly


distributed across the surface of the master template. Once the


liquid fluoropolymer has completely wet the master template,


it is photochemically cross-linked and subsequently peeled


away to generate a precise mold having nanoscale cavities


(Figure 1B). For the fabrication of two-dimensional arrays of


particles or free particles, the PFPE mold is filled with an appro-


priate liquid via capillary filling without wetting the land area


around the cavities (Figure 1C). The liquid in the mold cavi-


ties is then converted to a solid using a wide range of meth-


ods including curing chemistries, evaporation, lyophilization,


or liquid to solid phase transitions (Figure 1E,E′). The result-


ant particles can be removed from the mold and transferred


to another surface to generate a two-dimensional array or to


yield free particles (Figure 1F,F′,G).


PRINT is unique from the imprint lithography techniques


promulgated by Whitesides et al.1,4,12 in that PRINT uses elas-


tomeric fluoropolymers instead of silicones, which results in


three important distinctions: (i) perfluoropolyether elastomers


have a lower surface energy, which facilitates the selective fill-


ing of nanoscale cavities in the mold with almost any organic


liquid without wetting the land area around the cavities, which


enables distinct objects or particles to be formed even at the


micro- and nanoscale; (ii) organic liquids do not swell fluo-


ropolymers as they do silicones, allowing for the fabrication of


a wide range of organic particles with desired attributes (sur-


face chemistries, degradation characteristics, deformability)


(Figure 2); (iii) the Teflon-like characteristics of the fluoropoly-


mer mold allow the resultant organic particles to be easily har-


vested or removed from the mold.


Herein we describe two research areas being pursued by


our laboratory; nanoparticles for therapeutic and imaging


applications and nanopatterned films for materials applica-


tions. Preliminary in vitro and in vivo studies using PRINT par-


ticles is presented. The use of PRINT technology in materials


applications, such as optical film and lens applications, repli-


cation of naturally occurring objects, and 2D array pattern-


ing of inorganic oxides are also discussed.


Nanomedicine
Establishing the interdependency of the size, shape, deform-


ability, and surface chemistry of micro- and nanoparticles in
vitro and in vivo over length scales ranging from cells to tis-


sues to the entire organism are needed by many different


research communities including environmental regulators, pul-


monologists, oncologists, pharmaceutical scientists, toxicolo-


gists, cell biologists and dermatologists. There is a need for


definitive answers related to particle biodistribution maps


based on changes in particle size, shape, deformability, and


surface chemistry using “calibration quality” particles. These


nanofabricated tools (e.g., precisely defined particles) hold sig-


nificant promise to provide insight into the fundamentals of


cellular and biological processes because they can yield essen-


tial insights into the design of effective vectors for use in nano-


medicine. Beyond understanding the biodistribution of


particles delivered via parenteral routes, particle size, shape,


deformability, and surface chemistry should play a very sig-


nificant role in understanding the mechanisms associated with


FIGURE 2. PRINT particles varying in size, shape, surface chemistry, and deformability. The particle composition for all of these particles was
approximately the same and included PEG (bulk of the matrix), a cross-linker, and a linker group for conjugation of stabilizing groups (such
as PEG) or targeting ligands (such as peptides, antibodies, etc): (A) scanning electron micrograph (SEM) of cube-shaped particles with a cube
side length of 5 µm; (B) SEM of cylindrical nanoparticles having diameter ) 110 nm and height ) 35 nm; (C) SEM of cylindrical nanoparticles
having diameter ) 200 nm and height ) 200 nm; (D) SEM of rod-like PRINT particles having diameter ) 100 nm and height ) 300 nm; (E)
SEM of 3 µm “hex nut” particles; (F) cylindrical PRINT particles containing a covalently attached red fluorophore that have been
functionalized on one face with a generic linker group (green fluorophore) that will allow the conjugation of targeting peptides, antibodies,
and aptamers region-specifically onto the particle probes; (G, H) particles for mechanobiology studies having approximately the same
dimensions as red blood cells (cylinders with a diameter ) 7 µm and a height of 1.7 µm made from (G) a nondeformable, highly cross-
linked hydrogel and (H) lightly cross-linked, deformable hydrogel.
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particle inhalation, either intentionally for use as a therapeu-


tic or during environmental exposure.


There is a significant need to establish such definitive bio-


distribution maps for nanomaterials. Heretofore essentially all


of what is known about the biodistribution, pharmacokinet-


ics, and pharmacodynamics of “particles” in vitro and in vivo
has been garnered using either ill-defined particles or systems


where there is little control to systematically vary the key


interdependent variables of size, shape, deformability, and sur-


face chemistry. Liposomal systems have been the focus of


many studies over the last 40 years and have led to the


“established” understandings of where nanomaterials parti-


tion in vivo, what sizes lead to cellular internalization and


tumor accumulation, for example.13,14 Unfortunately, liposo-


mal systems can be very misleading probes since they are


dynamic, constantly equilibrating, self-assembled entities


whose shape and surface chemistry is ill-defined especially


when placed into the biological milieu where equilibration


reactions occur with naturally occurring lipidic membranes.


Beyond liposomes, most all other nanoparticle systems that


have been reported have essentially no ability to control the


size or shape of particles in a defined way to determine the


design rules for biodistribution or cellular internalization and


intracellular trafficking.10 In addition, there is also no ability


with liposomes and many traditional nanoparticle systems to


systematically hold particle size and shape constant and iter-


ate on the range of surface characteristics such as ligand type,


spatial distribution of ligands, and stoichiometry of the ligands


so as to understand the issues of multifunctional or multi-


plexed particles. On top of these shortcomings, there is cer-


tainly no way of using traditional particle or liposomal systems


to understand how a deformable particle or object of precisely


defined size, shape, and surface chemistry can dynamically


circumvent various biological barriers. Understanding the role


that mechanobiology plays as a function of size, shape, and


surface chemistry certainly lies at the core of how biological


“particles” like neutrophils and red blood cells navigate the


barriers that confront them.15 Ascertaining definitive biodis-


tribution maps through the use of precisely defined particle


probes containing appropriate imaging beacons useful for


quantification will undoubtedly lead to a set of rules that will


be of immense use to science and to the application of nano-


carriers for improved human health, treatment, and diagnosis.


PRINT enables a pharmaco-engineering systems approach


to the development of the next generation of delivery sys-


tems with programmable, multifunctional capability. The


nature of the PRINT technology takes drug delivery for the first


time into the uncharted realm of engineered drug therapies


given its unique approach and versatility. PRINT allows for the


precise control over particle size, shape, composition, cargo,


modulus, and surface properties. PRINT opens up the possi-


bility for key therapeutic parameters such as bioavailability,


biodistribution, target-specific cell penetration and controlled


cargo release to be simultaneously designed into a therapy.


Cellular Uptake Mechanisms of Nontargeted Organic


PRINT Particles. By taking advantage of the versatility of the


PRINT process, we are able to vary and control the amount of


surface charge, the size, and the shape of “calibration qual-


ity” particles to be internalized to determine the impact these


parameters have on the mechanism of cellular internaliza-


tion.16 Several studies have addressed the role of shape and


size on cellular internalization.17-19 Using commercial poly-


styrene microspheres and murine B16F10 melanoma cells,


Rejman and co-workers have shown that spheres with a diam-


eter less than 200 nm utilized a clathrin-mediated mecha-


nism for cellular internalization whereas particles greater than


500 nm were endocytosed using a caveolae-mediated mech-


anism.18 No internalization was seen with particles greater


than 1 µm. Furthermore, surface charge was shown to affect


particle uptake with net cationically charged particles being


internalized by clathrin-coated pits while anionic particles were


endocytosed via caveolae when added to HeLa cells.20 Thus


size and charge play critical roles in determining which


endocytic pathway is used for particle internalization. To our


knowledge, few studies have been done on the intracellular


internalization of shape-specific organic nanoparticles.


Given this, a series of PRINT particles were fabricated to


characterize the cellular internalization mechanisms of non-


targeted organic nanoparticles as a function of size, shape,


composition, and surface charge (cationic, anionic) in human


cervical carcinoma epithelial (HeLa) cells. We have seen that


particle shape greatly affects cellular internalization. Particles


with a diameter of 200 nm and a height of 200 nm (200 nm


× 200 nm) were taken up at a slower rate (1.2% of the cell


population/minute) than their nonsymmetrical rod-like 150


nm × 450 nm counterparts (5.2% of the cell population/


minute). We found a strong dependence on surface charge,


where after 1 h of incubation with the HeLa cells, positively


charged particles were internalized by 84% of cells and neg-


atively charged particles were not internalized to any signifi-


cant amount (<5%). We showed that all particles tested


possessed minimal toxicity, even at long incubation times (72


h). Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) clearly showed


clathrin-mediated endocytosis as one of many methods of


endocytosis for these particles.
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The most commonly accepted belief for cellular internal-


ization in the literature suggests that particles larger than 200


nm will not be internalized by nonphagocytic cells; however,


we found using a range of techniques that cylindrical PRINT


particles as large as 1 µm were internalized into HeLa


cells.21-24 To our knowledge this is the first report of the intra-


cellular uptake and transport of biologically relevant nanopar-


ticles greater than 200 nm into nonphagocytic mammalian


cells. In addition, we find that rod-like, high aspect ratio nano-


particles can be internalized into nonphagocytic cells much


more rapidly and efficiently than would be expected based on


size considerations alone, suggesting a special role associ-


ated with the shape of the particles. We believe the interplay


between particle shape and size at constant surface chemis-


try will undoubtedly play a role in particle targeting strate-


gies and may even shed some light on the rationale behind


bacterial pathogen sizes and shapes.


Preliminary Biodistribution Studies of PRINT Particles.


Preliminary in vivo studies of PRINT particles have now been


conducted. Monodisperse 200 nm × 200 nm PEG-based


PRINT particles (78% (w/w) PEG triacrylate, 20% (w/w) PEG


monomethyl ether monomethacrylate, 1% (w/w) 2,2-


diethoxyacetophenone, and 1% (w/w) para-hydroxystyrene)


were fabricated and characterized via scanning electron


microscopy and dynamic light scattering.25 Incubation with


HeLa cells showed no cytotoxicity, even at high particle con-


centrations. The biodistribution and pharmacokinetics of 125I-


labeled particles were studied following intravenous (iv)


administration in nontumor bearing C57BL/6J mice. The 200


nm × 200 nm PRINT particles were distributed mainly in


FIGURE 3. Biodistribution of 200 nm [125I]-labeled PEG 1K PRINT particles in healthy mice. The organ accumulation is expressed as a
percent of injected dose. The organ data is presented as the mean ( SD with n ) 4. Reprinted with permission from ref 25. Copyright 2007
Elsevier.


FIGURE 4. MicroPET imaging with 64Cu-DOTA PRINT particles. Time-resolved PET images consist of a 2 h dynamic scan. The PET/CT images
are overlaid. The mouse was injected with 136.2 µCi of 64Cu-labeled DOTA-nanoparticle. Both the coronal view (top), and sagittal view
(bottom) are presented.
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clearance organs (i.e., liver and spleen) throughout the time


course of the study (Figure 3). The degree of particle accumu-


lation reported in the kidneys, heart, and lungs may over-rep-


resent the actual accumulation since the mice were not


perfused to clear these organs of blood. The decline in PRINT


particle concentration in serum as a function of time followed


a biexponential decay, showing characteristic distribution (half-


life ) 17 min) and elimination phases (half-life ) 200 min).


The rapid accumulation of the particles in the liver and the


spleen, as well as the relatively short elimination half-life, indi-


cates that after iv administration the particles were quickly rec-


ognized as foreign and removed from systemic circulation by


the reticuloendethelial system (RES). This is not surprising con-


sidering that the steric coat on the PRINT particles was only a


1000 Da poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) monomethylether. It has


been suggested that the optimal coating for the creation of


long-circulating liposomes is 2-5 kDa PEG.26,27 The shorter


PEG chains used in the current particle formulation may not


offer a radius of protection that is sufficient to effectively block


the adsorption of opsonic proteins. Once opsonization occurs,


the particles are destined to be cleared by Kupffer cells in the


liver and splenic macrophages.


Imaging Modalities for a Dynamic View of Biodistri-


bution. We have successfully designed PRINT particles that


can be conjugated to 64Cu, a long-lived positron emitter use-


ful for micro-PET/CT imaging. This work, in collaboration with


the Stanford Center for Cancer Nanotechnology Excellence


Focused on Therapy Response and the CalTech/UCLA Insti-


tute for Systems Biology Nanosystems Biology Cancer Cen-


ter, allows us to monitor the biodistribution of our PRINT


particles in vivo in real time (Figure 4). In order to conduct PET


imaging on our PRINT particles, we designed particles with


amine handles for the covalent conjugation of both 1,4,7,10-


tetraazacyclododecane-1,4,7,10-tetraacetic acid (DOTA), a


macrocyclic ligand for the complexation of 64Cu, and PEG


5000 g/mol ligands. These experiments were performed using


a PEG ligand density of 8.4 × 105 PEG chains/200 nm parti-


FIGURE 5. AFM image of 70 nm features on glass and transmission of s-polarized light.


FIGURE 6. Picture of an 8-in. substrate with (A) five different
patterns and (B-F) SEM images of the individual features.


FIGURE 7. PDMS (Sylgard 184) membranes containing 3 µm diameter pores of monodisperse quality (left), PEG-diacrylate cross-linked
monodisperse 3 µm diameter pore membranes (middle), and poly(arlene ether sulfone) 5 µm diameter porous membranes based on
biphenol and dichlorodiphenyl sulfone monomers (right).
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cle. The PET images suggest a relatively short half-life with


most of the particles sequestered in the liver. Currently the


group is working on increasing the density of PEG ligands on


the surface of the PRINT particles as well as the incorpora-


tion of MR contrast agents as a cargo within PRINT particles to


complement the PET/CT results described above.


Materials Science Applications
The generation of high fidelity particles and arrays of nano-


scale features afforded by PFPE molding materials opens up


a host of key opportunities in the material science sector.


Below we discuss the use of PFPE molding and PRINT for


applications in optical films and lens arrays, the replication of


naturally occurring objects, porous films, and 2D array pat-


terning of inorganic oxides.


Molding of High Performance Optical Films and Lens
Arrays. Imprint lithography is a common tool used to fabri-


cate micro- and nanopatterned embossed films or isolated fea-


tures for use in photonic and optoelectronic devices.2,3,28-30


These patterned films require microscale feature sizes with


subpatterns of nanoscale precision for surfaces, edges, cor-


ners, spacing, and angles for effective light manipulation.


Imprint lithography has the potential as a cost-effective alter-


native to photolithography for manufacturing highly precise


optical components and other patterned films and membranes


with submicrometer features.31,32 However, PRINT is differ-


ent from traditional imprint lithography since no pressure is


applied. The utilization of the PRINT process with a wide vari-


ety of optical materials has been demonstrated in batch scale


using UV-curable optical resins, conducting polymers, and


inorganic oxides.33


Figure 5 shows the fabrication of 70 nm × 70 nm cylin-


drical features patterned on a glass substrate out of a mate-


rial whose index of refraction is equivalent to that of the


substrate along with the transmission of s-polarized light


through the sample. The nanostructured sample shows an


increase in transmission for the entire visible spectrum rela-


tive to a flat film of the same material. In addition to pattern-


ing monoclonal features across a substrate, PRINT is also


capable of fabricating features of different size, shape, aspect


ratio, and packing density in a single step. Figure 6A is an


optical picture of an 8-inch diameter film with five different


patterns prepared in a single-step via PRINT. Figure 6B-F


shows high-resolution SEM images of the five different areas,


depicting the micro- and nanoscale precision of the PRINT pro-


cess throughout a large area.


Fabrication of Ultra-monodisperse Micro- and Nano-
porous Thin Films. Nanoporous and mesoporous polymeric


films are used in a variety of applications such as separations,


filtrations, sensors, photonics, optoelectronics, bioactive sur-


faces, waveguides, and absorbants.34-37 PRINT’s “top-down”


FIGURE 8. Polystyrene-block-polyisoprene (PS-b-PI) micelle
replication. Depending on the block-copolymer composition, self-
assembly of PS-b-PI in heptane results in micelles with well-defined
shapes: (A) schematic image depicting self-assembly of micelles and
their deposition onto substrates (brown/white), molding
(green/black), and replication (blue/magenta); (B) spherical micelle
master, prepared by self-assembly of a 39 kDa-b-94 kDa PS-b-PI
copolymer and solution deposition onto mica (vertical scale ) 100
nm); (C) PFPE mold of a spherical micelle master (vertical scale ) 20
nm); (D) triacrylate replica of spherical micelles (vertical scale )
130 nm); (E) cylindrical micelle master, prepared by self-assembly of
a 40 kDa-b-10 kDa PS-b-PI copolymer and solution deposition onto
mica (vertical scale ) 300 nm); (F) PFPE mold of a cylindrical micelle
master (vertical scale ) 200 nm) (G) triacrylate replica of cylindrical
micelles (vertical scale ) 300 nm); (H) toroidal micelle master,
prepared by self-assembly and deposition of a 21 kDa-b-4 kDa PS-
b-PI copolymer and solution deposition onto mica (vertical scale )
45 nm); inset, larger AFM image showing a collection of toroidal
micelle nano-objects (vertical scale ) 150 nm); (I) PFPE mold of a
toroidal micelle (vertical scale ) 25 nm); (J) triacrylate replica of a
toroidal micelle master (vertical scale ) 60 nm). Reprinted with
permission from ref 9. Copyright 2007 Wiley-VCH.
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approach allows for the fabrication of micro- and nanoporous


membranes with nanometer precision of pore size and shape


with the concomitant effect of being able to engineer mem-


branes using a wide variety of high-performance polymers.


Traditional “bottom-up” techniques used to fabricate nanopo-


rous membranes such as cast membrane phase invers-


ion,38 solvent extraction,39 and block copolymer phase


separation40,41 have resulted in polydisperse pores or little


flexibility in the membrane material. Figure 7 depicts SEM


images of microporous membranes fabricated out of PDMS


(Sylgard 184), PEG-diacrylate, and the high-performance poly-


mer poly(arylene ether sulfone), showcasing the size and


shape control along with the chemical variability of PRINT as


a membrane fabrication process.42


Replication of Naturally Occurring Objects. The low sur-


face energy, minimally adhesive, low-viscosity, ambient-tem-


perature photocurable PFPE elastomers enable the replication


of naturally occurring objects.9 Here, the PFPE liquid precur-


sor is able to be cast over a naturally occurring motif and


cured to form an elastomeric mold with the details of the mas-


ter morphology embedded in the fluoropolymer matrix. The


PFPE molding material enables the molding of isolated,


weakly adhering, and, in some cases, metastable “soft” nanos-


cale objects. The PFPE mold can then be used to make repli-


cate objects of the naturally occurring masters in a variety of


materials with high fidelity. The molding process has been


used to replicate carbon nanotubes, block-copolymer micelles,


and virus particles (Figures 8 and 9).


Figure 8 depicts the replication of self-assembled spheri-


cal micelles, cylindrical micelles, and metastable toroidal mor-


phologies. Since the micelles are lying on the mica substrate,


only one side of the micellar structure is available for mold-


ing and replication. The micelles are particularly fragile struc-


tures, because they are only held together by noncovalent


forces and are freely lying on the substrate. The toroidal mor-


phology shown in Figure 8H-J, formed during the transition


from cylindrical micelles to vesicles,43 is a metastable mor-


phology that was able to be captured in a PFPE mold and rep-


licated into more stable materials. These structures, for which


the “hole” in the toroid has a diameter of less than 20 nm,


could potentially be used as masks for etching techniques to


generate nanoscale features in another material with interest-


ing optical, electronic, or magnetic properties.44


The ability to replicate biological structures may provide


crucial insight into the importance of shape in biology and


lead to advantageous new platforms for imaging and immu-


notherapies, particularly if chemical cues can simultaneously


be incorporated with these biologically derived structure. Fig-


ure 9 shows the molding and replication of dispersed aden-


oviruses on a silicon surface. We were successfully able to


replicate the viruses without degradation of the original aden-


ovirus particles, thus further demonstrating the chemical inert-


ness of the PFPE molding process.


Submicrometer Patterning of Inorganic Oxides. We


explicitly use the low surface energy and high gas permeabil-


ity of cross-linked PFPE-based materials to demonstrate the


FIGURE 9. (A) AFM image of an adenovirus master, prepared by depositing adenovirus particles onto a silicon surface (vertical scale ) 100
nm), (B) AFM image of a PFPE mold formed from an adenovirus master (vertical scale ) 50 nm), (C) AFM image of a triacrylate/bisphenol A
dimethacrylate adenovirus replica (vertical scale ) 100 nm), (D) transmission electron microtomography (TEMT) reconstruction of a
triacrylate/bisphenol A dimethacrylate adenovirus replica, and (E) cryo-electron microscopy reconstruction of adenovirus. Reprinted with
permission from ref 9. Copyright 2007 Wiley-VCH.
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chemical inertness of fluoroelastomers and have illustrated the


use of aggressive chemistries during the embossing and PRINT


processes that enable the formation of uniquely patterned,


sub-500 nm size, inorganic oxide materials with potential util-


ity in electronic and optical devices.45-48 A range of oxides


including SnO2, ZnO, ITO (Sn-doped indium oxide), and


BaTiO3 have been formed into arrays with precise control over


size, shape, and composition (see Figure 10). Figure 11 shows


high aspect ratio TiO2 features derived from a sol-gel solu-


tion patterned from a 200 nm × 600 nm PFPE mold on an


ITO coated glass substrate. The patterns are able to be formed


on both insulating (glass) and conducting substrates (ITO and


FTO coated glass slides). It should be noted that when struc-


tures are patterned through a sol-gel method, volume loss


relative to the original template occurs; however the shrink-


age is able to be controlled by varying the initial sol-gel


chemistry and annealing rates. There is much interest in nano-


patterns of titania for use in titania-polymer solar cells, where


a high degree of order and reproducibility is needed to form


the desired ideal bulk heterojunction.49,50


Summary
In this Account, we have introduced the concept of PRINT, a


powerful new particle molding, pattern generation, and repli-


cation technique that takes advantage of the unique proper-


ties of PFPE elastomeric molds. The low surface energy


perfluoropolyether network allows for the production of


monodisperse, shape-specific micro- and nanoparticles from


an extensive array of precursors and the generation of high-


fidelity patterns for a wide variety of materials applications.
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C O N S P E C T U S


The local environment of a functional molecule or nanoscale assembly has tremendous impact on it and thus can be used for
functional control. In addition, the local environment is critical in the interface to the physical, chemical, and biological worlds


beyond the assemblies that are the most common applications targeted. Functional measurements without local structural infor-
mation lack key insight into both the details and the roles of the environment. This Account focuses on progress toward and chal-
lenges in the controlled assembly and measurements of functional nanostructures in well-defined environments.


The study of single precise supramolecular assemblies in well-defined environments offers unique insights into both interac-
tions and function. By designing interactions between molecules and controlling assembly conditions, we can create and place atom-
ically precise nanostructures. The tools to test the structures targeted and to measure the function of these assemblies are just
now being developed and becoming available. Advances in this field have depended on gaining access to measurements at this
scale. In particular, we recognize but do not yet understand the critical role of the chemical and physical environment of the assem-
blies. Likewise, we are just now realizing the important role that the substrates to which the assemblies are attached play in these
processes. In order to develop a predictive understanding and the ability to design and to optimize functional assemblies, we must
elucidate the physical, chemical, and electronic couplings among the molecules in the assemblies and with their substrates. With
a suite of atomic- and molecular-resolution analytical tools, we are able both to ascertain whether the targeted structures have
been formed and to measure their function. One of the keys to our ability to determine structure and measure function has been
the development and application of methods for the automated acquisition, analysis, and associations of thousands or tens of thou-
sands of single-molecule/particle/assembly structural, dynamic, spectroscopic, and functional data points.
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Introduction
This Account focuses on progress toward and challenges in


the controlled assembly and measurements of functional


nanostructures in well-defined environments. The local envi-


ronment of a functional molecule or assembly has tremen-


dous impact on it and thus can be used for functional


control.1-12 The local environment is also critical in the inter-


face to the physical, chemical, and biological worlds beyond


the assemblies that are the most common applications


targeted.13-17 Functional measurements without local struc-


tural information lack key insight into both the details and the


roles of the environment. We have developed methods to


record and to analyze statistically significant numbers of func-


tional measurements while retaining all the informa-


tion of the heterogeneity of each molecule or assembly


measured.1,7,10-12,18-21 In addition, the ability to measure


down to the single-molecule scale has enabled us to develop


and to optimize methods for selectively isolating single mol-


ecules, pairs of molecules, one-dimensional lines of molecules,


or larger groups of molecules.1-12,18-33


Isolating molecules and assemblies in a two-dimensional


matrix has several advantages. The molecules can be probed


individually, and thus each sample is “monodisperse”.34 The


role of the matrix can be determined by comparing behavior


as a function of environment. This requires retaining the het-


erogeneity of each measurement and associating it with the


local environment by data sorting and mining.1,7,10-12,18-21


Likewise, the matrix can be used as a control element and can


be designed to be an interacting part of the assembly (Figure


1).3,4,11,12


Additionally, in functionalization reactions of patterned


molecules that have been assembled on surfaces, care must


be taken that the heats of the reactions used do not reorga-


nize the molecules and thus dissolve the patterns. Molecular-


resolution measurements have shown that this is a significant


issue for alkanethiol self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) on


Au{111}.35 It is also likely to be problematic on other rela-


tively soft substrates in which substrate atoms are mobile or


for other monolayers in which the molecules can move.36-40


However, insertion of single or a few isolated molecules cir-


cumvents this problem because the heat from the (subse-


quent) reactions is distributed.15,24-27,34,41 It remains to be


seen what the limits are and whether more gentle reactions


can be developed for functionalizing large fractions of mono-


layers or large domains of phase-separated SAMs.


Assembly
In order to isolate single molecules and assemblies, we exploit


the defects in SAMs. These can be tailored so that only sin-


gle molecules can be inserted, or more molecules can be


placed in larger defects.10-12,15,24-28 These defects can be


controlled selectively by processing the film and substrate. Fig-


ure 2 shows a molecular-resolution image of an alkanethiol


on a Au{111} SAM in which a number of different types of


defects are highlighted. At substrate step edges, since the alkyl


chains cannot tilt so as to maximize van der Waals overlap


between molecules on opposites sides of steps, voids are


accumulated, and these are often sites for multiple (or larger)


molecules to insert. The same is true for the substrate vacancy


islands that are the result of deposition (from solution or


vapor). These substrate defects can be minimized by annihi-


lating them through substrate step flow. Low-density regions


of the surface (if present) allow both substantial motion and


substantial insertion or exchange. These regions can be iden-


tified both by observing motion and by spectroscopic means


(since the alkyl chains conformationally relax and bend over).


The defects that are most useful for the insertion of single mol-


ecules or assemblies are structural domain boundaries.


Molecules can be inserted from solution or vapor or by


contact.1,10-12,23,24,26 By preparing a nearly complete matrix,


it is possible to insert and to isolate single molecules prefer-


entially. The scanning tunneling microscope (STM) can be


used both to confirm this and to select isolated single mole-


cules within the field of view. This isolation of single mole-


cules in well-defined environments is critical in such areas as


bioselective capture surfaces.14,15


Measurements
Scanning probe microscopies and related spectroscopies


enable simultaneous measurements of structure, dynamics,


and indicators related to function.1-12,20,21,29,34,42-47 We


have specifically developed highly stabilized STMs that are


able to measure the same area repeatedly for many


hours.1,48,49 Likewise, high sensitivities and thus low tunnel-


ing currents enable measurements that minimize the pertur-


bations of the systems measured.1,50 Other methods give


additional information on the assemblies but lack the detailed


views of the local environment.1-3,51-53


Digital image processing techniques are used to align each


image to the others, using a key frame method.7,20,21 Data on


single assemblies are automatically extracted from larger


fields of view (Figure 3). These data are specifically associ-


ated with their locations in images and can thereby be corre-


lated with the local environment. Either apparent height
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information is recorded relative to a local reference7,20 or


adsorbate positions are determined to assign changes


between images in order to follow surface dynamics.21


For very active molecules or assemblies, the STM probe tip


can be positioned such that only the data from one molecule/


assembly are recorded (Figure 4).8,54,55 In this way, the


dynamics can be tracked on the millisecond time scale. These


molecules or assemblies are still associated with their envi-


ronments through images recorded before and after the


dynamical data. By not recording apparent height and instead


just measuring tunneling current fluctuations, one can achieve


dynamics up to the high-frequency limit of the tunneling cur-


rent amplifier (typically ∼1 MHz). Spectroscopic measurements


can be used to track dynamics into the gigahertz range and


beyond.48,56-60


Single-Molecule Switches
Initial observations of single-molecule oligo(phenylene ethy-


nylene) (OPE) switches indicated that the tightness of the envi-


ronment around the molecules determined their stochastic


switching rates and thus some form of molecular motion was


a critical part of switching.1,2,10-12 In order to test this obser-


vation, looser matrices were made by depositing SAMs from


alkanethiol solution for short times; indeed, the stochastic


switching rates increased. Conversely, when more alkanethiol


matrix molecules were added around switches (from vapor),61


FIGURE 1. The environment around single-molecule switches determines the rates at which they switch stochastically. This has been tested
by making looser matrices prior to insertion of switches, by adding matrix molecules to tighten the environment, by finding matrices that
are disordered and thereby loosened, and by employing matrix molecules with relatively strong interactions that stiffened the environment.
Figure courtesy Dr. T. J. Mullen.
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the stochastic switching rate decreased.1,2 This is shown sche-


matically in Figure 1 for the most studied (nitro-functional-


ized) OPE switch molecule.


This ultimately led us to infer that switching was due to a


change in hybridization at the molecule-surface bond that


was concomitant with a change in tilt of the OPE molecule.


This and other mechanisms were tested by designing mole-


cules that could and could not exhibit all the different pro-


posed mechanisms of switching.5,11,12 Only this tilt


mechanism was consistent with all data, although we could


not exclude the possibility that the molecule changed its


(ground) oxidation state when it tilted (reduction and oxida-


tion were ruled out as the primary effect by showing that the


molecules could be switched by an electric field without sup-


plying electrons, by a STM tip kept out of tunneling range, but


there is nevertheless a ready supply of electrons from the sub-


strate).


Next, more strongly interacting matrices were designed and


assembled.3,4,30,31 Hydrogen bonds between the buried amide


functionality doubled the interaction strength between chains


FIGURE 2. Molecularly resolved STM image of a decanethiol self-assembled monolayer on Au{111} indicating defect types. Courtesy of Dr.
T. J. Mullen.


FIGURE 3. In order to record many thousands of functional measurements, automated acquisition tools were applied to specially stabilized
custom scanning tunneling microscopes that can record over the same area for many hours. Then, automated analysis tools extracted the
data for each functional molecule. The small images (right) illustrate the extraction of the time history of a single nitro-functionalized OPE
switch molecule in a matrix of dodecanethiolate on Au{111} from a sequence of larger STM images (one shown on left). Such data were
then accumulated to get statistically significant values for the difference in apparent height of the ON vs. OFF states (see text and Figure 4).
Imaging conditions: Vsample ) 1.4 V; I ) 0.2 pA; 3 min/frame. Data courtesy of Dr. Zach Donhauser.
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(as compared with alkanethiolates) and thus stiffened the


matrix. The matrix could also be designed to enable hydro-


gen bonding between the functionality on the center ring of


the switch molecules and the buried amide functionality in the


matrix (Figure 1, bottom right) when the appropriate combi-


nations of molecules are used.3-5,11,12 According to the OPE


functionality (e.g., nitro vs. amine), the amide in the matrix


molecules needs to be properly placed and oriented to enable


such interactions.4 This, in turn, enabled a crude estimate of


the tilt angles of the ON and OFF molecular states, ca. 0° and


30°, respectively.


Recent measurements have provided clues that the sub-


strate also plays an active role in the switching process.8,60


Fluctuations of 0.5 Å in the apparent height of isolated switch


molecules appear in the real-time tunneling data. This corre-


lates with the X-ray data of Woodruff and co-workers.8,62


In fact, one would expect substrate atoms to reconfigure as


the switch molecules change their tilt angles or hybridization.


The substrate is “soft”, and even the alkanethiol (or other mol-


ecule) matrix deposition removes the reconstruction of the Au


surface and redistributes the top layer of atoms.63,64 Signifi-


cant substrate atom mass transport is observed on deposi-


tion of these and other monolayers, such as alkaneselenols,


and in other dynamics involving the adsorbed


molecules.37,65-67 The roles of the substrate atoms in the con-


ductance changes have not yet been addressed. It is known
that shifting a line of atoms from their equilibrium positions


changes the conductance of the chain.68 Measurements have


not yet determined this contribution to the changes of the


functional assembly.


Photoisomerization
One challenge in such assemblies has been coupling exter-


nal excitation efficiently to surface-bound molecules.9 This is


related both to the deexcitation of the molecules due to cou-


pling to one another and to the substrate and to the difficulty


in the measurements. By specifically decoupling the functional


parts of the molecules from the substrates via the chemical


tether used, and by fixing this ether tether within a crystal-


line alkanethiolate matrix, we have been able to observe the


cis-trans isomerization of a tethered azobenzene (Figure 5).9


Crommie, Fréchet, and their co-workers used tetra-tert-butyl-


functionalized azobenzene, and these side groups also suffi-


ciently decoupled the azobenzene such that reversible


switching could be observed on alternating ultraviolet and vis-


ible excitation.69 Nevertheless, the switching efficiency of the


adsorbed molecules was substantially reduced from that of the


molecules in solution.


In our experiments, as tethered azobenzene molecules


were placed in proximity, the efficiency of photoisomeriza-


tion dropped. This could be due to steric hindrance, to exci-


tation coupling, or both. By lengthening the matrix around the


tethered azobenzene so that the molecules collide with the


matrix when they isomerize, we have shown that steric hin-


FIGURE 4. For very active switches (right), statistically significant data can be recorded for one molecule in real time that is comparable in
signal-to-noise for accumulated data from STM images from tens of molecules and many hours of measurements (left). In this case, only the
apparent height of the molecule is recorded as a function of time. Careful analyses of these data revealed additional dynamics, which have
been attributed to substrate atom motions. Data courtesy of Dr. Zach Donhauser and Dr. Amanda Moore.
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drance reduces efficiency. In order to determine the role of


intermolecular excitation coupling, it will be important to vary


the (precise) spacings between the active molecules. This can


be done through hierarchical assembly of specially designed


molecules. As in previous experiments, the separations and


environments of the molecules can be measured precisely and


associated with function.


Precise Assemblies
Because single functional molecules can be selectively


inserted into controlled matrices, these can be used to bind


precise clusters to make precise assemblies.34 Measure-


ments of individual assemblies in an ultrastable, low-tem-


perature, extreme-high-vacuum STM70 were expected to


yield definitive electronic structures that could stand as tests


of theoretical approaches. Surprisingly, the electronic spec-


tra were found to be unstable under these conditions (Fig-


ure 6) for precise ligand-stabilized Au11 clusters (for both


triphenylphosphine and octanethiolate ligands) tethered


with single inserted decanedithiol molecules in an


octanethiolate SAM matrix on Au{111}. Averaging many of


these spectra and also those for isolated, tethered, nearly


monodisperse Au101 clusters gave “consensus” spectra that


qualitatively matched those expected for these different size


clusters based on prior work on measurements of many


clusters with narrow dispersities. Experiments and theory to


establish the origins of the spectral diffusion remain to be


done. Working hypotheses for the spectral diffusion include


partial charging of the cluster and conformational changes


of some part of the assembly even at these low tempera-


tures (4 K). Some of these effects will be isolated and tested


by using rigid, conjugated tethers. Thus, despite these


exquisitely well-defined assemblies, mysteries remain to be


explained in their electronic structures.


Coordinated Action
One exciting prospect is that the coordinated actions of mol-


ecules and assemblies working together can be used to con-


vert from nanoscale function to micro- or nanoscale actuation


in much the same way that biomolecules work together and


hierarchically to form our muscles and carry out other pro-


cesses. Nature has come up with great efficiency in informa-


FIGURE 5. Isolated azobenzene-functionalized molecules are embedded within 1-decanethiolate monolayer domains so as to eliminate
motion about the S-Au bond. Then, ultraviolet (∼365 nm) and visible (∼450 nm) light photoisomerize the molecules from trans to cis and
back, respectively. The isomerization is observed as an apparent height change in STM images. Imaging conditions: Vsample ) 1 V;
Itunnel ) 2 pA. Reproduced with permission from ref 9. Copyright 2008 American Chemical Society.
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tion storage, mechanical action, and other functions that serve


as proofs of principle in guiding and inspiring our work.


In the case of photoisomerization, we have found that the


efficiencies of assemblies in which the functional molecules


are adjacent drop dramatically.9 As noted above, this will need


to be understood and circumvented before the molecules can


be made to operate together.


In the case of rotaxanes bound on surfaces, we have


been able to follow the motion of single rotaxane mole-


cules with a stabilized STM under electrochemical control.


Then, by assembling palindromic birotaxanes onto cantile-


vers coated with Au on one side, attached through thiolate


tethers on the rings, stress could be applied to deflect the


cantilevers by moving the rings under electrochemical con-


trol between stations nominally 4 and 8 nm apart.71 These


4 nm motions of individual molecules were transduced into


300 nm deflections of a cantilever. The order of magni-


tude increase over earlier work72 is attributable to better


assembly and more complete electrochemistry. Superim-


posed on the deflection, however, were many competing


effects, including counterion binding and desorption, a


steady drift that could be reversed by cycling electrochem-


ical potential, and others. Some of these effects could be


sorted out by examining the potential at which they


occurred or applying blocking monolayers; others remain to


be explained. Once again, the added complexity of trying


to make molecules work together in concert in assemblies


adds new problems that we will need to learn how to


address. The environment of each molecule no doubt plays


important roles that must be understood and controlled in


order for functional properties to be optimized.


Prospects, Challenges, and Opportunities
Many challenges remain in the control of single molecules


and their environments to create precise assemblies. The


rewards of success are great; in principle, the increasingly


important and dominant statistical variations of small nano-


structures (such as dopant atom numbers in small volumes of


semiconductor) can be circumvented. If this level of control


can be attained, then the next step will be to learn to make


such assemblies operate both independently and in concert,


in analogy to the hierarchical and coordinated action of bio-


molecular motors in our muscles.71-75


One approach for assembly is to design interactions


between components in analogy to the assembly of bio-


molecular complexes.76-79 Interactions can be designed at


a number of levels.80-86 This includes using adsorbates to


perturb substrate electrons, which is both directional and


long-range (several nanometers).80-83 Parts of one mole-


cule can be used to align, to space, and to orient one


another.85 Much remains to be done in this area; one of the


hopes is that as such electronic interactions/perturbations


can be “read” with the STM,80-83 these will be sufficiently


understood to turn into a predictive understanding that will


lead to supramolecular design tools and precise, robust


assemblies.


Even in simple, well-defined single assemblies measured


with exquisitely stable tools, we find dynamic fluctuations that


are not yet understood.31 The strengths and origins of cou-


FIGURE 6. The electronic spectra of precise assemblies measured under ultrastable conditions at low temperature are surprisingly unstable.
STM image (left) and 24 consecutive tunneling spectra (right) of a triphenylphosphine-stabilized Au11 cluster tethered by a decanedithiolate
molecule inserted in an octanethiolate SAM matrix. Imaging conditions: Vsample ) 1.5 V; Itunnel ) 14 pA; T ) 4 K. Reproduced with
permission from ref 34. Copyright 2006 American Chemical Society.
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plings between proximal molecules and assemblies must also


be understood in detail, if we are ever to learn to use them.


Careful experiments and coupled theory, modeling, and sim-


ulation will be required to pick apart the origins of these cou-


plings. Then, we will find ways to optimize couplings or to


isolate nearby structures, as the situation requires. Likewise,


coupling molecules and assemblies to microstructures will


enable new functions and control that will cross the bound-


aries of scale but will retain the advantages precise functional


assemblies.
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C O N S P E C T U S


Much of the current excitement surrounding nanoscience is
directly connected to the promise of new nanoscale applica-


tions in cancer diagnostics and therapy. Because of their strongly res-
onant light-absorbing and light-scattering properties that depend on
shape, noble metal nanoparticles provide a new and powerful tool
for innovative light-based approaches.


Nanoshellssspherical, dielectric core, gold shell nano-
particlesshave been central to the development of photothermal
cancer therapy and diagnostics for the past several years. By manip-
ulating nanoparticle shape, researchers can tune the optical reso-
nance of nanoshells to any wavelength of interest. At wavelengths
just beyond the visible spectrum in the near-infrared, blood and tis-
sue are maximally transmissive. When nanoshell resonances are
tuned to this region of the spectrum, they become useful contrast
agents in the diagnostic imaging of tumors. When illuminated, they can serve as nanoscale heat sources, photothermally
inducing cell death and tumor remission. As nanoshell-based diagnostics and therapeutics move from laboratory studies to
clinical trials, this Account examines the highly promising achievements of this approach in the context of the challenges
of this complex disease. More broadly, these materials present a concrete example of a highly promising application of
nanochemistry to a biomedical problem.


We describe the properties of nanoshells that are relevant to their preparation and use in cancer diagnostics and ther-
apy. Specific surface chemistries are necessary for passive uptake of nanoshells into tumors and for targeting specific cell
types by bioconjugate strategies. We also describe the photothermal temperature increases that can be achieved in surro-
gate structures known as tissue phantoms and the accuracy of models of this effect using heat transport analysis. Nanoshell-
based photothermal therapy in several animal models of human tumors have produced highly promising results, and we
include nanoparticle dosage information, thermal response, and tumor outcomes for these experiments.


Using immunonanoshells, infrared diagnostic imaging contrast enhancement and photothermal therapy have been inte-
grated into a single procedure. Finally, we examine a novel “Trojan horse” strategy for nanoparticle delivery that over-
comes the challenge of accessing and treating the hypoxic regions of tumors, where blood flow is minimal or nonexistent.
The ability to survive hypoxia selects aggressive cells which are likely to be the source of recurrence and metastasis. Treat-
ment of these regions has been incredibly difficult. Ultimately, we look beyond the current research and assess the next chal-
lenges as nanoshell-based photothermal cancer therapy is implemented in clinical practice.


Introduction
It is projected that a total of 1,437,180 new can-


cer cases and 565,650 deaths from cancer will


occur in the United States in 2008,1 accounting


for one in four deaths. Since the U.S. population


65 years and older will double in the next few
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decades,2 cancer diagnoses are expected to increase by 38%


between 2005 and 2020.3 While improvements in traditional


cancer therapies have resulted in a continued decrease in can-


cer death rates since the early 1990s,1 if we are to perma-


nently reverse the trends reflected in these statistics and strike


a decisive blow against this disease, the following critical chal-


lenges must be addressed:


1. We need to understand the causes of cancer, so that
interventions can be developed for prevention.


2. We must develop tools for early detection. For exam-


ple, ovarian cancer is curable if detected in its earliest


stage; the 5-year survival for localized disease is 92% ver-


sus 30% for metastatic disease.1 To address this challenge,


nanotechnology may substantially increase the sensitivity


and specificity of current diagnostic techniques and may


enable the development of completely novel imaging


modalities.


3. We need to devise effective treatments for all stages
of cancer, in particular, advanced stage metastatic
disease and especially for metastatic disease in priv-
ileged sites, that is, the brain. Much of the recent


progress in cancer therapy has involved the treatment of


early stage, localized disease where conventional surgi-


cal approaches followed by chemotherapy or radiation


therapy provide standard protocols. However, the major-


ity of cancer diagnoses are for more advanced stages of


the disease. For example, 70% of ovarian cancers are


already metastatic when diagnosed.1 As technology


advances are developed for cancer therapy, it is impor-


tant that strategies for all stages of the disease are devel-


oped, in particular for those cases where no surgical


option currently exists.


Much of the current excitement surrounding nanoscience


and nanotechnology is focused on the potential use of chem-


ically synthesized and functionalized nanoparticles designed


specifically for biomedical applications. Indeed, perhaps the


greatest promise of impact for nanochemistry is in nanopar-


ticle-based approaches designed to address the specific diag-


nostic and therapeutic challenges of cancer. While many


approaches are being developed for nanotechnology-enabled


cancer diagnostics and therapeutics, a remarkably promising


strategy involves the combination of noble metal nanopar-


ticles and light. The uniquely vivid colors of metallic nanopar-


ticles such as gold or silver are a result of their strong optical


resonances.4 When illuminated by light, metal nanoparticles


support coherent oscillations of their valence electrons known


as surface plasmons. The plasmon resonance wavelength


depends strongly on the shape and size of the metal nano-


particle, as well as the type of metal and its local environ-


ment.5 There is very strong enhancement of absorption or


scattering at the plasmon resonant wavelength of the nano-


particle, depending on nanoparticle size: smaller plasmonic


nanoparticles are better absorbers, and increasing size


increases the nanoparticle scattering cross section.6 Fortu-


itously, nanoparticles in the 100 nm diameter size range can


possess both strong resonant absorption and scattering char-


acteristics. The resonant absorption properties of metallic


nanoparticles result in strong, highly localized photothermal


heating upon laser illumination, an effect that can be exploited


to induce cancer cell death and tumor remission. The light


scattering properties can be utilized for contrast enhancement


in bioimaging. These two inherent properties of nanoparticles


can be combined for integrated diagnostic imaging and


therapeutics.


Nanoshells, spherical nanoparticles consisting of a dielec-


tric (silica) core and a metallic shell layer, provide a system-


atic approach to “nanoengineering” the optical resonance


wavelength of a metallic nanoparticle.7 By variation of the rel-


ative size of the inner and outer shell layer, the plasmon res-


onance of a nanoshell can be “tuned” to any wavelength


desired across a large region of the visible and infrared spec-


trum.5 In particular, the optical resonance of nanoshells can be


tuned to the near-infrared between 700-1100 nm in wave-


length, where water absorption is minimal and blood and tis-


sue are maximally transmissive.8 Nanoshells with resonances


in this region of the spectrum can serve as strong absorbers


or scatterers of near-infrared light as desired, determined by


their size. In this way, gold nanoshells combine the biocom-


patibility of gold nanoparticles with a new tailored infrared


plasmon resonance wavelength, which enables their use in


vivo for biomedical applications. Subsequent to the develop-


ment of Au nanoshells, gold nanoparticles such as nanorods


or nanocages have been developed with shape-dependent


near-IR optical resonances and are also being applied to can-


cer therapy.9,10


In the past five years, nanoshell-based photothermal can-


cer therapy has been realized, and the transition from bench


to bedside for this potentially revolutionary approach has


begun. As this application transitions from initial proof-of-con-


cept studies to clinical settings in an expanding number of


research groups and hospitals, we provide a view of the cur-


rent state of nanoshell-based therapeutics and diagnostics for


cancer.
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Nanoparticle Properties Specific to in Vivo
Applications
Most nanoparticle-based diagnostic and therapeutic tech-


niques rely on the accumulation of nanoparticles at the tumor


site, which can occur by several different mechanisms. One


approach relies on the passive accumulation of nanoparticles


at the tumor site through the leaky tumor vasculature. Malig-


nant tumors rapidly develop new vasculature to supply the


expanding tumor mass. These new blood vessels are struc-


turally abnormal and irregularly shaped with inconsistent


diameters and large gaps (up to 2 µm).11 These gaps are large


enough to allow large molecules and nanoparticles in the


blood stream to be taken up into the tumor. This property is


referred to as the “enhanced permeability and retention (EPR)


effect”.12,13 Without an appropriate surface coating, nanopar-


ticles in the blood stream are rapidly removed from circula-


tion, limiting their availability for tumor uptake.14


Nanoparticles can be protected from this fate by chemically


functionalizing their surfaces. In particular, attaching poly(eth-


ylene glycol) (PEG) to the nanoparticle surface has proven to


be quite successful for extending the circulation time of nano-


particles in the bloodstream and enhancing passive accumu-


lation in tumors.15 The thiol (-SH) moiety is a facile group for


conjugation to a gold nanoparticle surface. Nanoshells coated


with thiol-modified PEG (PEG-SH) are used to protect


nanoshells injected into the bloodstream from being removed


before they can accumulate in the tumors. Details on PEGy-


lating nanoshells may be found in ref 16.


In addition to passive accumulation, nanoshell delivery


may be directed by conjugating the nanoparticles to antibod-


ies, proteins, or ligands specific to surface markers overex-


pressed by cancer cells. Many solid tumors are known to


express proteins such as HER2, Rν integrin receptor, and inter-


leukin receptor, all of which have been used to target the


delivery of nanoparticles to tumor sites.17 A successful proto-


col that has been used for attaching antibodies to nanoshells


is using bifunctional PEG linker molecules. Antibodies such as


anti-HER2 are conjugated to orthopyridyl disulfide-PEG-n-hy-


droxysuccinimide (OPSS-PEG-NHS). The resulting OPSS-PEG-


antibody conjugates react with the gold surface to form a


layer of PEG-antibody on the nanoshell surface.16


Heating Profiles
Nanoshells used in photothermal ablation of cells are


designed to be highly absorbing in the NIR region of the spec-


trum, resulting in preferential heating upon laser illumination


only in the direct vicinity of the nanoshells. Heating of the tar-


get region is controlled by both nanoshell concentration and


laser power.


Elliot et al. have quantified this nanoshell-laser interac-


tion to determine the effect of nanoshell concentration and


laser power in light-induced thermal therapy.18 Tissue


phantoms (1.5% agarose gel) with 110 nm diameter


nanoshells at 0.55 optical density (OD) and 180 nm diam-


eter nanoshells at 0.695 OD were prepared. The gels were


irradiated with a Diomed 15 Plus cw laser at 808 nm wave-


length. The laser power was varied from 0.4 to 1.5 W, and


the laser spot was maintained at ∼0.5 cm. The spatiotem-


poral distribution of heat was measured using magnetic res-


onance thermal imaging, a technique based on the


temperature sensitivity of the proton resonance frequency,


implemented in a commercial magnetic resonance imag-


ing (MRI) scanner. The measured temperature distribution


for both sets of phantoms are shown in Figure 1. The heat


distribution was simulated using a commercial finite ele-


ment method (FEM) modeling package (COMSOL, Multi-


physics). An overlay of the isotherms at 5, 8, and 10 °C rise


FIGURE 1. Nanoshell-based photothermal heating in (a) 0.55 OD
and (b) 0.695 OD nanoshell-laden tissue phantoms consisting of a
synthetic scattering medium (Lipsyn), which replicates the optical
scattering properties of tissue, incorporating nanoshells for contrast
enhancement and photothermal therapy. The color bar indicates
the change in temperature of the tissue phantom. Dashed line
indicates boundary of nanoshells in gel. Reprinted with permission
from ref 18, copyright 2007 AAPM.
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in temperature, generated by the FEM model, are shown


alongside in Figure 1. The theoretical spatiotemporal dis-


tribution, the heating (cooling) profile while the nanoshell-


laden phantom is irradiated by the laser, and the laser


power dependence of the temperature distribution com-


pare very well with experimentally measured quantities.


This demonstrates that FEM modeling can provide quanti-


tative agreement with the effective heating profiles


obtained in nanoshell-based therapeutics and should be


applicable, with appropriate modifications, to optimizing


nanoshell dosages for clinical applications.


Biodistribution of Nanoshells
Neutron activation analysis (NAA) studies have been under-


taken to determine optimal nanoshell accumulation times in


tumors and biodistribution of nanoshells in various organs.19


NAA is a highly sensitive technique to identify and quantify


various elements in a sample and can be used to determine


the quantity of gold present in tissue samples. The technique


relies on the transformation of atoms to different radioiso-


topes following irradiation with neutrons and subsequent γ
ray emission as the radioisotopes decay. The emission con-


sists of signatures of the nuclei of the specific elements from


which the γ rays are emitted.


For these studies, mice with subcutaneous tumors were


injected with PEGylated nanoshells. The mice were then sac-


rificed at different times, and tissue samples were prepared for


neutron activation analysis. γ-ray spectroscopy was carried out


4-8 days after irradiation to quantify the gold content in


blood, tumor, spleen, liver, lungs, kidney, brain, bone, and


muscle tissues.


The NAA data indicate that nanoshells are cleared from the


blood stream in a day and are scavenged by the liver and


spleen. The nanoshell concentrations in the liver and spleen


continue to increase after a day and do not reach normal lev-


els even after 28 days, the longest time point in the study. The


nanoshells accumulate in the tumor and reach a maximum


concentration after 24 h after which the nanoshell concentra-


tion in the tumor diminishes.


While NAA remains the standard to determine nanoshell


concentrations, alternate techniques for faster determination


of blood circulation times that ultimately determine accumu-


lation in tumors are being developed. A nondestructive opti-


cal approach developed by Xie et al. utilizes dynamic light


scattering (DLS) from nanoshell and Triton X-100 solutions in


whole blood.20 The Triton X-100 acts as a standard against


which the scattering from the nanoshells in blood may be


quantified. For in vivo determination of nanoshell circulation


times, mice were injected with a PEGylated nanoshell solu-


tion. Fifteen microliter blood samples were taken at various


time points, and a known amount of Triton X-100 solution


was added to each sample. DLS measurements were per-


formed to quantify the scattering, yielding the nanoshell con-


centrations. The same samples were then analyzed using NAA,


where a correlation between the nanoshell concentrations


obtained using these two techniques showed excellent


agreement.


Nanoshell-Enabled Tumor Imaging and
Therapy
Nanoshell-based photothermal therapy of cancer relies


strongly on the absorption of NIR light by nanoshells and the


efficient conversion of the light to heat. The nanoshells heat


the tumor in which they are embedded. When a temperature


increase of 30-35 °C is photothermally induced, significant


cell death is observed.21 Similarly, the diagnostic imaging of


tumors at laser power levels that do not induce heating has


been shown to be enhanced by using nanoshell-based con-


trast agents. Nanoshells designed to scatter light in the NIR


physiological transparency window have been shown to act as


stable contrast agents for imaging modalities such as dark


field scattering,22,23 diffuse light scattering,24 photoacoustic


tomography (PAT),25 and optical coherence tomography


(OCT).22,26


Nanoshell-based therapy was first demonstrated in


tumors grown in mice.21 Subcutaneous tumors were grown


in mice to a size of ∼1.0 cm in diameter. PEGylated


nanoshells were directly injected into the tumors under


magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) guidance. Control


tumors received saline injections. The tumors were subse-


quently exposed to NIR light, and the tumor temperature,


as well as the temperature of the adjacent tissue, was mon-


itored during and after laser irradiation. The mice were


euthanized, and tumors were excised for histological eval-


uation. Analysis of the nanoshell-based photothermal treat-


ment reveals tissue damage in an area of similar extent as


that exposed to laser irradiation (Figure 2).


Magnetic resonance thermal imaging (MRTI) was used to


monitor the temperature profile of the tumor during and after


irradiation. Analysis of these temperature maps reveals an


average temperature increase of 37.4 ( 6.6 °C after 4-6 min


of irradiation. These temperatures were sufficient to induce


irreversible tissue damage. Nanoshell-free control samples


show an average temperature rise of 9.1 ( 4.7 °C, consid-


ered to be safe for cell viability.
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Subsequent experiments were then conducted to deter-


mine the therapeutic efficacy and animal survival times by


monitoring the tumor growth and regression over a period of


90 days.27 In these studies, tumors were grown subcutane-


ously in mice, and PEGylated nanoshells were injected sys-


temically via the tail vein, accumulating in the tumor over 6 h.


The tumors were then irradiated with a diode NIR laser at a


wavelength of 808 nm at a power of 4 W/cm2 for 3 min. A


sham treatment group received the same laser treatment fol-


lowing saline injection, and a control group received no treat-


ment. Following this treatment, the change in tumor size over


the first 10 days indicates a dramatic difference in tumor size


for the three control groups (Figure 3a). In the nanoshell-


treated group there was 100% resorption of the tumor at the


10 day mark. In the rest of the study, this result persisted,


whereas in the sham and control groups, the tumor burden


became large enough (tumor burden doubled in size corre-


sponding to >5% body weight) that the mice were eutha-


nized. Figure 3b is a plot of the survival statistics for the three


groups of mice. At 90 days post-treatment, all mice in the


treatment group were healthy and free of tumors.


The passive accumulation of nanoshells in tumors and sub-


sequent ablation relies on a minimum accumulation of


nanoshells in the tumor. Stern et al. have evaluated the effect


of nanoshell concentration on tumor ablation in a human


prostate cancer model in mice.28 Tumors were grown sub-


cutaneously. PEGylated nanoshells of two different dosages


(7.0 µL/gm (low dose) and 8.5 µL/gm of body weight (high


dose)) were delivered into the mice via tail vein injection. The


nanoshells were allowed to accumulate for 18 h at which time


the tumors were irradiated using a Diomed NIR laser at 810


nm for 3 min. Tumor size was measured for 21 days. In the


low dose group, only partial tumor ablation was achieved.


Nine of the ten tumors showed arrested growth (mean vol-


ume 49.2 mm3 from a baseline of 41.6 mm3), as opposed to


the control sample where the tumor burden tripled in 21 days


(126.4 mm3 from a baseline of 43.5 mm3). Histologically the


tumors showed partial ablation with patchy areas of normal


tumor cells. In the high dose treatment group, at 21 days com-


plete tumor deletion was observed (Figure 4). Histological


evaluation also confirmed complete tumor necrosis for this


dosage. In the high dose treated group, a well circumscribed


eschar formed over the laser treated region by day 1. This


eschar fell off by day 21 revealing normal healthy skin. The


control samples that did not receive any nanoshells did not


form an eschar over the laser-treated areas. In the high dose


group, the average temperature achieved was 65.4 °C, which


is known to be effective in thermal ablation therapy.


FIGURE 2. (a) Gross pathology after in vivo treatment with
nanoshells and NIR laser reveal hemorrhaging and loss of tissue
birefringence beneath the apical tissue surface. (b) Silver staining of
a tissue section reveals region of localized nanoshells (red). (c)
Hematoxylin/eosin staining within the same plane clearly shows
tissue damage within the area occupied by nanoshells. (d) MRTI
calculations reveal area of irreversible thermal damage similar to
that in panel a, b, and c. Reprinted with permission from ref 21.
Copyright 2003 National Academy of Sciences, U.S.A.


FIGURE 3. (a) Mean tumor size on treatment day and day 10 for
the treatment group (green), control group (red), and sham
treatment (blue). (b) Survival for first 60 days. Average survival time
for the nanoshell-treated group was >60 days, control group was
10.1 days, and sham treatment group was 12.5 days. Reprinted
with permission from ref 27. Copyright 2004 Elsevier.
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Nanoshells as Contrast Agents
In addition to being strong near-IR absorbers, nanoshells can


be strong scatterers of NIR light. This opens up the potential


for diagnostic imaging of tumors for early detection. Optical


techniques have the advantage of being minimally invasive


and offer high resolution images using biocompatible non-


photobleaching nanoshells to improve contrast. Compared


with molecular contrast agents such as indocyanine green,


nanoshells have far larger scattering cross sections and a tun-


able optical response over a wide wavelength range.


Nanoshells synthesized with high scattering cross sections


have been used as contrast agents in numerous imaging


modalities,25,26,29,30 enhancing the sensitivity of these imag-


ing techniques.


Loo et al. have demonstrated the use of scattering


nanoshells targeted with anti-HER2 as a contrast agent in


dark-field microscopy. HER2 positive SK Br3 and HER2 nega-


tive MCF7 cell cultures were incubated with anti-HER2 and


anti-IgG immunonanoshells.29 After 1 h, the cells were rinsed


and visualized under a high-magnification dark-field micro-


scope. Analysis of the dark-field images shows significantly


higher contrast values for anti-HER2 targeted nanoshells com-


pared with the nonspecific IgG targeted nanoshells or untar-


geted bare nanoshells. HER2-negative MCF 7 cells show


significantly less contrast providing additional evidence that


enhanced contrast is attributable to the nanoshell binding to


SK Br3 cells.


Combined Cancer Imaging and Therapy
Nanoshells have been successfully used for photothermal


ablation of cancer cells and for imaging contrast in numer-


ous imaging techniques. It is therefore reasonable to envi-


sion a dual diagnostic-therapeutic modality for nanoshells,


where the same laser source used for imaging the tumor


could at higher laser powers be used to heat and destroy the


tumor.


Loo, Lowery, et al.23 have demonstrated this dual imaging/


therapy approach in vitro using anti-HER2 immunonanoshells.


Nanoshells were designed with a 60 nm core radius, a 10 nm


thick shell, and a plasmon resonance at 800 nm. Anti-HER2


or nonspecific anti-IgG were conjugated to nanoshells. SK Br3


breast carcinoma cells were cultured and incubated with


immunonanoshells for 1 h. Following rinsing to remove


unbound nanoshells, the cells were imaged in a dark-field


microscope. Next the cells were irradiated with NIR laser (820


nm wavelength laser 0.008 W/m2 for 7 min).


Following irradiation the cells were stained and evaluated


for nanoshell binding and viability. Figure 5 shows the results


of combined imaging and therapy using nanoshells. The con-


trols with no nanoshells or the nonspecific antibody show no


contrast in either imaging or therapy. The anti-HER2


nanoshells show a distinct enhancement in the dark-field scat-


tering image and a dark circular area of cell death correspond-


ing to the beam spot upon laser irradiation. The silver stain


assay also shows a high density of nanoshells bound to the


carcinoma cells.


Gobin et al.26 have demonstrated in vivo imaging via Opti-


cal Coherence Tomography (OCT) and therapy using


nanoshells. The bifunctional nanoshell designed for the dual


role of OCT contrast enhancer and therapeutic heat absorber


in tissue has a silica core of 119 nm diameter and a 12 nm


gold shell. Mie scattering theory predicts that these particles


have approximately 67% of their extinction due to absorp-


tion and 33% due to scattering at 800 nm.


Subcutaneously grown tumors in mice (∼5 mm in diam-


eter) were injected with PEGylated nanoshells via tail vein


injection. The control mice received phosphate buffered solu-


tion instead of the nanoshell solution. Twenty hours post injec-


tion the tumors were imaged using a commercial OCT setup


by applying the probe directly over the tumor touching the


skin. Representative OCT images from normal tissue and


tumor sites with either PBS or nanoshells are shown in Fig-


ure 6. The enhanced brightness in Figure 6, panel D compared


with panel C demonstrates that nanoshells provide substan-


tial contrast for OCT imaging. After imaging, the tumors were


FIGURE 4. Photothermal tumor ablation: (A) tumor before
treatment; (B) complete ablation of tumor in the high dose group.
The eschar formed over the laser-treated region fell off by day 21
exposing healthy skin. Figure reproduced with permission from ref
28. Copyright 2008 Elsevier.
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irradiated using a NIR laser (808 nm, 4 W/cm2, and a spot size


of 5 mm) for 3 min. Tumor size and animal survival were


monitored for 7 weeks. The median survival for the group


receiving sham treatment (laser irradiation with no nanoshells)


FIGURE 5. Combined imaging and therapy of SKBr3 breast cancer cells using HER2-targeted nanoshells. Scatter-based dark-field imaging of
HER2 expression (top row), cell viability assessed via calcein staining (middle row), and silver stain assessment of nanoshell binding (bottom
row). Cytotoxicity was observed in cells treated with a NIR-emitting laser following exposure and imaging of cells targeted with anti-HER2
nanoshells only. Figure reproduced with permission from ref 23. Copyright 2005 American Chemical Society.


FIGURE 6. Representative OCT images from normal skin and muscle tissue areas of mice systemically injected with PBS (A) or with
nanoshells (B). Representative OCT images from tumors of mice systemically injected with PBS (C) or with nanoshells (D). The glass of the
probe is 200 µm thick and shows as a dark nonscattering layer. Figure reproduced with permission from ref 26. Copyright 2007 American
Chemical Society.
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was 14 days, while the control group (receiving neither


nanoshells nor laser irradiation) was 10 days. The tumors in


all but two mice receiving nanoshells and laser treatment had


completely regressed in 21 days. Median survival for this


group was longer than the 7 weeks of the study period.


Nanoshell Targeting of Tumor Hypoxia
The passive accumulation of nanoshells relies on the EPR


effect. However, the centers of large solid tumors are fre-


quently hypoxic, with drastically reduced blood flow. These


regions are resistant to nanoparticle accumulation as well as


conventional chemotherapy. Since it is believed that these


regions are the source of resistant cells which ultimately pro-


duce recurrence and metastasis, developing a delivery method


for therapeutics to these regions is an important challenge.


Choi et al. have developed a “Trojan Horse” strategy to


deliver nanoshells to these hypoxic regions of solid tumors


(Figure 7).31 In response to the presence of hypoxia and


necrosis, peripheral blood monocytes enter the tumor due to


a chemoattractive gradient. Once inside, the monocytes dif-


ferentiate into macrophages, which can make up ∼70% of the


tumor mass. Monocytes loaded with nanoshells are delivered


to the tumor periphery where they enter the tumor and dif-


ferentiate into nanoshell-loaded macrophages. Once distrib-


uted inside the tumor mass, irradiation with a NIR laser


activates the photothermal destruction of the macrophages


and the tumor including the hypoxic regions. Choi et al. have


successfully demonstrated several critical steps in this strate-


gy.31 An in vitro tumor model with a necrotic, hypoxic core


was constructed using malignant breast epithelial cells and


macrophage loaded with nanoshells, and then irradiated with


a pulsed NIR laser (754 nm, 1.54 W total power at source)


with varying power at the tumor. Above a certain threshold


power, tumor ablation was observed.


The hypoxic regions of the solid tumors are also resistant


to traditional treatment modalities. Any strategy to alleviate


tissue hypoxia would thus make these aggressive tumors


amenable to radiation and chemo- and immunotherapies.


One such strategy is mild hyperthermia. Mild hyperthermia


allows increased perfusion in the tumor and reduces the


hypoxic regions. Although it has been proven in clinical set-


tings that hyperthermia improves the long-term prognosis of


radiation therapy, it is underutilized since there are no non-


invasive means of achieving local hyperthermia for long peri-


ods of time. Diagaradjane et al.32 have demonstrated the use


of nanoshell-mediated hyperthermia as an adjunct to radia-


tion therapy. The nanoshell-induced hyperthermia raises the


temperature of the tumors by ∼10 °C and allows early perfu-


sion into the tumors, reducing hypoxic regions and leading to


necrosis that complements the radiation-induced cell death.


While nanoshells hold tremendous potential in the single


point of care integration of imaging and therapy, currently the


technology has a few limitations that need to be addressed as


this treatment of cancers moves into clinical settings.28


1. Currently there is a need for effective quantification meth-


ods for nanoshell accumulation in tumors, which when


combined with standard illumination geometries for tumors


in specific organs will enable complete regression of


tumors.28


2. Additional research and accurate theoretical models of con-


centration profiles for nanoshells in tumors and their


achievable temperature elevations are needed to apply this


technique as generally as possible to tumor remission.


FIGURE 7. (A) Schematic of Trojan Horse therapeutic nanoparticle
delivery into hypoxic region of tumor. (B) Frame from three-
dimensional reconstruction of tumor spheroid. Viable cells (green
fluorescence) form an outer shell around the central necrosis: green
arrow, unirradiated cells; red arrow, nanoshell-laden macrophages,
which have infiltrated into the area in the center of the spheroid.
Yellow cells and arrow may represent cells that have been
thermally damaged due to their location next to macrophages.
Cells to the left in the photo (green arrow) have not been irradiated,
serving as internal control. Scale bar is 50 µm. Figure reproduced
with permission from ref 31. Copyright 2007 American Chemical
Society.
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3. Most of the current in vivo studies have been on subcuta-


neous tumors easily accessible to NIR light applied over the


skin surface. NIR light penetration in tissue is a few inches.


Techniques to deliver NIR light deep into tissue by exploit-


ing fiber optic probes, for example, need to be applied to


this therapeutic modality. Imaging modalities may need to


be modified for combined imaging and therapeutics in


deep tissue.


4. While these studies seem to demonstrate that the EPR


effect occurs in animal models of human tumors,26,28


almost all of these models use ectopic, that is, subcutane-


ous, injection of malignant cells in order to form tumors. It


is a critically important clinical question to consider how


faithfully these models recapitulate human malignancy.


Interstitial fluid pressure (IFP) in orthotopic versus subcuta-


neous human osteosarcoma xenografts has been com-


pared,33 where the baseline IFP was significantly higher in


orthotopic than in subcutaneous tumors of comparable


size. Therefore, there may be a net flow of nanoparticles


into subcutaneous tumors in animal models but not into


orthotopic human tumors.


5. Toxicity concerns need to be addressed in a serious and


systematic way. Recent publications, such as the report of


carbon nanotubes injected into mice resulting in mesothe-


lioma, contribute to the public’s unease.34,35 It is of para-


mount importance with every novel application of


nanotechnology for the detection and treatment of cancer


that efforts be made to identify all potential toxicities, both


those to the patient and those to the environment. With


this diligent oversight, the unreserved enthusiasm of the


public should support this potentially revolutionary


endeavor.


The ways in which nanotechnology may enter clinical


oncology will only be limited by our imagination. Nano-


therapy strategies may function as stand-alone therapy but are


also likely to be adjunctive to current systemic therapies. Since


nanoshell-based photothermal therapy functions in ways com-


pletely different from conventional therapies, its resistance


mechanisms are unlikely to be similar. We can ultimately


envision utilizing nanoparticles as nanovehicles to deliver ther-


apeutics to sites of disease notoriously difficult to treat, that is,


the brain. An almost intractable problem in oncology is the


treatment of primary brain malignancies and multiple meta-


static deposits within the brain. Nanovehicles engineered to


penetrate the blood-brain barrier could be utilized to ferry


therapeutics across the barrier. Hypoxic brain tumors (glioblas-


toma multiforme) may be particularly vulnerable to the mac-


rophage “Trojan Horse” approach.31
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C O N S P E C T U S


Gold, enigmatically represented by the target-like design of its ancient
alchemical symbol, has been considered a mystical material of great


value for centuries. Nanoscale particles of gold now command a great deal
of attention for biomedical applications. Depending on their size, shape,
degree of aggregation, and local environment, gold nanoparticles can appear
red, blue, or other colors. These visible colors reflect the underlying coher-
ent oscillations of conduction-band electrons (“plasmons”) upon irradiation
with light of appropriate wavelengths. These plasmons underlie the intense
absorption and elastic scattering of light, which in turn forms the basis for
many biological sensing and imaging applications of gold nanoparticles. The
brilliant elastic light-scattering properties of gold nanoparticles are suffi-
cient to detect individual nanoparticles in a visible light microscope with ∼102 nm spatial resolution.


Despite the great excitement about the potential uses of gold nanoparticles for medical diagnostics, as tracers, and for
other biological applications, researchers are increasingly aware that potential nanoparticle toxicity must be investigated
before any in vivo applications of gold nanoparticles can move forward. In this Account, we illustrate the importance of sur-
face chemistry and cell type for interpretation of nanoparticle cytotoxicity studies. We also describe a relatively unusual live
cell application with gold nanorods. The light-scattering properties of gold nanoparticles, as imaged in dark-field optical
microscopy, can be used to infer their positions in a living cell construct. Using this positional information, we can quanti-
tatively measure the deformational mechanical fields associated with living cells as they push and pull on their local envi-
ronment. The local mechanical environment experienced by cells is part of a complex feedback loop that influences cell
metabolism, gene expression, and migration.


Introduction


Gold has been the object of long-standing fas-


cination for its supposed ancient medicinal


value and for its ornamental value.1-3 “Red


gold” for stained glass was known to medieval


artisans to be “finely-divided” gold, dispersed in


plain glass.1-4 Michael Faraday’s samples of


“colloidal gold”, which he made in solution are


still on display at the Faraday Museum, Lon-


don.3 We now know that nanoscale (∼100 nm


or less) particles of gold are responsible for


these brilliant colors.


What makes nanoparticulate gold appear red


or purple or colors other than the “gold” of its bulk


counterpart? The quantitative answer is in some


ways surprisingly complicated,5 but qualitatively


the picture is reasonably clear. In the range of


∼5-200 nm in diameter, gold nanoparticles are
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large enough to support a conduction band, are comparable


to the mean free path of electrons in the metal at room tem-


perature (∼100 nm), but are rather small compared with the


wavelengths of visible light (∼400-750 nm). Irradiation with


light at certain frequencies results in a collective oscillation of


electrons known as “plasma oscillations” or “plasmons”6 that


are generally pictured as washing over the surface of the par-


ticle (“surface plasmons” or “localized surface plasmon reso-


nance”, LSPR). The optical properties of small metal


nanoparticles are dominated by such collective oscillations


that are in resonance with the incident electromagnetic radi-


ation. For gold, it happens that the resonance frequency of this


oscillation, governed by its bulk dielectric constant, lies in the


visible region of the electromagnetic spectrum.6


Because nanoparticles have a high surface area to volume


ratio, the plasmon frequency is exquisitely sensitive to the


dielectric (refractive index) nature of its interface with the local


medium. Any changes to the surroundings of these particles


(surface modification, aggregation, medium refractive index,


etc.) leads to colorimetric changes of the dispersions.4-9 Par-


ticle aggregation leads to the coupling of plasmons, with a


concomitant shifting of plasmon frequencies, resulting in a sur-


face sensitivity that has been widely used for chemical sens-


ing (Scheme 1), assuming that particle aggregation is


controlled by surface chemistry.7,8 Not only is light strongly


absorbed by plasmons, it is also Rayleigh (elastically) scat-


tered by them, and as the particle gets larger, a larger propor-


tion of the outgoing light is scattered, compared with that


absorbed.5 Because the light scattered from gold nanopar-


ticles is in the visible portion of the electromagnetic spectrum


in accord with their plasmon bands, it is possible to optically


track the position of individual nanoparticles, paving the way


for imaging applications (Scheme 1).


In the past decade or so, numerous advances in the chemi-


cal synthesis of gold nanoparticles that are not spherical, espe-


cially anisotropic shapes such as nanorods, have opened up even


more possibilities for sensing and imaging applications, for sev-


eral different reasons. First, gold nanorods typically display two


plasmon bands (one in the visible and another either in visible


or in near-infrared, NIR) that are tunable depending on the


dimensions of the nanorod; these two bands correspond to short-


axis (transverse) and long-axis (longitudinal) plasmon modes (Fig-


ures 1 and 2).5,6,9-12 Thus, if one wanted gold nanoparticles to


absorb at a certain wavelength or frequency of light in the visi-


ble or NIR, one could synthesize particles of appropriate shape.


Second, anisotropic nanoparticles may have different chemical


reactivity for different crystal faces.10-12 This property may lead


to new assembly strategies or chemical sensing strategies; for


instance, the longitudinal plasmon band, but not the transverse,


will red-shift upon end-to-end aggregation of gold nanorods.13


Chemical Synthesis of Gold Nanoparticles
of Different Shapes and Sizes
Simple reduction of metal salts by reducing agents in a con-


trolled fashion generally produces spherical nanoparticles,


because spheres are the lowest-energy shape. Some of the


most well-known and frequently used methods to synthesize


spherical gold nanoparticles include (a) the Turkevich method


(1951) involving the reduction of gold chloride by citrate to


produce 15 nm gold particles in boiling water, (b) the related


Frens method (1973), (c) the Brust method (1994) for smaller


(∼2 nm) gold nanoparticles, in which an aqueous solution of


gold ions is transferred to an organic phase, mediated by a


phase transfer agent, followed by reduction with borohydride,


(d) the microemulsion method wherein gold salts are reduced


in the aqueous core of inverse micelles, and (e) the seeding


method that we and others use, in which gold seed particles


(prepared by one of the other methods) are used to grow


more gold in the presence of a weak reducing agent.10 For


detailed procedures, readers are advised to see refs 7-11.


Studies on growth kinetics and proposed mechanisms of


anisotropic growth for metal nanorods have been documented


elsewhere.6-26 We also note that silica nanospheres with a


nanoscale overcoat of gold (“nanoshells”) also have tunable


SCHEME 1. Pie Chart Depicting the Different Biomedical
Applications of Gold Nanoparticlesa


a Pie slice sizes roughly correspond to the length of time that there is litera-
ture in the area (e.g., sensing since the 1970s, tracking and photothermal ther-
apy since the early 2000s). Chemical sensing can be based on particle
aggregation, changes in local refractive index due to chemical binding, or sur-
face-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) due to inelastic scattering of light from
vibrations in molecules near the surface. Tracking of nanoparticles in a com-
plex biological system is possible using dark-field optical microscopy or two-
photon luminescence microscopy. Therapeutic applications of gold
nanoparticles (drug delivery and photothermal therapy, wherein gold nano-
particles rapidly release heat into their local environment upon light absorp-
tion) are discussed in other Accounts in this issue.
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absorption in the visible and NIR, and these materials are the


subject of another recent review.27


How Toxic Are Gold Nanoparticles?
Potential applications of gold nanoparticles in biomedicine


include chemical sensing and imaging applications.6-12 While


bulk gold has been deemed “safe”, nanoscale particles of gold


need to be examined for biocompatibility and environmental


impact if they are to be manufactured on a large scale for in vivo


usage.28,29 Several groups have examined the cellular uptake


and cellular toxicity (cytotoxicity) of gold nanoparticles. While


nearly anything can be toxic at a high enough dose, the more


relevant question is: how toxic are gold nanoparticles at the


potential concentrations at which they might be used (which we


estimate to be ∼1-100 per cell)?30 At present, relatively few


reports have appeared in the primary literature.


FIGURE 1. Photographs of aqueous solutions of gold nanospheres (upper panels) and gold nanorods (lower panels) as a function of
increasing dimensions. Corresponding transmission electron microscopy images of the nanoparticles are shown; all scale bars ) 100 nm.
The difference in color of the particle solutions is more dramatic for rods than for spheres. This is due to the nature of plasmon bands (one
for spheres and two for rods) that are more sensitive to size for rods compared with spheres. For spheres, the size varies from 4 to 40 nm
(TEMs a-e), whereas for rods, the aspect ratio varies from 1.3 to 5 for short rods (TEMs f-j) and 20 (TEM k) for long rods.
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We have examined the uptake and potential toxicity of a


series of gold nanoparticles in human leukemia cells.30 The


nanoparticle library consisted of gold nanospheres that var-


ied in both size (4, 12, and 18 nm diameter) and surface mod-


ifier. The surface modifiers included a range of anionic,


neutral, and cationic groups: citrate, cysteine, glucose, biotin


(aka vitamin B7 or H), and cetyltrimethylammonium bromide


(CTAB). CTAB is the structure-directing agent that we use to


control gold nanorod shape, and it appears to form a tightly


bound cationic bilayer on gold nanoparticles, with the cat-


ionic trimethylammonium headgroup exposed to the


solvent.31,32 The K562 leukemia cell line was exposed to the


nanoparticles for three days, at which time the cell viability


was determined using a colorimetric MTT assay, which mea-


sures mitochondrial activity in viable cells. The data (Figure 3)


suggested that none of the spherical gold nanoparticles were


toxic to the human leukemia cells up to ∼100 µM in gold


atom concentration, even though they were being taken up


into the cells (confirmed by transmission electron microscopy


of cell slices). Similar viability studies with immune system


cells also showed that gold nanoparticles were not cytotoxic


and that they reduced the amount of potentially harmful reac-


tive oxygen species in the cells.29 However, we did find that


the nanoparticle precursors, CTAB and the gold salt HAuCl4,


were toxic to the cells at ∼10 nM concentrations.30 Free CTAB


(which may result from incomplete purification of the gold


nanorods or desorption from the bound bilayer) is expected


to be toxic to cells, because it is a detergent that can break


open cell membranes.30 Hence, proper purification of the gold


nanorods will be a key step for any in vivo work.


Other laboratories have investigated the cellular toxicity of


gold nanoparticles with regard to particle size, shape, and sur-


face group (Table 1).


Rotello et al. have investigated the toxicity of 2 nm gold


nanoparticles functionalized with both cationic and anionic


surface groups in three different cell types.33 The results sug-


gested that cationic particles are generally toxic at much lower


concentrations than anionic particles, which they relate to the


electrostatic interaction between the cationic nanoparticles and


the negatively charged cell membranes.33 Chan et al. have


examined the uptake of gold nanoparticles of various sizes


and shapes into HeLa cells, a well-known line of human cer-


vical cancer cells.34 They did not examine toxicity but did


measure absolute gold concentrations in the cells by diges-


tion and subsequent inductively coupled plasma atomic emis-


sion spectroscopy. They found that 50 nm spheres were taken


up more quickly by the cells compared with both smaller and


larger spheres in the 10-100 nm range and that spheres


FIGURE 2. Optical spectra of gold nanoparticles of various shapes,
showing positions of the plasmon bands. The sphere diameter is 8
nm; aspect ratio of the short rods is 3; aspect ratio of the long rods
is 20.


FIGURE 3. Human K562 cell survival data upon exposure to gold
nanoparticles (cell exposure ) 3 days; cell viability measured by
MTT assay): (A) survival of cells exposed to 18 nm citrate-capped
(red circle) or biotin-capped (blue star) gold nanospheres and to the
HAuCl4 precursor (green squares)sconcentrations are in gold atoms
and range from 0 to 2.5 × 10-4 M (corresponding to 0-1.4 nM in
particles); (B) survival of cells exposed to unpurified 18 nm CTAB-
capped gold nanospheres (blue spheres), purified 18 nm CTAB-
capped gold nanospheres (red squares), and CTAB alone (green
triangles)sconcentrations range from nanomolar to micromolar in
gold atoms for the particles, in molecules for CTAB; (C) transmission
electron micrographs show the cells with gold nanoparticles. The
image on the right is the high magnification image of a small
region in the cell cytoplasm containing gold nanoparticles. Original
data are from ref 30.
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were taken up more efficiently than nanorods that had dimen-


sions in the 10-100 nm range.34


In contrast to our results with CTAB-capped gold nano-


spheres, it has been reported that CTAB-capped gold nano-


rods are cytotoxic, as judged by the MTT assay with a different


cell line, HeLa cells.35 However, this group was able to reduce


cytotoxicity by overcoating the nanorods with poly(ethylene


glycol) (PEG), which is well-known to reduce nonspecific bind-


ing of biological molecules to surfaces.35 Analogous cellular


uptake experiments showed that the uptake of PEG-coated


gold nanorods was only 6% relative to the original CTAB-


coated gold nanorods.36 Phosphatidylcholine is another bio-


compatible overcoating molecule that reduces the reported


cytotoxicity of CTAB-coated gold nanorods.37 Free CTAB, we


believe, is the likely culprit in these toxicity assays, rather than


the gold nanorods per se. More recently Chan et al. have


reported that gold nanorods coated with CTAB and subse-


quently overcoated with polyelectrolytes show 90% cell via-


bility for HeLa cells and cause little change in levels of gene


expression: only 35 out of 10 000 genes examined were


mildly down-regulated.38 These results are similar to that of


Khan et al. for 18 nm citrate-capped gold nanospheres.39


It is important to differentiate between cytotoxicity and cel-


lular damage. Nanoparticles that show little or no cytotoxic-


ity via several standard assays may be still able to cause


serious cellular damage. For example, 13 nm citrate-capped


gold nanospheres were not toxic according to an assay in skin


cells, but the particles did apparently promote the formation


of abnormal actin filaments, which led to decreases in cell pro-


liferation, adhesion, and motility.40


Cytotoxicity also depends on the type of cells used. For


example, 33 nm citrate-capped gold nanospheres were found


to be noncytotoxic to baby hamster kidney and human hepa-


tocellular liver carcinoma cells, but cytotoxic to a human car-


cinoma lung cell line at certain concentrations.41 A recent


excellent review summarizes data on cytotoxicity of nanopar-


ticles for many types of materials.42


TABLE 1. Summary of Selected Cytotoxicity Date for Gold Nanoparticles, 2004-2007


author size (nm) shape surface group cell line toxicity results


Shukla29 3.5 ( 0.7 sphere lysine, poly(L-
lysine)


RAW264.7 mouse macrophage cells 85% cell viability after being
exposed to 100 µM gold
nanoparticles for 72 h


Connor30 4, 12, 18 sphere citrate, cysteine,
glucose,
biotin, CTAB


K562 human leukemia none of the spherical nanoparticles
were toxic at the micromolar
ranges used


Goodman33 2 sphere quaternary
ammonium,
carboxylic acid


COS-1 mammalian cells, mammalian
red blood cells, Escherichia coli


cationic nanoparticles were found to
be much more toxic than anionic
particles of the same size


Niidome35 65 ( 5 × 11 ( 1 rod CTAB, PEG HeLa cells 80% cell death with 0.05 mM
CTAB-coated nanorods, only 10%
cell death at 0.5 mM PEG-coated
nanorods


Huff36 rod CTAB human tumor KB cells gold nanoparticles were rapidly
taken into the cells and formed
permanent aggregates, but the
cells remained healthy


Patra41 33 sphere CTAB, citrate BHK21 baby hamster kidney cells,
Hep2G human liver carcinoma
cells, A549 human carcinoma lung
cells


nontoxic to BHK21 and HepG2 cells,
but toxic to A549 cells


Takahashi37 65 × 11 rod phosphatidyl-
choline


HeLa cells phosphatidylcholine-modified gold
nanorods were much less toxic
than CTAB-coated nanorods


Khan39 18 sphere citrate HeLa cells gold nanoparticles did not cause
significant gene-expression patterns
or cyotoxicity even though they
were internalized in the cells.


FIGURE 4. Illustration of digital image correlation. Blue dots denote
positions of pattern markers within the sample before deformation.
After deformation, the pattern positions are denoted by black dots.
This mapping allows the measure of displacement.
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Cellular Imaging Using the Plasmon Bands
of Gold Nanorods


The plasmons of metal nanoparticles enable one to image


individual particle location with optical microscopy.43-57 Two


main imaging modalities have been demonstrated: dark-field


optical microscopy and two-photon luminescence microscopy.


Two-photon luminescence (TPL), which is thought to arise from


coupling of weak electronic transitions in the metal to the plas-


mons in a nanoparticle, relies on the NIR properties of metal-


lic nanorods.58 Implemented as a microscopy experiment,


which requires femtosecond laser pulses, TPL has been used


to image the location of individual gold nanorods as they flow


in blood in vivo and as they target cancer cells by virtue of the


proper surface chemistry.59,60 In dark-field optical microscopy,


transmitted steady-state white light is blocked so that only


steady-state scattered light is detected.43-57 Because the scat-


FIGURE 5. Fluorescently stained cardiac fibroblasts (top left); scale bar ) 100 µm. Gold nanorods are present but are not visible by
fluorescence. In the same sample but imaged by dark-field optical microscopy, gold nanorods (top right) scatter orange-yellow light. Contour
plots are of (bottom left) horizontal strain, εxx, and (bottom right) vertical strain, εyy. The colored scale bar goes from compressive strain of
-0.12 (purple) to tensile strain of 0.15 (red). The circled region shows that where there was extensive cell movement that deformed the
matrix, significant vertical (εyy) and horizontal (εxx) strains are calculated.
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tering propagates as a cone, the spot size is much larger than


the nanoparticle itself. Spatial resolution of ∼200 nm is


achievable, and single particles can be imaged.43-57 Gold


nanorods, compared with nanospheres, absorb intensely in


the visible and NIR as a function of nanorod dimension (Fig-


ure 2).


We have taken advantage of this ability to “see” where the


nanorods are via optical dark-field microscopy and use it as


the basis for measuring local deformations in optically trans-


parent materials. As a material is deformed under a mechan-


ical load, the embedded nanorods, visible as “points of light”


in the microscope, move. Matching the original pattern of light


to the deformed pattern allows us to track small scale, poten-


tially heterogeneous, deformations throughout the material.


We use the movement of gold nanorods to observe mate-


rial response under loading. The response we measure is dis-


placement, with a resolution of ∼200 nm; strain, which is a


gradient of displacement, can then be numerically approxi-


mated from the displacement field. Engineering normal strain


is defined as the change in length of a line divided by its orig-


inal length, ∆L/L, and can be calculated in all three coordi-


nate directions. Strain is a dimensionless quantity; by


convention, if a material is lengthened, strain is positive (ten-


sion); if a material is shortened, strain is negative (compres-


sion). Strain occurs in response to mechanical load,


mathematically defined by stress, force applied per unit area.


Constitutive laws establish relationships between stress and


strain, for example, stiffness, which is the change in stress per


change in strain, or toughness, which is the strain energy


absorption, obtained from the area underneath a stress/strain


curve.61


To measure displacements, an image correlation analysis


is used. This analysis matches a digital image of a surface


before loading, the undeformed image, to an image taken of


the surface after loading, the deformed image. The surface


must have a visibly distinguishable pattern, either applied or


inherent, where different pixels have different gray scale inten-


sities. The underlying concept is very simple (Figure 4). If an


individual point (x, y) in the first image can be matched to its


new location (x̂, ŷ) in a second image, then the displacement


of the point is (u, v) ) (x̂ - x, ŷ - y). The resulting displace-


ment field will show the relative movement of the material,


stiffer regions moving less than compliant regions under the


same load, and characterize the material’s response. The dif-


ficulty lies in tracking each pixel from its location in the unde-


formed image to its new position after deformation. The


image correlation software VIC-2D (Correlated Solutions) uses


a correlation function to compare the light intensities locally


surrounding each pixel and efficiently search the deformed


image for the best match.62-66


For proof of concept experiments, our group used gold


nanorods (372 nm average length, and 23 nm average width)


embedded in poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) or polydimethylsilox-


ane (PDMS) to track deformations in the polymers as the films


were longitudinally stretched.67 Because the stretching was


done on relatively homogeneous materials, we compared the


measurements made by tracking the nanorods to a bulk


approximation for engineering strain, ∆L/L. The longitudinal


strain, averaged over the full field of view calculated by using


the nanorods, corresponded well to the global bulk estimate.67


Potentially more useful is the capability of measuring the


deformation of a material expected to be locally heteroge-


neous, for example, soft biological tissue constructs. At the cel-


lular and smaller scales, these materials display significant


heterogeneity, so a complete characterization requires field


measurements of mechanical response over a representative


area, rather than a single averaged bulk response.


Cells are influenced, by external loads or endogenous


forces, through physical connections to their extracellular


matrix (ECM), which in cardiac tissue mainly consists of the


protein collagen.61,68-74 These loads produce local heteroge-


neous deformations (strains) largely as a result of the locally


varying material properties of the ECM network (density,


microstructure, organization, etc.). The cell’s perception of the


local mechanical environment triggers biophysical and bio-


chemical responses, which can result in adaptive changes to


the mechanical properties of the ECM and alter the cell’s local


mechanical environment. Thus, a complex feedback loop is


used to maintain tissue homeostasis under functional needs.


A number of groups have used microbeads to examine how


single cells deform their surroundings;72,75,76 we have com-


plemented these studies by using gold nanorods as non-


bleaching optical markers to examine local, cell-induced ECM


deformation that occurs between living cells.77


In our work, gold nanorods were added to thin collagen


films and subsequently plated with neonatal cardiac fibro-


blasts, the cells responsible for depositing and modifying the


ECM. Cells were stained with a fluorescent dye and could be


imaged nearly simultaneously with the scattering from gold


nanorods in a combination fluorescence-dark-field optical


microscope (Figure 5).


The positional displacements of the gold nanorods, gener-


ated by the traction forces applied by the cells through their


attachments to the ECM, were tracked, and strain fields were


calculated from the displacements (Figure 5). Clearly, strains


across the field of view are inhomogeneous (tension is red;
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compression is blue) suggesting either varying material prop-


erties or varied localized application of force by the cells.


These results are consistent with other work on sparsely pop-


ulated collagen matrices78 and provide data that will enable


improved understanding of the biomechanical feedback loops


that cells use.


Prospects for the Future
Gold nanorods are an attractive alternative to traditional


organic fluorescent dyes in that they do not photobleach, they


can absorb throughout the visible and NIR, and they can be


nontoxic under certain experimental conditions. We envision,


in the next 5 years, intensive research activity focused on the


in vivo uses of gold nanoparticles. There is already a healthy


amount of work on in vitro diagnostics. Most of the activity, we


project, will be tied to specific detection, imaging, and ther-


apy for very particular target cells (e.g., certain cancers, bac-


teria). In parallel and for each study, toxicity and side effects


need to be thoroughly examined in the broadest possible con-


text, as a function of nanoparticle size, shape, and surface


coating, beyond simple cell lines, before human subjects can


be exposed to these materials.


Have we learned anything new in biology because of these


nanomaterials? The answer, with several exceptions, is not


really, yet. Once the biomedical community embraces gold


nanoparticles as new tools for in vivo imaging, for longer time


scales and with less background than current fluorescent


probes, we speculate that new knowledge of how cells and


organs work, both internally and externally with others, will be


obtained. We envision, in the 5-10 year time frame, that


increased collaboration between practitioners the fields of biol-


ogy, medicine, nanoscience, and nanotechnology will yield


new fundamental insights into biological systems.
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C O N S P E C T U S


After its discovery more than 30 years ago, surface-enhanced Raman
spectroscopy (SERS) was expected to have major impact as a sensi-


tive analytical technique and tool for fundamental studies of surface spe-
cies. Unfortunately, the lack of reliable and reproducible fabrication methods
limited its applicability. In recent years, SERS has enjoyed a renaissance, and
there is renewed interest in both the fundamentals and applications of SERS.
New techniques for nanofabrication, the design of substrates that maxi-
mize the electromagnetic enhancement, and the discovery of single-mole-
cule SERS are driving the resurgence of this field.


This Account highlights our group’s recent work on SERS. Initially, we dis-
cuss SERS substrates that have shown proven reproducibility, stability, and
large field enhancement. These substrates enable many analytical applica-
tions, such as anthrax detection, chemical warfare agent stimulant detec-
tion, and in vitro and in vivo glucose sensing. We then turn to a detailed
study of the wavelength and distance dependence of SERS, which further
illustrate predictions obtained from the electromagnetic enhancement mech-
anism. Last, an isotopic labeling technique applied to the rhodamine 6G
(R6G)/silver system serves as an additional proof of the existence of single-
molecule SERS and explores the dynamical features of this process. This
work, in conjunction with theoretical calculations, allows us to comment on
the possible role of charge transfer in the R6G/silver system.


I. Introduction


In 1977, Jeanmaire and Van Duyne1 and Albre-


cht and Creighton2 independently observed that


adsorption of pyridine to electrochemically rough-


ened silver surfaces could increase the pyridine


Raman scattering intensity by a factor of ∼106.


This striking discovery was denoted the surface-


enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) effect and


immediately became the subject of intensive


study. The widespread application of SERS to


problems of chemical interest, however, was lim-


ited by obstacles such as the irreproducibility of


substrates and controversy over the nature of the


large enhancements. Recently there has been a


renewed interest in SERS as exciting advances of


the past 10-15 years have overcome many of


the previous difficulties. We cite three main


achievements as drivers of this current renais-


sance: (1) the application of nanofabrication tech-


niques to reproducibly manufacture well-defined


substrates with nanometer scale features, (2) the


design of substrates that maximize the EM


enhancement, and (3) the discovery of single-mol-


ecule SERS (SMSERS).3,4


Our current understanding of the SERS effect is


due to a large number of researchers working


over the last several decades; for example, see
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historical perspectives by Van Duyne5 and Moskovits,6 as well


as review articles.7–10 In this Account, however, we focus on


work from our laboratory, beginning with a discussion of sub-


strates that provide large SERS enhancements as well as


exhibiting reproducibility and stability. Then, we present


experimental evidence for the postulated wavelength and dis-


tance dependence of the EM mechanism of SERS. Next, we


offer a frequency domain proof of SMSERS behavior using iso-


topically labeled rhodamine 6G (R6G) and discuss enhance-


ment factors in SMSERS. Last, we briefly explore the possible


role of charge transfer in the R6G/silver system.


II. Fundamental Studies of the SERS Effect


A. Substrates Fabricated by Nanosphere Lithography
(NSL). Nanosphere lithography (NSL), developed by Van


Duyne and co-workers,11,12 provides a method to fabricate


nanoparticle arrays with a tunable localized surface plasmon


resonance (LSPR). In this technique, nanospheres are self-as-


sembled into a monolayer or bilayer on the substrate. Metal


is then deposited through the nanosphere mask, and after


removal of the nanospheres, a periodic array of metal nano-


structures remains on the substrate. Figure 1 shows the AFM


image of the resulting nanoparticle array. The size and spac-


ing of the nanostructures and consequently the position of the


LSPR of NSL-fabricated nanostructures can be controlled by the


nanosphere size and deposited metal thickness. It has been


demonstrated both experimentally and theoretically that the


sharp tips of the NSL nanotriangles give rise to EM enhance-


ment factors as large as 108.13–15 The most typical nanostruc-


tures fabricated by NSL are triangular nanoparticle arrays;


however, a wide range of other nanostructres can be fabri-


cated.11


If the sphere mask is not removed after metal deposition,


then the metal film-over-nanospheres (FON) substrate is


obtained. Figure 1 shows the SEM image of the FON surface.


FON substrates have broader LSPR resonances compared with


NSL nanoprism arrays; however, they provide a large surface


area available for binding and detection.16 Functionalization


of FON substrates is a crucial feature of sensing experiments


and these modified surfaces have been used for in vitro17–19


and in vivo20 glucose sensing and anthrax biomarker


detection.21,22


SERS activity is affected by the oxidation of the metal, the lack


of stability of the nanostructures when exposed to buffer solu-


tions, and annealing at high temperatures. There are several


methods to mitigate these unwanted effects. For example, we


have combined NSL and reactive ion etching techniques to fab-


ricate Ag nanoparticle arrays embedded in glass, which exhibit


improved stability against mechanical force and solution flow.23


In addition, adding an alumina overlayer by atomic layer depo-


sition (ALD) to NSL-fabricated particles dramatically increases their


thermal stability,24 thus enabling SERS to be extended to high-


temperature studies such as those important in heterogeneous


catalysis. It is also known that alumina-coated AgFON silver film


over nanospheres surfaces maintain their SERS activity under


ambient conditions and avoid oxidation.22 These surfaces have


demonstrated anthrax biomarker detection with 12-month tem-


poral stability.25


B. Wavelength Dependence of Surface-Enhanced
Raman Spectroscopy. The EM mechanism of SERS26–29 pre-


dicts that the EM enhancement factor EEM is given by


ΕEM ) [g(ω)]2[g(ω′ )]2 (1)


In this expression ω is the incident laser frequency, ω′ is the


Stokes-shifted frequency of the Raman scattered photon, and


g is the amount the local electric field at the molecule (Emol)


is enhanced relative to the far-field value of the electric field


(E0) and is given by Emol ) gE0. Note that g is frequency


dependent and that this local electric field enhancment expe-


rienced by the molecule results from the excitation of the


localized surface plasmon resonance in the metal nanopar-


ticle. According to eq 1, the maximum enhancement of the


normal Raman cross-section occurs when both the incident


and Stokes scattered fields are equally enhanced. Therefore,


one should take care to choose the proper laser excitation fre-


quency such that this frequency and the Raman Stokes-shifted


frequency straddle the maximum extinction of the LSPR. As


such, the frequency of laser excitation should be one-half of


the Raman shift higher in energy than the LSPR spectral max-


imum. A consequence of this is that not all vibrational modes


are optimally excited in a given spectrum. Although experi-


ments were proposed at the inception of SERS to measure this


effect, studies performed were inconclusive due to limitations


in instrumentation and poor definition of the SERS


substrates.30–32 The ideal experiment is to have a continu-


FIGURE 1. Images of NSL-fabricated nanostructures: left, AFM
image of Ag nanotriangle arrays; right, SEM images of a AgFON
surface.
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ously tunable excitation and detection scheme over the band-


width of a well-defined LSPR.


A systematic study of the optimum excitation wavelength


as a function of the spectral position of the LSPR extinction


was recently completed.15 This was made possible by recent


advances in nanofabrication allowing the production of sub-


strates with well-defined and tunable LSPR resonances and


better tunability in both the SERS excitation and detection. Fig-


ure 2 shows characteristic wavelength-scanned excitation pro-


files of three vibrational modes of benzenethiol: 1009, 1081,


and 1575 cm-1. The excitation profiles show that the high-


est SERS EF is observed when the excitation wavelength is


higher in energy than the spectral maximum of the LSPR


extinction spectrum. Gaussian fits were made to the profiles,


and the distance in energy of the maximum of the excitation


profile and the LSPR extinction spectrum is on the order of half


of the vibrational energy and increasing with the magnitude


of the Raman Stokes shift.


The experiment was also performed on multiple silver


nanoparticle sizes and shapes with extinction spectra at vari-


ous locations in the visible region of the electromagnetic spec-


trum. In all cases, the magnitude of the energy separation


between the excitation profile maximum and the LSPR extinc-


tion maximum is roughly half. An analogous experiment can


also be performed by varying the spectral location of the LSPR


relative to a fixed frequency laser, and similar results are


observed.13 Consequently, in order to achieve maximum EM


enhancement, one should either prepare the sample such that


the LSPR extinction is in the proper location for fixed laser fre-


quency apparatus or set the wavelength to a higher frequency


than the LSPR extinction in tunable systems. In the wave-


length-scanned experiment, the relevant LSPR extinction spec-


trum is the one observed after adsorption of the analyte


because the LSPR extinction spectrum is sensitive to the


dielectric environment. These experiments illustrate the impor-


tance of optimizing the plasmon and excitation wavelengths


to achieve maximum SERS EFs. We further conclude that both


the incident and scattered photons in SERS are indeed


enhanced.


C. Distance Dependence of Surface-Enhanced Raman
Spectroscopy. One important consequence of the EM mech-


anism of SERS is that the adsorbate is not required to be in


direct contact with the surface. This results because the


enhanced electric fields extend beyond the surface creating a


sensing volume within a few nanometers of the surface. The


ability to enhance Raman scattering from molecules not


directly attached to the surface is of great importance for sys-


tems such as surface-immobilized biological molecules,33


where direct contact between the adsorbate of interest and the


surface is not possible because the surface is modified with a


capture layer for specificity or biocompatibility.


It has been shown that the SERS intensity of a given Raman


mode, ISERS, is a function of distance from the surface


FIGURE 2. Three surface-enhanced Raman excitation profiles
illustrating the effect of Stokes Raman shift: (A) profile of the 1575
cm-1 vibrational mode of benzenethiolsdistance between LSPR
λmax and excitation profile fit line λex,max ) 734 cm-1; EF ) 1.8 ×
107; (B) 1081 cm-1 vibrational mode, shift ) 569 cm-1, EF ) 2.8 ×
107; (C) 1009 cm-1 vibrational mode, shift ) 488 cm-1, EF ) 2.7 ×
106. Reproduced with permission from ref 15. Copyright 2005
American Chemical Society.
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ISERS ) (a + r
a )-10


(2)


where a is the average size of the field-enhancing features on


the surface.34 This dependence on distance is a result of the


r-3 decay of the field enhancement away from the surface,


the 4th power dependence of ISERS on the field enhancement,


and the increased surface area scaling with r2 as one consid-


ers shells of molecules at an increased distance from the


nanoparticle.


The ideal distance-dependence experiment is one in which


the thickness of the spacer layer could be easily varied in


thickness from a few angstroms to tens of nanometers. Fur-


thermore, the spacers would be conformal to handle rough-


ened and nanostructured surfaces, pinhole free, and


chemically uniform. We have deposited Al2O3 multilayers


using ALD onto Ag film over nanosphere (AgFON) surfaces to


probe the distance dependence of SERS.35 Figure 3a shows


the SER spectra for pyridine adsorbed on AgFON surfaces


coated with four different thicknesses of ALD-deposited Al2O3.


Figure 3b shows a plot of the relative intensity of the 1594


cm-1 band as a function of Al2O3 thickness. Fitting the exper-


imental data to eq 2 leads to the average size of the enhanc-


ing particle, a ) 12.0 nm. The term d10 defines the surface-


to-molecule distance required to decrease the SERS intensity


by a factor of 10. The data presented in this work clearly show


that SERS is a long-range effect with a d10 value for this par-


ticular surface nanostructure of 2.8 nm. This value was


derived assuming that a complete monolayer of Al2O3 was


formed with each ALD cycle. Quartz crystal microbalance mea-


surements have later shown that the average thickness of the


ALD sequence is 1.1 Å and consequently a complete layer of


alumina is not formed with each cycle. The mechanism for the


formation of alumina on silver is still debated, but assuming


that the quartz crystal microbalance measurements accurately


model the initial growth of Al2O3 on silver, the measured


value of d10 could be as low as 1 nm.35


III. Single-Molecule Surface-Enhanced
Raman Scattering (SMSERS)


A.. Introduction and the Isotopologue Approach. SMSERS


was independently reported in 1997 by Nie and Emory3 and


Kneipp et al.4 Nie and Emory cited several features of their


results that suggest single-molecule behavior: (1) Raman scat-


tering is observed from single nanoparticles for analyte con-


centrations of less than 10-10 M, where each particle is


expected to contain mostly zero or one analyte molecule, (2)


unlike bulk SERS spectra, the observed single-molecule spec-


tra show sensitivity to polarization, and (3) the position and


intensity of vibrational bands exhibit sudden changes as a


function of time. The work of Kneipp and co-workers4,36 pre-


sented alternative evidence contingent on fluctuations in the


intensity domain, using statistical analysis to support the claim


of single-molecule behavior. Andersen et al.,37 however, have


shown that temporal fluctuation in peak intensity is not ade-


quate evidence of SMSERS. Additionally, Pettinger and


co-workers38 point out that the SMSERS EF is strongly depend-


ent on the molecule’s position in the hot spot, and the varia-


tions would make the observation of quantized intensity


impossible. Etchegoin et al.,39 in their work examining the role


of Poisson statistics in SMSERS, however, show that arguments


based on Poisson statistics should not be regarded as suffi-


cient proof for SMSERS behavior.


Despite the controversy over the use of Poisson statistics,


there is other evidence that suggests SMSERS was observed,


including (1) changes in the spectrum of an immobilized, iso-


lated nanoparticle or nanoaggregate, for example, blinking or


spectral wandering, (2) dependence of an isolated system on


excitation power and polarization, and (3) observation of com-


FIGURE 3. (A) SER spectra of pyridine adsorbed to silver film over
nanosphere (AgFON) samples treated with various thicknesses of
alumina (0.0, 1.6, 3.2, or 4.8 nm), ex ) 532 nm, P ) 1.0 mW, and
acquisition time ) 300 s and (B) plot of SERS intensity as a function
of alumina thickness for the 1594 cm-1 band (filled circles). The
solid curved line is a fit of this data to eq 2.35 Reproduced by
permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry (RSC).
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peting analytes. Doering and Nie40 concluded that blinking in


SMSERS is due to surface diffusion in the proximity of a region


of large EM enhancement, often called a hot spot, as evi-


denced by spectral interchange between R6G and the citrate


background.


While the idea of electromagnetic hot spots in SERS is


well-known,27,28 Brus and co-workers41,42 showed using


polarization studies that hot spots formed at the junction of


two nanoparticles likely play a major role in SMSERS, which


was further supported by atomic force microscopy showing


that SMSERS active structures are aggregates of Ag nanopar-


ticles. In addition, SMSERS was shown to depend nonlinearly


on excitation power, unlike SERS, which is ensemble aver-


aged.42 Le Ru and Etchegoin suggested a competing adsor-


bate approach using two different analytes (e.g., R6G and


benzotriazole) to verify single-molecule behavior.43,44 The


application of this technique, which uses adsorbates with dif-


ferent chemical structure, however, is complicated due to dif-


ferences in Raman cross section, absorption spectra, and


surface binding affinity for the different analytes used. Simi-


lar considerations hold for two other reports using the com-


peting adsorbate approach.45,46 Pettinger and co-workers38


have reiterated the point that Raman cross-sectional differ-


ences and variations in the surface chemistries for the two dif-


ferent adsorbates must be taken into account.


Our work in this field builds upon the competing adsor-


bate approach while circumventing its problematic issues. Two


isotopologues of rhodamine 6G, R6G-d0 and R6G-d4, are used


to demonstrate single-molecule character in the SER spectra.


The use of two isotopologues (chemical species that differ only


in the isotopic composition of their atoms) provides a method


for performing dual-analyte SMSERS studies where the elec-


tronic absorption spectrum of the adsorbate is not perturbed,


the surface chemistry remains unchanged, and the overall


Raman cross section is similar. However, the vibrational bands


having contributions from C-D stretching and bending will


change in intensity and frequency, allowing the two isotopo-


logues to be spectrally resolved. The frequency domain


approach using two isotopologues of R6G permits single-mol-


ecule behavior to be verified by tracking the spectral signa-


ture of the individual species. When sufficiently low


concentrations of both analyte molecules are introduced to a


solution of silver nanoparticles such that, on average, only one


type of molecule is adsorbed to each nanoparticle, each


SMSER spectrum contains spectral features of only a single


isotopologue.


B. A Frequency Domain Existence Proof of Single-
Molecule Surface-Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy. The


SER spectra from 50 individual nanoparticle aggregates were


acquired, and only sites that were active were interrogated


randomly. Figure 4a shows representative spectra from two of


the spots measured, in which it is evident that there is only


one isotopologue present in each probe volume. A histogram


of occurrences of the three possible cases is given in Figure


4b. The observation that single isotopologue events domi-


nate the sampling is strong evidence for SMSERS. Addition-


ally, spectral wandering was observed in the 600 cm-1 range


of the spectra. The degree of the spectral wandering observed


is measured by a fit to the histograms of peak center fre-


quency as seen in Figure 4c. The full width at half-maximum


(fwhm) of the R6G-d4 Gaussian fit and R6G-d0 Gaussian fit


were 3.0 and 4.8 cm-1, respectively. As a control, the nor-


mal Raman scattering of the 1028.3 cm-1 mode of cyclohex-


ane was collected to illustrate the instrumentation stability.


The fwhm of the Gaussian fit for this mode’s spectral fluctua-


tion was 0.6 cm-1. The fwhm of the ensemble-averaged spec-


tra were 5.3 cm-1 for R6G-d4 and 6.9 cm-1 for R6G-d0. The


single-molecule results indicate that the ensemble-averaged


spectrum is a superposition of the single-molecule states. This


analysis reveals the distribution of vibrational frequencies hid-


den under the ensemble average.


C. Surface Dynamics in Single-Molecule Surface-
Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy. When the R6G/Ag system


was under ambient environmental conditions (namely, humid


laboratory air) at higher concentrations of molecules per nano-


particle, dynamic behavior or “blinking” was observed. Statis-


tically, ca. 50 R6G-d0 and 50 R6G-d4 molecules were


adsorbed per nanoparticle. Figure 5a shows a waterfall plot of


inelastic scattering as a function of time. At t ) 0 s, the spec-


trum appears to have only R6G-d0 character, which is surpris-


ing considering the high dye concentration on the surface. The


integrated intensity is on the same order of magnitude as the


static, low-concentration experiment above, indicating that


only a single molecule is scattering and not the 100 in the


ensemble. Therefore, the EF in the hot spot must be at least


3-4 orders of magnitude greater than the average SERS EF of


the nanoparticle, in agreement with previously published


results.3,48 As time progresses, the spectrum changes com-


pletely from R6G-d0 to R6G-d4 and back to R6G-d0 over the


course of 1000 s as displayed in Figure 5b.


There are two interpretations of the switching behavior con-


sidering that the SMSERS aggregates contain multiple poten-


tial hot spots: (1) two or more molecules are competing for the


same hot spot on the nanoparticle surface, or (2) two or more
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molecules are acting independently at two different hot spots


within the probe area. In an effort to distinguish which case is


taking place, the data were analyzed with 2D cross correla-


tion.49 If there are independent hot spots in close proximity,


then the time evolution of the two molecules should be non-


correlated (� ) 0), but if it is the same hot spot, the mole-


cules should be anticorrelated (�) -1). Figure 5c shows the


2D correlation in the region containing the characteristic 650


and 610 cm-1 bands of the R6G-d4 isotopologue. The spec-


tra show strong correlation (� ) 0.8) between these two bands


associated with R6G-d4 and further show an anticorrelation (�


FIGURE 4. (A) Two representative spectra from the single-molecule
results where one contains uniquely R6G-d0 (red line) and the other
uniquely R6G-d4 (blue line) vibrational character. (λex ) 532 nm, taq


) 10 s, Pex ) 2.4 W/cm2, grazing incidence), (B) histogram detailing
the frequency with which only R6G-d0, only R6G-d4, and both R6G-
d0 and R6G-d4 vibrational modes were observed with low
adsorbate concentration under dry N2 environment, and (C)
histogram of the low-frequency peak location for the events that
exhibited single-molecule behavior, illustrating the degree of
spectral changes observed for different sites. For R6G-d0 (red data),
the fwhm of the Gaussian fit was 4.8 cm-1, and for R6G-d4 (blue
data), the fwhm of the Gaussian fit was 3.0 cm-1. Reproduced with
permission from ref 47. Copyright 2007 American Chemical Society.


FIGURE 5. (A) Time series waterfall plot of spectra collected from a
single active aggregate at high concentration in humid air with the
false color representing signal intensity where white or yellow is
highest and red or black is lowest, (B) three time slices from the
waterfall plot shown in panel A where (a) ) 51 s, (b) ) 463 s, and
(c) ) 936 s showing that the system changes state from R6G-d0 to
R6G-d4 and back in 1000 s (λex ) 532 nm, taq ) 1 s, Pex ) 2.4 W/
cm2, grazing incidence), and (C) zero time delay two-dimensional
cross-correlation of the time evolution data from panel A.
Reproduced with permission from ref 47. Copyright 2007 American
Chemical Society.
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) -0.3) from bands associated with the cross-peaks between


R6G-d0 and R6G-d4. In SERS, there is an intense, continuous


background that covers the entire spectral region of interest,


and Moore et al.50 have shown that in this 2D cross-correla-


tion analysis, there will be strong correlation of the Stokes


bands to this continuum. Therefore, even in the absence of a


peak, there will be some time-correlated background contri-


bution, which will affect the peak-to-peak correlation. This is


evident in the (� ) 0.2-0.4) correlation remaining between


the background and the characteristic modes. This argues that


the magnitude of the anticorrelation is larger, and therefore


there is only one active hot spot in the probe volume, and


molecules are moving in short-range proximity to it.


D. Enhancement Factors in Single-Molecule Sur-
face-Enhanced Raman Scattering of Rhoadmine 6G. The


original estimates of SMSERS enhancement factors


(∼1014-1015)3,4 are too large because those estimates did


not take into account the large resonance Raman cross sec-


tion of R6G.51 To date, all the SMSERS studies of R6G were


carried out at laser excitation wavelengths near the R6G


molecular resonance and enhancement from the resonance


Raman effect can contribute an additional factor of 102-103


in Raman scattering intensity compared with normal Raman.52


Furthermore, the Raman cross section of R6G at 633 nm was


measured to be 2.4 × 10-27 cm2/sr,51 and calculations on


resonance53,54 suggest values ∼10-25 cm2. If the observed


cross section is a simple multiplication of the R6G resonance


Raman cross section and the SERS enhancement factor, the


cross section observed by Nie and Emory (10-15 cm2) requires


a total SERS enhancement factor of only 1010-1011. It is cur-


rently believed that a large part of this SMSERS enhancement


can be attributed to the EM mechanism with the enhanced


local fields at the junction of nanoparticle aggregates giving


rise to EM enhancement factors of 1010-1011.55 Therefore,


the SMSERS phenemonon results from multiplication of the


combination of surface plasmon excitation and resonance


Raman enhancement.


Another possible enhancement mechanism is a chemical or


charge transfer (CT) mechanism that is caused by the changes


in the electronic structure of molecules adsorbed on the metal


surfaces. The role of metal to molecule charge transfer (CT) in


SMSERS of R6G is not well understood. Since R6G SMSERS


measurements were carried out on Ag nanoparticles, it is


important to examine whether the absorption of R6G changes


on a Ag surface.56 Figure 6 shows the absorption spectrum of


a submonolayer of R6G adsorbed on a Ag film. A major


absorption band at 534 nm is observed in the spectrum. Com-


pared with the R6G solution absorption, the major absorp-


tion band is red-shifted by only 2 nm and slightly broadened.


These measurements show that R6G electronic transitions are,


surprisingly, not significantly perturbed by the presence of the


Ag surface.


To examine whether new transitions from metal to mole-


cule charge transfer arise when R6G adsorbs on a metallic sur-


face from a theory perspective, we calculated the absorption


spectrum of R6G interacting with a Ag2 cluster with time-de-


pendent density functional theory (TD-DFT).56 The Ag2 is used


to represent R6G adsorption to Ag nanoparticles through one


of its N atoms.52,53 The calculated structure and absorption


spectrum are shown in Figure 7. R6G with the Ag2 cluster has


a S0-S1 transition at 544 nm corresponding to an excitation


from the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) to the


lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO). Two CT transi-


tions red of the main peak are found at 1010 and 617 nm,


corresponding to transitions from the HOMO of Ag2 to the


LUMO and LUMO + 1 of R6G, respectively. Both transitions


have small oscillator strength, especially the transition at 617


nm, which is not visible in Figure 7 due to the y axis scale.


These very weak CT transitions near 1000 nm will only affect


the Raman scattering intensity when performed at these wave-


lengths, such as in FT-Raman. Therefore, when SMSERS is per-


FIGURE 6. Absorption spectrum of R6G on a Ag film. Solid line
represents the measured spectrum. Dashed line repents the
Gaussian fitting of the spectrum. Reproduced from ref 56. Copyright
2007 American Chemical Society.


FIGURE 7. Calculated absorption spectrum of R6G with a Ag2


cluster. Inset is the optimized structure of R6G-Ag2. The distance
between the N atom of R6G and the Ag atom is 3.08 Å.
Reproduced from ref 56. Copyright 2007 American Chemical
Society.
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formed at 532 nm, we conclude that the enhancement factor


does not contain a contribution from CT.


IV. Concluding Remarks


The renewed interest in SERS has been driven by the ability


to make reproducible and well-defined substrates with large


electromagnetic enhancements and the discovery of single-


molecule SERS. The recent developments, of which we high-


light a few from work in our group, make the application of


SERS to a range of problems in chemical and biological sens-


ing a real possibility. Due to these strides, we believe the


future of SERS is indeed bright.
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C O N S P E C T U S


Nanocrystal superstructures are increasingly becoming a
subject of intense study. Such materials could consti-


tute a new class of nanocomposites of designed structure, of
homogeneous composition, and with unique properties. New
phenomena are observed in these materials because of the
interaction at such diminutive length scales.


A common problem in the development of devices rely-
ing on colloidal nanocrystal assemblies is that the individ-
ual nanocrystal building blocks require organic molecules to
control their size. These ligands are responsible for the col-
loidal stability of the individual nanocrystal building blocks
and are thus necessary for their solution processibility.
Because of the ligands’ incompatibility with many solid state
applications, it is important to develop post-processing techniques that mildly remove them from these nanocomposites, while
maintaining the size-dependent properties of the building blocks.


This Account highlights a new strategy, nanocrystal plasma polymerization (NPP), for processing colloidal nanocrystal
assemblies. This technique exposes the nanocomposite to a mild air plasma and allows for the removal of the nanocrys-
tals’ capping ligands while preserving their size-dependent and material properties. As a result, the process yields a nearly
all-inorganic flexible solid-state material with unprecedented characteristics.


We describe early experiments, in which NPP was used to create arbitrarily complex 1D, 2D, and 3D inorganic free-
standing architectures entirely composed of nanocrystals, as well as future directions and challenges. We expect this plat-
form will be useful for the design of new materials and will be a valuable new addition to the nanoscientist’s toolbox.


1. Introduction


One of the main causes of diffidence from the


physics community toward colloidal nanocrystals


is their relatively ill-defined surface, which is, in


most cases, coordinated by surfactants of various


lengths that have the role of providing colloidal


stability, saturating the dangling bonds, and con-


trolling the growth of the nanocrystals. This ligand


shell is problematic because it is difficult to model,


fragile during physical and chemical processing


and, despite recent advances,1-3 poorly under-


stood in its influence over the nanocrystals’ phys-


ical properties. The development of core-shell


nanocrystals,4-6 for example, has introduced a


more familiar inorganic-inorganic interface in the


system. The adoption of successive ion layer


adsorption and reaction (SILAR) strategies7 have


then introduced the other familiar concept of epi-


taxy into the colloidal nanocrystal field. After such


breakthroughs, the influence of these ligands still


remains nontrivial, especially when solid-state


materials based on these colloids have to be


developed: nanocrystals’ conductivity,8 surface
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charge,9 blinking behavior,10 and self-assembly9 are a few of


the characteristics that are affected by the ligand shell. And


while the plasticity of this influence to external stimuli might


be attractive for sensor applications,11,12 it remains undesir-


able for most solid-state devices. To further complicate the


task, with the exception of multidentate ligands,13 colloidal


nanocrystals need a consistent amount of free ligands in solu-


tion in order to maintain their dispersed state and to remain


solution processable.14-16


Extensive work has been done to incorporate nanocrys-


tals in a matrix without harming their properties. The main


issues are related to the preservation of the properties,


especially for quantum dots, where the luminescence has


always proved to be sensitive to surface conditions.17 Other


problems arise in achieving a high nanocrystal filling frac-


tion, which is either desirable or necessary for many appli-


cations, including amplified spontaneous emission and


lasing;18,19 for example, the matrix usually becomes very


fragile when the nanocrystal volume fraction exceeds a cer-


tain value. Nanocrystals are generally created within the


matrix by precipitation (as in glasses20), by chemical dep-


osition methods (as for some mesoporous materials21), or


by ion exchange methods (as for zeolites22). A review of all


incorporation methods is well beyond the scope of this


Account, and we will here instead highlight some of the


most promising techniques that employed colloidal


nanocrystals.


Klimov’s group has developed a strategy based on sol-gel


processing in which nanocrystals are directly anchored to the


inorganic matrix via a short ligand or using a polymeric


intermediate.23,24 In the first case, the nanocrystal filling frac-


tion is about 19%, and in the second case, the filling fraction


is about 6%. Thin films of these composites can be spin


coated on rigid substrates because the films themselves are


rigid, after condensation.


Incorporation of nanocrystals in polymers on the other


hand is limited by the tendency of nanocrystals to phase seg-


regate,25 which in turn induces fragility in the resulting com-


posite. This tendency is at least partly due to the unfavorable


interaction of the nanocrystals’ surface ligands with the poly-


meric matrix. Recent advances in the control of segregation in


nanocrystal-polymer composites appear very promising,26


but they are still limited in the filling fraction they can achieve,


and they make use of specific polymers.


Much less work has been done on the removal of the


ligands from colloidal nanocrystals. This is especially true for


nanocrystal quantum dots where it typically results in the loss


of photoluminescence; ligand removal creates unsaturated


bonds on the surface, which act as carrier traps,17 reducing the


band-edge emission by inducing trap states in the


bandgap.3,10,27 This mechanism underlies most cases of lumi-


nescence instability.17 Partial removal of the ligands has been


used to increase the photoconductive gain in nanocrystal-


based photodetectors28 or to develop all-inorganic solar cells


based on nanocrystals.29 Such strategies however quench the


luminescence and are mostly used to improve the conductiv-


ity of the nanocrystal superlattice by increasing exciton wave


function overlap between neighboring crystals.


FIGURE 1. Illustration of the nanocrystal plasma polymerization (NPP) process. The assembled colloidal nanocrystals are exposed to
controlled plasma treatment, which removes the ligands and connects the nanocrystals through an inorganic matrix. The formation of free-
standing 1D, 2D, and 3D architectures entirely composed of nanocrystals is thus possible.
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In general, nanocrystals do not need ligands to luminesce,


as Stransky-Krastanov self-assembled quantum dots demon-


strate; therefore it should be possible to completely remove


the ligands from colloidal nanocrystals without altering their


luminescence properties. A fascinating strategy used electro-


spray organometallic chemical vapor deposition to co-deposit


colloidal quantum dots with a higher band gap


semiconductor.30,31 In this case, the luminescence of the


CdSe/ZnSe composite was preserved due to the presence of


a ZnSe shell on the initial dots, even when the ligands were


removed. However, as in the case of polymer-embedded


nanocrystals, the particles often segregated and agglomerat-


ed.32


This Account will focus on an approach developed


recently,33-35 which we termed nanocrystal plasma polymer-


ization (NPP)34,35 (Figure 1). NPP allows the removal of cap-


ping ligands and the preservation of the nanocrystals’ size-


dependent properties through an inexpensive, dry, and low-


energy processing step. NPP also consolidates nanocrystals


into mechanically stable solids allowing for the replication of


arbitrary templates, the formation of multilayer structures, and


the dramatic enhancement of their chemical stability. This


approach allows for low-temperature fabrication of nearly all-


inorganic arbitrary free standing architectures entirely made


from self-assembled nanostructures.


In this Account, we describe the array of results and pos-


sibilities offered by this processing platform.


2. Nanocrystal Plasma “Polymerization”


2.1. Definition. Nanocrystal plasma polymerization (NPP) can


be defined as the plasma treatment of nanostructure assem-


blies, which preserves their size-dependent properties and


individuality while consolidating them within a host matrix.


The use of the term “polymerization” is here controversial,


since it is sometimes considered misleading. From our knowl-


edge of this process, we can say that it is indeed a plasma


polymerization process, which, if brought to completion, leads


to the etching of the organic phase and thus to inorganic


nanocomposites. This is a characteristic of plasma treatments


in which the polymerization, etching, and deposition of organ-


ics are simultaneous processes with different and tunable


kinetics. Our initial interest was in ligand removal


so that the treatment was always brought to completion. Noth-


ing prevents use of this plasma treatment to induce the 3D


polymerization of the ligand shell network by halting the pro-


cess at earlier stages. This would be an interesting way to pro-


duce polymer-nanocrystal composites with large nano-


crystal filling fractions.


FIGURE 2. Ligand removal:34,35 (a) XPS survey spectrum of a PbS
nanocrystal film after NPP, the arrow marks the position of the C1s
peak; (b) XPS survey spectrum of a Bi2S3 nanorod film after NPP, the
arrow marks the position of the C1s peak; (c) TOF-SIMS depth profile
of C and SOx anions in an NPP-treated PbS nanocrystal film; (d) TGA
and DSC traces obtained from a PbS nanocrystal film before and after
NPP (squares indicate sample weight loss, circles indicate the weight
loss derivative, triangles indicate heat flow; empty symbols are for the
sample before NPP, filled symbols are for the sample after NPP).
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FIGURE 4. Matrix identification after NPP treatment: (a) XRD of PbS nanocrystal films before (s) and after (---) NPP; (b) XRD of Bi2S3


nanorod films before (s) and after (---) NPP; (c) high-resolution XPS O1s peak from a PbS nanocrystal film after NPP; (d) high-
resolution XPS O1s peak from a Bi2S3 nanorod film after NPP; (e) high-resolution XPS S2p peak from a PbS nanocrystal film after NPP;
(d) high-resolution XPS S2s peak from a Bi2S3 nanorod film after NPP. All assignations are based on the NIST XPS Database.


FIGURE 3. Morphology: (a) HR-SEM of a cross-section of a PbS nanocrystal film after NPP, in the inset a photo of a free-standing PbS
nanocrystal flexible film; (b) HR-SEM of a cross-section of a Bi2S3 nanorod film after NPP, in the inset a photo of the film on a flexible
substrate; (c) TEM of a CdS nanocrystal film; (d) HR-SEM of a fragment of a CoFe2O4 nanocrystal film.
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2.2. The Protocol. Nanocrystals were deposited on a sub-


strate of choice (Si, SiO2, PET, etc.) using a wide variety of tech-


niques including dip-coating, spin-coating, and drop-casting.


Once dried, the film was placed into the plasma chamber and


exposed to air plasma.33,35,36 The exposure time and the


plasma power37 strongly affect the results and must be


adjusted for film thickness.


2.3. NPP Removes the Ligands. One of the most attrac-


tive aspects of plasma treatment is its ability to selectively


remove the organic component of a sample. It has been used


for removing surfactants from surfactant-templated mesopo-


rous materials,38 as well as tuning the filling fraction in syn-


thetic opals made of organic colloids.39 In the case of NPP, we


found that plasma treatment mainly removes the ligands from


the surface of the nanocrystals.


This effect has been demonstrated both on monolayers of


nanocrystals33,37,40 and on thin nanocrystal superlattices.34,35


In Figure 2 are shown the data for PbS and Bi2S3 nanocrystal


superlattices in which the carbon concentration decreased


from around 80% to as low as 3% as demonstrated by XPS


(Figure 2a,b). Considering the error of XPS elemental analy-


sis and its tendency to detect carbon adsorbed from the atmo-


sphere, we can consider these films nearly all-inorganic. A


time of flight secondary ion mass spectrometry (TOF-SIMS)


analysis demonstrates the uniformity of carbon removal


throughout the thickness (Figure 2c); carbon has a peak of


concentration near the surface but then decreases steeply and


remains constant and extremely low throughout the remain-


ing thickness of the sample. Such a surface peak is well-


known in plasma-treated surfaces and is attributed to


adsorption of atmospheric CO2. Thermogravimetric analysis


(TGA) and differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) were per-


formed before and after treatment (Figure 2d); the decompo-


sition peak associated with the ligands disappears in the


treated sample.


While these results demonstrate that it is possible to


remove the ligands from nanocrystal films, milder modifica-


tions are also possible with plasmas. Rigorous work has been


performed by the groups of Liao and Zharnikov on the influ-


ence of different plasmas on self-assembled monolayers (SAM)


on different substrates.41-45 Downstream plasmas were used


in order to focus on the effect of low-energy species, namely,


radicals. The processes that they were able to identify were


diverse: disordering of the SAM, oxidation of the alkyl matrix,


oxidation of the headgroup, cross-linking of the alkyl matrix


upon oxidation, and desorption of the SAM upon headgroup


oxidation. The kinetics of these processes can be controlled by


several parameters including SAM-substrate interaction


strength, plasma composition, and alkyl chain length.


This complex set of events tells us about the potential of


plasma treatment for the modification of delicate organic sur-


faces. We refer the reader to some excellent reviews, which


deal thoroughly with this topic.46-52


2.4. The Nanostructure’s Morphology Is Maintained
by NPP. The morphology and microstructure of the multi-


layer films were probed with high-resolution scanning elec-


tron microscopy (HR-SEM) and transmission electron


microscopy (TEM). As seen in Figure 3, for all shown com-


positions the individual nanocrystals are perfectly discern-


ible. Analogous conclusions can be drawn from the results


obtained from nanocrystal monolayers.33,37,53,40


Another important morphological feature was the unifor-


mity of the films obtained and their flexibility, as shown in the


insets of Figure 3. Very thick films of PbS nanocrystals could


be successfully detached from the substrate, yielding a free-


standing film that could be folded like paper (see inset in Fig-


ure 3a). Flexible thin films could be instead obtained by


performing NPP on spin-coated films of nanocrystals on a PET


substrate (see Figure 3b).


2.5. The Matrix Is Amorphous and Dependent on the
Plasma Composition. The XRD spectra obtained after NPP


showed only the original crystalline phase belonging to the


starting nanocrystals (see Figure 4a,b).34,35 The higher back-


ground in the NPP samples is to be attributed to a highly scat-


tering noncrystalline phase.


The matrix consisted of a combination of oxide and sul-


fide species (also sulfite, in the case of PbS), as shown by the


high-resolution XPS spectra in Figure 4c-f. The implantation


FIGURE 5. The photoluminescence of the film before NPP (black
line) is compared with the photoluminescence after NPP (gray line).
The two spectra are normalized. The real intensity was measured in
several points with the help of an integrating sphere to account for
scattering. The quantum yield (QY) was found not to be significantly
affected by the NPP treatment.
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of oxygen is a characteristic of air and oxygen plasmas, and


the surface oxidation of chalcogenide nanocrystals, facilitated


by the usually anion-rich nature of their surface,17 often pro-


ceeds via the formation of sulfates, selenates, or tellurates.54


The surprising observation was the formation of oxide spe-


cies. The appearance of these might be attributable to the vac-


uum facilitating the formation of volatile oxidation byproducts


such as SO2 and to the oxidation of excess cationic precur-


sors present in the film.


These results are consistent with the impressive ones


reported by Wiedwald et al. where Co nanocrystals formed by


plasma treatment of Co-loaded block-copolymer micelles are


also oxidized by oxygen plasma.53 Salient among their find-


ings was the demonstration of the reversibility of nanopar-


ticle oxidation upon exposure of the oxidized nanocrystals to


H2 plasma.53 During this treatment, the particles did not


change morphology. This result has been further confirmed by


Gehl et al. using CoPt3 nanocrystals.37,40


2.6. The Properties Are Maintained during NPP. The


properties were easily monitored in the case of PbS nanoc-


rystals, due to their strong band-edge emission in the near-


infrared (NIR). Our results showed that the plasma has little


influence on the emission intensity of PbS nanocrystals. As


shown in Figure 5, the width and position of the peak are vir-


tually unchanged. Electrical measurements performed on sev-


eral nanocrystal systems after NPP showed the films to remain


insulating. This is likely to be a consequence of the chemical


nature of the matrix, which is strongly insulating. Changing the


composition of the plasma (for example, by using a


H2-H2S-Ar feed gas) to induce formation of a chalcogenide


matrix instead of an oxide matrix might yield a conductive


nanocomposite.


2.7. NPP-Treated Films Are More Chemically Stable.
After having characterized the properties of the PbS NPP films,


we became curious as to whether the films’ luminescence was


made more resistant to processing than for the untreated


films. Their luminescence was monitored as a function of the


time of exposure to different chemical and physical agents.34


In the first case, we exposed the film to a 10 vol % solution


of H2SO4. As can be seen in Figure 6a, the luminescence


decreased rapidly to ∼80% of the initial value to then stabi-


lize and remain virtually constant for 30 min. Exposure to tol-


uene at 80 °C (Figure 6b) had no effect on the luminescence


for over 30 min. Similar results were obtained when the film


was exposed to 100 °C in air (Figure 6c). When instead a film


was exposed to UV light, the luminescence intensity


decreased rapidly in the first minutes to 70% of the original


value to then increase slowly over the course of 20 h (Figure


6d). This behavior is at the moment difficult to explain


because the PL upon exposure to UV strongly depends on the


chemical environment of the dots. However, these are severe


treatments that testify to the chemical inertness of these films,


especially when compared with the sensitivity of nanocrystal


solids.55


FIGURE 6. Chemical stability of NPP-treated PbS nanocrystal films: (a) photoluminescence time monitoring (peak intensity, fwhm, and peak
position) upon exposure to 10% H2SO4 solution; (b, left) photoluminescence time monitoring (peak intensity, fwhm, and peak position) upon
exposure to 80 °C toluene; (b, right) normalized photoluminescence spectra after 10 h exposure to 80 °C toluene; (c) photoluminescence
time monitoring (peak intensity, fwhm, and peak position) upon exposure to 100 °C in air; (d) photoluminescence time monitoring (peak
intensity, fwhm, and peak position) upon exposure to UV light.
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2.8. Discussion. Nanocrystal plasma polymerization has


shown potential in several nanoparticle systems.33-35,37 Its


action can be understood as an etching process within nanos-


cale confinement. The ligands between the nanocrystals are


etched away leaving behind a minimally oxidized inorganic


fraction. From a physics point of view, it is interesting to inves-


tigate the behavior of plasma in such tightly confined spaces


where the diffusion coefficients of the plasma’s components


might be significantly modified. From a materials chemistry


standpoint, on the other hand, it is fascinating to contemplate


the possibility of accessing new flexible nanostructured mate-


rials with a dry, scalable, green, and highly tunable method.


It is important to note in fact that NPP is not limited to PbS


quantum dots. Although the search for plasma polymerizable


nanoparticle species is only in its preliminary stages, many


other examples have been demonstrated already including


Bi2S3,35 CoPt3,37 FePt3,33 CoFe2O4,56 EuS,57 ITO,57 and


SnO2.57 Preliminary data on PbSe nanocrystals or CdSe/CdS/


ZnS multishell quantum dots did not show a preservation of


the luminescence after plasma etching. In our opinion, this


does not mean that this process is limited to PbS nanocrys-


tals but that surface chemistry plays an important role in this


process: differently from most chalcogenide nanocrystals sys-


tems, which exhibit a chalcogen-terminated surface, our PbS


nanocrystals show what appears to be a PbCl2-terminated sur-


face. Also the chemical and physical nature of the produced


matrix is likely involved in the preservation of the lumines-


cence. What is important here to understand is that NPP


should be seen as a methodology to produce inorganic nano-


composites of nanocrystals separated by a chemically tun-


able matrix. The final properties will be necessarily affected by


the nature of the core-matrix interface.


3. State of the Art


In this section, we will show some preliminary results that


demonstrate the potential and flexibility of NPP for nanofab-


rication. This is intended to encourage further exploration of


this technique.


3.1. One-Dimensional Architectures. NPP can be used to


fabricate free-standing structures with different dimensionali-


ties (Figure 1). NPP allows the consolidation of nanocrystals


infiltrated into a porous template to obtain free-standing rep-


licas upon the selective removal of the template. The


improved chemical and mechanical stability conferred by NPP


allows removal of the template without substantially harm-


ing the nanocomposite. PbS nanocrystals have been infiltrated


into anodized Al2O3 membranes with pores 200 nm in diam-


eter and 60 µm in length. The nanocrystals were exposed to


air plasma, and the membrane was selectively dissolved. The


process left NIR luminescent and flexible nanorods that are


entirely composed of nanocrystals (see Figure 7a,b).58 The


same process works for Bi2S3 nanorods and CoFe2O4, EuS,


ITO, and SnO2 nanocrystals;57 it is also possible to use a mix-


ture of nanocrystals to yield free-standing, multifunctional


nanorods.58


3.2. Two-Dimensional Architectures. NPP can also be


used to form multilayer structures (see Figure 7c,d). Different


layers of nanocrystals can be spin-coated on top of each other


if every layer is first briefly plasma treated to partially poly-


merize the nanocrystals together. In this way, it is possible to


form multilayers of PbS and CoFe2O4 nanocrystals (Figure 7c),


which could also include mesoporous layers (Figure 7d).59


Plasma exposure can also be used to cure sol-gel precur-


sors to form the final oxide.


In the case of surfactant-templated mesoporous mate-


rials,60,61 the plasma treatment allows for removal of the sur-


FIGURE 7. Examples of architectures of different dimensionality
entirely composed of nanocrystals, which are obtainable via NPP:
(a) one-dimensional structures obtained via NPP of PbS nanocrystals
in Al2O3 membranes; (b) TEM image of a representative microrod
showing superlattice formation, in the inset the FFT of the image;
(c) two-dimensional structure obtained by depositing alternating
layers of PbS and CoFe2O4 nanocrystalssthe individual layers are
visible in the cross-section; (d) two-dimensional architectures
obtained by depositing two periods of an ABC multilayer composed
of CoFe2O4 nanocrystals, PbS nanocrystals, and mesoporous silica;
(e) three-dimensional structure obtained by inverting a polystyrene
photonic crystal with PbS quantum dots and applying NPP; (f) same
material as in panel e but with CoFe2O4 nanocrystals.
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factants from the pores during the consolidation of the frame-


work.38 As shown in Figure 8, the composition line-scan


obtained from energy-dispersive analysis of X-rays (EDAX)


confirms the nature of the layers.59


3.3. Three-Dimensional Architectures. As an example,


we replicated an artificial opal made of polystyrene colloids.


The nanocrystals were first infiltrated in the opal following an


established method.62 The composite structure was then


placed in the plasma chamber. The results are shown in Fig-


ure 7e,f for PbS and CoFe2O4 nanocrystals, respectively.58 The


interesting aspect of this process is that the consolidation of


the nanocrystals and the removal of the template occur in the


same step, allowing for a one-step inversion procedure.


Photonic structures such as opals can now be engineered


with desired functionalities, high refractive index, and possi-


bly flexibility.63 Such characteristics can potentially be cou-


pled with active planar defects,64 also obtained via NPP. In


contrast to other clever approaches to fabricating nanocrys-


tal inverse opals,65 this method does not require heat-acti-


vated consolidation and therefore can preserve materials and


size-dependent properties of the nanocrystal building blocks.


One limitation of this method is the shrinking of the nano-


FIGURE 8. EDAX line scan analysis of the multilayer architecture shown in Figure 7d. The high background in the iron spectrum is due to a
systematic error in the instrument.


FIGURE 9. HR-SEM characterization of a NPP film obtained from PbS nanocrystals with the addition of tetrabutylorthosilicate (TBOS). In the
inset is the EDAX analysis. The carbon content can be attributed to the carbon-coated grid supporting the sample. The relative amounts of
Pb, S, and Cl are to be taken with caution, given the superposition of their main peaks.
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crystal composite observed upon plasma treatment. In the


case of the nanocrystal microrods this leads to a detachment


of the rods from the walls of the alumina membrane, while in


the case of the inverse opals it leads to a decrease in the air


void size, compared with the template.


3.4. Tuning the Composition. The composition of the


matrix can be tuned by adding plasma-sensitive precursors to


the solution of nanocrystals. In our preliminary experiments,


tetrabutylorthosilicate (TBOS) was chosen to create a SiO2


matrix around the nanocrystals. As shown in Figure 9, the


EDAX confirms the presence of Si.59 Experiments are under-


way to optimize the amount of additives and demonstrate the


generality of the process with other metal alkoxydes.


3.5. Challenges and Opportunities: The Door is Open.
Ahead of these successes lie many challenges and opportu-


nities. The influence of plasma exposure on nanocrystals has


to be carefully understood, which requires a detailed knowl-


edge of their surface chemistry.


The roles of specific compositions, geometries, and defects


also need to be thoroughly examined. Plasma properties and


their influence on the NPP process have to be studied, espe-


cially when charged species are removed by electrodes or by


distancing the sample from the afterglow. While in many


cases such issues could be considered of technological nature,


in this instance they assume the shape of scientific questions


that would help us understand the surface chemistry of our


building blocks as well as the behavior of plasmas in such


unconventional spatial geometries.


The influence of plasma on nanostructures is more than


ever in need of further examination, especially as it is taking


the shape of a tremendous opportunity for the design and


large scale fabrication of inorganic materials. One can think,


for example, of mesoporous materials of nearly arbitrary com-


position obtained by selectively dissolving one component


from a NPP-treated binary nanocrystal superlattice9 or creat-


ing nanofibrous membranes by applying NPP to films of col-


loidal nanowires. One can think of using different plasma


compositions to obtain different matrix compositions. The pos-


sibilities are tantalizingly vast.


With NPP, a wide variety of nanostructure compositions,


shapes, and functionalities can now be combined within inor-


ganic free-standing flexible materials, thereby throwing a


bridge between bottom-up synthesis and top-down fabrication.


The degrees of freedom available for design are numer-


ous:


• Composition, size, shape, and functionality of the building


blocks can be changed by choosing different colloidal


nanocrystals or gas feeds.


• Composition of the matrix can be changed by changing the


plasma composition or introducing “polymerizable” orga-


nometallic additives.


• Porous templates of arbitrary geometry can be replicated


with a resolution only limited by the size of the


nanocrystals.


• Patternability is made possible by the chemical accessibil-


ity of the final composite.


Among the favorable characteristics of this process that we


should mention are the following:


• highly scalable


• amenable to combinatorial studies


• dry


• green because solvents, high temperatures, and high pow-


ers are not involved


• low cost (especially in a laboratory setting)


• highly tunable parameters, which directly affect the pro-


cess


While plasma treatment is typically not considered a bot-


tom-up chemical processing technique, development of nano-


structures with very large surface areas has made plasma a


valuable tool for their chemical manipulation. Furthermore,


despite its historical use as a surface modification technique,


nanocrystal plasma polymerization shows that plasma can be


successfully used to fabricate bulk materials with hierarchical


architectures using nanoscopic building blocks. We therefore


consider NPP a valuable new addition to the set of available


tools for nanochemists and nanoengineers.
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C O N S P E C T U S


Current biomedical imaging techniques including magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), positron emission tomography (PET),
and computed X-ray tomography (CT) are vital in the diagnosis of various diseases. Each imaging modality has its own


merits and disadvantages, and a single technique does not possess all the required capabilities for comprehensive imag-
ing. Therefore, multimodal imaging methods are quickly becoming important tools for state-of-the-art biomedical research
and clinical diagnostics and therapeutics.


In this Account, we will discuss synergistically integrated nanoparticle probes, which will be an essential tool in multi-
modal imaging technology. When inorganic nanoparticles are introduced into biological systems, their extremely small size
and their exceptional physical and chemical properties make them useful probes for biological diagnostics. Nanoparticle
probes can endow imaging techniques with enhanced signal sensitivity, better spatial resolution, and the ability to relay infor-
mation about biological systems at the molecular and cellular levels.


Simple magnetic nanoparticles function as MRI contrast enhancement probes. These magnetic nanoparticles can then serve
as a core platform for the addition of other functional moieties including fluorescence tags, radionuclides, and other bio-
molecules for multimodal imaging, gene delivery, and cellular trafficking. For example, MRI-optical dual-modal probes com-
posed of a fluorescent dye-doped silica (DySiO2) core surrounded by magnetic nanoparticles can macroscopically detect
neuroblastoma cancer cells via MRI along with subcellular information via fluorescence imaging.


Magnetic nanoparticles can also be coupled to radionuclides (124I) to construct MRI-PET dual-modal probes. Such probes
can accurately detect lymph nodes (LNs), which are critical for assessing cancer metastasis. In vivo MRI/PET images can clearly
identify small (∼3 mm) LNs along with precise anatomical information. Systems using multicomponent nanoparticles mod-
ified with biomolecules can also monitor gene expression and other markers in cell therapeutics studies. We have used hybrid
stem cell-magnetic nanoparticle probes with MRI to monitor in vivo stem cell trafficking. MRI with hybrid probes of mag-
netic nanoparticles and adenovirus can detect target cells and can monitor gene delivery and the expression of green flu-
orescent proteins optically. Each component of such multimodal probes complements the other modalities, and their
synergistic materials properties ultimately provide more accurate information in in vitro and in vivo biological systems.


1. Introduction


Inorganic nanoparticles possess unique nanoscale


size-dependent physical and chemical properties


that can be controlled in a manner that is not


allowed in bulk size materials.1 When these tiny


materials are introduced into biological systems,


their extremely small size and their exceptional
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nanoscale materials properties enable them to be useful as


probes and delivery vectors for next-generation biological


diagnostics and therapeutics. Such new materials and tools


developed from nanotechnology are increasingly important


for the advancement of several techniques in the biomedical


sciences. In particular, biomedical imaging research has been


one of the most successful interdisciplinary fields. During the


past few years, research in the biomedical fields has exploded


and has shown that the potential exists for making what were


once thought to be extravagant ideas into reality.2–7 For


example, metallic gold nanoparticles with surface plasmon


behavior have been used as unique optical probes for colori-


metric sensing and ultrasensitive surface-enhanced Raman


detection of biomolecules such as DNA and cancer markers.2


Semiconducting quantum dots have been used as probes for


optically imaging many biological systems ranging from DNA,


small organelles, and tumors to biological activities includ-


ing cell to cell interactions and cell signaling processes.3 Mag-


netic nanoparticles have been utilized for magnetic field


driven drug delivery and separation, cellular magnetotrans-


duction signaling, hyperthermia and MRI contrast agents.4–7


However, despite such remarkable progresses in the utiliza-


tion of nanoparticles for applications in the biomedical sci-


ences, most of the currently developed nanoparticle probes


are limited to a single imaging modality.


Target specificity, noninvasiveness, high spatial resolution,


3-D tomography, and real-time imaging are some of the


important requirements for next-generation biomedical tech-


nologies in which accurate and real-time imaging of biologi-


cal targets is essential not only to understand the fundamental


biological processes but also to successfully diagnose vari-


ous diseases.8 However, a single imaging modality alone does


not possess the necessary capabilities to do this (Table 1).9 For


example, MRI and CT have the advantages of being noninva-


sive techniques for in vivo imaging and three-dimensional


tomography, but they are limited by low target sensitivity. On


the other hand, radioactive imaging techniques such as PET


have very high target sensitivity but poor spatial resolution.


Other optical imaging methods such as fluorescence have rel-


atively good sensitivity but suffer from low tissue penetra-


tion depths. In short, each imaging modality has its own


merits and disadvantages, but by combination of different


modalities into a single system, multimodal imaging meth-


ods can compensate for the deficiencies of single imaging


modalities. Due to these combined advantages, nanoparticle


probes with multimodalities are becoming important tools for


TABLE 1. Comparison of Several Imaging Modalities9


imaging
technique


source of
imaging


spatial
resolution


tissue
penetrating
depth sensitivitya


types of
probe


magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI)


radiowave 25-100 µm no limit mM to µM (low) para- (Gd3+) or superparamagnetic
(Fe3O4,) materials


positron emission
tomography (PET)


γ-ray 1-2 mm no limit pM (high) radionuclides (18F, 11C, 13N, 15O,
124I, 64Cu)


computed tomography
(CT)


X-ray 50-200 µm no limit not well characterized high atomic number atoms (iodine,
barium sulfate)


optical fluorescence
imaging


visible or
near-infrared light


in vivo, 2-3 mm;
in vitro, sub-µm


<1 cm nM to pM (medium) fluorescent dyes, quantum dots


a Sensitivity of detecting probe is relative to background.


FIGURE 1. A schematic of a multimodal imaging probe. A magnetic nanoparticle, radionuclide, optical tag, and targeting moiety are
integrated into a single system, which acts as a multimodal molecular imaging platform.
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biomedical applications and clinics. A variety of combinations


of different modalities including MRI–optical, PET–near-infra-


red optical fluorescence (NIRF), and PET–CT are possible.10


Conventional imaging techniques typically provide ana-


tomical and physiological information at most but have diffi-


culty providing precise information of biological systems at the


molecular level. Therefore, essential players in next-genera-


tion biomedical techniques are nanoparticle-based multimo-


dal imaging probes, which not only enhance imaging


sensitivity and resolution but also possess specificity for so-


called “molecular imaging” capabilities. One of the advantages


of nanoparticle probes is their flexibility when conjugated with


a variety of molecular moieties such as DNAs, peptides, and


antibodies for monitoring specific molecular events (e.g., gene


expression) and other biological processes (e.g., cell metasta-


sis).


Currently, some prototypes of multimodal nanoparticle


probes have been introduced. For instance, MRI–optical


probes in which magnetic nanoparticles are fused with opti-


cal dyes or fluorescent quantum dots have been demonstrat-


ed.11 Especially for cases in which near-infrared fluorescence


(NIRF) dyes are used, enhanced tissue penetration along with


MR imaging makes in vivo tumor detection possible.11a Other


types of MRI–optical probes can be magnetic component


doped quantum dots and paramagnetic Gd3+ chelates with


fluorescent dyes.12 Radionuclide-optical or -MR imaging


probes have also been developed in which γ-ray radionuclides


are conjugated with either paramagnetic agents or optical flu-


orescence dyes.13 In vivo animal organ biodistribution can be


clearly monitored when such dual-modal probes are utilized


for NIRF–single photon emission computed tomography


(SPECT) imaging. Despite such successful results, the develop-


ment of multimodal nanoparticle probes is still in the early


stages.


In this Account, we will briefly discuss the basic concepts of


MRI and the key issues (size, composition, and single vs aggre-


gated nanoparticle states) in the design of state-of-the-art mag-


netic nanoparticle probes with high MR signal sensitivity.


Based on the use of magnetic nanoparticles as the core mate-


rial, more functionalities such as radionuclides, optical tags,


targeting moieties, and drugs or gene carriers can be added


to construct multimodal nanoparticle probes (Figure 1). Their


unique utilizations in multimodal imaging techniques includ-


ing MRI-optical and MRI-PET of various biological targets


and processes such as cancer identification, cancer metasta-


sis, gene delivery, and cell trafficking will be discussed.


2. Basics of MRI and Its Relationship to
Magnetic Nanoparticles
MRI provides three-dimensional tomographic images by mea-


suring proton relaxation processes of water in biological sys-


tems. Under a given external magnetic field (B0), a small


portion of the proton nuclei aligns in the B0 direction, and the


aligned nuclei start to gyroscopically precess with a net mag-


netic moment of m and a Larmor precession frequency of ω0


) γB0 (γ ) 2.67 × 108 rad · s-1 · T-1 for 1H). When a reso-


nant radio frequency (RF) transverse pulse is perpendicularly


applied to B0, it causes resonant excitation of the magnetic


moment precession into the perpendicular plane. Upon


removal of the RF, the magnetic moment gradually relaxes to


equilibrium by realigning to B0. Such relaxation processes


involve two pathways: longitudinal relaxation accompanying


loss of energy from the excited state to its surroundings (lat-


tice) and transverse relaxation from the loss of phase coher-


ence of the precessing nuclei spins in the xy plane due to


spin-spin interaction (Figure 2a-c). These processes can be


expressed as follows.14


mz ) m(1 - e-t ⁄ T1) (longitudinal) (1a)


and


mxy ) m sin(ω0t + φ)e-t ⁄ T2 (transverse) (1b)


where T1 and T2 are the longitudinal and transverse relax-


ation time, respectively.


MRI records such relaxation processes and then reconstructs


them to obtain 3-D gray scale images. Areas with faster T1 relax-


ation are imaged as whiter contrast in T1-weighted MRI, while


areas with faster T2 relaxation are imaged as darker contrast in


T2-weighted MRI. Biological tissues and organs have aqueous


environments that vary in density and homogeneity, which are


imaged as different contrast and provide anatomical informa-


tion. In some cases, however, the contrast difference between tis-


sues (e.g., normal vs cancer) is subtle and is unable to provide


precise imaging information. Furthermore, MRI alone provides


anatomical information but does not give molecular/biological


information on the region of interest.


The role of magnetic nanoparticle probes is not only to


enhance contrast differences in biological targets from other


tissues but also to provide molecular imaging capabilities.


Under a magnetic field of B0, nanoparticles are magnetized


with a moment of µ, and an induced magnetic field estab-


lishes a substantial local perturbing dipolar field in its sur-


roundings. Such local magnetic field inhomogeneities


accelerate the dephasing rate of the Lamor precession of sur-
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rounding water molecules with a reduction of T2 (Figure 2d,e).


According to the outer sphere spin-spin relaxation approxi-


mation, the relaxivity R2 ()1/T2) of the nanoparticle contain-


ing water solution is expressed as15


R2 ) 1
T2


) (32π
405)γI


2µ2 NA


1000( [M]
rD ){6.5j2(ωS) + 1.5j1(ωI) +


2j1(0)} (2)


where M ) molarity of the magnetic nanoparticle, r ) nano-


particle radius; jn(ω,τ) ) spectral density function; µ ) trans-


verse component of magnetic moment of nanoparticle; γΙ )
gyromagnetic ratio of protons; NA ) Avogadro’s number, and


ωS and ωI ) Larmor angular precession frequency of the


nanoparticle and water proton magnetic moments,


respectively.


According to eq 2, the spin-spin relaxation time (T2) is


inversely proportional to the square of the magnetic moment


(µ) of the particle. In the nanoscale regime, these values can


be precisely tuned by controlling nanoparticle characteristics


such as size, shape, composition, and crystallinity.6,16–19 For


example, smaller nanoparticles with higher surface to volume


ratios possess a weaker net magnetic moment caused by the


large contribution of canted magnetic spin states on the sur-


face (Figure 3). Such size effects have been experimentally


demonstrated in the case of Fe3O4-based magnetism engi-


neered iron oxide (MEIO) nanoparticles.6a The mass magne-


FIGURE 2. Illustration of the magnetic resonance (MR) principle and the role of magnetic nanoparticles as a contrast agent: (a) net magnetic
spins (m) of water protons precess with a Larmor frequency (ω0); (b) upon application of a RF pulse, m begins precessing perpendicular to B0;
(c) m relaxes back to its original equilibrium states through longitudinal (T1, mz) and transverse in-planar (T2, mxy) modes; (d) for in-planar
(T2) relaxation mode without magnetic nanoparticle, water protons have a relatively slow relaxation time with a weak MR contrast effect; (e)
in the presence of magnetic nanoparticles, protons inside the local dipolar field perturbation area around the nanoparticle relax faster with a
strong MRI signal, which produces strong MR contrast effects.


FIGURE 3. Nanoparticle size effects on magnetism and MR
contrast enhancement: (a) canted surface atoms surrounding core
magnetic atoms; (b) surface to volume ratio vs size, canted surface
spins, net magnetic moment, and T2 contrast effect.
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tization value (Ms) increases from 68 to 85 and 101 emu/g


(Fe) as the MEIO size increases from 6 to 9 and 12 nm, respec-


tively (Figure 4a). Similar size effects are shown for metal fer-


rites with different compositions (MFe2O4, M ) Mn, Co, Ni)


(Figure 4b, blue arrow). The mass magnetization value can be


further tuned by introducing chemical dopants with different


magnetic spins into the host MEIO nanoparticles. For exam-


ple, the replacement of octahedral Fe2+ in 12 nm MEIO with


other magnetic metal dopants such as Mn2+, Co2+, and Ni2+


results in the systematic change in their Ms to 110, 99, and


85 emu/g, respectively (Figure 4b, green arrow).19 Higher


mass magnetization of the nanoparticle results in stronger MR


contrast effects with larger R2 relaxivity coefficient value (r2).


For 12 nm M-MEIO, the r2 increases from 152 to 172, 218,


and 358 mM-1 s-1 for M ) Ni, Co, Fe, and Mn, respectively


(Figure 4b, red arrow). With such strong MR contrast effects,


upon being chemically conjugated with a cancer targeting


moiety such as Herceptin antibody, 12 nm MEIO probes can


specifically detect small size cancer with high sensitivity (Fig-


ure 4c).19


When nanoparticles are brought into proximity, they start


to communicate with each other, which leads to changes in


their properties. If magnetic nanoparticles are close together


and make agglomerates, magnetic spin moments are cou-


pled to generate stronger magnetic fields (Figure 5a).20 The


magnetic coupling effect, which directly influences the MR


contrast and the R2 relaxivity, is expressed as21


R2 ) 1
T2


) (64π
135)(µNg


L(x)
4π )2NACa


RaD
(3)


where µ ) magnetic moment of the nanoparticle, Ng ) num-


ber of nanoparticles in an agglomerate, Ca ) concentration of


agglomerates, Ra ) radius of an agglomerate, D ) water dif-


fusion coefficient, NA ) Avogadro’s number, and L(x) ) Lan-


gevin function. According to this equation, R2 is proportional


to µ and Ng.


Utilization of magnetic coupling effects of nanoparticles


enables highly sensitive magnetic resonance sensing of vari-


ous biological targets in which the MR signal changes accord-


ing to the degree of dispersed and assembled states of


biological targets. For example, detection of biological assem-


bling events such as amyloid � (A�) fibril formation, which is


a key process for Alzheimer’s disease, is possible. The plaque


formation of A� involves progressive stages: from monomer


to oligomers, to protofibrils, and to fibril stages.22 A highly


sensitive MRI probe such as Co@Pt-Au heterodimer nanopar-


ticle comprised of a Co@Pt core-shell particle having roughly


three times stronger magnetization than iron oxide nanopar-


ticles and Au which is useful for relatively facile bioconjuga-


tion. Figure 5b depicts the schematic of A� sensing in which


the neutravidin (NTV) conjugated Co@Pt-Au nanoparticle


probe binds to the biotinylated A�. At each different stage of


the A� assembly process, the number of nanoparticles


attached to the A� assembly changes and finally leads to an


MRI signal change at each successive stage (Figure 5c,d). MRI


response is very sensitive at the early protofibril stage with a


large change in ∆T2.23 This study indicates that this particu-


lar nanoparticle probe is useful for the MRI of dynamic assem-


FIGURE 4. Magnetic nanoparticle size and dopant effects on mass
magnetization (Ms) and MRI contrast enhancement (r2): (a) size
effect of the MEIO (magnetism engineered iron oxide)
nanoparticles; (b) overall relationship graphs of nanoparticle size,
dopants, magnetization (Ms), and T2 MRI contrast (r2) for M-MEIO
(M ) Mn, Fe, Co, Ni)ssize effect on Ms (blue arrow), composition
effect on Ms (green arrows), and composition effect on T2 MRI
contrast (r2) (red arrow); (c) Herceptin, (antibody against the Her2/
neu cancer marker) conjugated MEIO nanoparticle probes
specifically detect cancer cells (dark MR contrast) with high
sensitivity. Reproduced with permission from ref 6b. Copyright
2005 American Chemical Society.
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bly processes of A� protofibrils and has the potential to


diagnose the early stages of Alzheimer’s disease.


3. Synergistic Effects of Integrated
Nanoparticle Probes for Multimodal
Imaging and Reporting Capabilities
As described previously, it is clear that structures containing


multiple imaging modalities combined with MRI have merit for


potentially false-free sensing and imaging of various biologi-


cal targets and processes with high sensitivity and specificity.


For multimodal probe fabrication, the integration of multi-


components into a nanoparticle is required. Such nanopar-


ticle probes can be easily fabricated via chemical conjugations


by using a variety of cross-linker molecules. In addition, epi-


taxial growth is another method for fabricating core-shell or


heterodimer structured inorganic nanoparticles, where a sec-


ondary component is epitaxially grown on the primary nano-


particle.24


The significant impact of such multimodal probes can also


be realized in the fact that they can provide molecular infor-


mation (e.g., biomarkers, gene expression), biological pro-


cesses (e.g., metastasis, cell trafficking), and anatomical


information. One of the well-studied examples is the


MRI-optical dual-modal nanoparticle probes in which mag-


netic nanoparticles are chemically conjugated with fluoro-


phores.11 Figure 6 shows a MRI-optical dual-modal probe in


which FITC (fluorescein isothiocyanate) dyes are directly con-


jugated to a 12 nm MEIO nanoparticles via chemical reac-


tions between isothiocyanate on FITC and amine on MEIO.


Although this type of probe works reasonably nicely, there is


the potential adversity including photobleaching and rapid flu-


orescence quenching effects.


As a more robust and advanced MRI-optical probe,


core-satellite nanoparticle probes comprised of a fluorescent


dye-doped silica (DySiO2) core nanoparticle and multiple sur-


rounding magnetic nanoparticles are proposed. Two nanopar-


ticles are linked through a Michael addition reaction between


the thiol groups on MEIO nanoparticles and the maleimide


groups on DySiO2 nanoparticles (Figure 7a). Such hybrid


core-satellite structures are advantageous because they pro-


vide a more stable optical signal owing to the dye protection


that is provided inside the porous silica structure. Enhanced


MR signals also result due to magnetic coupling between


MEIO nanoparticles. Hybrid nanoparticles exhibit 1.7 times


higher fluorescence intensity at 580 nm compared with fluo-


rescent dyes such as rhodamine that are directly attached to


MEIO nanoparticles. More importantly, they also have an r2
value of 397 mM-1 s-1, which is 3.4 times higher than that


FIGURE 5. Magnetic nanoparticle aggregation effects on the
sensing of amyloid � (A�) peptides via MRI: (a) MR signal change
for free standing magnetic nanoparticles vs aggregated
nanoparticles; (b) a schematic of the Co@Pt-Au nanoparticle with a
TEM imagesNTV coated Co@Pt-Au selectively binds to the
biotinylated A� peptide; (c) concentration-dependent A�
formationsNTV-Co@Pt-Au nanoparticles are used as MR probes;
(d) A� assembly stage dependent MRIslarger contrast change (∆T2)
is observed in the early reversible protofibril formation stages.
Reproduced with permission from ref 23. Copyright 2008 Royal
Society of Chemistry.


FIGURE 6. MRI-optical dual-modal probes consisting of 12 nm
MEIO nanoparticles and FITC fluorescent dye molecules with a dark
MRI contrast effect and optical signal.
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of free MEIO nanoparticles (Figure 7b,c). The nanoparticle


probes are further conjugated with HmenB1 antibody, which


specifically recognizes a cancer marker such as polysialic acids


(PSA) for the imaging of neuroblastoma cancer cells.25 The


hybrid nanoparticles successfully target only CHP-134 neuro-


blastoma cells marked with the PSAs as indicated by the areas


of dark MR contrast (Figure 7d). Such MRI provides a rather


macroscopic image with a ∼50 µm spatial resolution. On the


other hand, in vitro fluorescent imaging can exhibit detailed


microscopic information at the subcellular level. Confocal


microscope imaging shows intense red fluorescence only in


the cell membrane region without any signals from the nuclei


and cytosol regions, indicating that the PSA biomarkers are


distributed only on the membrane surface (Figure 7d).26


Magnetic nanoparticles can also be coupled with radionu-


clide labels for dual-mode MRI-radionuclide imaging using a


gamma camera and PET. These two radioactive imaging tech-


niques use the intense γ-ray emission from radionuclides for


much higher sensitivity than other imaging methods such MRI


and CT. Figure 8 is a typical gamma camera SPECT image of


a mouse in which the magnetic MEIO-111In nanoparticle


probe is injected via the tail vein for the detection of tumors


FIGURE 7. DySiO2-(MEIO)10 for dual-modal MRI-optical imaging: (a) TEM and schematic diagram for the synthesis of DySiO2-(MEIO)10; (b)
synergistic MR contrast enhancement effect of DySiO2-(MEIO)10 (r2 ) 397 mM-1 s-1) with a 3.4 times higher value compared with free
MEIO nanoparticles; (c) 1.7 times higher fluorescent intensity is observed for DySiO2-(MEIO)10; (d) HmenB1 antibody conjugated
DySiO2-(MEIO)10 selectively detects neuroblastoma cancer cells with PSA receptors. Reproduced with permission from ref 26. Copyright
2006 Wiley-VCH.
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and other organs. As seen, the targeted regions in the SPECT


images are poorly defined in terms of spatial resolution and


a clear distinction among different organs is difficult.


MRI-PET has the potential for providing better spatial res-


olution with anatomical information and also improved sig-


nal sensitivity. PET uses positrons to create γ-rays and


provides more accurate spatial information with roughly 15


times higher signal sensitivity than SPECT. The use of 124I-


labeled MnMEIO dual-modal nanoparticles for in vivo detec-


tion of the sentinel lymph node (LN) is a good example. The


lymphatic system is a first biological defense system against


infection, but it is also used as a passage in the metastasis of


cancer.27 For this reason, accurate imaging and characteriza-


tion of LNs are critical for the diagnosis and treatment of can-


cer. 124I is directly conjugated to the innate tyrosine residue


of serum albumins, which are coated onto the MnMEIO mag-


netic nanoparticles. When 124I-labeled MnMEIO nanoparticles


are injected into the forepaw of a mouse, small sized (∼3 mm)


brachial LNs located deep inside the body are clearly imaged.


Figure 9b-d shows PET, MR, and PET/MR fusion images of a


rat. PET alone gives a very intense red signal from LNs but


without any anatomical information. MR provides a nice ana-


tomical image of the upper body of the rat along with a cou-


ple of dark spots identified as potential LNs. Only when these


two images are overlaid is clear identification of a brachial LN


possible. The impact of dual PET/MR probes is high especially


for in vivo applications since PET provides extremely high sig-


nal sensitivity and MRI merits from precise anatomical infor-


mation in addition to their noninvasive 3-D tomographic


capabilities.28


The usability of multicomponent magnetic nanoparticle


probes is not limited to diagnostic purposes but can be


extended to the monitoring of therapeutic and gene expres-


sion studies. Upon hybridization with biologically active spe-


cies such as stem cells and viruses, they can play a role as


probes for biological processes such as cell trafficking and


gene delivery under in vitro and in vivo conditions.29,30


Hybrid stem cell-magnetic nanoparticles can be used as


dual-function probes possessing both in vivo MRI traffick-


ing and stem cell functions, which are thought to have the


potential to revolutionize current therapeutics since they


have specific targeting and tissue regeneration capabili-


ties.31 After MEIO nanoparticles are transfected into the


neural stem cells via electrostatic interactions, the neural


stem cell-MEIO nanoprobes are injected into an injured rat


FIGURE 8. SPECT image of a mouse in which the 111In-MEIO
nanoparticles are injected via the tail vein.


FIGURE 9. In vivo MRI-PET dual-modal imaging: (a) MnMEIO-124I conjugate probes are injected into the forepaw of a rat for the detection
of lymph node; (b) PET image; (c) MR image; (d) PET/MR fusion image. The white circle denotes the location of a brachial lymph node.
Reproduced with permission from ref 28. Copyright 2008 Wiley-VCH.
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spinal cord (Figure 10b). MR images taken after three weeks


reveal that injected nanoprobes slowly migrate toward the


injury site, which is imaged as two elongated dark MR sig-


nals (Figure 10c). Ex vivo histological examination by Prus-


sian blue staining, which detects the iron oxides, confirms


that the stained regions are reasonably well-matched with


those characterized by MRI (Figure 10c,d).29 This result indi-


cates that stem cell-MEIO hybrid nanoparticles are indeed


effective probes for cellular trafficking and can be useful for


long-term monitoring of stem cell based tissue regenera-


tion processes and therapeutics.


As another example, hybrid nanoparticle probes composed


of magnetic nanoparticles and an adenovirus are useful for


simultaneous MR imaging and gene delivery purposes. Aden-


oviral gene delivery is known to be ∼8000 times more effec-


tive than other gene delivery vectors along with target


specificity to the cells with CAR (Coxsackie adenovirus


receptor).32,33 Such hybrid nanoparticles are fabricated by


cross-linking between a maleimide-modified adenovirus and


thiol-functionalized MnMEIO nanoparticles resulting in an


adenovirus core with an enhanced green fluorescent protein


(eGFP) promoter gene and multiple MnMEIO satellite nano-


particles (Figure 11a). In vitro MR imaging of the hybrid nano-


particle treated cells shows dark MR signals specifically from


the CAR positive U251N cells whereas no MR contrast is


observed from the control cells. Such MR results are consis-


tently correlated to successful eGFP gene delivery in which


intense green fluorescence is only observed from the CAR pos-


itive cells (Figure 11c).30 As seen in TEM analyses (Figure 11d),


adenovirus-MnMEIO nanoparticle probes possibly go through


the endocytosis process and form multiple endosomes (solid


circles). Some probes are also observed in the proximity of the


nucleus (dashed circles). The significance of this study is that


hybrid probes possess the capabilities of targeted infection, MR


imaging, and gene expression simultaneously and have the


potential for in vivo MR tracking for gene based therapies of


target diseases.


4. Conclusions


As discussed in this Account, by integrating anatomical and


molecular based imaging capabilities, multimodal nanopar-


ticle probes are becoming important in the paradigm shift


from conventional to future imaging technologies, which will


provide critical molecular and cellular level information not


only for false-free diagnostics and advanced therapeutics but


also toward the better understanding of fundamental biolog-


ical processes. Such multimodal probes can be easily


extended to therapeutic applications by simply adding drug


molecules into the probes or by using the magnetic compo-


FIGURE 10. MEIO-stem cell hybrid probes possessing dual functionality of MEIO (MRI) and stem cell (targeting and tissue regeneration): (a)
MEIO nanoparticles are transfected into the neural stem cells via electrostatic interactions; (b) MEIO-stem cell hybrid probes are injected into
a rat with an injured spinal cord; (c) in vivo MRI of a rat spinal cord three weeks after the injectionselongated dark MR contrasts along the
spinal cord are observed; (d) ex vivo histological image of the spinal cord stained by Prussian blue matches with the MR image. Reproduced
with permission from ref 29. Copyright 2005 American Chemical Society.
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nent as a heat generator for hyperthermia or as a guiding vec-


tor to the targeted area.34 Although still in its early stages with


only a handful of successfully demonstrated cases, the con-


tinued development of such multimodal probes is increasingly


important for advancing this exciting and rapidly changing


research field.
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C O N S P E C T U S


Although nanocrystals and nanowires have proliferated new scientific ave-
nues in the study of their physics and chemistries, the bottom-up assem-


bly of these small-scale building blocks remains a formidable challenge for device
fabrication and processing. An attractive nanoscale assembly strategy should be
cheap, fast, defect tolerant, compatible with a variety of materials, and parallel
in nature, ideally utilizing the self-assembly to generate the core of a device, such
as a memory chip or optical display. Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) assembly is a good
candidate for arranging vast numbers of nanostructures on solid surfaces. In the
LB technique, uniaxial compression of a nanocrystal or nanowire monolayer float-
ing on an aqueous subphase causes the nanostructures to assemble and pack
over a large area. The ordered monolayer can then be transferred to a solid sur-
face en masse and with fidelity.


In this Account, we present the Langmuir-Blodgett technique as a low-cost
method for the massively parallel, controlled organization of nanostructures. The
isothermal compression of fluid-supported nanoparticles or nanowires is unique
in its ability to achieve control over nanoscale assembly by tuning a macro-
scopic property such as surface pressure. Under optimized conditions (e.g., sur-
face pressure, substrate hydrophobicity, and pulling speed), it allows continuous
variation of particle density, spacing, and even arrangement. For practical appli-
cation and device fabrication, LB compression is ideal for forming highly dense
assemblies of nanowires and nanocrystals over unprecedented surface areas. In
addition, the dewetting properties of LB monolayers can be used to further
achieve patterning within the range of micrometers to tens of nanometers with-
out a predefined template. The LB method should allow for easy integration of nanomaterials into current manufacturing
schemes, in addition to fast device prototyping and multiplexing capability.


Introduction
Assembly presents one of the most fundamental


issues in nanoscience. Rational assembly strate-


gies are needed not only to build complex struc-


tures with novel collective properties but also to


pattern nanoscale building blocks for device fab-


rication at a practical scale. Although top-down


approaches toward these architectures such as


nanoimprint lithography, near-field lithography,


and scanning probe techniques have demon-


strated high spatial resolution, bottom-up meth-


ods are still highly desirable for their simplicity


and compatibility with large-scale, heterogeneous


integration processes. In the past several decades,


significant advancement has been made in the


chemical synthesis of nanomaterials: building
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blocks of a wide range of materials can now be made with


good control over their size, shape, and crystallinity. How-


ever, major advances in the field of assembly must be made


in order to fully utilize the functionality offered by nanoscale


materials and to realize their practical application toward opti-


cal, electronic, and magnetic devices.


Parallel organization, rather than serial manipulation, is


a necessity. In addition to patterning and placement with


high fidelity, the ideal assembly technique must be easily


integrated into current fabrication schemes, such as roll-to-


roll processing. Such techniques typically involve strategic


design of solvent flow, liquid interfaces, and wetting prop-


erties. For microscale devices, self-assembly of three-dimen-


sional electrical networks and large device arrays have


been demonstrated using capillary forces driven by hydro-


phobic interactions or liquid menisci.1,2 For the assembly of


nanoscale building blocks, large efforts have been focused


on spontaneous organization of colloidal solutions. Early


examples include the fabrication of photonic bandgap


“opals” composed of silica spheres packed by sedimenta-


tion or slow evaporation.3 In addition, superlattices of


colloidal semiconductor quantum dots,4 magnetic nanopar-


ticles,5 and metal nanocrystals6-8 have been demonstrated


using solvent evaporation. Spontaneous crystallization of


these structures results from tuning interparticle forces by


optimization of solvent composition, evaporation rate, par-


ticle concentration, and particle surface chemistry. Micro-


fluidic channels, as well as convective flow cells, have been


used to direct solvent flow during the assembly process.9,10


However, large-scale patterning of nanostructures with


these methods is difficult to achieve. In addition, superlat-


tice crystallization can be extremely sensitive


to sample quality and often requires nanostructures exhib-


iting high monodispersity and near-spherical shapes.


To address these difficulties, a common strategy is to


employ a predefined template to control deposition dur-


ing solvent evaporation. Templating methods apply the fact


that colloidal assembly is driven by capillary forces at the


drying front. For planar fabrication, the surface of a sub-


strate can be modified chemically or geometrically to assist


nanostructure assembly. For example, substrates patterned


with alternating regions of hydrophobic and hydrophilic


molecular layers result in selective deposition of small par-


ticles into hydrophilic sections.11 Physical templates such as


wells and trenches can be used to confine an evaporating


suspension, forming organized clusters of particles.12,13


These techniques are also compatible with anisotropic


nanostructures.14 However, because template fabrication


typically involves lithographic processing, this assembly


method is often limited to what can be currently achieved


using top-down approaches. In this Account, we summa-


rize our efforts in the assembly and patterning of nanoma-


terials by the Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) technique, which has


proved to be a very versatile tool to fabricate both closely


packed nanoparticle superstructures and well-defined pat-


terns with low particle density. First, we discuss the basic


method of LB compression and dip-coating in the frame-


work of nanoscale assembly. We cover the fabrication of


two-dimensional arrays of nanorods, nanowires, and nanoc-


rystals that adopt unique close-packed architectures. We


then discuss how LB monolayer transfer can be used as a


patterning technique by utilizing general dewetting princi-


ples. It should be noted that this Account does not review


methods where nanoparticles are synthesized in situ within


or at the surface of a molecular LB film.


FIGURE 1. Langmuir-Blodgett trough: (A) schematic of a water-filled Langmuir-Blodgett trough from the top and side views; (B) image of a
substrate being pulled vertically through a Langmuir monolayer of silver nanowires. The speed of both the dip-coater and the mobile barrier
are mechanically controlled.
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Langmuir-Blodgett Monolayers: From
Molecules to Nanoparticles
Research on water-supported thin films dates back to the nine-


teenth century.15 When amphiphilic molecules, usually dis-


solved in an immiscible volatile solvent, are spread onto a


water surface, a Langmuir thin film consisting of a water-sup-


ported monolayer of the molecules can be obtained.16,17 The


molecular density in the monolayer can be readily altered by


compressing or expanding the film using a barrier. Such a thin


film can be transferred onto a substrate (e.g., by dip-coating)


and a solid-state thin film is obtained upon evaporation of the


underlying water layer. This has led to numerous applications


based on ultrathin films.18-20 Traditionally, LB assembly and


deposition has been used for generating films of organic spe-


cies, including long-chain aliphatic compounds, aromatic com-


pounds, porphyrins, dyes, and large biological molecules.21


Fatty acids, however, are the quintessential monolayer mate-


rial having been studied by Irving Langmuir in the early


1900s. Langmuir was able to relate pressure-induced force to


the phase transitions of long-chain surfactant monolayers,


expanding upon the idea of surface tension and free energy


using a molecular picture that involved steric hindrance,


FIGURE 2. Selected examples of close-packed Langmuir-Blodgett monolayers of nanocrystals and nanowires: (a) Pt nanocrystal arrays used
as 2D model catalysts;29 (b) BaCrO4 nanorods arranged into liquid crystalline patterns;30 (c) densely packed Ag nanowire arrays for
molecular sensing using surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopysthe inset shows an area of close-packed nanowires;31 (d-f) superlattice
architectures assembled from Ag nanocrystal building blocks of different polyhedral shapes, (d) truncated cubes, (e) cuboctahedra, and (f)
octahedra. The insets in panels d-f show individual nanocrystal geometry (top), fast Fourier transform images indicating long-range order
within each monolayer (middle), and close-up views of the nanocrystal unit cell (bottom). Panels a and b are TEM images, while the
microscopy graphs in (c-f) are SEM images. Reprinted with permission from ref 27. Copyright 2007 Nature Publishing Group.
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molecular orientation, and rearrangement.16 Having been


extensively applied by Katharine Blodgett, the LB technique


refers to the passing of a solid barrier vertically through the


air/water interface to achieve monolayer or multilayer depo-


sition.22


Nanoparticles can also be processed in the same fashion as


traditional LB molecules. This is a general, but versatile,


method for arranging nanoscale building blocks of different


compositions, morphologies, and sizes. A wide variety of


nanoscale materials have been organized into two-dimen-


sional monolayers using the LB technique, including CdSe,23


Fe3O4,24 Ag,25-27 Au,28 and Pt29 nanoparticles; Au, BaCrO4,


and BaWO4 nanorods;30 Ag,31 Si,32 Mo3Se3
-,33 ZnSe,34


WOx,
35 and Ge36 nanowires; and carbon nanotubes.37 The


isothermal compression of fluid-supported nanoparticles or


nanowires is unique in its ability to achieve control over


nanoscale assembly by tuning a macroscopic property such as


surface pressure. Under optimized conditions, it allows con-


tinuous variation of particle density, spacing, and even


arrangement. LB compression is ideal for forming highly


dense assemblies of nanowires and nanocrystals over unprec-


edented surface areas. In addition, the dewetting properties of


LB monolayers can be used to achieve patterning from


micrometer to tens of nanometers range without a predefined


template.


Close-Packed Nanoparticle Superlattices by
Compression
The LB technique has been shown to be a high-throughput,


low-cost, easily integrated method for the controlled assem-


bly and patterning of nanoparticles and nanowires. A sche-


matic of the process is shown in Figure 1. The assembly


process is carried out in a water-filled trough equipped with a


mobile barrier and a pressure sensor (Wilhemy plate). Nano-


particles are dispersed in a volatile solvent that is immiscible


in water, typically chloroform or hexane. The solution is then


spread dropwise onto the water surface where it spreads to an


equilibrium surface pressure and evaporates, leaving behind


a water-supported film of particles. The high surface tension


of water allows the interfacial region to easily support nano-


structures with dense material compositions that are other-


wise not buoyant. The mobile barrier is then used to laterally


compress the monolayer at a controlled speed, typically at a


rate of 1-40 cm2/min. Ordered arrays are achieved at high


surface pressures, where the colloidal nanostructures are con-


FIGURE 3. The optical response of a silver nanoparticle film can be tuned using Langmuir-Blodgett assembly: (a-c) SEM images of
transferred LB films and their corresponding visual appearances (inset) at surface pressures of 0, 1, and 14 mN/m; (d) the surface pressure
isotherm curve taken during compression of a nanoparticle film; (e,f) the optical reflectance of Langmuir-Blodgett nanoparticle films while
supported on the fluid subphase. In the low surface pressure regime (panel e), the optical response of the film is dominated by Bragg
scattering. In the high surface pressure regime (panel f), near-field plasmon coupling leads to a continuum of resonances rather than distinct
resonant wavelengths. Reprinted with permission from ref 27. Copyright 2007 Nature Publishing Group.
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densed into a solid, cohesive film. At low surface pressures,


convective flow can be induced by a temperature gradient or


by intentionally agitating the interface. This is particularly ben-


eficial for metal nanoparticles that experience size-depend-


ent dispersion forces, leading to the self-segregation of


monodisperse nanoparticle lattices.38 The resulting 2-D super-


lattices can then be transferred onto solid substrates by ver-


tical dip-coating.


In addition to surface pressure, the resulting nanoparticle


arrays are greatly affected by particle size, shape, and passi-


vating ligand. While spherical nanoparticles form close-packed


superstructures, faceted particles can generate 2D lattices with


alternative symmetries determined by the shape of the parti-


cles.27 Of particular note are the interlocked architectures


formed by LB films of Ag octahedral nanocrystals. For highly


anisotropic structures, such as the rods and wires in Figure


2b,c, oriented films with textures resembling liquid crystals can


be achieved. Nanorods with short aspect ratios adopt smec-


tic ordering;33 as aspect ratio increases, order is lost in one-


dimension such that the film adopts nematic-like order.31


Deposition of the nanowires films onto arbitrary substrates


allows for a versatile processing method for creating ultrahigh-


density aligned nanowire arrays that can accommodate flex-


ible substrates.31,39


The area of the monolayer can be tuned continuously by


moving the barrier, effectively changing the interparticle spac-


ing within the nanoparticle film. This makes it possible to


observe the transition between uncoupled and coupled nano-


particle arrays as the interparticle spacing is reduced. For


example, Collier et al. demonstrated that as the spacing


between small Ag quantum dots (d ≈ 2.7 nm) was decreased,


increased electronic coupling between the nanoparticles lead


to a metal-to-insulator transition at separation distances below


5 Å.25 With larger faceted Ag nanocrystals (d ≈ 100-250 nm)


that exhibit intense light scattering due to localized plasmon


resonances, we demonstrated that interparticle separation


could be used to completely tune the optical response of the


LB film.27 For particle separations greater than the diameter,


Bragg scattering is observed; for particles spaced as far as 40


nm apart, near-field plasmon coupling results; at shorter dis-


tances of ∼2 nm, surface plasmons can be delocalized over


the entire nanocrystal monolayer (Figure 3). The observation


of these cooperative effects demonstrates the LB technique as


a powerful tool for constructing a large-scale, bottom-up mate-


rial whose collective properties can be tuned by controlling


organization at the nanoscopic level. In addition, these close-


packed arrays of metal nanoparticles can find immediate


application as sensing substrates for surface-enhanced Raman


spectroscopy (SERS). Such metallic layers are expected to


exhibit large local electromagnetic field enhancement, partic-


ularly for anisotropic building blocks with sharp tips and non-


circular cross-sections. LB deposition has been demonstrated


as a successful tool for the fabrication of high-response SERS


substrates by assembling a high density of electromagnetic


hot spots that are readily accessible for analyte


adsorption.31,40-42


Micrometer-Scale Nanoparticle Fingering
Patterns by Dip Coating
While most research efforts in nanoparticle LB films have been


directed to produce high-density nanoparticle arrays, little has


been done to study low-density nanoparticle monolayers and


their transfer onto substrates. Compared with a close-packed


nanoparticle monolayer, the dewetting process of a dilute


FIGURE 4. Ordered nanoparticle stripe patterns via dewetting a
dilute particle monolayer: (a-d) a schematic drawing illustrating the
formation of an aligned gold nanoparticle stripe pattern by dip
coating. Only the nanoparticles at the water-substrate contact line
(gold dots in b-d) are shown for clarity. The substrate is raised
slowly (a, b) so that water is evaporated when a new surface is
exposed. The “wet” contact line containing uniformly dispersed
nanoparticles breaks up into aggregates of nanoparticles (b, c)
owing to the fingering instability during the initial dewetting stage.
These fingertips then guide further deposition of nanoparticles,
finally forming the extended stripe pattern (d). (e) Direct optical
microscopy observation of the water front reveals a rapid motion
of nanoparticles toward the wet tips (circled area) of the stripes as
indicated by the arrows. This leads to the unidirectional growth of
the stripes across the entire substrate as shown in the optical
microscopy image in panel f. Reprinted with permission from ref
43. Copyright 2005 Nature Publishing Group.
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monolayer is especially interesting because the free space


between particles allows a higher degree of convection-in-


duced motion during evaporation. In this manner, LB films can


also be utilized to fabricate regular patterns of nanostructures


by controlling the deposition process.


Well-aligned stripe patterns with tunable orientation, thick-


ness, and periodicity at the micrometer scale can be obtained


by a facile dip-coating process (Figure 4).43 Stripe formation


results from convective flows at the moving contact line of a


colloidal LB monolayer, where film dewetting onto a hydro-


philic substrate produces fingering instabilities. The resulting


pattern is explicitly determined by factors that affect the


meniscus formed between the monolayer and the vertically


moving substrate. Nanoparticles are loosely arranged within


FIGURE 5. Tuning stripe dimension by changing the surface pressure of the water-supported nanoparticle film. (a-d) The SEM images (scale
bars ) 100 µm) show that the thickness of the stripes increases with higher particle density on water. (e) The isotherm of the nanoparticle
film. The inset shows the typical color of the gold nanoparticle film on water. (f) The coverage of the stripes on the substrate is linearly
dependent on the particle density of the particle monolayer. Reprinted with permission from ref 43. Copyright 2005 Nature Publishing
Group.


FIGURE 6. The periodicity of the fingering instability is highly dependent on the velocity of the moving contact line and can be readily
tuned by changing parameters of Ca: (a) the periodicity of generated stripe patterns is plotted against substrate pulling speed for various
viscosities of the aqueous subphase; (b) the period of the stripe pattern is plotted with respect to pulling speed on a log scale.
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the stripe pattern. Because dewetting is a general process that


involves no special template, this patterning technique is ideal


for macroscopic patterning of nanoparticle arrays within small-


scale analytical devices such as “lab-on-a-chip.” Specifically,


ordered nanoparticle stripes could easily be overlaid with


microfluidic channels to create multiplexed, addressable areas


for quantitative chemical analysis.


A schematic of the dip-coating process is shown in Figure


4. The retreating meniscus is unidirectional, with evaporation


rate controlled by the speed of the moving substrate. Nano-


particles at the contact line are carried off the surface film and


dried onto the substrate. During this step, nanoparticles at the


water-substrate contact line segregate into periodically dis-


tributed domains of nanoparticles due to the fingering insta-


bility of the drying front.44-47 The uniform size of these


domains is likely due to the local depletion of available nano-


particles at the drying edge. As the substrate continues to be


raised, more nanoparticles precipitate out of the LB film to


form aligned stripes parallel to the pulling direction.


These nanoparticle monolayers present complex points of


study in two-fluid systems, where parameters such as vis-


coelasticity, fluid height, and surface tension are intimately


coupled to the chemical and physical nature of the mono-


layer itself. Hydrodynamic instabilities have been observed for


monolayers of brush polymers, which change conformation at


the spreading edge,48 and Langmuir films of lipid molecules


give rise to unique patterns dependent on monolayer densi-


ty.49 For nanoparticles and nanowires, a wide variety of exper-


imental parameters can be changed during LB film transfer to


tailor the resulting stripe pattern. Stripe width is dependent on


FIGURE 7. A general method for assembling 1D arrays of colloidal particles from their dilute monolayer: (a) Schematic illustration showing
colloidal particle dispersions with sequentially reduced dimensionality. First, a 3D colloidal solution is spread on to a water surface, forming
a 2D particle monolayer. An immersed substrate intersects the monolayer and creates a contact line. With partially wettable substrates,
parallel 1D arrays of particles can be deposited on the substrate upon lifting through (b) a stick-slip motion of the contact line. (c) A typical
optical microscopy image of thus prepared Au single nanoparticle (diameter 50 nm) lines on a Si substrate. The curvature of the lines
replicates that of the water meniscus. The typical line width is approximately one nanoparticle as revealed by the SEM image in panel c.
Reprinted with permission from ref 51. Copyright 2006 American Chemical Society.
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the particle density on the water surface, which is readily con-


trolled by increasing or decreasing the surface pressure at the


air/water interface. When the film is compressed, the stripes


become thicker (Figure 5).


Pulling speed of the substrate is another important factor


and can be used to tune the periodicity of the stripe patterns:


periodicity increases for decreased pulling speed (Figure 6).


The highly periodic pattern of stripes indicates that the con-


tact line instability responsible for fingering adopts a charac-


teristic wavelength. Interparticle interaction plays no


observable role in this pattern formation, with the only


requirement being an isotropic particle distribution within the


LB monolayer. A similar trend has also been observed in other


fluidic systems where fingering instabilities occur at the sol-


vent spreading front, evidenced by stripe patterns that


undergo bifurcation, coalescence, and widening.50 For a New-


tonian fluid, this wavelength is inversely proportional to the


capillary number, Ca ) Vη/γ, where V is the contact line veloc-


ity, η is viscosity, and γ is surface tension. For the stripe pat-


tern generated by our LB nanoparticle monolayers, the


experimentally obtained dispersion relation between substrate


pulling speed and periodicity gives a dependence of λ ≈ V-1/3


(Figure 6b), in agreement with the findings by Cazabat et al.50


Extending this dependence on Ca, stripe patterns can also be


modulated by changing the viscosity of the underlying liquid


subphase (Figure 6a).


Single-Nanoparticle Lines by Stick-Slip
Deposition
Furthering this application of monolayer dewetting, extended


control over nanoparticle and nanowire placement can be


achieved by performing LB film transfer onto a substrate


where wetting at the contact line is unfavorable. As previously


discussed, when a completely wettable substrate (water con-


tact angle <10°) is pulled vertically through a LB monolayer,


ordered micrometer-scale stripes are deposited perpendicu-


FIGURE 8. The stick-slip method can readily produce 1D arrays of colloidal particles with a wide range of sizes and materials. A couple of
examples are shown in the SEM images: (a) 0.9 µm, (b) 450 nm, and (c) 160 nm SiO2 spheres, (d) 50 nm Ag nanocubes, and (e, f) 7 nm Pt
nanoparticles. Panel f is a higher magnification image showing the details of the Pt line in panel e. Reprinted with permission from ref 51.
Copyright 2006 American Chemical Society.
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lar to the meniscus.43 Dip-coating onto a more hydrophobic


substrate (water contact angle >20°) instead produces pat-


terns of single-particle lines (Figure 7) oriented parallel to the


meniscus. Here, contact line pinning occurs at the meniscus


formed between the dilute particle monolayer and the par-


tially wettable substrate. During the dip-coating process, the


pinned meniscus is dragged by the raising substrate and


becomes stretched. Eventually, it breaks and recedes to a new


pinning site on the substrate. This stick-slip motion leads to


deposition of one-dimensional arrays of nanoparticles that are


spatially resolved, where the nanoparticle lines are depos-


ited during a “stick” event and the spacing is due to the “slip”


of the meniscus (Figure 7). In this manner, one-dimensional


arrays of nanoparticles of varying shape, size, and composi-


tion can be controlled in the absence of any lithographic pro-


cessing (Figure 8).51 This patterning process has been


demonstrated to produce these lines over large areas, with


particle diameters ranging from micrometers down to a few


nanometers.


Changing the nanoparticle density within the water-sup-


ported monolayer is again a convenient means of tailoring


particle density within the patterned lines. With a LB trough,


the monolayer can be controllably expanded or compressed


by moving a barrier, thus changing the particle concentra-


tion. Performing LB monolayer transfer at varying surface pres-


sures results in small groups or chains of nanoparticle oligo-


mers, whereas at higher pressures continuous one-


dimensional arrays are obtained. Upon further compression,


branched and buckled lines can also be collected. This con-


trol over nanoparticle placement allows for the design of hier-


archical device structures that otherwise require top-down or


serial approaches to patterning. For example, one-dimensional


arrays of gold nanoparticles patterned by this stick-slip


method have been successfully used to catalyze and template


the growth of vertical silicon nanowires arrays.51


One-Step Patterning of Aligned Nanowire
Arrays
The concepts of contact line deposition52-54 and the


stick-slip behavior of menisci55-58 can be extended to a


more general method for the patterning of nanowires. While


a Langmuir monolayer is necessary for obtaining single-par-


FIGURE 9. One-step patterning of aligned nanowire arrays by programmed dip coating: (a) an oxygen plasma cleaned silicon wafer was
immersed in a Ag nanowire dispersion in methylene chloride and pulled out by a programmable mechanical dipper to control the stick-slip
motion of the solvent-substrate contact line; (b) nanowire arrays with tunable density and arbitrary spacing over the entire 4-in. wafer were
obtained; (c) a magnified view of panel b showing that each repeating set of nanowires is composed of four equally spaced arrays with
decreased nanowire density as shown in the optical microscopy images in panel d corresponding to sticking times of 20, 15, 10, and 5 s,
respectively. Reprinted with permission from ref 59. Copyright 2007 Wiley-VCH.
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ticle lines, aligned single-nanowire arrays can be obtained by


controlled stick-slip deposition from both the 2D monolayer


and an isotropic colloidal dispersion if nanowire lengths are in


the micrometer range. When a solvent meniscus is pinned on


a substrate, capillary flow toward the meniscus is responsible


for the highly selective deposition along the contact line, most


commonly observed as a coffee ring stain.53 Uniquely for an


evaporating nanowire dispersion, this capillary flow can also


orient the nanowires along the flow direction, thus generat-


ing aligned arrays deposited selectively at the meniscus. Uti-


lizing this property, we achieved massive patterning of aligned


nanowires over large areas such as on a 4-in. wafer as shown


in Figure 9.59 Both nanowire density and line spacing can be


programmed using a mechanical dipper to regulate the stick-


ing time and slipping distance, respectively. This low-cost,


entirely scalable method also enables the selective position-


ing of nanowires onto prefabricated electrodes as shown in


Figure 10. This assembly method is advantageous because it


is produced directly from a nanowire dispersion, the most


common form of nanowire “stock,” with minimal material con-


sumption. This programmed stick-slip deposition clearly dem-


onstrates the potential of controlled dewetting for patterning


nanostructures.


Conclusions
In order to realize the integration of nanoscale materials into


devices that have practical significance, nanoscale patterning


techniques that are scalable, massively parallel, low-cost, and


high throughput must be developed. The use of LB monolay-


ers to produce ordered nanoparticle and nanowire arrays pre-


sents a readily implemented solution to these manufacturing


obstacles. Transfer of a fluid-supported LB film to a substrate


by dip-coating allows added control over nanoparticle and


nanowire placement, producing patterns of stripes and lines


with variable densities and high fidelity.


The techniques discussed in this review meet the chal-


lenges for new production tools that enable device flexibility


and functionality, employing the dewetting properties of LB


FIGURE 10. Selective positioning and addressing of nanowire arrays on prefabricated electrodes by programmed dip coating: (a) optical
microscopy image showing a 6 × 6 array of Cr/Pt electrodes on a SiO2/Si wafer; (b) after selective nanowire deposition, the six parallel
nanowire arrays can be seen lying across the electrodes; the center-to-center distance between the neighboring electrodes is 1 mm; (c, d)
optical microcopy images showing a set of four probe electrodes before and after nanowire deposition, respectively; (e) I-V measurement of
a thus-made device showing the successful addressing of the deposited nanowire arrays. Reprinted with permission from ref 59. Copyright
2007 Wiley-VCH.
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monolayers rather than relying on templates or serial manip-


ulation. It is most likely, however, that these techniques will


not completely supersede top-down approaches but instead


will provide a complementary tool for nanoscale patterning.


The greatest advantage of the techniques presented here is


that no specialized equipment is necessary. In principle, LB


assembly and patterning will allow both manufacturers and


researchers to rapidly prototype devices using simple bench-


top fabrication, furthering the exploration of new device phys-


ics and design for nanoscale materials.
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C O N S P E C T U S


Nanocrystals exhibit interesting electrical, optical, mag-
netic, and chemical properties not achieved by their


bulk counterparts. Consequently, to fully exploit the poten-
tial of nanocrystals, the synthesis of nanocrystals must
focus on producing materials with uniform size and shape.
Top-down physical processes can produce large quanti-
ties of nanocrystals, but controlling the size is difficult with
these methods. On the other hand, colloidal chemical syn-
thetic methods can produce uniform nanocrystals with a
controlled particle size. In this Account, we present our
synthesis of uniform nanocrystals of various shapes and
materials, and we discuss the kinetics of nanocrystal
formation.


We employed four different synthetic approaches
including thermal decomposition, nonhydrolytic sol-gel reactions, thermal reduction, and use of reactive chalcogen
reagents. We synthesized uniform oxide nanocrystals via heat-up methods. This method involved slowly heat-up reac-
tion mixtures composed of metal precursors, surfactants, and solvents from room temperature to high temperature.
We then held reaction mixtures at an aging temperature for a few minutes to a few hours. Kinetics studies revealed
a three-step mechanism for the synthesis of nanocrystals through the heat-up method with size distribution control.
First, as metal precursors thermally decompose, monomers accumulate. At the aging temperature, burst nucleation
occurs rapidly; at the end of this second phase, nucleation stops, but continued diffusion-controlled growth leads to
size focusing to produce uniform nanocrystals.


We used nonhydrolytic sol-gel reactions to synthesize various transition metal oxide nanocrystals. We employed ester
elimination reactions for the synthesis of ZnO and TiO2 nanocrystals.


Uniform Pd nanoparticles were synthesized via a thermal reduction reaction induced by heating up a mixture of
Pd(acac)2, tri-n-octylphosphine, and oleylamine to the aging temperature. Similarly, we synthesized nanoparticles of cop-
per and nickel using metal(II) acetylacetonates. Ni/Pd core/shell nanoparticles were synthesized by simply heating the reac-
tion mixture composed of acetylacetonates of nickel and palladium.


Using alternative chalcogen reagents, we synthesized uniform nanocrystals of various metal chalcogenides. Uniform nano-
crystals of PbS, ZnS, CdS, and MnS were obtained by heating reaction mixtures composed of metal chlorides and sulfur dis-
solved in oleylamine.


In the future, a detailed understanding of nanocrystal formation kinetics and synthetic chemistry will lead to the syn-
thesis of uniform nanocrystals with controlled size, shape, and composition. In particular, the synthesis of uniform nano-
crystals of doped materials, core/shell materials, and multicomponent materials is still a challenge. We expect that these
uniformly sized nanocrystals will find important applications in areas including information technology, biomedicine, and
energy/environmental technology.
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I. Introduction


For the last 30 years, the synthesis of nanocrystals with sizes


ranging from 1 to 50 nm has been intensively pursued, not


only for their fundamental scientific interest, but also for their


many technological applications.1 Nanocrystals exhibit very


interesting size-dependent electrical, optical, magnetic, and


chemical properties that cannot be achieved by their bulk


counterparts. For many future applications, the synthesis of


uniformly sized nanocrystals is of key importance, because


their physical and chemical properties are strongly depend-


ent on their dimensions, which are broadly referred to as the


size effect.1-3 This size effect has great potential to the


designed synthesis of nanocrystals, because the material prop-


erties can be tuned by varying the size and shape. Accord-


ingly, the most important requirement in the synthesis of


nanocrystals is the good controllability of their size and shape


while maintaining their uniformity. In other words, to fully


exploit the potential of nanocrystals with the desired proper-


ties, it is essential that they be synthesized with uniform size


and shape.


There are two different approaches to synthesize nano-


crystals: the top-down physical processes and the bottom-up


chemical methods. The physical processes can produce large


quantities of nanocrystals, whereas the synthesis of uniformly


sized nanocrystals and their size-control are very difficult to


achieve. On the other hand, colloidal chemical synthetic meth-


ods can be used to synthesize uniform nanocrystals with a


controlled particle size.1 Furthermore, various shaped nanoc-


rystals can be synthesized by varying the reaction conditions.


In 1993, Murray, Norris, and Bawendi reported the synthesis


of uniform cadmium chalcogenide nanocrystals using the so-


called “hot injection” method, which is a landmark work in the


colloidal chemical synthesis of nanocrystals.4 The rapid injec-


tion of the reactive precursor into the hot coordinating sol-


vent makes the solution highly supersaturated instant-


aneously. Binding of bulky coordinating solvent molecules to


cadmium and chalcogen atoms retards the crystal formation,


keeping the supersaturation level high for a while. In such a


high supersaturation condition, nucleation and growth of col-


loidal crystals occur in controlled ways, namely, burst nucle-


ation and size focusing, as discussed in detail below.4,5 The


coordinating molecules bound on the surface of the nanoc-


rystals endow them with good colloidal stability in organic sol-


vents. In the original paper in 1993, the relative standard


deviation (σr) of the size distribution of the nanocrystals was


∼10%, and the synthetic method has since been further


improved and is now able to produce CdSe nanocrystals with


an σr of e5%.6


In devising the synthetic schemes for nanocrystals, we have


to consider two aspects: the synthetic chemistry and the for-


mation kinetics of nanocrystals. Needless to say, they are


closely related to one another, making it hard to establish a


general synthetic method that is widely applicable to various


materials. For the last ten years, our research group has been


working on the development of reliable synthetic methods for


uniformly sized nanocrystals. In this Account, we present some


selected results on the synthesis of uniform nanocrystals by


our research group. In the following four sections, which are


categorized by their synthetic chemistry, we try to present gen-


eral aspects of the chemistry and kinetics involved in the syn-


thesis of nanocrystals.


II. Synthesis of Uniformly Sized
Nanocrystals of Metals and Oxides via
Thermal Decomposition Routes
In the hot injection method, the size distribution control is


essentially a kinetic process driven by high initial supersatu-


ration. It requires that the precursor be reactive enough to


induce high supersaturation immediately upon injection. This


hot injection method has been successfully extended to the


synthesis of nanocrystals of various materials including mag-


netic metals and metal oxides.1 They are highly pursued


materials for use in data storage and biomedical


applications.7,8 For example, in 2000, our group reported the


synthesis of iron nanocrystals via the hot injection method


using Fe(CO)5 and trioctylphosphine oxide (TOPO) as the pre-


cursor and the coordinating solvent, respectively.9 However,


the hot injection method has several intrinsic limitations. First


of all, a highly reactive precursor is not available for many


materials. Second, extremely vigorous reactions at high tem-


perature can become very dangerous. Third, it is not easy to


adapt this method for the large scale synthesis of uniformly


sized nanocrystals because it is very difficult to keep a uni-


form temperature profile in a large-scale reactor. Conse-


quently, we tried to develop a new reliable method of


synthesizing uniform nanocrystals.


In 2001, we reported a modified version of the synthetic


method we developed in 2000.10 In a typical synthesis, a


reaction solution containing Fe(CO)5, oleic acid, and dioctyl


ether is prepared and is slowly heated to reflux. The initial


product is uniformly sized, poorly crystalline iron nanopar-


ticles, which are converted to iron oxide nanocrystals while


maintaining their size and uniformity by reacting them with a
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mild chemical oxidant, trimethylamine N-oxide [(CH3)3NO].


The iron oxide nanocrystals are in a mixed phase of γ-Fe2O3


and Fe3O4.11 Interestingly, this simple heat-up method pro-


duced highly uniformly sized nanocrystals without external


operation for the size distribution control (Figure 1a).


Fe0 atoms generated from the thermal decomposition of


Fe(CO)5 are transformed to polynuclear iron clusters, which in


turn lead to the nucleation and growth of iron nanocrystals.12


In our hot injection method reported in 2000, the decompo-


sition of Fe(CO)5 and the formation of iron nanoparticles occur


almost instantaneously upon injection. On the other hand, in


the modified method with slow heating, there is an interme-


diate step between the decomposition of Fe(CO)5 and the for-


mation of iron nanoparticles. In this intermediate step, oleic


acid molecules coordinate to Fe atoms, and some coordinated


oleic acid molecules seem to decompose to generate CO2, as


shown in the infrared (IR) spectra in Figure 1b. The Mössbauer


spectroscopic data reported by another research group also


showed that Fe2+ and unidentified iron carbonyl compounds


appeared and accumulated transiently in the intermediate step


(Figure 1c).12 The presence of the intermediate step suggests


that the coordination of oleic acid stabilizes large iron com-


plexes. It was reported that the presence of carboxylic acid in


the solution retarded the formation of iron nanoparticles from


the thermal decomposition of Fe(CO)5.13 The nucleation reac-


tion in a homogeneous solution has a high energy barrier, as


is discussed below. As a result, the stabilization of the inter-


mediate iron complexes delays the nucleation process and,


consequently, these intermediate species accumulate in the


solution. Following the intermediate step, the nucleation and


growth processes start suddenly. As shown in Figure 1d, the


temporal change of the nanoparticle size distribution was


almost terminated within 10 min of the start of the nucleation,


during which time the increase of the mean size and the


decrease of σr occurred simultaneously.


FIGURE 1. (a) TEM image of iron oxide nanocrystals. (b) In situ IR spectroscopy data presented in 3D and 2D plots. The peaks indicated as
blue (2362 and 2339 cm-1), green (2023 and 1999 cm-1), orange (1713 cm-1), and magenta (1590-1520 cm-1) are assigned to CO2,
carbonyl ligand in Fe(CO)5, CdO bond in free oleic acid, and metal binding carboxylate group, respectively. (c) Temporal changes of the
relative amount of various Fe species in the reaction solution initially containing Fe(CO)5, oleoyl sarcosine, and decalin under reflux
condition. Reprinted from 12, Copyright 1988, with permission from Elsevier. (d) TEM images of iron oxide nanocrystals sampled during the
heating procedure and their temporal change of the size distribution. Aging time is set as zero when the solution just reached the aging
temperature.
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Although the exact size distribution control mechanism of


this method has not been completely elucidated yet, the fol-


lowing general remarks can be made. First, the presence of


oleic acid results in the extension of the intermediate step at


high temperature. Second, this intermediate step is closely


related to the size distribution control in the heat-up method.


In controlled experiments using amines as the surfactant,


which catalyze the decomposition of Fe(CO)5, there is no inter-


mediate step, and this results in uncontrolled growth, produc-


ing polydisperse iron particles. Inspired by these results, we


generalized our heat-up method to synthesize nanocrystals of


cobalt ferrite and manganese ferrite having a uniform size


distribution.14,15 In both cases, the thermal decomposition of


the metal complexes in the presence of oleic acid produces


uniform cobalt-iron and manganese-iron alloy nanoparticles,


which are oxidized to the final ferrite nanocrystals by react-


ing them with (CH3)3NO. Furthermore, our group achieved the


1-nm-level size-controlled synthesis of monodisperse iron


oxide nanocrystals by combining the heat-up and seed-me-


diated growth methods.11


Our original heat-up method had some room for improve-


ment. According to the results discussed above, the presence


of thermally stable intermediate species, rather than the use


of the thermally labile precursor, is essential for the size dis-


tribution control of the nanocrystals in the heat-up method.


This result allows us a much wider choice of precursors,


including metal salts, which are easier to handle and much


cheaper than organometallic precursors. In 2004, we reported


the synthesis of uniform metal oxide nanocrystals via the


heat-up method using metal-oleate complexes as the pre-


cursors.16 We chose these metal salts based on the observa-


tion that an iron-oleic acid complex is generated in situ in


the intermediate step of our previous heat-up method.


Metal-oleate complexes are easily prepared from the reac-


tion between metal chlorides and sodium oleate. In a typical


synthesis, metal-oleate complex solution ([metal] ) 0.25 M)


was slowly heated to temperatures near 300 °C or higher,


yielding highly uniform nanocrystals. The crystallization yield,


which is defined as the ratio of the amount of metal in the


form of nanocrystals to the total amount of metal in the reac-


tion mixture solution, is 0.94 in the synthesis of iron oxide


nanocrystals. This modified heat-up method has been applied


to the synthesis of uniform nanocrystals of various materials


such as hexagonal-cone-shaped ZnO and pencil-shaped CoO


(Figure 2).17,18 Especially, iron oxide nanocrystals synthesized


via this method show remarkable size uniformity with a σr of


less than 5% in the best case. The controllability over both the


mean size and the size uniformity was clearly demonstrated


with the size dependence of the magnetic property of the syn-


thesized iron oxide nanocrystals, as shown in Figure 3.


Because of its simplicity, the heat-up method using a


metal-oleate precursor is highly advantageous for scale-up,


as demonstrated by the production of iron oxide nanocrys-


tals in tenths of grams from a single batch reaction without the


deterioration of the size uniformity. Iron nanocrystals can be


synthesized by the in situ reduction of Fe ions at reaction tem-


peratures of g380 °C.16,19


A detailed kinetics study of the synthetic system of iron oxide


nanocrystals was carried out to investigate the size distribution


control mechanism of the heat-up method. The kinetics of nano-


crystal formation was traced by sampling a series of aliquots


from the reaction solution during the synthetic procedure at arbi-


trary time intervals. A detailed description on the experimental


techniques used in this study is presented in ref 20. Under heat-


ing, carboxylate groups in metal-oleate complexes decompose


into CO2, CO, H2, and hydrocarbons, which leads to the forma-


tion of metal oxide crystals. Notably, as shown in Figure 4a, there


was a time lag of about 10 min between the thermal decompo-


sition of the iron-oleate complex and the formation of iron


oxide nanocrystals. We think that intermediate polyiron oxo clus-


ter species are generated and accumulated during this time lag.


When the solution temperature reached the aging temperature


(320 °C), burst nucleation occurred abruptly. After that, the mean


size of the nanocrystals increased rapidly in concurrence with the


decrease of σr, which reached a minimum within 4 min after


aging (Figures 4b,c).


The two heat-up processes described above, using Fe(CO)5
or iron-oleate complex as the precursor, have significant sim-


ilarities in their kinetics. Both have an intermediate step


between the disappearance of the precursors and the forma-


tion of the nanocrystals. Also, the rapid narrowing of the size


distribution and the fast growth of the nanocrystals occur


simultaneously. To explain these phenomena, we made a


kinetic model for the formation of spherical nanocrystals.20


The model consists of three processes. In process I, the pre-


cursor, P, is converted to the monomer, M, which is the min-


imal building unit of crystal.


PfM (1)


Process II is the nucleation process in which crystal C is formed


from the monomers:


xMf Cx (2)


where Cx is a crystal particle composed of x monomers. In pro-


cess III, a crystal particle can grow by receiving more mono-


mers from the solution (precipitation) or lose its monomers to
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the solution (dissolution). It is assumed that the particles are


so well dispersed that no agglomeration occurs.


Cx + yMa Cx+y (3)


Process II is described by the nucleation rate equation in which


the number of nuclei generated per unit time is expressed in


the form of the Arrhenius equation.1 In process III, due to the


size dependence of the particle solubility, a spherical particle


can grow or dissolve depending not only on the supersatura-


tion of the solution but also on the particle size. Talapin and


his colleagues derived a growth rate equation that describes


this process.21 We used these nucleation and growth rate


equations and successfully simulated the hot injection pro-


cess of CdSe nanoparticle synthesis.1 In the heat-up process,


we assumed that the monomers are generated from the ther-


mal decomposition of the precursors. Therefore, the reaction


kinetics of the thermal decomposition of iron-oleate com-


plex shown in Figure 4a was used as process I. As shown in


the insets of Figure 4b,c, our simulation result based on this


assumption reproduced the experimental results quite closely,


providing strong evidence for our theoretical model.20


As shown in Figure 5a, there are three periods in the sim-


ulation of the heat-up process. In the first period, the mono-


mers are generated at the cost of the precursors. Due to the


FIGURE 2. TEM images of (a) iron oxide, (b) iron, (c) MnO, (d) CoO, and (e) ZnO nanocrystals and (f) iron nanoframes. In the inset of panel a,
iron oxide nanocrystals synthesized in a single-batch reaction are shown. Iron nanoframes in panel f were fabricated via (110)-facet selective
etching of iron nanocrystals. Molten salt corrosion induced by sodium ion added seems responsible for the etching process.19
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high chemical potential of the nucleus, the nucleation reac-


tion is retarded, and the monomers accumulate during this


period. In the second period, the solution is so highly super-


saturated with the monomers that the energy barrier for nucle-


ation is overcome. As a result, the fast nucleation of the crystal


particles occurs, and the particle number concentration


increases abruptly. In concurrence, the rapid consumption of


the monomer by the crystal formation leads to a decrease in


the supersaturation level. As a result, the smaller, unstable


nuclei dissolve back to the monomers during the nucleation


process, and only the part of nuclei that are large and stable


enough to withstand the decrease of the supersaturation sur-


vive at the end of the second period. This process is reflected


in Figure 4b as the sharp increase and decrease in the parti-


cle number concentration in the first few minutes. After the


short burst of nucleation, the nucleation process is stopped by


itself because of the monomer consumption, and the third


period follows. In the early stage of the third period, however,


the supersaturation level is still high enough to keep the par-


ticles growing in diffusion-controlled growth mode in which


the larger particles grow slower than the smaller ones. The


condition of no additional nucleation and diffusion-controlled


growth leads to size focusing, in which the rapid narrowing of


the size distribution and fast increase in the mean size of the


nanoparticles occur simultaneously.5,21 In the later part of the


third stage, the monomers in the solution are almost


exhausted. In this condition, the monomers dissolve from the


smaller particles and precipitate on the larger particles. This


process, which is widely known as the Ostwald ripening, is


essentially the same as the process in the second period in


which the unstable nuclei dissolve. In the Ostwald ripening


process, the larger particles grow faster than the smaller ones,


which counteracts the focusing effect. As a result, the size dis-


tribution broadens in the later part of the third period.


In summary, the process of size distribution control con-


sists of three steps; the monomer accumulation in the first


period, burst nucleation in the second period, and size focus-


ing in the third period. Interestingly, these three steps are well-


fitted to the well-known LaMer model, a classical theoretical


model for the formation of monodisperse particles.22 It should


be noted that the size focusing effect in the heat-up process


is a kinetically driven process, as it is in the case of the hot


injection, and the state of the uniform size distribution lasts


only for a while, as shown in Figure 4d. The process of size


distribution control and the accumulation of the monomers in


the simulation results in Figure 5a,b are consistent with the


experimental data shown in Figures 1b-d and 4b,c. Conse-


quently, our theoretical work showed that the building-up of


a high monomer concentration in the intermediate step is


essential for the size distribution control in the heat-up


method.


III. Synthesis of Metal Oxide Nanocrystals
via Nonhydrolytic Sol-Gel Reactions
Our group has exploited nonhydrolytic sol-gel processes to


synthesize various transition metal oxide nanocrystals. In con-


trast to conventional sol-gel processes, which are based on


the hydrolysis and condensation of metal precursors in an


aqueous alcohol solvent,23 the nonhydrolytic sol-gel reac-


tion proceeds by reactions of the metal precursors in organic


media.24 This nonhydrolytic sol-gel process has unique


advantages for the synthesis of metal oxide nanocrystals.25


The reactivity of the precursors can be finely controlled by


using various surfactants and solvents. Consequently, uni-


formly sized and highly crystalline nanocrystals can be syn-


thesized in controllable sizes. By exploiting these advantages,


we synthesized highly uniform metal oxide nanocrystals via


nonhydrolytic sol-gel routes.


In 2003, we reported the synthesis of uniform ZrO2 nanoc-


rystals via alkyl halide elimination reaction between zirco-


nium(IV) isopropoxide [Zr(OiPr)4] and ZrX4 (X ) Cl, Br) in TOPO


as a coordinating solvent.26 The molar ratio of Zr(OiPr)4 and


ZrX4 is 4:5 and the concentration of Zr is 0.45 mol kg-1. In


an alkyl halide elimination reaction, condensation between


FIGURE 3. Plots for zero-field-cooling magnetization (M) of iron
oxide nanocrystals of various sizes.16 TEM images of iron oxide
nanocrystals in the samples are shown together with the values of
their mean size.
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metal alkoxide and metal halide leads to the formation of


M-O-M linkages (Scheme 1).24 This reaction route was con-


firmed by the separation and identification of isopropyl chlo-


ride from the reaction solution, which is the expected


byproduct according to Scheme 1. The synthesized ZrO2


nanocrystals have good size uniformity and are a highly crys-


talline tetragonal phase (Figure 6a). The precursor solution is


prepared at room temperature and slowly heated to and held


at the aging temperature of 340 °C. The crystallization yield


was measured to be 0.44. As is in the case of the thermal


decomposition route, the procedure is easy to scale-up to the


multigram scale. Prior to our synthesis of ZrO2 nanocrystals,


Colvin and her colleagues used an alkyl halide elimination


reaction to synthesize TiO2 nanocrystals.27 They adopted the


hot injection method, injecting titanium(IV) alkoxide [Ti(OR)4]


into a hot solution containing titanium halide [TiX4] and


TOPO.


It is interesting that the synthetic procedures for TiO2 and


ZrO2 nanocrystals reported are quite different, although both


utilize the same reaction chemistry. This difference reflects the


correlation between the synthetic chemistry and the nanocrys-


tal formation kinetics involved. The precursors for ZrO2 nano-


crystals are quite stable compared with those for TiO2 nanoc-


rystals, and consequently, the former is not suitable for the hot


injection method. When we performed the synthesis of ZrO2


nanocrystals via the hot injection method as a control exper-


iment, an extremely small number of polydisperse nanocrys-


tals were produced. During the synthesis of ZrO2 nanocrystals


FIGURE 4. (a) Temporal changes of the solution temperature and the reaction extent of the thermal decomposition and the crystallization
of nanocrystals during the synthesis of iron oxide nanocrystals, (b, c) temporal changes of the particle number concentration (b) and the
mean size and the relative standard deviation of the particle size distribution (c). In the insets, the corresponding parameters from numerical
simulation result are shown. Panel d shows TEM images of iron oxide nanocrystals in the samples drawn from the reaction solution at
various aging times.
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via the heat-up method, we observed that the alkyl halide


elimination reaction between Zr(OiPr)4 and ZrCl4 showed auto-


catalytic behavior, in which a long induction period precedes


the rapid increase in the reaction extent, as shown in Figure


6b. It is very interesting that the overall behavior of the reac-


tion kinetics for the synthesis of ZrO2 nanocrystals (Figure 6b)


is very similar to that of the synthesis of iron oxide nanocrys-


tals via the heat-up method (Figure 4a).


We employed ester elimination reactions for the synthe-


sis of nanocrystals of ZnO and TiO2.28,29 As shown in


Schemes 2 and 3, these ester elimination reactions result in


the formation of metal hydroxide, which is further condensed


to form M-O-M linkage. In the synthesis of ZnO nanocrys-


tals, zinc(II) acetate and 1,12-dodecanediol (molar ratio of


1:3-1:6) were used as the precursor and the reactant, respec-


tively (Scheme 2), whereas Ti(OiPr)4 and oleic acid (molar ratio


of 1:3) were used in the synthesis of TiO2 nanocrystals


(Scheme 3). In the synthesis of these two kinds of nanocrys-


tals, the reaction solutions prepared at room temperature are


slowly heated to the aging temperatures and aged for a few


hours. In both cases, the corresponding ester compounds in


Schemes 2 and 3 were isolated and identified as the byprod-


ucts, confirming the ester elimination reaction pathway. The


synthesized ZnO nanocrystals have various shapes including


cone, hexagonal cone, and rod shapes (Figure 7a-c). The syn-


thesized TiO2 nanocrystals exhibited a rod shape with a high


aspect ratio (Figure 7d).


During the synthesis of ZnO nanocrystals, the acetate group


dissociates steadily as the temperature increases and the for-


mation of ester starts at around 145 °C, as shown in Figure 8a.


The reaction solution remains clear and transparent well


above 200 °C and then turns to turbid white, indicating the


formation of the nanocrystals. A similar pattern has been


FIGURE 5. Temporal changes of various parameters from the
simulation result of the heating process. They are obtained from
the same simulation result shown in the insets of Figure 4b,c.


SCHEME 1


FIGURE 6. (a) TEM image of ZrO2 nanocrystals and (b) temporal
changes of the solution temperature and the reaction extent of
ester elimination and the crystallization during the synthesis of
ZrO2 nanocrystals.


SCHEME 2


SCHEME 3
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observed during the synthesis of TiO2 nanocrystals. When the


reaction mixture composed of oleic acid and Ti(OiPr)4 was


heated at 100 °C, oleate and hydroxyl groups on Ti(IV) com-


plexes were observed, as shown in Figure 8b. However,


almost no TiO2 nanocrystals were generated when the reac-


tion mixture was aged at temperatures below 200 °C. As men-


tioned above, M-OH, a product of the ester elimination


reaction, acts as the monomeric unit for metal oxide nanoc-


rystals. The crystallization yield of TiO2 nanocrystals is mea-


sure to be 0.17. Consequently, during the synthesis of


nanocrystals of ZnO and TiO2 by the heat-up method, the


generation of the monomers and the formation of the nano-


crystals are temporally separated, which is reminiscent of the


three-step model for the synthesis of iron oxide nanocrystals


described above.


IV. Synthesis of Nanoparticles of Pd, Cu,
and Ni and Ni/Pd Core/Shell Structures via
Thermal Reduction Routes
Colloidal nanoparticles of platinum group metals have


attracted much attention for their applications to catalysis. The


solution-phase reduction of metal ions has been widely


employed for the synthesis of colloidal metal nanoparticles. In


the conventional Brust method, sodium borohydride was used


as the reducing agent. In the polyol method, polyol com-


pounds were used as the reducing agents under heating.


In 2003, we reported the synthesis of uniform palladium


nanoparticles (we described them as nanoparticles instead of


nanocrystals because of their poor crystallinity).30 This method


uses only two kinds of chemicals, palladium(II) acetylaceto-


nate [Pd(acac)2] as the precursor and tri-n-octylphosphine (TOP)


and oleylamine as the coordinating solvents. Heating the mix-


ture of Pd(acac)2 and the coordinating solvent ([Pd] ) 33 µM)


to the aging temperature yields nanoparticles in the size range


of 3.5-7 nm depending on the ratio of TOP to oleylamine


(Figure 9a). The crystallization yield was measured to be 0.87.


There are two interesting points in our synthesis of palladium


nanoparticles. First, this method does not use any apparent


reducing agent, which greatly simplifies the synthetic proce-


dure. The reduction mechanism has not been clearly eluci-


dated yet. According to the infrared spectra, the coordination


of TOP induces a change in the coordination mode of the


acetylacetonate group in Pd(acac)2 from η2 to η1 (Figure 9b,


Scheme 4). It seems that reductive elimination or thermal dis-


sociation of acetylacetonate radicals from the Pd complex


under heating conditions might be responsible for the reduc-


FIGURE 7. (a-c) TEM images of ZnO nanocrystals. They were made in cone (a), hexagonal cone (b), and rod shapes (c) when oleic acid,
oleylamine, and tetradecylphosphonic acid were used as the surfactants, respectively. (d) TEM image of TiO2 nanorods.
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tion of Pd2+. In addition, when oleylamine is added to the


reaction mixture, the amine reduction route might be opera-


tional (Pd2+ + 2NR3 f Pd0 + 2NR3
+•).31 Second, the forma-


tion of the nanoparticles occurs at quite a high temperature.


It has been reported that palladium nanoparticles can be pro-


duced well below 200 °C from the reaction of Pd(acac)2 in var-


ious organic solvents such as methyl isobutyl ketone and


xylenes.32 In contrast, almost no nanoparticles were gener-


ated up to 215 °C in our synthesis using TOPO as a solvent.


In a control experiment using triphenylphosphine [TPP] as the


coordinating solvent, which has stronger binding ability for


palladium nanoparticles than TOP, polydisperse nanoparticles


were obtained (the inset of Figure 9a).33 These results sug-


gest that the presence of the coordinating solvent retards the


formation of the nanoparticles at high temperature and that


the optimal binding ability is critical for the formation of uni-


formly sized nanoparticles.


Our synthetic method for palladium nanoparticles was suc-


cessfully applied to the synthesis of nanoparticles of copper


and nickel using metal(II) acetylacetonates as the precursors


(Figure 10a).34,35 Our group further extended this route and


was able to synthesize Ni/Pd core/shell nanoparticles. Inspired


by our observation that nickel acetylacetonate decomposes at


a significantly lower temperature than palladium acetylaceto-


nate, we were able to synthesize Ni/Pd core/shell nanopar-


ticles by simply heating the reaction mixture composed of


acetylacetonates of nickel and palladium (Figure 10b).33 Dur-


ing the heating process, the nickel-rich core forms at ∼205 °C


and the palladium-rich shell forms at 235 °C. This method


highly simplifies the procedure for the synthesis of core/shell


nanoparticles.


FIGURE 8. (a, b) In situ IR data obtained during the synthesis of
ZnO nanocrystals. The heating rate was 2 K/min. The absorption
bands in the 1600-1620 cm-1 range and at 1747 cm-1 are from
Zn(OAc)2 and free ester groups, respectively.28 (c) Fourier transform
IR spectra of Ti-oleate complexes and TiO2 nanocrystals.29


Absorptions at 1457 and 1544 cm-1 are from the carboxylate
group coordinated to Ti4+. The peaks at 1600 and 1741 cm-1 are
from Ti-OH bonding and the carbonyl group in free ester,
respectively.


FIGURE 9. (a) TEM image of palladium nanoparticles in hexagonal
superlattice. In the inset, palladium nanoparticles synthesized using
TPP as the coordinating solvent are shown. (b) Fourier transform IR
spectra of Pd(acac)2 and Pd-TOP complex. The complex was
prepared by mixing Pd(acac)2 and TOP. The peaks at 1630 and
1700 cm-1 are attributed to CdC and CdO bondings, respectively,
in acetylacetonate groups in monodentate mode.


SCHEME 4
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V. Synthesis of Nanocrystals of Metal
Chalcogenides Using Alternative Chalcogen
Precursors
In the synthesis of metal chalcogenide nanocrystals, chalco-


gens are generally introduced in two ways. First, single-source


precursors containing metal-chalcogen bonds such as metal


xanthates [M(S2COR)x] are used. Second, chalcogen precur-


sors such as trioctylphosphine chalcogenides (TOPSe and


TOPTe) are reacted with metal precursors. The role of the pre-


cursors in the nanocrystal synthesis is very important because


they greatly affect the synthetic conditions and the products.


We synthesized uniform nanocrystals of various metal chal-


cogenides using alternative chalcogen reagents.


In 2003, we introduced a general synthetic method for


metal sulfide nanocrystals.36 In the synthesis, metal chloride


dissolved in oleylamine is reacted with the sulfur precursor


under heating. The sulfur precursor is prepared by mixing ele-


mental sulfur and oleylamine. This method has been success-


fully applied for the synthesis of uniform nanocrystals of PbS,


ZnS, CdS, and MnS (Figure 11). The crystallization yield var-


ies from 0.28 for ZnS to 0.77 for CdS. In general, metal chlo-


rides and elemental sulfur are not reactive enough to produce


nanocrystals. However, when combined with an amine, nanoc-


rystals of metal sulfides can be produced at temperatures as


low as 140 °C in the case of CdS nanocrystals. We think that


an amine-sulfur compound containing a reactive Lewis basic


sulfur group, which is generated from the reaction of amine


and sulfur, is responsible for the high reactivity (Scheme 5).37


The discovery of this highly reactive amine-sulfur com-


pound inspired us to develop other reactive chalcogen pre-


cursors for low-temperature reactions. We were able to


synthesize selenocarbamate by bubbling CO gas into a mix-


ture composed of selenium powder and octylamine at room


temperature (Scheme 6).38 From the reaction of this seleno-


carbamate with cadmium(II) chloride dissolved in octylamine


at temperatures as low as 70 °C, we synthesized free-stand-


ing nanoribbons with a uniform thickness of 1.4 nm (Figure


12a-e) with the crystallization yield of 0.76.39 Very interest-


ingly, these ultrathin CdSe nanoribbons with two-dimensional


quantum-confined structure exhibited an extremely narrow


photoluminescence band (Figure 12f).


FIGURE 10. TEM image of (a) nickel nanoparticles in hexagonal
superlattice and (b) Ni/Pd core/shell nanoparticles. In the inset, the
depth profile of the atomic concentration of Pd measured with
field-emission Auger electron spectroscopy is shown. According to
elemental analysis on the same sample, the atomic ratio of Pd and
Ni in bulk is 0.43/0.57.


FIGURE 11. TEM images of (a) PbS, (b) ZnS, and (c) MnS
nanocrystals.


SCHEME 5


SCHEME 6
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During the study of the synthetic process, we identified two


critical factors for the formation of the nanoribbons, the reac-


tion temperature and the steric effect of the coordinating sol-


vent. When the reaction temperature was increased above


100 °C, a mixture composed of only polydisperse tetrapods


and nanorods was generated, which demonstrates that the


high thermal energy disturbs the anisotropic growth habit of


the CdSe nanocrystals. In a series of control experiments using


primary amines with various alkyl chain lengths, we found


that the presence of an amine with an optimal chain length is


critical for the synthesis of the nanoribbons. The two factors


described above are satisfied with the use of octylselenocar-


bamate as the selenium precursor, which shows clearly the


importance of the precursor in the designed synthesis of


nanocrystals.


VI. Conclusion and Outlook


In this Account, we described the synthesis of uniformly sized


nanocrystals using four different synthetic approaches includ-


ing thermal decomposition, nonhydrolytic sol-gel reactions,


thermal reduction, and reactions with reactive chalcogen pre-


cursors. Using these four kinds of synthetic processes, we were


able to synthesize uniform nanocrystals of metals, oxides, and


chalcogenides having various shapes. The overall process of


the size distribution control of the thermal decomposition


FIGURE 12. (a-e) TEM images of CdSe nanoribbons at various magnifications and (f) absorption and photoluminescence (PL) spectra of
CdSe nanoribbons.
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method consists of three steps: the formation and accumula-


tion of monomers, burst nucleation, and diffusion-controlled


growth for size focusing, which fit very well to the LaMer


model for the formation of monodisperse particles. The syn-


thetic procedures summarized in this Account are highly repro-


ducible and readily applicable for the large-scale synthesis of


uniformly sized nanocrystals.


In the future, obtaining a detailed understanding of nano-


crystal formation kinetics and synthetic chemistry will lead to


the synthesis of uniform nanocrystals with controlled size,


shape, and composition. In particular, the synthesis of uni-


form nanocrystals of doped materials, core/shell materials,


and multicomponent materials is still very much a challenge.


We expect that many of these uniformly sized nanocrystals


will find numerous important applications in various areas


including information technology, biomedical areas, and ener-


gy/environmental technology.


We would like to thank the Korean Ministry of Education, Sci-


ence and Technology for the funding through the National Cre-


ative Research Initiative Program of the Korea Science and


Engineering Foundation (KOSEF).
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C O N S P E C T U S


Among the growing collection of molecular systems under consideration for nanoscale device applications, mechani-
cally interlocked compounds derived from electrochemically switchable bistable [2]rotaxanes and [2]catenanes show


great promise. These systems demonstrate dynamic, relative movements between their components, such as shuttling and
circumrotation, enabling them to serve as stimuli-responsive switches operated via reversible, electrochemical
oxidation-reduction rather than through the addition of chemical reagents. Investigations into these systems have been
intense for a number of years, yet limitations associated with their synthesis have hindered incorporation of their mechan-
ical bonds into more complex architectures and functional materials.


We have recently addressed this challenge by developing new template-directed synthetic protocols, operating under both
kinetic and thermodynamic control, for the preparation of bistable rotaxanes and catenanes. These methodologies are com-
patible with the molecular recognition between the π-electron-accepting cyclobis(paraquat-p-phenylene) (CBPQT4+) host and
complementary π-electron-donating guests. The procedures that operate under kinetic control rely on mild chemical trans-
formations to attach bulky stoppering groups or perform macrocyclizations without disrupting the host-guest binding of
the rotaxane or catenane precursors. Alternatively, the protocols that operate under thermodynamic control utilize a revers-
ible ring-opening reaction of the CBPQT4+ ring, providing a pathway for two cyclic starting materials to thread one another
to form more thermodynamically stable catenaned products. These complementary pathways generate bistable rotaxanes
and catenanes in high yields, simplify mechanical bond formation in these systems, and eliminate the requirement that the
mechanical bonds be introduced into the molecular structure in the final step of the synthesis.


These new methods have already been put into practice to prepare previously unavailable rotaxane architectures and
novel complex materials. Furthermore, the potential for utilizing mechanically interlocked architectures as device compo-
nents capable of information storage, the delivery of therapeutic agents, or other desirable functions has increased signif-
icantly as a result of the development of these improved synthetic protocols.


Introduction


The mechanical bonds and noncovalent forces


that hold together the separate components in


mechanically interlocked molecules give rise to


relative motions, such as circumrotation and


shuttling, which can be used in solid-state


devices, for example, ultradense molecular


memory circuits.1 Bistable [2]rotaxanes and


[2]catenanes, which incorporate the cyclobis(par-


aquat-p-phenylene) cyclophane CBPQT4+ as a


π-electron-accepting ring component, are particu-


larly well suited to these applications, because
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their switching actions can be controlled by the reversible oxi-


dation of their π-electron-donating primary recognition sites,


for example, tetrathiafulvalene (TTF). This feature allows these


bistable molecules to be switched across a range of different


environments, without the addition of chemical reagents.


Since their emergence2 almost two decades ago, virtually


every member of these classes of compounds has been syn-


thesized using kinetically controlled “clipping” approaches (Fig-


ure 1) in which a partially formed CBPQT4+ ring recognizes a


dumbbell or macrocycle containing complementary π-elec-


tron-rich recognition unit. This recognition process templates


the final bond-forming step, which results in closure of the


ring. Moderate yields, long reaction times, operationally chal-


lenging reaction conditions (12 kbar pressure), and the incom-


patibility of the CBPQT4+ ring to most subsequent chemical


transformations limit the practical utility of this approach to the


preparation of bistable [2]rotaxanes and [2]catenanes. These


shortcomings represent serious challenges to the further


development of increasingly sophisticated donor-acceptor


mechanically interlocked compounds.


A key realization in the establishment of improved syn-


thetic protocols for these compounds (Figure 2) is that the non-


covalent bonding interactions, which template their synthesis,


live on in the final structures and, indeed, are crucial for their


subsequent function. Thus, kinetically controlled reactions,


where these stabilizing forces are retained in the transition


state, can be expected to give mechanically interlocked com-


pounds in high yields. Furthermore, these compounds are


lower in free energy than their nonmechanically interlocked


components, suggesting that their synthesis under thermody-


namic control should also be highly efficient. This approach


employs reversible reactions to ultimately provide the most


thermodynamically stable products, even if less stable side


products are formed during the course of the reaction.


Donor-acceptor mechanically interlocked compounds had


not been synthesized previously under these conditions, which


offer unique advantages relative to kinetically controlled


approaches, such as the dynamic exchange of less stable


mechanical bonds for more stable ones.


Our recent success in developing both types of synthetic


methodologies is a direct result of our investigations of mild


chemical transformations compatible with the CBPQT4+ ring


and its host-guest complexes. This Account describes the


development of new kinetically and thermodynamically con-


trolled protocols for the preparation of donor-acceptor rotax-


anes and catenanes and the use of these new protocols for


the incorporation of mechanical bonds into increasingly com-


plex molecules.


Highly Efficient Kinetically Controlled
Syntheses of [2]Rotaxanes
The CBPQT4+ cyclophane binds π-electron-rich aromatic sys-


tems, such as 1,5-dioxynaphthalene (DNP) and tetrathiaful-


valene (TTF) with high association constants (Ka ≈ 105 M-1 for


oligo(ethylene glycol)-bearing derivatives).3 Consequently, the


1:1 complexes are the dominant species in DMF or MeCN


solutions containing the cyclophane and a DNP or TTF deriv-


ative at concentrations (1-200 mM) used typically in prepar-


FIGURE 1. The template-directed clipping reaction used historically
for the formation of CBPQT4+ rings and mechanical bonds in
donor-acceptor rotaxanes (and catenanes).


FIGURE 2. Both kinetic (left) and thermodynamic (right) control can
be exercised in the catenanes synthesis. Kinetically controlled
reactions proceed through (a) pseudorotaxane formation, followed
by (b) an irreversible ring closure. Thermodynamically controlled
methods rely on (c) reversible ring opening of the CBPQT4+


cyclophane, followed by the (d) coordination to a crown ether, and
finally (e) reversible ring closure.
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ative procedures. Hence, synthetic transformations that are


sufficiently mild so as to be compatible with the complex for-


mation can, in principle, be used either (i) to attach bulky stop-


pers, affording rotaxanes, or (ii) to effect macrocylizations,


affording catenanes, both in high yield. Until recently, few


such transformations were known, largely because of the sen-


sitivity of the CBPQT4+ ring toward nucleophiles and bases.


We have found, however, that mild conditions, excellent func-


tional group tolerance, complete regioselectivity, and the high


efficiency of the Cu(I)-catalyzed azide-alkyne cycloaddition4,5


(CuAAC) make it an ideal reaction for the formation of


mechanical bonds under kinetic control.6 The protocol is


exemplified (Scheme 1) by the synthesis of the [2]rotaxane


3 · 4PF6. The cyclophane CBPQT · 4PF6 is threaded by the


DNP derivative 1, bearing two triethyleneglycol chains termi-


nated by azide groups, forming the pseudorotaxane


[1⊂CBPQT] · 4PF6. The addition of the bulky propargyl ether


2 with its tetraarylmethane core, along with catalytic amounts


of CuSO4 ·5H2O and ascorbic acid, resulted in the efficient for-


mation of the [2]rotaxane 3 · 4PF6. Notably, the formation of


the corresponding dumbbell, the CuAAC product without the


encircling CBPQT4+ ring, was not observed, even when only


a slight excess of CBPQT4+ (1.05 equiv relative to 1) was


employed in the reaction. No doubt inspired by the increas-


ing use of the CuAAC reaction in materials science7 and bio-


chemistry,8 several researchers have used this approach


successfully to prepare [2]rotaxanes of other kinds.9 A partic-


ularly elegant example is the one described by Leigh and


co-workers10in which the Cu(I) ions serve both as catalytic and


templating elements in the formation of the rotaxane.


Syntheses of [n]Catenanes under Kinetic
and Thermodynamic Control
A similar kind of “click chemistry” strategy (Figure 2a,b) was


employed in the synthesis (Scheme 2) of [2]catenanes,11 sim-


ply by performing a macrocyclization of a DNP derivative,


whose oligo(ethylene glycol) chains are terminated at one end


by an alkyne and at the other by an azide in the presence of


CBPQT4+. The efficiency of the macrocyclization was inves-


tigated12 as a function of ring size by subjecting the [2]pseu-


dorotaxanes [4a-c⊂CBPQT] · 4PF6 to either the conditions


employed for the synthesis of 3 · 4PF6 or CuI in MeCN. These


conditions gave the corresponding [2]catenanes 5b · 4PF6 and


5c · 4PF6 in 41% and 23% isolated yields, respectively. The


[2]pseudorotaxane [4a⊂CBPQT] · 4PF6, however, failed to


react, and only 4a and CBPQT · 4PF6 were recovered, possi-


bly because the glycol chains of 4a are too short to form a


macrocycle free of significant ring strain.


The successful syntheses of the [2]rotaxane 3 · 4PF6 and the


catenanes 5b · 4PF6 and 5c · 4PF6 demonstrate that the cop-


per acetylides, which most likely serve as intermediates in the


CuAAC reaction, are compatible with the chemically sensitive


CBPQT4+ and its pseudorotaxane-like host-guest complexes.


We have also investigated the likelihood of [2]catenane for-


mation employing other reactions, such as the Eglinton oxi-


dative alkyne homocoupling,13 which also proceed through


SCHEME 1. Template-Directed Synthesis of the [2]Rotaxane 3 · 4PF6


Using the CuAAC Methodology


SCHEME 2. Template-Directed Synthesis of Donor-Acceptor
[2]Catenanes 5a-c · 4PF6 and 7a-c · 4PF6 with Varying Sizes of the
DNP-Containing Macrocycles Using Either the CuAAC or Eglinton
Oxidative Alkyne Homocoupling
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Cu-acetylide intermediates. In addition to the more symmet-


rical nature of the starting materials and products, we found


the same trends in yields relative to the oligo(ethylene gly-


col) chain lengths during the formation of the catenanes


7a-c · 4PF6, as was observed for those using the CuAAC


approach. The dialkyne-containing catenanes, however, were


formed in significantly improved yields, as exemplified most


notably in the synthesis of 7b · 4PF6, which was isolated in


97% yield, reflecting a remarkably efficient macrocyclization


process. As observed in the case of [4a⊂CBPQT] · 4PF6, no


catenane was obtained during the attempted cyclization of the


pseudorotaxane [6a⊂CBPQT] · 4PF6: a single-crystal X-ray


structural analysis of this pseudorotaxane also suggested that


the oligo(ethylene glycol) chains of 6a are far too short to


form a strain-free macrocycle.


The noncovalent bonding interactions between the com-


ponents of catenanes and rotaxanes stabilize these molecules


significantly relative to the sum of their individual components


lacking mechanical bonds. This pronounced energetic bias


renders dynamic covalent chemistry (DCC)14,15 appealing for


the synthesis (Figure 2c-e) of mechanically interlocked com-


pounds. DCC depends on thermodynamically controlled reac-


tions that recycle the starting materials and the side products


until equilibria favoring the mechanically interlocked com-


pounds as the most stable ones are established. We have


shown16 recently that a thermodynamically controlled nucleo-


philic substitution can provide an efficient route to


donor-acceptor catenanes incorporating the CBPQT4+ ring. In


this research, tetrabutylammonium iodide (TBAI) was


employed as the catalyst in a “magic ring” experiment, in


which the CBPQT4+ ring was first of all opened and then


reversibly closed around a crown ether ring to form a


donor-acceptor catenane. Mechanistically, this transforma-


tion commences (Scheme 3) with a rate-limiting nucleophilic


attack of TBAI onto the CBPQT4+ ring to generate the trica-


tion 83+. TBAI was chosen as the catalyst because it is a good


nucleophile, a good leaving group, a poor reducing agent, and


soluble in MeCN. The tricationic π-acceptor 83+ complexes


readily17 with crown ethers such as 9a-c to give pseudoro-


taxanes [8⊂9]3+. Nucleophilic attack then occurs, closing the


CBPQT4+ ring around the crown ethers to give catenanes


10a-c4+, regenerating the iodide ion. The reversibility of the


overall reaction was confirmed by an exchange experiment.


The preformed [2]catenane 10a4+ was treated with an excess


of the crown ether 9b, which has been shown to associate


more strongly with CBPQT4+ and presumably with the trica-


tion 83+. After equilibrium was reached over the course of 11


days, the more stable [2]catenane 10b4+ constituted about


∼90% of the final reaction mixture.


Since the reaction proceeds only at elevated temperatures


(∼80 °C), the equilibration can be arrested on cooling to room


temperature, a property that allows the convenient isolation of


the catenated products. The approach is general in scope, is


easy to execute (since protecting atmospheres and dry sol-


vents are not required), and proceeds in yields as high as


93%. In the context of molecular devices, the bistable cat-


enane 10c4+ was prepared in a straightforward manner by


dynamic nucleophilic substitution in 60% yield, that is, almost


three times more efficiently than by using18 the traditional


kinetically controlled approach. We have, however, failed thus


far to extend this method to the synthesis of rotaxanes. Our


rationalization for this failure is that at the elevated tempera-


tures required for reaction to occur, the association of the


π-electron-accepting 83+ with an acyclic π-donating dumb-


bell is less favorable compared with the association of 83+


with a much more constrained π-donating macrocycle. How-


ever, on going from the CBPQT4+ ring to cyclobis(paraquat-


4,4′-biphenylene), a larger π-accepting ring that associates19


with crown ethers with 1:2 stoichiometry, we were able to pre-


pare20 the respective [3]catenanes, derived from 9a and 9b,


in yields greater than 84% and 91%, respectively. This virtu-


ally undiminished efficiency of conversion suggests that even


larger mechanically interlocked systems, including perhaps the


elusive donor-acceptor polycatenanes, could be targeted by


the protocol involvolving dynamic nucleophilic substitution.


SCHEME 3. Mechanism for the Template-Directed Synthesis of
Various Donor-Acceptor [2]Catenanes (10a-c4+) under
Thermodynamic Control
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Formation of Higher Order Rotaxanes
Using CuAAC
One of the most significant challenges toward realizing the


long-standing objective to incorporate multiple CBPQT4+ rings


into higher order rotaxane architectures and ultimately into a


wide variety of materials is the modest efficiency of the clip-


ping reaction and the low convergence that characterized the


strategy associated with its synthesis. For example, the simul-


taneous clipping of two CBPQT4+ rings onto a bistable dumb-


bell afforded21 only 9% of the desired [3]rotaxane, which


represents one of the most complex compounds of this kind


that can be prepared practically using this synthetic approach.


No longer constrained by the requirement of performing the


clipping reaction on a fully formed dumbbell template in the


final step of the synthesis, retrosynthetic analysis of a palin-


dromic [3]rotaxane structure suggested a disconnection in the


middle of the molecule, with the simultaneous formation of


the final structure and incorporation of the CBPQT4+ rings


using the CuAAC reaction. Indeed, a similar, albeit simplified,


palindromic [3]rotaxane, 13 · 8PF6, was synthesized6 (Scheme


4) from the stoppered DNP azide 11, the bis(propargyl ether)


12, and CBPQT · 4PF6 in a significantly improved 79% iso-


lated yield. Furthermore, by substitution of tris-1,3,5(4′-ethy-


nylphenyl)benzene 14 for 12, the branched [4]rotaxane


15 · 12PF6 was obtained in 72% isolated yield and represents


the first example of a donor-acceptor [4]rotaxane prepared in


our laboratory. The good yields obtained during the synthe-


sis of these higher order rotaxanes point to a significant


advantage of the CuAAC stoppering approach, since there is


essentially no penalty in the yields of the compounds when


incorporating multiple cyclophanes into the molecules.


We have subsequently elaborated this methodology to


enable the one-pot synthesis of rotaxanes with two differ-


ent stoppers, employing sequential CuAAC reactions.22 The


order of the two cycloadditions is controlled by protecting


the alkyne functions with trimethylsilyl (TMS) groups, which


are then removed after the first CuAAC reaction is complete.


Though methods commonly employed for alkyne desilyla-


tion occur under more strongly nucleophilic conditions and


are thus not compatible with the presence of the CBPQT4+


ring, we confirmed that Ag(I)-catalyzed hydrolysis of the


TMS groups23 is compatible with both the presence of the


CBPQT4+ ring and carrying out the subsequent CuAAC reac-


tions in the same pot. In order to highlight the efficiency of


this methodology, the 3-fold symmetric amphiphilic


[4]rotaxane 21 · 12PF6 was synthesized24 (Scheme 5) in


one-pot, by (a) performing the CuAAC reaction between the


monofunctional DNP derivative 17 and the triazide 16, (b)


the removal of the silyl protecting groups, and (c) the sec-


ond stoppering reaction with the hydrophilic azide 20 in the


presence of the CBPQT4+ ring. The complexity of the final


products available from comparatively simple starting mate-


SCHEME 4. Template-Directed Synthesis of the [3]- and [4]Rotaxanes 13 · 8PF6 and 15 · 12PF6 through CuAAC of a Stoppered DNP-Derivative
with Bi- and Trifunctional Alkynes
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rials using this strategy is noteworthy, and as a conse-


quence of identifying mild and efficient desilylation


conditions, the introduction of the CBPQT4+ ring need not


occur in the final step of the synthesis of the rotaxane. We


are currently taking advantage of these features to design


and synthesize previously unavailable topologies of


mechanically interlocked donor-acceptor compounds.


Shuttling and Switching within Triazole-
Containing [2]Rotaxanes
An important aspect of the development of the CuAAC thread-


ing-followed-by-stoppering synthetic approach involved an


investigation of whether the incorporation of disubstituted


1,2,3-triazole units into the dumbbell components of [2]rotax-


anes would impact significantly either (i) the thermally acti-


vated or (ii) electrochemically controlled motions of the


CBPQT4+ ring. The former situation was investigated25 by


measuring (Figure 3) the rate of shuttling of the cyclophane


between two degenerate DNP recognition sites separated by


a bis(triazole)-containing central spacer unit in the molecular


shuttle 21 · 4PF6. When the motion of the CBPQT4+ ring is


slow on the NMR time scale, the resonances of protons on


opposite sides of the dumbbell separate into two signals of


equal intensity. See, for example, the resonances for the t-Bu


(Ha, Ha′) and i-Pr (Hb, Hb′) protons in the partial spectrum


recorded at 261 K in Figure 3. The frequency of the shuttling


increases with temperature, resulting eventually in the coa-


lescence of the two pairs of signals at 309 K, corresponding


to an energy barrier of 15.5 ( 0.1 kcal mol-1. This value is


similar to those measured previously26 for degenerate molec-


ular shuttles containing triphenylene and tetra(ethylene gly-


col) spacers (15.0 ( 0.2 and 15.5 ( 0.1 kcal mol-1,


respectively). These findings suggest that the disubstituted


1,2,3-triazole rings may be incorporated into rotaxanes and


may even be located between the recognition sites without


significant concern that they will interfere with the movement


of the CBPQT4+ ring.


SCHEME 5. One-Pot Sequential Template-Directed Synthesis of an Amphiphilic [4]Rotaxane 21 · 12PF6


SCHEME 6. Template-Directed CuAAC-Mediated Synthesis of an
Electrochemically Switchable Bistable [2]Rotaxane 23 · 4PF6
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Satisfied that the disubstituted 1,2,3-triazole units do not


disrupt the thermally activated shuttling of the CBPQT4+ ring,


we went on to assess their compatibility with the electrochem-


ical switching processes of bistable [2]rotaxanes. The proto-


typical bistable [2]rotaxane 23 · 4PF6 was prepared (Scheme 6)


through CuAAC-mediated stoppering of the diazide 22 con-


taining both a TTF and a DNP moiety.27 The 1H NMR spec-


trum of 23 · 4PF6 in CD3COCD3, in common with those of


other bistable [2]rotaxanes of this type, indicated the domi-


nant presence (>95%) of the TTF-encircled translational iso-


mer at equilibrium. The reversibility of the electromechanical


switching process of 23 · 4PF6 is evident (Figure 4) from spec-


troelectrochemical (SEC) measurements. Before the switching


process is initiated (E ) 0 vs Ag wire), the absorbance cen-


tered at 840 nm corresponds to the charge transfer (CT) inter-


action typically observed when a TTF unit is encircled by a


CBPQT4+ ring. Between +0.50 and +0.80 V, new bands


appear with maxima at 445 and 595 nm, corresponding to


the absorbance of the TTF radical cation (TTF•+). These


changes are accompanied by the bleaching of the


TTF-CBPQT4+ CT band. When the applied potential was


increased further, the absorption band of the TTF•+ was


replaced by a new peak with a λmax at 380 nm, which can be


assigned to the TTF dication (TTF2+). In contrast to the TTF•+,


the TTF2+ does not absorb significantly between 500 and 600


nm and so permits the observation of the weak


DNP-CBPQT4+ CT peak at ca. 530 nm. Finally, when the


applied potential is returned to zero, the spectrum gradually


makes its way back to its original state containing the


TTF-CBPQT4+ CT band, verifying the full reversibility of the


redox process. These observations, along with other support-


ing 1H NMR spectroscopic data and the full electrochemical


characterization of 23 · 4PF6, confirmed that the triazole rings


do not interfere with the unique switching mechanisms of


these compounds, paving the way for their incorporation into


range of new material and device architectures.


Incorporating Mechanical Bonds into
Materials and New Environments
The mechanical force and changes associated with the gen-


eration of translational isomers during the electrochemical


switching process of these bistable rotaxanes and catenanes


form the raison d’etre for their incorporation into molecular


electronic devices, nanoelectromechanical systems, and nano-


particle-based controlled release vehicles. These technologi-


FIGURE 3. The two degenerate co-conformations of the 21 · 4PF6 shuttle (left) and portions of the variable-temperature 1H NMR spectra
(500 MHz, CD3COCD3) obtained at different temperatures containing the t-Bu (Ha/Ha′) and i-Pr (Hb/Hb′) resonances.


FIGURE 4. UV-visible spectra obtained during the SEC
measurements (MeCN, 0.25 mV s-1 scan rate) of the CuAAC-derived
bistable [2]rotaxane 23 · 4PF6. The applied potential was changed
from E ) 0 V to E ) 1.22 V and then back to E ) 0 V.
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cal applications motivated an investigation of the fundamental


thermodynamic and kinetic parameters of the switching pro-


cesses in a range of condensed environments, such as within


polymer gels,28 self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) on gold


surfaces,29 and molecular switch tunnel junctions (MSTJs).3


The correlation of these parameters across each of these envi-


ronments for several bistable rotaxanes and catenanes pro-


vides compelling evidence for (i) a universal switching


mechanism and (ii) attributing this mechanism to the hyster-


etic response of molecular memory circuits.


The subsequent development of the CuAAC methodology


has greatly enhanced our efforts to prepare new bistable


[2]rotaxanes that can operate in different environments, for


example, the recent development of a derivative that forms


liquid crystalline (LC) phases.30 The ordering of liquid crys-


tals is a cooperative phenomenon that is highly sensitive to


weak perturbations, including the photoisomerization of small


quantities of added molecular rotors.31 Hence, we set out to


align electrochemically switchable bistable [2]rotaxanes within


LC phases as a possible means of amplifying the effect of


molecular switching and so influence the bulk LC ordering.


The bistable [2]rotaxane 24 · 4PF6 (Figure 5) with dendritic


mesogens as stoppers was synthesized by subjecting the diaz-


ide 22 and mesogens functionalized with propargyl ester


groups to the same CuAAC conditions employed for the syn-


thesis of 23 · 4PF6. The convergence of the CuAAC approach


is particularly noteworthy in this case: it allows 22 to be


employed as a general precursor to nearly all symmetrically


stoppered bistable rotaxanes. The high efficiency of the reac-


tion was also critical, because our efforts to attach these


mesogens to threads containing TTF and DNP units under


esterification conditions had been unsuccessful, precluding


even an attempt at synthesizing the mesogenic bistable


[2]rotaxane using the clipping protocol. Compound 24 · 4PF6


exhibits a LC smectic A (SA) phase from 10-150 °C, above


which it undergoes thermal decomposition. Peaks with d spac-


ings of 83.0 (100), 41.5 (200), and 27.3 Å (300) were


observed in its small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) pattern


obtained at 40 °C. This layer spacing of ∼8 nm observed for


the SA phase corresponds to the extended molecular length of


24 · 4PF6. The electrochemical switching of 24 · 4PF6, which


was characterized in solution by CV and SEC, was qualitatively


similar to that shown in Figure 4 for 22 · 4PF6. Our current


efforts focus on switching LC assemblies of 24 · 4PF6 while


monitoring its effect on the LC properties of the system as a


whole.


In moving beyond using the CuAAC reaction to facilitate


the synthesis of well-defined [2]-, [3]-, or [4]rotaxanes, we have


recently achieved a long-standing goal of synthesizing


donor-acceptor polyrotaxanes that incorporate a consider-


able number of CBPQT4+ rings.32 We are particularly inter-


ested in studying the effect of electromechanical switching on


the bulk properties of the associated polymer. Relatively few


examples of polyrotaxanes have been reported, with the


exception of those that incorporate more chemically robust


cyclodextrin33 or cucurbituril34 derivatives as the macrocy-


clic component. Donor-acceptor polyrotaxanes have


remained synthetically elusive, mostly because the clipping


reaction is unlikely to provide a high coverage of CBPQT4+


rings onto a stoppered polymer template, that is, dumbbell.


We employed a CuAAC step-growth polymerization to pre-


pare32 (Scheme 7) azide-terminated polymers 27 ranging in


Mn from 32 to 180 kDa by adjusting the feed ratio of the


monomers, bis(triethyleneglycol propargyl ether) DNP deriv-


ative 25 and the DNP diazide 26. Following purification of the


polymers, CBPQT4+ rings were threaded onto the chains, and


alkyne-bearing stoppers were finally attached, once again


using the CuAAC reaction, providing the polyrotaxane


29 · 4nPF6. The use of 0.6 equiv of CBPQT4+ · 4PF6 relative to


the total number of DNP units resulted in polyrotaxanes with


average coverages ranging from 90-58% of the repeat units


FIGURE 5. (a) Structural formula of a mesogenic electrochemically
switchable bistable [2]rotaxane 24 · 4PF6 and (b) illustration of the
hypothetical organization of 24 · 4PF6 into a smectic A phase, as
suggested by small-angle X-ray scattering data.
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encircled by CBPQT4+ rings, as measured by integration of the


appropriate 1H NMR resonances.


One of the first unique properties observed in the poly-


rotaxanes is that they fold into a compact structure as a


consequence of secondary intramolecular interactions. By


limiting the CBPQT4+ incorporation to less than 50% of the


available DNP units and using alternating DNP-containing


monomers with differing binding affinities, a majority of the


rings encircle the more favorable DNP units, while the sec-


ondary DNP recognition sites stack on the outside of the


rings. In this manner, the polymer adopts a folded confor-


mation (Figure 6), an effect observed previously35 in aque-


ous solutions of polymers containing alternating π-electron


donors and acceptors and in more rigid polymers and oli-


gomers of certain polyamide36 and m-phenylene ethyl-


ene37 “foldamers”. The folding behavior was characterized


(Figure 7) by several techniques, such as gel permeation


chromatography (GPC), in which the apparent molecular


weight of each polyrotaxane sample was smaller than that


measured for its polymer thread precursor, a phenomenon


that is suggestive of a more compact structure. The nonco-


valent bonding interactions responsible for the folding pro-


cess were further characterized by variable-temperature 1H


NMR spectroscopy of the polyrotaxanes and an oligomeric


model compound. Finally, the lengths of the polyrotaxanes


were found to be significantly shorter than the precursor


polymeric threads, as measured by atomic force micros-


copy performed on the polymers drop-cast onto highly


ordered pyrolytic graphite. Our current work on these poly-


rotaxanes focuses on incorporating TTF monomers into the


polymer backbone, a modification that will allow study of


the electromechanical switching process of the CBPQT4+


rings along the polymer backbone, both in solution and in


the bulk.


Finally, inspired by the increasing use of the CuAAC for


surface functionalization,38-40 we have successfully


attached stoppering groups to surface-bound pseudorotax-


anes, a simple and direct route to simultaneously synthe-


sizing [2]rotaxanes and interfacing them with


nanostructured materials. We have used this approach for


the preparation (Figure 8) of snap-top covered silica nano-


SCHEME 7. CuAAC-Mediated Polymerization and Subsequent
Template-Directed Threading and Stoppering Processes for the
Preparation of the Polyrotaxane 29 · 4nPF6


FIGURE 6. Graphical representation of the synthetic approach
toward the synthesis of CBPQT4+-containing polyrotaxanes and an
idealized representation of the folding observed in these materials
as a consequence of stacking of the alongside DNP units against
the outside of the CBPQT4+ rings.


FIGURE 7. Gel permeation chromatographs of the polymer
thread 27 (Mn ) 32 kDa) and its corresponding polyrotaxane
29 · 4nPF6, in which an average of 90% of the repeat units
contain a CBPQT4+ ring. Although the molecular weight of
29 · 4nPF6 is nearly twice that of 27, the retention volume of the
polyrotaxane increases, a phenomenon that can be attributed to
its folded structure.
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containers (SCSNs).41 An SCSN consists of a [2]rotaxane


tethered to the surface of a silica particle (400 nm in diam-


eter) containing hexagonally arranged 2 nm diameter


pores. The [2]rotaxanes on the surface incorporate R-cyclo-


dextrin (R-CD) rings, each encircling an oligo(ethylene gly-


col) thread and fixed in place by a CuAAC reaction with a


cleavable stopper. When intact, these rotaxanes efficiently


trap guest molecules, such as the fluorescent probe


rhodamine B, within the pores of the silica. However,


hydrolysis of the adamantyl ester-containing stopper, cat-


alyzed by porcine liver esterase, results in dethreading of


the R-CD rings and diffusion of the guest molecules out of


the pores, while noncleavable control stoppers or denatured


samples of the enzyme showed no such evidence of guest


molecule release. Because of the wide range of stopper-


ing units that can be attached to the SCSN precursor, a mul-


titude of snap-top systems with differentiated modes of


activation can be prepared with relative ease. In addition to


further developing the SCSN systems, we anticipate using


the CuAAC reaction, carried out either in solution or through


recently developed microcontact printing techniques,42 to


incorporate new classes of electrochemically active mechan-


ically interlocked compounds into molecular electronic


devices.


Conclusions
As a result of investigating mild chemical transformations


compatible with the tetracationic cyclophane CBPQT4+ that


operate under either kinetic or thermodynamic control, we


have developed template-directed synthetic protocols to pro-


vide well-defined donor-acceptor mechanically interlocked


compounds with increased convergence and reaction effi-


ciency. These complementary advances serve to make


bistable [2]rotaxanes and bistable [2]catenanes of this type


more compatible with a variety of new device architectures


and aid and abet the efficient preparation of previously inac-


cessible compounds, including large well-defined mechani-


cally interlocked compounds and polymers. These synthetic


tools are indispensible as we seek to create complex systems


with emergent properties43 and increasingly sophisticated


functions, especially within device settings.
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C O N S P E C T U S


When naturally occurring spherical objects self-organize, the physical properties of the material change. For example,
a colorless opal is the result of a disordered aggregate of silica particles. When the silica particles are ordered, how-


ever, the opal takes on color, which is determined by the size of the self-assembled particles.
In this Account, we describe how these 3D arrangements of nanomaterials can self-organize in 3D arrays called supracrys-


tals; the 3D arrays can fall into the familiar categories of face-centered cubic (fcc), hexagonal compact packing (hcp) crystals, and
body-centered (bcc) crystals. The collective properties of these 2D and 3D arrangements are different from the properties of indi-
vidual nanoparticles and from particles in bulk.


Comparison between the approach to saturation of the magnetic curve for supracrystals and disordered aggregates pro-
duced from the same batch of nanocrystals is similar to that observed with films or nanoparticles, either highly crystallized or amor-
phous. We also demonstrate by two various processes and with two types of nanocrystals (silver and cobalt) that when nanocrystals
are self-ordered in 3D superlattices, they exhibit a coherent breathing mode vibration of the supracrystal, analogous to a breath-
ing mode vibration of atoms in a nanocrystal.


Furthermore, we used 10 nm γ-Fe2O3 nanocrystals to gain new insight into the scaling law of crack patterns. We found that
isotropic and directional crack patterns follow the same universal scaling law over a film height varying by 3 orders of magnitude.


These data have led us to propose general analogies between supracrystals of nanocrystals, individual nanocrystals, and the
molecules in the bulk phase for certain physical properties based on the ordering of the material. As we continue to study the
physical properties of the ordered and disordered arrangements of nanomaterials, we will be able to go further in these analo-
gies. And this exploration leads to new questions: first and foremost, is this behavior general?


Introduction
Nanoscience is old as the world. In fact, nanomate-


rials are synthetized in a rather large number of ani-


mals and bacteria,1 and they have been used for


more than 2000 years as dyes in painting because


their colors differ with their sizes and shapes.2


Spherical objects like balls or nanomaterials


having a uniform diameter self-organize in com-
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pact hexagonal networks (2D). The stacking of these layers


(3D) makes possible formation of face-centered cubic (fcc) and


hexagonal compact packing (hcp) crystals.3-5 In these, as well


as body-centered cubic (bcc) crystals, the atoms are regularly


arranged; disordered atoms make up solids called “amor-


phous”. In many crystalline phase diagrams of bulk metals,


depending on the temperature and pressure, two phases are


obtained.6,7 The nanocrystal crystalline structures can be


tuned either with their sizes8,9 or the pressure.10 Even if the


forces involved are not the same, an analogy of balls, nano-


materials, and atoms can be made with formation of similar


structures. In the following, supracrystal is the name for nano-


materials that have a low size distribution (rather uniform) and


are self-ordered in various structures (fcc, hcp, bcc).


Silica particles (micrometer sizes) forming either disordered


or ordered aggregates show marked changes in their optical


properties. For example, a colorless opal is an opal made of


disordered particles, whereas when the particles are ordered,


specific reflectivity related to the size of the self-assembled


particles is observed.11 The change in the opal color is due to


size segregation of the self-ordered silica particles. From this


change in the optical properties with the ordering of large par-


ticles, it can be assumed that intrinsic properties can be


expected when nanocrystals are ordered or not in a


supracrystal.


To demonstrate these intrinsic behaviors, we need to pro-


duce, from the same batch of nanomaterials, either disordered


aggregates or supracrystals. Several intrinsic properties have


been observed in the past few years.12 For example, well-de-


fined columns of nanocrystals self-ordered in fcc supracrys-


tals are produced when a magnetic field is applied


perpendicular to the substrate during the evaporation whereas


labyrinths are formed with polydispersed nanocrystals. Simi-


larly, a change in the distribution of the dipolar interaction


energies is observed when cobalt nanocrystals are ordered in


fcc supracrystals. Due to the nanocrystal ordering, there is a


new crystalline growth mechanism with formation of well-crys-


tallized triangular single silver crystals with a size controlled


by that of the initial nanocrystal ordering range.


Collective optical and magnetic properties due to dipolar


interactions are observed when the nanocrystals are organized


in 2D superlattices.13 The optical properties of 5 nm silver


nanocrystals organized in hexagonal networks give rise to


several plasmon resonance modes, which are attributed to the


film anisotropy. In the magnetic properties, the hysteresis loop


of nanocrystals is squarer when they are deposited in com-


pact hexagonal networks than that seen with isolated nano-


crystals. Also the calculated and experimental hysteresis loops


for a chain-like structure are squarer than that of a well-or-


dered array of nanocrystals. The linear chains of nanocrys-


tals behave as homogeneous nanowires as in the


magnetostatic bacteria.1


Here we describe new intrinsic properties obtained with sil-


ver and cobalt nanocrystals with average sizes of 5 and 6.5


nm and 12% average size distribution. Silver nanocrystals are


able to self-assemble into supracrystals in two structures, such


as fcc and hcp or hcp and bcc supracrystals, at a fixed pres-


sure and various temperatures. Comparison of the hysteresis


loops of supracrystals and disordered aggregates of cobalt


nanocrystals shows that they are similar to those observed


with highly crystallized and amorphous films and also amor-


phous and crystalline nanoparticles. The coherence breath-


ing between nanocrystals produced with either silver or cobalt


nanocrystals in a supracrystal is a general behavior. We dem-


onstrate also that the use of 10 nm γ-Fe2O3 nanocrystals


enables new insights for the scaling law of crack patterns. Iso-


tropic and directional crack patterns made of nanocrystals fol-


low the same universal scaling law with the film height


varying by 3 orders of magnitude.


Tune the Various Packing Structures in 3D
Superlattices of Silver Nanocrystals
We know that atoms in bulk phase metals and in nanocrys-


tals are either ordered in various crystalline structures such as


bcc (Figure 1a), fcc (Figure 1b), or hcp (Figure 1c) or disordered


with the formation of so-called amorphous material. The


phase diagrams, depending on temperature and pressure,


FIGURE 1. Sketch of atom-ordering in bcc (a), fcc (b), and hcp (c)
structures.
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show mainly two of these three crystalline structures.5 In the


following, we report that similar behavior is observed in a


supracrystal of nanocrystals. In the past few years, we dem-


onstrated that it is possible to produce with the same batch of


nanocrystals coated with dodecanethiol ligands and dispersed


in hexane either disordered aggregates or fcc supracrystals12


several micrometers thick. Silver nanocrystals having the same


average diameter (5 nm) and size distribution (12%) coated by


either decanethiol or dodecanethiol [called Ag(C10) and


Ag(C12)] and dispersed in decane are kept in a beaker with a


substrate at its bottom. By solvent evaporation (8 days), the


nanocrystals are deposited on the temperature-controlled sub-


strate with no control of the solvent temperature. The small-


angle X-ray diffraction (SAXRD) pattern (Figure 2a) of Ag(C10)


nanocrystals deposited on the 15 °C substrate shows two


strong reflections (numbered 1 and 1′ in Figure 2a) normal to


the substrate. The width of the first-order Bragg reflection is


nearly resolution-limited indicating long-range ordering of the


nanocrystals perpendicular to the surface. Other less intense


spots are also observed in this pattern revealing a three-di-


mensional long-range ordering within supracrystalline


domains. The corresponding simulated diffraction pattern


shown in the Figure 2a inset gives unambiguous evidence for


hcp packing. The experimental and calculated diffraction spot


coordinates fit very well and enable indexing of the diffrac-


tion pattern.14 On increasing the substrate temperature to 25


°C, the diffraction pattern is typical of silver nanocrystal fcc


packing with the (111) plane lying parallel to the substrate. A


further increase in the substrate temperature to 50 °C


improves the crystallinity of supracrystals with a marked


FIGURE 2. Small-angle X-ray diffraction patterns corresponding to Ag-C10 nanocrystals initially dispersed in decane, evaporated at 15 (a)
and 50 °C (b) and to Ag-C12 nanocrystals initially dispersed in decane evaporated at 15 (c) and 50 °C (d). The insets are the corresponding
simulated diffraction patterns.
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decrease in the defects (Figure 2b). These structures are attrib-


uted to equilibrium states because they do not depend on the


solvent evaporation rate.15 Our results show that an increase


in the substrate temperature from 15 to 25 °C is enough to


induce the hcp-to-fcc transition. The temperature increase


modifies the steric repulsions between the alkyl chains as it


modifies their mobility. This probably changes the free energy


of the system and thus induces the hcp-fcc phase transition.


Hence, with the same nanocrystals dispersed in a given sol-


vent, the two structures, as in the bulk metallic phase and with


a very small difference in the free energy, can be produced.


The transitions from hcp to fcc supracrystals are produced by


changing the substrate temperature as in the various bulk


phase diagrams.


When Ag(C10) is replaced by Ag(C12) keeping the same


experimental conditions, the crystallinities of the supracrys-


tals markedly differ: The diffraction pattern observed when the


substrate temperature is 15 °C during the evaporation pro-


cess, Figure 2c, shows a halo larger than the experimental res-


olution indicating that disordered aggregates are produced.


On increasing the substrate temperature to 25 and 35 °C, the


diffraction patterns display several diffraction spots typical of


a compact structure corresponding to hcp with more or fewer


defects. On further increasing the substrate temperature to 50


°C, the diffraction pattern markedly changes and displays dif-


fraction spots typical of a bcc arrangement (Figure 2d).15 This


is confirmed by the corresponding simulated diffraction pat-


tern in the Figure 2d inset. In this case, it is possible to obtain


different crystalline structures such as hcp containing more or


fewer defects and bcc and also amorphous materials. Note


that bcc is in thermodynamic equilibrium and is obtained by


using, as coating agent, an alkyl chain that is longer by two


carbon atoms. The solid phase diagram of Ag-C12 is clearly


different from that of Ag-C10 and includes hcp, compact struc-


ture, and bcc lattices. The stability of the coated silver nanoc-


rystals does not depend only on the hard-core repulsion


between the cores but also on the interaction between the


thiol coronas. The soft corona is known to favor structures that


minimize the interfacial energy favoring the loose structure


(bcc), and the hard cores are known to favor lattices with high


packing fractions. The true ground-state is determined by bal-


ancing these two competing tendencies. The presence of


hydrocarbon chains between the particles clearly modifies the


delicate balance between these interactions. Indeed, the inter-


digitation between the alkyl chains reduces their orientational


entropy within the corona, which gives rise to a short-range


repulsive interaction. Nanocrystal assembly is controlled pri-


marily by hard-core repulsion. In this case, to a first approxi-


mation, dense lattices such as fcc or hcp are favored. When


the interparticle distances D increase, the repulsive interac-


tions, which are at short-range, vanish. Then, the assembly


becomes controlled by the soft coronas, and loose and more


open lattices such as the bcc are favored. This suggests that


Ag nanocrystals form dense superlattices by virtue of the inter-


digitation of the neighboring alkyl chains. The dynamics of the


C12 chains rises abruptly at the melting temperature (52 °C).


At this temperature, 70% of the chains are found to be


dynamic. Thus they cannot take part in the interdigitation and


induce the formation of loose Ag-C12 superlattices. The


dynamics of shorter chains evolves progressively with the tem-


perature. When the temperature increases, the proportion of


alkyl chains participating in the dynamics increases, and at


127 °C, all the chains participate (in the dynamics). This agrees


with dense superlattices (hcp, fcc) up to 50 °C for AgC10 and


up to 35 °C for Ag-C12. Above 35 °C, more open Ag-C12


superlattices like the bcc are observed. Thus, silver nanocrys-


tals, characterized with a given coating agent and dispersed in


decane, grow into supracrystals having various structures. The


change in the structure is tuned by changing either the coat-


ing agent, by only two carbon atoms, or the temperature. Sim-


ilarly, disordered aggregates of nanocrystals are produced as


when the atoms are disordered in bulk or nanoparticle phases


(amorphous materials). From this, an analogy with atoms in a


bulk phase or in nanocrystals can be made with the appear-


ance of two crystalline structures of the supracrystals by


changing the temperature during the deposition process.


Magnetic Properties: Nanocrystals Ordered
or Not in a Supracrystal Behave as Atoms
and Nanocrystals in the Bulk Phase
Here we compare the magnetic response of disordered


aggregates (Figure 3a) with that of fcc supracrystals (Fig-


ure 3b) produced from the same batch of nanocrystals. Fig-


ure 3c shows the magnetization versus field curves for the


ordered and disordered 3D cobalt nanocrystal assemblies.


We observe that for the supracrystals the approach to sat-


uration is more gradual than for the disordered aggregates.


This difference is explained by considering the model of


amorphous ferromagnets proposed by Chudnovsky et


al.16,17 In this model, there is only short-range structural


order that leads to a local random anisotropy with a short-


range correlation length. The randomness of this local ani-


sotropy leads to a very small uniform anisotropy in the


sample, referred to as coherent anisotropy. The model pre-


dicts an approach to saturation in these materials given by


DM = 1/H1/2, which has been confirmed experimentally.18
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This was extended to disordered nanocrystallized films,19


where a 1/H1/2 approach to saturation is also observed. In


addition, the authors show that increasing the anisotropy in


these films leads to a deviation from 1/H1/2 to 1/H2 on


approaching saturation, which would apply in the case of a


perfect, uniaxial system. By analogy to what is observed in


Figure 3c, it is concluded that in the disordered aggregates,


the direction of anisotropy randomly fluctuates from one


magnetic nanocrystal to another and leads to an extremely


small uniform local anisotropy with a square root magne-


tization law on approaching saturation. For supracrystals,


due to long-range mesoscopic order, the total anisotropy is


rather large with internanocrystal coupling energies lead-


ing to a smoother magnetization curve on approaching sat-


uration. This clearly shows that the magnetic properties of


ordered and disordered aggregates of nanocrystals20


behave similarly to those of highly crystallized and amor-


phous materials. Similarly, as predicted, the coercive field


increases for supracrystals (900 Oe) compared with disor-


dered aggregates (600 Oe). Again, as above, this agrees


FIGURE 3. SEM image of fcc supracrystals (a) and amorphous aggregates (b) of 7 nm cobaltnanocrystals and (c) M/Ms versus H curves
of disordered (dashed line) and ordered (solid line) 3D assemblies.
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with a change in the local anisotropy with the nanocrystal


ordering.18 From this comparison between the approach to


saturation magnetization and the hysteresis loop of either


amorphous material or highly crystallized supracrystals, it


is reasonable to conclude that there is a similarity in the


magnetic behavior between disordered aggregates and


highly ordered supracrystals as in amorphous and highly


crystalline materials of atoms. To go further, to a first


approximation, we could assume that the magnetic behav-


ior of atoms and nanocrystals is similar in a given order.


Coherent Vibrations of Nanocrystals Self-
Ordered in Supracrystals as Atoms in a
Nanocrystal
The low-frequency Raman spectra of silver nanocrystals show


a very intense peak attributed to the excitation of the quadru-


polar vibrational mode of the nanocrystals via the


plasmon-phonon interaction. For spherical nanocrystals with


sizes larger than ∼1 nm, the frequencies are given by the fol-


lowing equation:21


ν )
Slnνt


D
(1)


where Sln depends on the ratio νl/νt. The line shape agrees


with the inverse size histogram because the intensity of


Raman scattering frequency is inversely proportional to the


nanocrystal diameter. This is observed with disordered silver


nanocrystal aggregates, 22 as with nanocrystals dispersed in


a matrix.23 This indicates intrananoparticle coherence; that is,


the atoms in the nanocrystals coherently vibrate.


When fcc supracrystals are small enough (size < λ/10,


where λ is the laser excitation wavelength) and characterized


by a rather large number of defects with slightly diffuse spots


in the small-angle X-ray diffraction pattern (Figure 4a), the


light is scattered by stationary modes, which are the supracrys-


tal vibration eigenmodes, as by the vibration modes of a mol-


ecule. The active vibration modes are regarded as localized,


and they are determined only by their symmetry. In conse-


quence, the selection rule for the phonon momentum vector


does not limit the Raman active vibration mode number, so


the intensity of Raman scattering from a supracrystal, Isc(ν), is


FIGURE 4. (a) SAXRD pattern of small supracrystals, (b) low-frequency Raman spectra from disordered assemblies (solid line) and small
supracrystals (dashed line) of silver nanocrystals, (c) XRD pattern of large supracrystals, and (d) the corresponding low-frequency Raman
spectra from disordered assemblies (solid line) and small supracrystals (dashed line) of silver nanocrystals
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proportional to the square of that of nanocrystal amorphous


aggregates, I(ν) as in24


Isc(ν) ∝ L2(ν)F2(ν) ∝ L2(ν)I2(ν) (2)


As expected, the Raman peak bandwidth is narrower for small


supracrystals than for disordered aggregates (Figure 4b). And,


as expected from eq 2, the experimental peak of the


supracrystals has the same profile as the square of the disor-


dered aggregates22 indicating internanocrystal coherence


inside fcc supracrystals.


For large fcc supracrystals (size > λ/10) characterized by a


well-defined diffraction pattern (Figure 4c), the Raman inten-


sity Isc(ν) due to vibrations in large supracrystals is propor-


tional to the Raman intensity of amorphous aggregates:24


Isc(ν) ∝ L2(ν)I(ν) (3)


Hence, the Raman peak shape, in the case of large supracrys-


tals, is like that observed for disordered nanocrystal assem-


blies. As expected from the model,24 the bandwidth of the


Raman peak is similar to that obtained with amorphous aggre-


gates of nanocrystals (Figure 4d). This does not prove that


there is vibrational coherence in large supracrystals. However,


the fact that there is no change in the Raman peak between


large supracrystals and disordered aggregates means that


vibrational coherence of nanocrystals in supracrystals cannot


be observed. But, as mentioned above, this is possible with


small supracrystals. From these data, it is concluded, because


the model predicts such behavior and the experiments agree,


that for any supracrystal size, there is vibrational coherence


between nanocrystals in a supracrystal. This coherence breath-


ing is because the van der Waals bonding between thiol


chains is sufficient to establish a correlation between the


vibrating nanocrystals, so that they vibrate coherently in a


supracrystal.


To give a direct proof of this breathing property of


nanocrystals in a supracrystal and to demonstrate that this


is a general behavior, we use cobalt instead of silver nanoc-


rystals and femtosecond laser pulse pump-probe spectros-


copy.25 As described above, the same procedure is followed


to produce, from the same batch of cobalt nanomaterials,


either disordered aggregates (Figure 5a) or supracrystals


(Figure 5b) After the pump pulse excitation, the femtosec-


ond electron dynamics26 are described by an initial ather-


mal distribution, which thermalizes within a few hundreds


of femtoseconds into a hot electron distribution via


electron-electron scattering. The electrons then relax to the


lattice via the electron-phonon interaction with a charac-


teristic time τe-p. This relaxation time is 3 ps (Figure 5c) and


FIGURE 5. Differential reflectivity dynamics of assemblies of 6.3 nm cobalt nanocrystals: (a) GISAXS pattern of disordered aggregates of 6.3
nm cobalt nanocrystals, (b) GISAXS pattern of supracrystals of 6.3 nm cobalt nanocrystals, (c) short time range corresponding to disordered
aggregate, (d) short time range corresponding to fcc supracrystals, (e) long time range corresponding to disordered aggregate, (f) long time
range corresponding to fcc supracrystals.
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7 ps (Figure 5d) for disordered and fcc ordered aggregates,


respectively. This is consistent with the time scale of the


electron-lattice relaxation in polydispersed cobalt nano-


particles implanted in a dielectric matrix.27 On a picosec-


ond to nanosecond time scale, the energy deposited by a


pump pulse dissipates into the environment of the nano-


crystals. This can be described by a thermal diffusion mech-


anism. The reflectivity dynamics for the disordered aggre-


gates on the bare substrate do not show any modulation


(Figure 5c) whereas large oscillations with a characteristic


period τosc ) 125 ps corresponding to a low frequency


mode of 1.7 cm-1 are observed with fcc cobalt supracrys-


tals (Figure 5d).25 The van-der-Waals interactions between


nanocrystals are strong enough to allow the energy to dis-


sipate via the interdigitated aliphatic chains. It is therefore


a coherent motion of the entire supracrystal of cobalt


nanocrystals linked by the chains. Probably due to struc-


tural defects in the supracrystals, the oscillations damp


faster than the heat diffusion time. A simple description


model consists of spheres (cobalt nanocrystals) character-


ized with a mass m, interconnected by springs (aliphatic


chains) with a rigidity constant k. A similar model is often


used for describing the vibrations of an atomic crystal.28


The frequency of this harmonic oscillator is ωosc ) 2(k/


m)1/2. Figure 6a,b represent the oscillations of the


supracrystal for the 6.3 nm and 7.3 nm diameter nanoc-


rystals, respectively. The inset in Figure 6a displays their


Fourier transforms showing a slight change in the oscilla-


tion frequency fosc(d)6.3nm) ) 8.2 GHz and fosc(d)7.3nm)) 7.1


GHz. Figure 6 also shows the best fit obtained assuming a


damped oscillator model:


∆R(t) ⁄ R ) A e-t⁄τ cos[ωosc(t - t0)]


For the 6.3 nm nanocrystals (m ) 2.28 × 10-21 kg), the rigid-


ity constant k is deduced from ωosc and is 1.4 N/m. This is the


rigidity of the bundles of interdigitated dodecanoic acid chains


linking two nanocrystals. This value can be compared with


that estimated from the compressibility modulus of such a


chain, Km) 108 N/m2. The number of dodecanoic chains per


nanocrystal is estimated to be 190 molecules, contributing to


12 connections with neighboring nanocrystals in the fcc


supracrystals. This is deduced from the surface area per polar


headgroup of the coating agent (0.5 nm2) and the coverage


ratio for a 6.3 nm cobalt nanocrystal (75%). Hence there are


16 chains per connection corresponding to an area A ) 8


nm2. The strength of the connection is therefore KmA ) 8 ×
10-10 N, which leads to a compressibility of 0.9 N/m for the


connections if we consider that the spring is only the inter-


digitation zone of ∼0.9 nm. It is 0.27 N/m if we consider that


all the chains between the two nanocrystals act as a spring: 3


nm. These rigidity values are in good agreement with that


deduced from our experimental results (1.4 N/m). For the 7.3


nm diameter nanocrystals supracrystal, similar modulation of


∆R(t)/R is observed with a characteristic period τosc ) 131 (
5 ps. This allows checking the validity of our model: the


period depends both on k (1.8 N/m deduced from ωosc) and


m (τosc ∝ (m/k)1/2). A variation of the diameter induces a vari-


ation of m, which varies with the volume ∼d3, whereas k
depends on the surface ∼d2 (number of chains in the connec-


tion). Therefore, ∆τosc/τosc )
1/2(∆d/d). A variation of 1 nm in


the diameter d corresponds to a change of 7% in the oscilla-


tion period τosc, which is in very good agreement with the


experimental values (133 ps vs 131 ps).


The similarity between what was observed with atoms and


nanocrystals in their crystalline form allows us to claim that


nanocrystals when they are ordered in a supracrystal breathe


FIGURE 6. Long-range differential reflectivity dynamics of 6.3 nm
(a) and 7.3 nm (b) cobalt nanocrystals self-assembled in
supracrystals (solid line is the fit from the model). Inset contains
Fourier transforms of the oscillation frequency.
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coherently as atoms in nanocrystals. From the fact that this


property has been oberved by two different techniques


(Raman scattering and time-resolved spectroscopy) and with


two different types of nanomaterials (silver and cobalt nanoc-


rystals), we claim that collective vibrations of nanocrystals in


supracrystals exist and that these behave as atoms in a


nanocrystal.


Cracks in Nanocrystal Films Could Follow a
Universal Behavior?
At the mesoscopic range, the film made of supracrystals has


cracks. We ask how cracks could be avoided. In fact, cracks


due to a shrinking film restricted by adhesion to a surface


have been studied over several decades.29 They are observed


in nature at various length scales ranging from tiny crack seg-


ments in nanocrystal films to enormous domains observed in


the earth’s crust.


In the following, we describe crack patterns obtained by


injecting 10 nm γ-Fe2O3 nanocrystals dispersed either in


water or in chloroform above a silicon wafer placed at the bot-


tom of a glass beaker. During the solvent evaporation at room


temperature, the solution is subjected or not to an applied


magnetic field (0.2 T) parallel to the substrate. Crack patterns


appear after drying. Their sizes (from micrometers to centime-


ters) are controlled by the nanocrystal concentrations.30


In absence of an applied magnetic field, at low nanocrys-


tal concentrations, isotropic 2D cracks are produced at the


micrometer scale (Figure 7a), whereas crack patterns at the


centimeter scale are obtained at high concentrations (Figure


7b). Very surprisingly below a film thickness of 2 µm, no indi-


vidual fragments bounded by cracks are produced. On


increasing the volume and nanocrystal concentrations, the


heights of the cracks increase from H ) 2.8 µm (Figure 7a) to


H ) 1 mm (Figure 7b). As already observed,29 the distribu-


tion of crack junction angles is peaked at 90° for any film


thickness, and the crack domains are mainly four-sided with


six neighbors. A linear variation, on a logarithmic scale, of the


average square root area of crack domains (A1/2), ignoring sec-


ondary cracks as explained in ref 30, with the layer height is


observed (filled circles in Figure 8). The linear fit gives a slope


of 0.99 in good agreement with a universal scaling law, A )
(KH)2, with the dimensionless ratio K ) A1/2/H equal to 5.42.


The scaling law is shown over 3 orders of magnitude.


FIGURE 7. SEM (a, c) and photographic (b, d) images of isotropic (2D) and directional (1D) crack patterns (made) of 10 nm γ-Fe2O3


nanocrystals. Insets show SEM images at 45° tilt. (a, c) Micrometric-size 2D and 1D crack patterns; (b, d) centimeter-size 2D and 1D crack
patterns.
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By application of a magnetic field during the drying pro-


cess, linear cracks spanning the whole substrate are observed.


As above, the size of the crack patterns depends on the ini-


tial concentration of nanocrystals deposited with formation of


directional cracks at the micrometer (Figure 7c) and centime-


ter scale (Figure 7d). When the nanocrystal volume and con-


centration are increased before drying, the average distance


between regular linear cracks, D, varies from 35 to 2590 µm


with the film height (H ) 7 µm (Figure 7c) to 415 µm (Figure


7d)) The straight cracks parallel to the direction of the applied


field correspond to the first generation of cracks and are called


primary 1D cracks. The fragments bounded by these primary


1D cracks and the perpendicular ones (second generation of


cracks) are called primary 2D cracks. A linear variation, on the


logarithmic scale, of the average crack distance (D) between


primary cracks and the corresponding height (H) is observed


(squares in Figure 8). The linear fit gives a slope of 1.00. This


leads to the scaling law, D ) KH with the dimensionless ratio


K ) D/H ) 5.31. The same linear variation behavior Alp
1/2 )


KH is observed for the average square root area fragments of


the directional primary 2D crack domains defined above and


denoted by Alp
1/2, with the layer height (see filled triangles in


Figure 8). From this, similar dimensionless K values are


obtained for 1D and 2D primary cracks.


The K values obtained for the directional and isotropic


cracking systems are equal within the experimental errors


(5.31 ( 0.25 and 5.42 ( 0.32). Hence, the magnetic field


only induces the alignment of the cracks without any effect on


the K factor. To our knowledge, this is the first time that the


same scaling law is found experimentally for directional and


isotropic crack patterns.


Perspectives
The data presented in this Account and those reported in


ref 12 clearly show that self-organization of inorganic


nanocrystals induces new intrinsic properties (mechanical,


optical, magnetic, stability, crystal growth). The nanocrys-


tals self-ordered in 2D and 3D superlattices are highly sta-


ble compared with a nanocrystal isolated on a substrate.


This opens a new research area, and we need to discover


what other physical properties of nanomaterials forming


supracrystals can be compared with atoms in the bulk


phase. We will ascertain whether the scaling law normally


applied for atoms could be also valid for nanomaterials in


supracrystals. This will allow us to go further in the analo-


gies between ordered atoms in the bulk phase and nanoc-


rystals and disordered ones and to determine whether the


analogies can be made with supracrystals and disordered


aggregates, even if the forces involved are not the same. A


new question arises: Is this behavior general?
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C O N S P E C T U S


Control of function through the primary structure of a molecule presents a significant challenge with valuable rewards
for nanoscience. Dendritic building blocks encoded with information that defines their three-dimensional shape (e.g.,


flat-tapered or conical) and how they associate with each other are referred to as self-assembling dendrons. Self-organiz-
able dendronized polymers possess a flat-tapered or conical self-assembling dendritic side chain on each repeat unit of a
linear polymer backbone. When appended to a covalent polymer, the self-assembling dendrons direct a folding process (i.e.,
intramolecular self-assembly). Alternatively, intermolecular self-assembly of dendrons mediated by noncovalent interac-
tions between apex groups can generate a supramolecular polymer backbone.


Self-organization, as we refer to it, is the spontaneous formation of periodic and quasiperiodic arrays from supramo-
lecular elements. Covalent and supramolecular polymers jacketed with self-assembling dendrons self-organize. The arrays
are most often comprised of cylindrical or spherical objects. The shape of the object is determined by the primary struc-
ture of the dendronized polymer: the structure of the self-assembling dendron and the length of the polymer backbone. It
is therefore possible to predictably generate building blocks for single-molecule nanotechnologies or arrays of supramol-
ecules for bottom-up self-assembly.


We exploit the self-organization of polymers jacketed with self-assembling dendrons to elucidate how primary structure deter-
mines the adopted conformation and fold (i.e., secondary and tertiary structure), how the supramolecules associate (i.e., quater-
nary structure), and their resulting functions. A combination of experimental techniques is employed to interrogate the primary,
secondary, tertiary, and quaternary structure of the self-organizable dendronized polymers. We refer to the process by which we
interpolate between the various levels of structural information to rationalize function as retrostructural analysis. Retrostructural
analysis validates our hypothesis that the self-assembling dendrons induce a helical backbone conformation in cylindrical self-
organizable dendronized polymers. This helical conformation mediates unprecedented functions.


Self-organizable dendronized polymers have emerged as powerful building blocks for nanoscience by virtue of their
dimensions and ability to self-organize. Discrete cylindrical and spherical structures with well-defined dimensions can be visu-
alized and manipulated individually. More importantly, they provide a robust framework for elucidating functions avail-
able only at the nanoscale. This Account will highlight structures and functions generated from self-organizable dendronized
polymers that enable integration of the nanoworld with its macroscopic universe. Emphasis is placed on those structures
and functions derived from the induced helical backbone conformation of cylindrical self-organizable dendronized polymers.


Introduction
Dendronized polymers are an archetypal polymer


architecture from which we can derive new con-


cepts for single-molecule and bottom-up self-as-


sembly of nanotechnologies.1,2 These polymers


are comprised of a linear polymer backbone with
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a dendritic side chain attached to each repeat unit (Scheme 1).


In a landmark experiment, Tomalia demonstrated that a lin-


ear poly(ethyleneimine) could be used as the core for the


divergent synthesis of propyleneimine dendron side chains.3,4


The convergent synthesis of benzyl ether dendrons introduced


by Hawker and Fréchet5 was used for the synthesis of den-


dronized polymers. In addition to our efforts using first-gen-


eration self-assembling dendrons,6–8 other groups demon-


strated that higher generation benzyl ether dendrons could be


employed in the synthesis of dendronized polymers.9,10


Unlike Fréchet-type benzyl ether dendrons, which are amor-


phous,5 self-assembling dendrons have an amphiphilic struc-


ture that allows them to form ordered arrays.11,12


Dendronized polymers containing self-assembling den-


drons form cylindrical or spherical objects whose diameters


are defined on the nanoscale (∼30-100 Å). The fully


extended length of the cylindrical dendronized polymers can


be many orders of magnitude larger. Discrete cylindrical and


spherical structures with well-defined dimensions were visu-


alized and manipulated individually.13 Such features are desir-


able for top-down assembly of nanostructures and devices.


Importantly for bottom-up self-assembly, the self-assembling


dendrons allow the resulting cylindrical or spherical den-


dronized polymers to spontaneously generate periodic or qua-


siperiodic arrays.13 We refer to this process as self-


organization and to the supramolecules as self-organizable


dendronized polymers. Since the outset, we have been con-


cerned with the internal structure of the cylindrical self-organ-


izable dendronized polymers. The aim of this Account is to


survey the potential of self-organizable dendronized polymers


to bridge the integration gap between nano-, micro-, and mac-


roscopic structures and functions.


Bio-Inspired Design of Self-Organizable
Dendronized Polymers
The strategies to generate cylindrical and spherical den-


dronized polymers with covalent or supramolecular backbones


were inspired by the self-assembly of tobacco mosaic virus


(TMV) and of icosahedral viruses.14,15 TMV contains 2130


identical protein subunits that self-assemble in the presence of


viral RNA16 (Scheme 2a,b) and in its absence17 (Scheme 2c).


When combined with the viral RNA, the protein subunits


define the shape of the helical assembly while the RNA adopts


a helical conformation and defines the length of the rod-like


helical virus. Viral assembly is nucleated by insertion of a hair-


pin RNA into the central hole of the protein disk and in


between the two layers of subunits. In the absence of the RNA


component the protein subunits self-assemble into discs that


further organize into helical structures.


Scheme 3 illustrates our general approach to preparing


cylindrical and spherical polymers containing covalent and


supramolecular backbones. These polymers are based on


amphiphilic self-assembling dendrons, which play a role sim-


ilar to the protein subunits of TMV. Each tier in Scheme 3


identifies a unique level of structural correlation from primary


structure that involves the chemical composition and its


sequence (not shown) at the molecular level through to two-


and three-dimensional order in the supramolecular structure


and its self-organized lattice. Across the top row are geomet-


ric shapes that describe the conformations of the self-assem-


bling dendrons. The bottom row of Scheme 3 illustrates the


lattice symmetries of the various self-organized dendronized


polymer arrays. This Account will focus mostly on dendronized


polymers self-organized in columnar and cubic lattices. The


cubic bicontinuous lattice (Ia3̄d) was discussed elsewhere.18


The middle row illustrates the molecular self-assemblies that


comprise each lattice; these are individual dendronized


polymers.


Elucidation of any one tier requires structural analysis using


a combination of characterization techniques11,19 that will not


be discussed here, while the interrelationships that mediate


increasingly complex hierarchical order build upon informa-


tion from each stage. We refer to the process of interpolating


between information gleaned from each individual tier as ret-


rostructural analysis.11,12 Retrostructural analysis is made pos-


sible by self-organization that arises from jacketing polymer


backbones with self-assembling dendrons.


Self-Organizable Dendronized Polymers
with Covalent Backbones
Three different strategies are employed to prepare den-


dronized polymers with covalent backbones. The attach-to


strategy combines preformed linear polymers with self-assem-


bling dendrons. Such an approach was used with first-gener-


ation self-assembling dendrons attached via hydrosilation to


poly(methylsiloxane)s.6 A second approach involves polym-


SCHEME 1. Self-Organizable Dendronized Polymers Concepta


a DP ) degree of polymerization.
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erization of dendritic monomers, which was demonstrated by


conventional radical7 and living cationic8 polymerization of


first-generation dendritic methacrylate and vinyl ether mono-


mers, respectively. Most recently, a supramolecular attach-to


strategy was introduced.18 Noncovalent association of elec-


tron-donor or -acceptor polymers with semifluorinated den-


drons containing complimentary acceptor or donor groups at


their apex formed dendronized polymers.20


Self-Organizable Dendronized Polymers
with Supramolecular Backbones
Supramolecular polymer backbones are generated by self-


assembly of the dendrons mediated by interactions between


apex groups. We originally introduced a strategy to prepare


polymers with a supramolecular backbone via complexation


of alkali metal salts by crown ethers.21–23 This was further


extended to oligo(ethylene oxide) apex groups.24 Hydrogen


bonding between self-assembling dendritic dipeptides gener-


ates a helical noncovalent polymer backbone (Scheme 4).25–32


Self-organizable dendronized polymers containing self-as-


sembling twin dendrons,33,34 tapered dendrons attached to


the backbone from their periphery rather than their apex,35


and willow-like dendrons36 also distort the random-coil con-


formation of their backbone. They are not reviewed here.


Control of Polymer Shape and Backbone
Conformation
The shape of the polymer depends on the degree of polym-


erization of the backbone, the composition of the self-assem-


bling dendron, and the connection between the dendron and


SCHEME 2. (a) The Self-Assembly Reaction of Tobacco Mosaic Virus (TMV)a, (b) Nucleation of the Virus Assembly via the Insertion of a
Hairpin RNA into the Central Hole of the Protein Disc, Which Transforms into a Lock-Washer Arrangementb and (c) Phase Diagram of the
Self-Assembly of TMV A-Proteins in the Absence of Viral RNAc


a Adapted with permission from ref 15. Copyright 1991 Elsevier.
b Adapted with permission from ref 14. Copyright 1983 Wiley-VCH.
c Adapted from ref 17. Copyright 1971 Nature Publishing Group.


SCHEME 3. Structural and Retrostructural Analysis of Dendronized Polymers Containing Covalent or Supramolecular Backbonesa


a Reproduced with permission from ref 12. Copyright 2007 American Chemical Society.
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the backbone. Disc-like structures formed by polymers of


extremely low degree of polymerization (DP ≈ 4-5) jacketed


with flat-taper self-assembling dendrons stack into cylindrical


assemblies that self-organize into columnar lattices.8,37,38


Cylindrical polymers that self-organize into columnar lattices


are obtained at higher DP.13,38,39 At low DPs, polymers jack-


eted with conical dendrons exhibit micellar cubic lattices with


Pm3̄n and Im3̄m symmetry at low DPs.13,37–41 When the


backbone DP exceeds the maximum number of conical den-


drons that can be accommodated in a sphere, the polymer


adopts a cylindrical shape. The transformation of a spherical


polymer into a cylindrical polymer is due to the quasiequiva-


lence13 of the dendron conformation, which changes from


conical to flat-taper.13,38,39,42 The polymer shapes identified


by X-ray diffraction (XRD) are corroborated by atomic force


microscopy (AFM).13 Shown in Figure 1 are AFM images of


individual polymer chains on a graphite surface. The stiffness


of the backbone of the dendronized polymers is controlled by


the size of the dendron,13,39 which is determined by the gen-


eration and branching pattern of the dendron. Supramolecu-


lar backbones rely upon weak interactions that stabilize the


preferred shape of the dendron self-assembly. Complexes of


dendritic crown ethers with alkali metal salts provide a repre-


sentative case.21–23


Induction of helicity on flexible polymer backbones (e.g.,


poly(styrene)s and poly(methacrylate)s) arises through


restricted conformational freedom due to the steric restric-


tions of the dendron. A nonhelical and two possible helical


arrangements of the dendrons comprising a cylindrical mac-


romolecule emerged based on XRD experiments (Scheme 5).


In these models, the dendrons are arranged in a helical pat-


tern tilting toward the column axis. While a helical model for


the arrangement of the dendrons about the polymer back-


bone was preferred, the three models could not yet be dis-


criminated experimentally.43 Interpretation of light scattering


results and conformational analysis of individual macromol-


ecules visualized by AFM for self-organizable dendronized


polymers were consistent, depending on the dendron, with a


helical conformation or an extended conformation of the


backbone.39,44 Solid-state NMR spectroscopy supports the


presence of a helical arrangement of the polymer back-


bone based on a large mobility gradient: least mobility at the


core of the cylinder and most at the periphery (Figure 2).45


Helical order was also postulated based on XRD and solid-


state NMR spectroscopy for self-organizable dendronized poly-


mers prepared by the supramolecular attach-to approach.20


Although these experimental results indicate only the arrange-


ment of dendrons, a random helical conformation was pro-


posed for a single polymer chain penetrating the cylindrical


object.44 That is, there is no preferred helical handedness, and


helix reversals may occur frequently.


Self-Organizable Dendronized Polymers
with a Preferred Helical Handedness
Polymers, such as poly(oxanorbornene)s, poly(N-arylmaleim-


ide)s, and cis-poly(arylacetylene)s, whose backbone structure


restricts the available degrees of conformational freedom may


induce a helical conformation. Wide-angle XRD of oriented


samples of the quality necessary to confirm helical order


within the columnar mesophases of self-organizable den-


dronized poly(oxanorbornene)s and poly(N-arylmaleimide)s


have not been accessible.46 Modeling studies to fit the avail-


able XRD results led to 31- and 72-helical models for the back-


SCHEME 4. (a) The Helical Hydrogen Bonded Supramolecular
Polymer Backbone of (4-3,4-3,5)12G2-CH2-Boc-L-Tyr-L-Ala-OMe
(N-H, Green; O, Red) and (b) Top View of the Supramolecular Pore
Lined by the Boc Groups (Blue)a


a Reproduced with permission from ref 27. Copyright 2005 Wiley-VCH. FIGURE 1. Individual cylindrical poly[(4-3,4,5)14G1-4VBn]
macromolecules visualized by AFM on highly ordered pyrolitic
graphite (a) as prepared by spin-casting and (b) after annealing.
Reproduced with permission from ref 39. Copyright 1998 American
Chemical Society.
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bones within a cylindrical self-organizable dendronized


poly(oxanorbornene) and a self-organizable dendronized


poly(N-arylmaleimide), respectively.46 The UV-vis absorption


associated with the conjugated polyene backbone of cis-pol-


y(arylacetylene)s provides a handle by which the backbone


conformation can be assessed using circular dichroism (CD)


spectroscopy.47 Although the helical conformation is dynamic,


the handedness of the helix can be selected by chiral, nonra-


cemic substituents on the aromatic ring.48


Self-organizable dendronized cis-poly(phenylacetylene)s


(cis-PPAs),49–53 poly(1-naphthylacetylene)s,54 and poly(ethy-


nylcarbazole)s55 have been shown to adopt a helical confor-


mation in bulk and in solution. XRD of oriented fiber samples


of selected examples of these dendronized polymers provides


unequivocal evidence for helical order within the columns in


the self-organized lattice (Figure 3).49–54 CD spectra measured


in solvents selective for the peripheral alkyl chains confirm


that the polyene backbone handedness can be biased by


chiral, nonracemic dendrons (Figure 4).49–55 Although the den-


drons significantly reduce backbone mobility in bulk,45 we


observe dynamic helical behavior in solution.49–55 Exciton


coupling analysis (Figure 5) was employed to assign the hand-


edness of poly[(4Pr-3,4,5Pr)12G1-EO*-PA] to a right-handed


helix.52


Structural parameters for biasing the helical handedness


have been elucidated through structural and retrostructural


analysis of libraries of dendronized cis-PPAs. The mechanism


for transfer of chiral information was shown to be via steric


communication.50 Small differences in the helical backbone


pitch caused by peripheral chiral information result in a pro-


SCHEME 5. Lateral and Axial Projections of Possible Models for the Structure of the Supramolecular Cylindrical Columns Formed by poly[(4-
3,4,5)12G1-4EO-MA]: (a) 8-fold Stacked Disk Structure; (b) 81 Helix; (c) 84 HelixsThe Polymer Backbone Is Not Showna


a Reproduced with permission from ref 43. Copyright 1994 American Chemical Society.


FIGURE 2. Characteristic features of the molecular dynamics and packing of the dendrons in poly[(4-3,4,5)12G1-MA]: (a) a mobility
gradient along the dendrons is obvious from the local order parameters; (b) “face-on” and “edge-on” types of contacts between dendrons
can be derived from the highlighted 1H chemical shift effects. Reproduced with permission from ref 45. Copyright 2003 American Chemical
Society.
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nounced increase of the helical handedness. The ability to bias


helical handedness from a second generation dendron was


made possible by matching the helical pitch of the self-assem-


bling dendron to that of the cis-PPA.49 Closer proximity of the


chiral information to the polymer backbone makes biasing the


helical handedness easier.49,50,54,55 Furthermore, polymer


backbones that adopt a more compact helical pitch allow for


more efficient communication of chiral information from the


periphery of the dendronized polymer.55


Dendronized polymers containing supramolecular helical


backbones present an even greater challenge for selecting a


preferred helical handedness. The dynamic nature of the non-


covalent backbone might allow for rapid helix inversion,


whereas a covalent backbone has fewer degrees of freedom.


FIGURE 3. (a, b) Wide-angle X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns from poly[(3,4,5)12G1-4EBn] and (c) the corresponding stack meridional plots.
Meridional (m1 and m2) and long-range (h1) helical features are highlighted. Adapted with permission from ref 51. Copyright 2006 Wiley-
VCH.


FIGURE 4. Variable-temperature CD (a) and UV-vis (b) spectra from the second heating cycle of poly[(4Pr-3,4,5Pr)12G1-EO*-PA] in
methylcyclohexane ([rpu] ) 8.4 × 10-4 M). Adapted with permission from ref 52. Copyright 2007 Wiley-VCH.


FIGURE 5. Overlays of CD (left axis) and UV-vis (right axis) spectra at (a) 10 and (b) 40 °C from the first cooling of poly[(4Pr-3,4,5Pr)12G1-
EO*-PA] in methylcyclohexane ([rpu] ) 8.4 × 10-4 M). Reproduced with permission from ref 52. Copyright 2007 Wiley-VCH.
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Alternatively, the dynamic nature of the noncovalent helical


backbone might allow the backbone to more readily anneal


into the most stable helical arrangement, whereas this pro-


cess could be much slower for covalent polymers. Dendritic


dipeptides25 generate a helical supramolecular polymer back-


bone through hydrogen bonds within the core of the cylindri-


cal assembly. XRD experiments confirm that the helix is


present in bulk.25 CD spectroscopy shows a preferred hand-


edness to the helical arrangement of the dendrons.25


A comprehensive library of dendritic dipeptides was sub-


jected to structural and retrostructural analysis in bulk and


solution.25–31 The combined observations have been assimi-


lated into models for the helical assembly, which allow


detailed insight to the internal structure. Levers for altering the


helical assembly include choice of amino acids at the


apex,25,26 their stereochemistry,25,27,28 and terminal protect-


ing groups.29 The structure of the dendron (branching pat-


tern, generation, and peripheral alkyl chain length) plays a


critical role for the expression of chiral information at the core


of the dendronized polymer and attenuating the hydrogen


bonding pattern that constitutes the supramolecular backbone


(Scheme 4). These features manifest in a parameter that we


refer to as the molecular projected solid angle (R′).25,27–31


Helical internal order with cylindrical dendronized poly-


mers with covalent and supramolecular backbones is pro-


grammable from the primary structure of the constituent


dendrons. XRD and CD spectroscopy agree that the dendrons


and the backbone are disposed in a helical arrangement, but


it remains to be shown by other visualization techniques (e.g.,


AFM). Comparison of the structural and retrostructural analy-


sis of self-organizable dendronized polymers with helical back-


bones to those with more flexible backbones shows striking


similarity.51 This validates the helical model postulated ear-


lier for flexible covalent and supramolecular backbones.


Mediating Chemical Reactivity
Appending polymerizable groups with self-assembling den-


drons affords a nanoreactor environment wherein an unprec-


edented self-encapsulated, self-accelerated, and self-controlled


polymerization can occur (Scheme 6).56 Above a critical mono-


mer concentration, self-assembly creates an (effective) increase


in the monomer concentration and decreases the initiator effi-


ciency (f) by localizing the polymerizable groups and slowing


monomer diffusion. Steric hindrance around the growing


chain lowers the rate constant of termination (kt) such that


extremely high molar mass dendronized polymers are


obtained in very high conversion and short reaction times


using short half-life initiators. For example, polymerization of


(3,4,5-3,5)12G2-MA reached 78% conversion in 5 min and


yielded a polymer having relative molar mass determined by gel


permeation chromatography Mn,GPC ) 404 500.39 However, due


to its stiff helical conformation, its absolute molar mass is more


than ten times larger.39 In dilute ideal solution, a high number


of propagating radicals are generated because monomer diffu-


sion and f increase yet kt remains low. Using a long half-life ini-


tiator minimizes the number of propagating radicals such that


nearly monodisperse polymers of low DP are obtained in a con-


trolled, living-like polymerization. This lead us to postulate that


self-interruption of a living polymerization in dilute ideal solu-


tion would yield monodisperse polymers. Living ring-opening


metathesis polymerization of a conical dendritic monomer


appears to only form low DP spherical polymers regardless of


available monomer but suffers from side reactions that cleave the


polymer backbone.57 Thus a truly self-interrupted polymeriza-


tion remains to be accomplished.


Self-organizable dendronized cis-PPAs prevent thermally


induced electrocyclization of the polyene backbone.49 cis-PPAs


undergo thermally induced 6π-electrocyclization and oxida-


tive cleavage along the polyene backbone (Scheme 7).58,59 An


unprecedented thermoreversible cisoid-to-transoid conforma-


tional isomerization of the cis-PPA backbone with increasing


temperature suggests a mechanism by which the dendrons


prevent 6π-electrocyclization.49 Figure 6 illustrates features


identified by retrostructural analysis of the internally ordered


SCHEME 6. Evolution of Polymer Shape and Self-Organized Lattice
as a Function of Degree of Polymerizationa


a Reproduced with permission from ref 13. Copyright 1998 the Nature Pub-
lishing Group.
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hexagonal columnar (Φh
io) and hexagonal columnar (Φh) lat-


tices corresponding to the cisoid and transoid conformations,


respectively.49 In the conformation, C(1) and C(6) of the 1,3,5-


hexatriene sequence along the cis-PPA backbone are too far


apart to undergo electrocyclization. In the cisoid conforma-


tion, the steric bulk of the dendrons impedes or prohibits the


bond rotations that occur during electrocyclization.


Charge Transport in Self-Organizable
Dendronized Polymers
Enhanced charge transport in supramolecular materials has been


demonstrated using self-organizable dendronized polymers. A


supramolecular polymer backbone is obtained from self-assem-


bling dendritic crown ethers in the presence of alkali metal


salts.22 The increased ion conductivity through the film in the Φh


phase is mediated by migration of ions within the ordered


supramolecular polymer.22 Complex electronic materials hav-


ing a covalent polymer backbone have also been prepared via


the supramolecular attach-to strategy.20 The electron


donor-acceptor complex formed between the self-assembling


dendrons and electroactive polymer generate columnar lattices


wherein each column functions as a nanosized wire. The periph-


ery of the dendron serves as an insulator while electrons and


holes can pass through the center of the column. The charge car-


rier mobility obtained is up to 5 orders of magnitude higher than


that obtained from the same amorphous polymers.20


SCHEME 7. Structural Transformations of the Polyene Backbone in cis-PPAsa


a Reproduced with permission from ref 58. Copyright 2005 American Chemical Society.


FIGURE 6. Models illustrating the thermoreversible cisoid-to-transoid conformational isomerism and porous columnar structure of
poly[(3,4,-3,5)mG2-4EBn]. Adapted with permission from ref 49. Copyright 2005 American Chemical Society.
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Selective Transport by Channel Protein
Mimics
Dendronized polymers containing covalent and supramo-


lecular helical backbones have been found to generate


porous columnar lattices (Scheme 4 and Figure 6). The


pores were identified by a combination of XRD, electron


density maps, and transmission electron microscopy (TEM)


as low-electron-density regions at the center of the cylin-


drical object.25,32 The low-electron-density region pene-


trates the column length. The channel-like columns have


been identified for both dendritic dipeptides25,27–32 and


dendronized cis-PPAs.49,51


Porous columns formed by dendritic dipeptides have


been shown to selectively transport protons and water


across a vesicle membrane.25,32 Quenching of a fluores-


cent dye in a lipid vesicle as pH is increased only occurs in


the presence of pore-forming dendrons or the channel-


forming peptide gramicidin A (Figure 7).25,32 Multinuclear


NMR spectroscopy experiments indicate that Li+, Na+, and


Cl- ions are not transported across the phospholipid vesi-


cle.32 The dendritic dipeptide pores reported thus far can be


envisioned as a primitive mimic of aquaporin, which trans-


ports water and does not reject protons.


Molecular Nanomachines
Thermoreversible cisoid-to-transoid conformational isomeriza-


tion of self-organizable dendronized cis-PPAs represents a


molecular nanomachine: a molecular actuator. The machine


is thermally fueled as the transition between the cisoid con-


formation (i.e., Φh
io lattice) and the transoid conformation (i.e.,


Φh lattice) is temperature-dependent. XRD demonstrates that


the column diameter shrinks upon heating, and modeling con-


firms that there is a corresponding stretch along the column


axis as the backbone adopts the transoid conformation: the


helix unwinds (Figure 6). The steric bulk of the dendrons


ensures that the motion (extension/contraction) occurs exclu-


sively along the column axis. Thermally fueled, directional


motion is achieved by selected examples of self-organizable


dendronized cis-PPAs. We anticipate that this behavior is not


limited to dendronized cis-PPAs.


The nanomechanical action undergone by individual cylin-


drical macromolecules can be harnessed to perform work on


macroscopic objects. The orientation of columns within the Φh
io


and Φh lattices can be controlled by extruding fiber samples


in the liquid crystalline phase. The fibers can be of arbitrary


length and diameter. AFM images have shown that the short


cylindrical polymers stack end-to-end on highly ordered


pyrolitic graphite (HOPG) and mica to form long continuous


cylindrical self-assemblies.60 Similar end-to-end stacking is


expected in the fiber and allows the molecular nanomachines


to work in concert. On the macroscopic scale, we observe


anisotropic extension and contraction of the fibers. Further-


more, we use the work of the nanomachines to displace a


dime that weighs 250-times the weight of the fiber (Figure


8).53


Outlook
Nature has inspired the design and synthesis of dendronized


polymers containing covalent and supramolecular helical


backbones. The polymers have confirmed hypotheses previ-


ously advanced based on structural and retrostructural anal-


ysis of dendronized polymers with flexible backbones. The


self-assembling dendrons and dendronized polymers that self-


organize into columnar lattices are comprised of helical cylin-


drical objects. Self-assembling dendrons induce a helical


conformation on the backbone penetrating the core of the


cylindrical object by increasing the barrier to helix inversion.


The objects lack a preferred helical handedness, but this can


be selected as shown for dendronized polymers containing


helical backbones.


Incorporation of covalent and supramolecular helical back-


bones into self-organizable dendronized polymers revealed


FIGURE 7. Fluorescence assays showing proton transport in pores
assembled from (4Nf-3,4-3,5)12G2-CH2-Boc-L-Tyr-L-Ala-OMe
reconstituted in phospholipid vesicles: (a) vesicles containing only
the membrane-impermeable pH-sensitive dye; (b) vesicles
containing the membrane-impermeable pH-sensitive dye and (4Nf-
3,4-3,5)12G2-CH2-Boc-L-Tyr-L-Ala-OMe. Reproduced with
permission from ref 32. Copyright 2007 American Chemical Society.
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new structural and functional properties that enable integra-


tion of the nanoworld with its macroscopic universe. Porous


protein mimics function as selective channels. Molecular nano-


machines based on controlled unwinding/winding of the heli-


cal backbone can move macroscopic objects. Charge carrier


mobility, ionic conductivity, and chemical reactivity were


mediated via nanoscale assemblies. All these concepts and


strategies provide unprecedented opportunities to interface


nanoscale objects and their functions with macroscopic


components.
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C O N S P E C T U S


Self-assembly of small molecules into one-dimensional
nanostructures offers many potential applications in elec-


tronically and biologically active materials. The recent
advances discussed in this Account demonstrate how
researchers can use the fundamental principles of supramo-
lecular chemistry to craft the size, shape, and internal struc-
ture of nanoscale objects. In each system described here, we
used atomic force microscopy (AFM) and transmission elec-
tron microscopy (TEM) to study the assembly morphology.
Circular dichroism, nuclear magnetic resonance, infrared, and
optical spectroscopy provided additional information about
the self-assembly behavior in solution at the molecular level.


Dendron rod-coil molecules self-assemble into flat or heli-
cal ribbons. They can incorporate electronically conductive
groups and can be mineralized with inorganic semiconductors.
To understand the relative importance of each segment in form-
ing the supramolecular structure, we synthetically modified the dendron, rod, and coil portions. The self-assembly depended on
the generation number of the dendron, the number of hydrogen-bonding functions, and the length of the rod and coil segments.
We formed chiral helices using a dendron-rod-coil molecule prepared from an enantiomerically enriched coil.


Because helical nanostructures are important targets for use in biomaterials, nonlinear optics, and stereoselective catal-
ysis, researchers would like to precisely control their shape and size. Tripeptide-containing peptide lipid molecules assem-
ble into straight or twisted nanofibers in organic solvents. As seen by AFM, the sterics of bulky end groups can tune the
helical pitch of these peptide lipid nanofibers in organic solvents. Furthermore, we demonstrated the potential for pitch con-
trol using trans-to-cis photoisomerization of a terminal azobenzene group. Other molecules called peptide amphiphiles (PAs)
are known to assemble in water into cylindrical nanostructures that appear as nanofiber bundles. Surprisingly, TEM of a
PA substituted by a nitrobenzyl group revealed assembly into quadruple helical fibers with a braided morphology. Upon
photocleavage of this the nitrobenzyl group, the helices transform into single cylindrical nanofibers.


Finally, inspired by the tobacco mosaic virus, we used a dumbbell-shaped, oligo(phenylene ethynylene) template to con-
trol the length of a PA nanofiber self-assembly (<10 nm). AFM showed complete disappearance of long nanofibers in the
presence of this rigid-rod template. Results from quick-freeze/deep-etch TEM and dynamic light scattering demonstrated the
templating behavior in aqueous solution. This strategy could provide a general method to control size the length of non-
spherical supramolecular nanostructures.


Introduction
Self-assembly spontaneously creates structures or


patterns with a significant order parameter out of


disordered components. The definition of sponta-


neity within the chemical field of self-assembly is


that components which create the ordered struc-


ture achieve a specific outcome with minimal


human or machine intervention. Although it is


often useful for achieving highly ordered, thermo-


dynamically stable systems, reversibility is not a
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strict requirement for self-assembly of the disorder-to-order


transformation. In fact, irreversible self-assembly under non-


equilibrium conditions is no less interesting or useful as long


as the resulting systems are sufficiently ordered. Our crite-


rion of “no human intervention” is a matter of degree; some


processes are “templated” in a structural sense, and others


must be “directed” by applied external forces. Self-assembling


monolayers of thiols on gold surfaces are exemplary of tem-


plated self-assembly,1,2 whereas directed self-assembly could


involve the application of external magnetic,3 electric,4 or flow


fields5 to induce or nucleate self-assembly. We are interested


in programming through molecular structure the self-assem-


bly of nanostructures and their hierarchical organization across


scales to create function. Our previous work has covered tar-


gets such as two-dimensional structures,6 zero-dimensional


noncentrosymmetric nanostructures,7 and one-dimensional


nanoscale objects.8,9 Our vision for hierarchical self-assem-


bly across scales is exemplified by very recent work on three-


dimensional macroscopic sacs and membranes through


interactions among large and small molecules.10 In the con-


text of molecular programming for self-assembly, the objec-


tive for the supramolecular chemist is to create nano- or


macroscale structures composed of small molecules with pre-


cise control over size, shape, and spatial resolution or period-


icity. A variety of biological systems provide an amazing level


of control over these features in the assembly of complex,


functional architectures like actin filaments,11 bacterioph-


ages,11 and the ribosome.12,13 Early examples of designed


self-assembly in systems such as helicates14 and


melamine-cyanurate spheres15 focused on structure not func-


tion. More recent examples have gone further to demonstrate


function in self-assembling organic structures, for example,


piezoelectricity in our noncentrosymmetric clusters,16 and a


significant increase in conductivity in hexabenzocoronene


nanotubes17 and dendron-rod-coil ribbons.18 Meijer and co-


workers have demonstrated both energy transfer19 and pho-


toinduced electron transfer20 in supramolecular oligo-


(phenylene vinylene) assemblies. Additionally, functional


groups with known biological functionality can be appended


to supramolecular structures to afford biomaterials with spe-


cific targets. We have found this to be particularly useful for


the controlled growth and development of neuronal and vas-


cular tissues.21-24 These bioactive groups appear to be pre-


sented in a highly favorable orientation and density for


biological recognition. One-dimensional (1D) assemblies, such


as nanotubes and nanoribbons,25 possess a single dimension


that is much longer than the others. As with the examples


above, 1D nanoscale structures exhibit a number of useful


properties, including potential for alignment, conductivity, and


biological interactions. As these 1D structures entangle, they


behave like linear polymers by entrapping and slowing diffu-


sion of solvent molecules. Materials of this type are observed


macroscopically as self-supporting gels.26,27 Furthermore, heli-


cal structures are of particular interest because of their use in


biomaterials, nonlinear optics,28 and stereoselective cataly-


sis29 and, therefore, represent important targets for precise


control of shape and length in supramolecular nanostructures.


A number of synthetic systems, such as foldamers,30,31 have


been developed that mimic the predictable tendency of pro-


teins to fold into helical secondary or tertiary structures. How-


ever, the length of foldamers is limited by the significant


synthetic effort required for their preparation. Self-assembly


offers an alternative strategy to access helical structures with


larger dimensions by effectively designing the periodic twist-


ing of large arrays of molecules.32 One could view this pro-


cess as “supramolecular folding”.


Functional Nanoribbons from
Dendron-Rod-Coil Molecules
Inspired by our previous work on molecules termed rod-coils


that combined rigid and flexible segments,7,33 we designed a


related modular structure termed the dendron-rod-coil (DRC)


molecule.9 These molecules incorporate a dendritic block34 at


the end of the rod segment. DRC 1 formed a self-supporting


gel in dichloromethane at concentrations as low as 0.2 wt %


(Figure 1).9 Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and


atomic force microscopy (AFM) indicate the formation of high


aspect ratio supramolecular ribbons that are ∼10 nm across


and ∼2 nm thick. Other microscopic changes, such as 1H NMR


line broadening, are also observed under assembly conditions.


To understand the relative importance of the each segment


in forming the supramolecular structure, we systematically


modified each of the dendron, rod, and coil portions through


synthesis (Figure 2).35


Dendron. The DRC terminated with a G1 dendron (1)


forms ribbon assemblies with head-to-head hydrogen bonds


between the dendron segments of adjacent molecules. Higher-


generation dendrons (G2-G4) afforded only isolated aggre-


gates by TEM. Presumably, these bulkier dendrons inhibit self-


assembly. The number of available hydrogen-bonding groups


on the dendron also affected the assembly. Monomers with


no hydroxyls give isotropic solutions; those with two


hydroxyls did not form the ribbon assemblies and instead pre-


cipitate at room temperature. Compounds displaying four or


six hydroxyls per monomer yielded purple gels in nonpolar


solvents. Small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) confirmed that
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the crystalline order of the assembly increased with the num-


ber of hydrogen-bonding groups. This rigid portion likely off-


sets some of the entropic penalty of bringing so many


molecules together. To more precisely understand the spe-


cific intermolecular interactions between the dendron units, we


obtained an X-ray crystal structure of a partial dendron-rod


(2).9 In the crystalline state, the dendrons formed cyclic tet-


ramers held together by four hydrogen bonds and eight addi-


tional hydrogen bonds linked adjacent tetramers into a


stacked array (Figure 3).


Rod. A single biphenyl ester in the rod portion gives a vis-


cous, isotropic solution. A rod portion with two biphenyl esters


affords a weak gel. As the rod portion is further extended to


three or four biphenyl ester units, the resulting purple bire-


fringent gels form self-supporting gels. Solid-state SAXS stud-


ies indicate that the longer rods result in bilayer structures with


sharper peaks and larger d spacings (110 Å) compared with


the single biphenyl ester (62 Å). Thus, the mechanical prop-


erties and crystallinity are affected similarly by the rod length.


As discussed below, the oligophenylene unit can also be


replaced with other rigid aromatic groups to afford greater


functionality.


Coil. The coil segment is essential to solubilize the DRC


molecules. In addition to the polyisoprene coil of compound


2, the assembly also forms with a shorter, branched 2-octyl-


dodecyl coil.9 A shorter, linear tail (e.g., n-dodecyl) results in


only insoluble material.9


Despite these structural requirements, we have found that


the assembly is still quite robust to other mutations, includ-


ing the introduction of functional components. For example,


the rigid oligo(biphenyl ester) rod was replaced with oligoth-


iophenes and oligo(phenylene vinylene)s.18 The conductivity


of I2-doped films of the oligothiophene 3 (Figure 4) increases


from 8.0 × 10-8 S/cm when unassembled to 7.9 × 10-5


S/cm in the assembled state. In contrast, the biphenyl ester


rods remain completely insulating.


Oligo(biphenyl ester)s (R)-4 and (S)-4 were synthesized with


enantiomerically enriched coils and were found to self-assem-


ble into twisted ribbons with opposite handedness as shown


by AFM (Figure 5).36 The circular dichroism (CD) spectrum of


the enantiopure DRC in acetonitrile showed π-π* transitions


by the achiral biphenyls, indicating chiral induction by the coil


and exciton coupling between adjacent biphenyls. Even a


slight enantiomeric excess shows a strong CD response, sug-


gesting a “majority rules” behavior in which the overall chiral-


ity of the system is determined by the component in


excess.37,38 No signal is observed in THF (nonassembling sol-


vent) or in dichloromethane (a solvent that induces the for-


mation of only flat ribbons). This supramolecular chirality


could be exploited as a scaffold for chiral catalysis.


The ribbon formed from DRC 1 was used as a template for


the mineralization of nanohelical 1D cadmium sulfide semi-


conductors.39 By TEM, the mineralized helices showed widths


of 35-100 nm, pitches of 60 nm, and lengths of several


micrometers. The unmineralized assembly of the same com-


pound gave nanohelices with a 20 nm pitch. These nanorib-


bons were also found to disperse ZnO, TiO2, and CdS


semiconductor nanoparticles quite well compared with sim-


ple polymers like poly(vinyl alcohol). The hybrid assemblies


with ZnO nanocrystals were aligned parallel to the poling


direction of an applied electric field (dc, 1500 V/cm).40 The


poled orientation was stable even after annealing to 100 °C


for 24 h. The resulting material showed strongly anisotropic


emission and ultraviolet lasing with a lower threshold than


that for pure ZnO nanocrystals placed directly between two


glass slides or for unpoled films.


Controlling Pitch in Supramolecular Helices
Using Mechanical Torque
Controlling the architecture of helical structures remains a


great challenge.41,42 Nolte et al. have shown that disk-shaped


crown ether-phthalocyanines can assemble into one-dimen-


sional coiled-coil aggregates.43 In that system, the helicity of


FIGURE 1. 1D assemblies of DRC molecules: (a) TEM microscopy of
the nanofiber structure; (b) molecular graphics representation of the
nanofiber ribbon. Adapted with permssion from ref 9. Copyright
2001 American Chemical Society.
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the nanostructure can be switched on or off in response to


potassium ions, but the degree of helicity is fixed by the geo-


metric structure of the molecule. Recently, we showed that it


is possible to tune the pitch of helical self-assemblies by induc-


ing mechanical forces on the nanoscale though molecular


design.32


Peptide-lipid (PL) compounds 5-15 represent a class of


molecules composed of a simple surfactant molecule with a


short peptide sequence in the middle (Table 1).44 The amino


acids have the propensity to form intermolecular �-sheets,


causing the formation of nanofibers in nonpolar solvents such


as benzene and hexane.44 During our recent work on func-


tionalizing these peptide-lipid molecules to template vari-


ous materials,45 we found that attaching a bulky group to the


end of one of the alkyl tails results in helical structure.32


At a concentration of 1 wt %, PLs 5 and 6 each dissolve in


chlorocyclohexane at ∼80 °C and form a translucent self-sup-


porting gel upon cooling to ambient temperature. These gels


were diluted, dried on silicon substrates, and imaged by AFM.


The micrographs revealed straight cylindrical fibers for com-


pound 5, whereas the aggregates formed from 6 show left-


handed helices with regular pitch of 22 nm (Figure 6). This


dramatic change in morphology resulted from a rather sub-


tle change in molecular structure, suggesting that the bulkier


substituent at the terminus of the alkyl segment was respon-


sible for the twisting of the cylindrical assemblies of 6.


In a nonpolar solvent, the amphiphilic molecules assem-


ble as a result of both solvophobicity of the charged tetraalky-


lammonium head groups and the formation of intermolecular


hydrogen bonds between adjacent peptide segments.44 Infra-


red spectroscopy confirms parallel �-sheet formation. The


cylindrical assemblies formed by assembly of 6 are probably


FIGURE 2. Chemical structure of DRC 1 and structural modifications, such as the number of hydrogen-bonding groups on the dendron
(blue) and changes to the length of the rod (red).


FIGURE 3. In the crystalline state, the dendron-rod 2 crystallizes
as a stack of cyclic tetramers. Hydrogen bonds between adjacent
tetramers are indicated by dashed lines. Reproduced with
permission from ref 9. Copyright 2001 American Chemical Society.
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“superhelical” (Figure 7). The �-sheets define the primary heli-


ces within the one-dimensional nanofiber. Torsional strain


caused by steric repulsion among the bulky substituents may


overwind the �-sheets. The axis of the �-sheets likely relaxes


into a superhelix to accommodate the bulky end groups with-


out disrupting the hydrogen-bonded network (Figure 7, left).


The observed left-handed sense of the nanostructures formed


by compound 6 is consistent with a superhelix formed by


overwinding a left-handed primary helix (Figure 7, right).46


However, we are unable to directly observe the primary helix


with the resolution available by AFM.


To explore the scope of this torque-induced approach, we


synthesized three series of compounds, 5-7, 8-12, and


13-15, covering a wide range of steric bulkiness (Table 1).32


All of these compounds formed self-supporting gels in chlo-


rocyclohexane. Straight cylindrical fibers were considered as


having infinite pitch. Within each of the series, the helical pitch


decreases with increasing end group size. This trend is qual-


itatively consistent with the van der Waals theory of liquids


and solids47 in which molecular arrangements are primarily


determined by the steric effects that result from short-ranged


repulsive forces. Interestingly, the series 5-7 and 8-12
appear to have the same lower limit (∼22 nm), despite the


structural differences of their end groups. This limiting value


may result from a geometric requirement to maintain the


�-sheets while allowing supercoiling of the nanofiber.


The helical pitch also appears to depend on the shape and


packing of end groups, as seen when comparing compounds


FIGURE 4. Chemical structure of oligothiophene-containing DRC 3.


FIGURE 5. (a) Molecular structure of chiral DRC 4, (b) AFM images
of (R)-4 (left) and (S)-4 (right) drop cast on mica from acetonitrile
solutionsthe horizontal and vertical scale bars are identical for
both images, and the white lines indicate handedness, and (c) the
CD signal at 300 nm is plotted as a function of mole percent (S)-4.
Adapted with permission from ref 36. Copyright 2005 American
Chemical Society.


TABLE 1


a All compounds were synthesized using L-amino acids. b The pitch values are
averages obtained from AFM height images corresponding to tens of
nanostructures.
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between series. For example, the phenyl groups in compound 8
are able to π-π stack and thereby reduce torsional strain in the


assembly, resulting in an infinitely large pitch. Similarly, the


nearly flat benzophenone 14 also displayed a large pitch (90


nm). The bulkier substituted aromatic end groups of 11 and 12
cause greater strain and reduce the observed pitch (22 nm).


To demonstrate the potential utility for actuation or sens-


ing, we constructed a system in which the pitch could be con-


trolled reversibly.32 Irradiating a chlorocyclohexane suspension


of nanofibers made of peptide-lipid 16 induces the trans-to-


cis isomerization of the azobenzene group. Because the cis-


isomer is less planar than the trans-isomer, isomerization


should increase the sterically induced torque and reduce the


superhelical pitch. Indeed, the light-induced isomerization led


to a smaller pitch of the supramolecular helices by AFM (Fig-


ure 8). This photoinduced pitch reduction varies over the sam-


ple, suggesting an inhomogeneous degree of isomerization


between different nanostructures. However, the pitch is con-


stant within a particular nanostructure, indicating that the


torque-induced actuation is the result of a relaxation process


that acts uniformly over the entire assembly.


Photoinduced Dissociation of Quadruple
Helix into Single Fibers
We have also explored the torque-mediated strategy with the


self-assembling, water-soluble peptide amphiphiles (PAs) pre-


viously developed in our laboratory.8 These molecules self-


assemble into nanofibers as a result of hydrophobic collapse


of the alkyl chains and �-sheet formation among the peptide


segments. PAs 17 and 18 were synthesized containing a


palmitoyl tail and the oligopeptide segment GV3A3E3.48 The


nitrogen of the N-terminal amide of 17 was further appended


with a 2-nitrobenzyl group that can be cleaved by irradiation


at 350 nm to afford 18. Hartgerink et al. reported that hydro-


gen bonds on the amino acids close to the core play a cru-


cial role in directing the self-assembly into cylindrical


FIGURE 6. AFM images of the aggregates formed by compounds
(a) 5 and (b) 6 in chlorocyclohexane. The height profile shows that
these helices have a pitch of 22 ( 2 nm. Scale bars ) 100 nm.
Adapted with permission from ref 32. Copyright 2007 Wiley-VCH.


FIGURE 7. Steric interactions between the bulky end groups on the
periphery of the nanostructure (left, green spheres) cause a torque,
which is relieved (right) as the nanofiber forms a superhelix.
Adapted with permission from ref 32. Copyright 2007 Wiley-VCH.


FIGURE 8. Reversible control of superhelical pitch by trans-cis
photoisomerization of peptide lipid 16. Adapted with permission
from ref 32. Copyright 2007 Wiley-VCH.
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structure.49 Even a small N-methyl group on the amide con-


siderably affected the secondary structure. Because of the


bulkiness of the photocleavable group and a lack of the


hydrogen bond on the amide closest to the core, we expected


that 17 and 18 would differ in their supramolecular


architectures.


TEM of 17 revealed helical, high aspect ratio architectures


with a nearly uniform width and helical pitch of 33 ( 2 and


92 ( 4 nm, respectively (Figure 9a).48 As seen in Figure 9c,


the frayed terminus of one of the supramolecular structures


reveals it is actually a quadruple helix: it is composed of two


smaller helices (blue arrows) and each of these is further com-


posed of two individual fibrils (red arrows). After irradiation,


the helical structures disappeared completely, and only cylin-


drical fibrils with a diameter of 11 nm were observed (Figure


9b). We hypothesized that increased steric bulk induces tor-


sional strain that is released as the fibers coil into the observed


structures. This system suggests future strategies to create


functional, photoresponsive materials that may be useful in


sensing or actuation.


Templated Length Control
In systems that form supramolecular objects on the nano- and


micrometer scale, it is desirable to precisely control nanostruc-


ture size in all dimensions. While precise structural control is


well-known for closed, spherical structures (e.g., micelles), the


control of open structures is much more challenging. In


supramolecular polymers, this can be controlled to a limited


extent by the monomer concentration or the use of end


caps.50,51 Kelly et al. demonstrated a molecular vernier


approach to control aggregate size using hydrogen bonding


(Figure 10a).52 The overall stability of such a system is lim-


ited by the weakest link, in this case a single pair of hydro-


gen bonds. Hunter and Tomas later designed a triple-stranded


molecular vernier that was stable enough for characteriza-


tion by size exclusion chromatography.53 However, the ver-


nier approach requires precise spacings of the complementary


binding groups and is only suitable for relatively small aggre-


gates. The general problem of length control of self-assem-


FIGURE 9. TEM micrographs of PA 17 (pH 11, 7.4 × 10-4 M, annealed at 80 °C and slowly cooled to 25 °C) (a) before and (b) after
photoirradiation (350 nm, 250 W, 5 min) to give 18 and (c) TEM showing that the unirradiated helices (yellow arrow) were composed of
braids of four individual fibrils (red arrows). Adapted with permission from ref 48. Copyright 2008 American Chemical Society.


FIGURE 10. Strategies for controlling length of self-assemblies: (a)
vernier approach requires two complementary but different
recognition groups (indicated as a ball and socket); (b) a small
amount of a rigid-rod template (blue) can limit the length of a 1D
nanostructure (green).
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bled systems with nanoscale dimensions requires a more


versatile approach.


The tobacco mosaic virus (TMV) assembly represents an


excellent example effective control over size of self-assem-


bled structures with a template. Thousands of coat proteins


self-assemble into a 300-nm-long cylinder around a single


molecule of RNA. The overall length of the assembly is deter-


mined by the length of the enclosed RNA template.54 With-


out the template, the TMV coat proteins assemble into


cylinders with the same diameter as the untemplated capsids


but variable length. The RNA template prevents the unlim-


ited self-assembly of the capsid proteins through specific


molecular interactions. Inspired by this strategy, we designed


a rigid template to control the length of synthetic self-assem-


bled PA nanofibers (e.g., 19, Figure 11).8 The length of these


nanofibers was previously impossible to control.


We designed and synthesized a dumbbell-shaped template


molecule 20 (Figure 11) that contains an oligo(p-phenylene


ethynylene) core.55 The hydrophobic rigid rod defines a pre-


cise length that can be encapsulated within the hydrophobic


core of the PA nanofibers. In contrast to the TMV system, we


could not rely on specific molecular interactions to truncate


the assembly, so bulky poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) groups


were chosen as end caps to block fiber growth. We hypothe-


sized that PA 19 and template 20 would coaggregate through


hydrophobic collapse.


An aqueous mixture of 19 and 20 (200:1 molar ratio)


revealed small aggregates by AFM, rather than the nanofi-


bers observed for 19 alone (Figure 12a,b). These mixed aggre-


gates have heights of 5.5 ( 0.7 nm compared with 5.3 ( 0.6


nm for the untemplated fibers. In samples with a higher molar


fraction of PA 19 (500:1 or 1000:1), both small, micelle-like


nanostructures and longer nanofibers are observed, indicat-


ing that there is insufficient template to fully suppress the one-


dimensional PA assembly. To better understand the structure


of the assembly without the effects of drying, we prepared


FIGURE 11. Chemical structures of (a) peptide amphiphile monomer 19 and (b) PEG-terminated oligo(phenylene ethynylene) template 20 (R
) 2-octyldodecyl).


FIGURE 12. AFM height images of (a) peptide amphiphile 1 alone (heights ) 5.3 ( 0.6 nm) or (b) 200:1 molar ratio mixture of 19 and 20
showed no fibers and (c) QFDE TEM of 200:1 molar ratio mixture of 19 to 20 revealing the aspect ratio of the small aggregates. Reproduced
with permission from ref 55. Copyright 2008 American Chemical Society.
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additional TEM samples according to a quick-freeze/deep-etch


(QFDE) protocol. Slightly elongated nanostructures were


observed to be ∼9.2 nm long and ∼6.4 nm across (Figure


12c).


Dynamic light scattering (DLS) measurements of PA 19
showed structures with a hydrodynamic radius >1 µm,


whereas solutions of template 20 showed a hydrodynamic


radius of ∼17.4 nm. The mixed sample consisting of 200:1


molar ratio gave a mean hydrodynamic radius of ∼17.9 nm.


We expected little change in hydrodynamic radius of the


assembly compared with the dumbbell, since the long axis of


the assembly is defined by the length of the rigid template. CD


spectroscopy confirmed the presence of �-sheets in solution of


PA 19 with and without the template, showing that the inter-


molecular basis of PA self-assembly remains unchanged.


While it remains difficult to spectroscopically determine the


molecular interactions between 19 and 20, microscopy and


light scattering data provide compelling evidence that tem-


plate 20 can limit the length of self-assembling nanofibers.


Conclusion/Outlook
The past couple of decades experienced great growth in the


simultaneous development of supramolecular chemistry and


nanochemistry. Nanoscience emerged mostly from physics


and materials science with the notion that physical proper-


ties of matter at the nanoscale would undergo unique transi-


tions and was mostly envisioned for inorganic substances.


Supramolecular chemistry, popularized by Lehn, is a very dif-


ferent axis directed to the notion that chemists could control


noncovalent bonds in all structures with the same precision


achieved by synthetic organic chemistry. The molecular sto-


ries discussed in this manuscript demonstrate the possibility of


using supramolecular chemistry principles to craft the size,


shape, and internal structure of nanoscale objects. They dealt


specifically with organic molecules and their self-assembly into


soft, as opposed to hard, nanostructures such as carbon nano-


tubes and metallic nanoparticles. Soft nanostructures, not the


original focus of nanoscience, remain the least explored sys-


tems in terms of physical properties and value as a toolbox to


assemble novel materials. One of the reasons is that synthetic


organic chemists continue to be focused on methodologies to


construct the complex molecules that cater to pharmacologi-


cal targets inspired by natural products. Over the next two


decades, the field could turn with new generations of chem-


ists focusing on organic supramolecular chemistry to create


soft functional nanostructures, including the exploration of


their physical properties and use as components of materials


and macroscopic devices. This last objective will require a “sys-


tems chemistry”56 approach in which molecular design and


synthesis of specific nanostructures are integrated with new


ideas on how to approach design in multicomponent systems.


This is the approach that will build bottom-up, self-assembling


structures with macroscopic dimension and function such as


photovoltaic, catalytic, and biomedical systems.


As for the one-dimensional nanostructures discussed here,


the potential is great given their inherent ability to serve as


conduits of charge and to align elements in their surround-


ings such as molecules, macromolecules, and even cells. One-


dimensional objects are ubiquitous in biology and serve


critical functions such as the fibrils in the structural and sig-


naling machinery of extracellular matrices, the cellular cytosk-


eleton, axons, dendrites, and many others. One-dimensional


nanostructures, as demonstrated by the systems we have


studied, readily form three-dimensional networks giving rise


to gel matter from solutions. Gel-like matter with high con-


tent of one-dimensional soft nanostructures is the substrate to


create functionality in mammalian biology (organs, tissues),


and there must be an equivalent phase space of synthetic


structures that could be accessed and designed for novel func-


tions. The field needs to go toward mapping strategies to use


molecular interactions to achieve dimensional and shape pre-


cision in organic nanostructures, and most importantly, to con-


trol structure across the scales. For example, how does one


dial in the bundling of 10-100 one-dimensional nanostruc-


tures the way triple-helical bundles of collagen make fibrils for


a wide variety of functions with a single type of nanounit?


Even though the technological targets may require top-down


approaches, some of which have been popularized by chem-


ists, the goal of chemical research should be to create the


structures bottom-up from nano- to macroscales.
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C O N S P E C T U S


One consequence of strong spatial confinement of electronic wave
functions in semiconductor nanocrystals (NCs) is a significant


enhancement in carrier-carrier Coulomb interactions. This effect leads to
a number of novel physical phenomena including ultrafast decay of mul-
tiple electron-hole pairs (multiexcitons) by Auger recombination and high-
efficiency generation of mutiexcitons by single photons via carrier
multiplication (CM). Significant recent interest in multiexciton phenom-
ena in NCs has been stimulated by studies of NC lasing, as well as poten-
tial applications of CM in solar-energy conversion.


The focus of this Account is on CM. In this process, the kinetic energy of a “hot” electron (or a “hot” hole) does not dis-
sipate as heat but is, instead, transferred via the Coulomb interaction to the valence-band electron, exciting it across the
energy gap. Because of restrictions imposed by energy and translational-momentum conservation, as well as rapid energy
loss due to phonon emission, CM is inefficient in bulk semiconductors, particularly at energies relevant to solar energy con-
version. On the other hand, the CM efficiency can potentially be enhanced in zero-dimensional NCs because of factors such
as a wide separation between discrete electronic states, which inhibits phonon emission (“phonon bottleneck”), enhanced
Coulomb interactions, and relaxation in translational-momentum conservation.


Here, we investigate CM in PbSe NCs by applying time-resolved photoluminescence and transient absorption. Both tech-
niques show clear signatures of CM with efficiencies that are in good agreement with each other. NCs of the same energy
gap show moderate batch-to-batch variations (within ∼30%) in apparent multiexciton yields and larger variations (more
than a factor of 3) due to differences in sample conditions (stirred vs static solutions). These results indicate that NC sur-
face properties may affect the CM process. They also point toward potential interference from extraneous effects such as
NC photoionization that can distort the results of CM studies.


CM yields measured under conditions when extraneous effects are suppressed via intense sample stirring and the use
of extremely low pump levels (0.02-0.03 photons absorbed per NC per pulse) reveal that both the electron-hole cre-
ation energy and the CM threshold are reduced compared with those in bulk solids. These results indicate a confinement-
induced enhancement in the CM process in NC materials. Further optimization of CM performance should be possible by
utilizing more complex (for example, shaped-controlled or heterostructured) NCs that allow for facile manipulation of
carrier-carrier interactions, as well as single and multiexciton energies and dynamics.


1. Introduction


Semiconductor nanocrystals (NCs) are nanoscale,


crystalline particles that bridge the gap between


cluster molecules and bulk materials (Figure 1a).1


Because of strong spatial confinement of elec-


tronic wave functions, electron and hole energies


in NCs depend on particle dimensions (the quan-


tum-size effect). To a first approximation, this effect


can be described by a “quantum box” model,2,3


which gives rise to a structure of discrete electron


and hole energy levels. For a spherical NC with


radius R, it predicts a confinement-based contri-


bution to the energy gap proportional to 1/R2 (Fig-


ure 1b). Through this size-dependent term, the NC


energy gap, Eg, can be tuned by more than 1 eV
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for many different compositions, thereby controlling the emis-


sion color and the spectral onset of absorption.4


An important consequence of strong confinement in NCs is


a significant enhancement in carrier-carrier Coulomb inter-


actions resulting from forced overlap of electronic wave func-


tions and reduced dielectric screening associated with


interface polarization effects. This enhancement strongly


affects carrier dynamics in NCs including intraband


relaxation5-8 and especially multiple electron-hole pair (mul-


tiexciton) decay, which becomes dominated by Auger


recombination,9-11 in which the electron-hole recombina-


tion energy is released as kinetic energy of a third carrier.


Strong carrier-carrier coupling can also result in the genera-


tion of multiexcitons by single photons12,13 known as carrier


multiplication (CM). This effect may lead to an appreciable


increase in photovoltaic power conversion efficiencies via


increased photocurrent.14-16


This Account focuses on the photophysics of multiexcitons


in semiconductor NCs in the context of CM. The first experi-


mental evidence for high-efficiency CM in quantum-confined


NCs was provided by spectroscopic studies of PbSe NCs,12 in


which CM was detected on the basis of a distinct decay com-


ponent due to Auger recombination of multiexcitons.10 Later,


spectroscopic signatures of CM were observed for NCs of other


compositions13,17-20 including an important photovoltaic


material Si.21,22 Further, some indications of CM in photocur-


rent were observed in PbSe NC device structures.23-25


In addition to a large body of experimental data dem-


onstrating high-efficiency CM in NCs, several recent reports


have questioned the claim of enhanced CM in NCs, and


even its existence, in at least some NC systems.26-29 The


purpose of this Account is to address the apparent contro-


versy regarding CM in NCs and, specifically, to identify


some of the reasons for observed discrepancies in the mea-


sured CM yields. To establish reliable values of CM efficien-


cies, here we perform side-by-side studies of CM in


solutions of PbSe NCs using two complementary spectro-


scopic techniques, transient absorption (TA) and time-re-


solved photoluminescence (PL). To investigate sample-to-


sample variations in CM yields, we study NCs prepared by


different synthetic routes. We also analyze the impact of


processes such as photoinduced formation of surface traps


and NC photoionization on apparent CM efficiencies by


comparing results for stirred and static solutions.


2. Carrier Multiplication Concept


Conventionally, absorption of a photon with energy pω g Eg


results in a single electron-hole pair (an exciton), while any


energy in excess of Eg is dissipated as heat by exciting


phonons (Figure 2a). Strong carrier-carrier interactions can, in


principle, open a competing carrier generation/relaxation


channel in which absorption of a single photon produces two


FIGURE 1. (a) NCs (middle) bridge the gap between cluster
molecules (left) and bulk materials (right). They contain ∼102 to
∼105 atoms per particle. (b) A bulk semiconductor (left) has
continuous conduction and valence energy bands separated by a
fixed energy gap, Eg, while a semiconductor NC (right) is
characterized by discrete atomic-like states and a NC-size-
dependent energy gap. Inset: same as the main panel, except linear
axes.


FIGURE 2. (a) Conventional photoexcitation. Absorption of a single
photon (green arrow) with energy pω g Eg produces a single
electron-hole pair independent of pω. In this case, the photon
energy in excess of the energy gap is dissipated as heat by exciting
phonons (blue arrows). (b) CM via impact ionization. A high-energy
conduction-band electron excited by a photon loses its energy by
transferring it via the Coulomb interaction to a valence-band
electron, which is excited across the energy gap to produce a
secondary electron-hole pair.
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or more excitons, a process known as CM. In one possible CM


scenario (Figure 2b), the excess energy of the conduction band


electron does not dissipate as heat but is, instead, transferred


to a valence-band electron, exciting it across the energy gap.


This process, which can be understood as the reverse of Auger


recombination, is known as impact ionization.


In bulk semiconductors, CM is inefficient because of rela-


tively weak Coulomb interactions, the constraints imposed by


FIGURE 3. Time-resolved spectroscopic studies of PbSe NCs with Eg ) 0.795 eV (vigorously stirred hexane solution). (a) TA traces
normalized at long time after excitation recorded for different pump intensities (indicated in the figure); photon energy is 3.1 eV. Inset: the
ratio of the short- to long-time signals (a/b) as a function of 〈Nabs〉 (symbols). The line is a fit assuming the Poisson distribution in the number
of absorbed photons; because of CM, the resulting NC occupancies are non-Poissonian. (b) Normalized PL traces as a function of 〈Nabs〉 using
excitation at 1.54 eV. (c) Normalized PL traces as a function of 〈Nabs〉 using excitation at 3.08 eV. Inset: The a/b ratio as a function of 〈Nabs〉
for pω ) 1.54 eV (red symbols) and 3.08 eV (blue symbols). The line is a fit to the 3.08 eV data assuming Poissonian photon absorption
statistics and the “free-carrier” model of radiative recombination (see text for details). (d) Measured pump-intensity dependences of early- (red
circles) and late-time (black squares) PL signals along with theoretical dependences calculated within either the “excitonic” (red dashed line)
or the “free-carrier” (red solid line) models assuming that experimentally we can only resolve multiexcitons with N e 3 (based on measured
time constants). The black solid line is a fit of the long-time PL signal to B ∝ r1(1 - p0).
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translational momentum conservation, and fast phonon emis-


sion. The CM efficiency may be enhanced in zero-dimensional


NCs because of a wide separation between discrete electronic


states, which inhibits phonon emission due to the “phonon


bottleneck”.14,30 In addition, stronger Coulomb interactions


and relaxation in translational momentum conservation can


also contribute to enhanced CM.


Current challenges include understanding of both the


mechanism for CM13,31-37 in NCs and competing energy-loss


processes. In bulk materials, CM yields are controlled by the


interplay between impact ionization and phonon emission. An


additional mechanism competing with CM in NCs is relaxation


through interactions with surface ligands, interface defects, or


matrix/solvent states. Such extrinsic energy relaxation chan-


nels may lead to variations in CM efficiencies that depend on


NC surface properties.


3. Carrier Multiplication in Transient
Absorption and Photoluminescence
Most methods applied to measure CM exploit a significant dif-


ference in the recombination dynamics of single excitons and


multiexcitons.12 Single excitons decay via slow radiative


recombination (hundreds of nanoseconds in PbSe NCs38),


while multiexcitons decay on a picosecond time scale via


Auger recombination.10,12,39 Consequently, the generation of


multiexcitons by a single photon can be detected via a fast


decay component in NC population dynamics.


Earlier studies of CM in PbSe NCs were conducted using pri-


marily TA.12,13,40 The most recent results obtained using time-


resolved PL29 indicate CM yields that are appreciably lower


than those in previous TA studies. To address this discrep-


ancy, here we conduct side-by-side measurements of CM


yields in PbSe NCs using TA and PL methods.


In TA studies, we monitor carrier population dynamics by


measuring pump-induced bleaching of the lowest-energy 1S


absorption feature.12 In time-resolved PL measurements, we


use up-conversion,41 in which emission from NCs is mixed


with a gate pulse (duration from 0.2 to 3 ps) in a nonlinear


optical crystal to produce a sum-frequency signal. Unless it is


specifically mentioned, below we discuss results obtained for


vigorously stirred sample solutions in which the potential


effects of processes such as sample photodegradation and NC


charging (discussed in the next section) on measured dynam-


ics are reduced.


In TA measurements, CM typically manifests as a fast Auger


decay component that persists in the limit of low pump flu-


ences in the case of excitation with photons of high energy


(pω > pωCM; pωCM is the CM threshold) but vanishes for exci-


tation with low-energy photons (pω < pωCM).12 An example of


such measurements for a sample with Eg ) 0.795 eV (pω )
3.10 eV) is shown in Figure 3a. It indicates that a fast mutiex-


citonic Auger decay is present even at pump fluences as low


as 〈Nabs〉 ≈ 0.02 (inset of Figure 3a); 〈Nabs〉 is the average


number of photons absorbed per NC per pulse at the front


face of the sample as estimated from the product of the per-


pulse fluence and the NC absorption cross-section (calculated


assuming R3 scaling42).


In TA traces, the long-time signal immediately following


Auger recombination of multiexcitons (denoted as b in Fig-


ure 3a) represents a measure of the total number of photo-


excited NCs.12,36 By dividing the early time TA amplitude (a


in Figure 3a) by b, one can determine the average exciton


multiplicity, 〈Nx〉 , defined as the average number of excitons


per photoexcited NC. The above reasoning is based on the


assumption that the 1S bleach scales linearly with the NC


occupancy, N, which holds until the band-edge states are com-


pletely filled (N ) 8 in PbSe NCs). In the low-intensity limit


(〈Nabs〉 f 0), 〈Nx〉 represents a measure of the quantum effi-


ciency (QE) of photon-to-exciton conversion: QE ) 100%〈Nx〉 .
From the low-intensity limit of the a/b ratio in the inset of Fig-


ure 3a, we derive QE ) 119%, which corresponds to a biex-


citon yield (ηxx ) QE - 100) of 19%.


CM is also clearly manifested in PL data. For 1.54 eV exci-


tation, high-intensity PL traces (〈Nabs〉 > 1) show fast initial


Auger decay, which vanishes at low pump intensities (Figure


3b). On the other hand, the Auger component persists in the


limit of low fluences (down to 〈Nabs〉 ) 0.02) for excitation


with 3.08 eV photons (Figure 3c; mainframe and inset). The


latter is consistent with multiexciton generation via CM, which


is a single-photon and, hence, pump-intensity-independent


process.


4. Multiexciton Radiative Decay Rates:
“Excitonic” vs “Free-Carrier” Models
As for TA measurements, the ratio of the early- (A) to late-


time (B) PL signals (Figure 3c) is directly linked to the CM effi-


ciency. However, the relationship between A/B and QE is more


complex than in TA because of a nonlinear scaling of radia-


tive rate constants of N-exciton states (rN) with N. To deter-


mine this scaling, we analyze the pump-intensity dependence


of time-resolved PL signals measured using 1.54 eV excita-


tion (Figure 3d).


To model the PL intensity in PbSe NCs, one must account


for the multivalley character of the lead-salt band structure. In
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PbSe, the conduction- and the valence-band minima are


located at four equivalent L points of the Brillouin zone (Fig-


ure 4a). In NCs, quantum confinement mixes states with dif-


ferent k-vectors within the same valley, but intervalley mixing


is weak (it becomes important only when the particle size


approaches that of a unit cell). Therefore, optical transitions


can only occur within the same valley (i.e., “vertically”; arrow


in Figure 4a).


Following photoexcitation, carriers can either relax within


the same valley (same spin manifold), which would preserve


an optically allowed (bright) character in the resulting band-


edge excitations (“excitonic” model; Figure 4b) or scatter


between states in different valleys or different spins, which in


addition to bright species can also produce partially allowed


(semibright) and optically passive (dark) species (“free-carrier”


model; Figure 4c). In the two latter cases, radiative recombi-


nation for at least one electron-hole pair in a NC is forbid-


den because of either the involvement of intervalley


transitions or spin-selection rules. Applying optical selection


rules43 and statistical considerations, we obtain the “excitonic”


radiative rate constants scale as 1:14/5:9/2:124/19:17/2:54/


5:13:16 for N from 1 to 8. Similar considerations predict a N2


scaling of the “free-carrier” rN (Figure 3d).


Immediately following Auger recombination, all photoex-


cited NCs contain single excitons independent of their initial


occupancy, and hence, the long-time PL signal can be


described by B ∝ r1(1 - p0), where p0 is the Poissonian prob-


ability of having a nonexcited NC in the ensemble.42 Using


this expression, we fit the pump-intensity dependence of the


long-time PL signal (Figure 3d; black line), which yields the


effective value of 〈Nabs〉 within the volume probed in PL mea-


surements. We then calculate the Poissonian probabilities of


absorbing i photons per NC, pi, and calculate the early time PL


intensity from A ∝ ∑ iripi assuming either “excitonic” (red


dashed line in Figure 3d) or “free-carrier” (red solid line in Fig-


ure 3d) scaling of rN. The comparison of calculations with the


measured data shows that the “free-carrier” model provides a


better description of experimental results and indicates that,


in PbSe NCs, rN likely scales as N2.


5. Carrier Multiplication Yields Derived by
Transient Absorption and
Photoluminescence: Comparison to Bulk
Semiconductors
Assuming quadratic scaling of rN and considering a system


that contains only singly and doubly excited NCs (i.e., single


excitons and biexcitons), we obtain the following relationship


between 〈Nx〉 and the A/B ratio derived from time-resolved PL:


〈Nx〉 ) (2 + (A/B))/3. Based on this expression, A/B of 1.57


measured for the sample in Figure 3c corresponds to 〈Nx〉 )
1.19 (QE ) 119%), which is in perfect agreement with the


result of TA measurements from Figure 3a.


We have conducted parallel TA and PL studies using ∼3.1


eV excitation of samples of several different band gaps, and


for all of them, we observe a close correspondence between


the CM efficiencies derived by both techniques. These results


are plotted in Figure 5 as a function of photon energy (pω)


FIGURE 4. (a) Band structure of bulk PbSe; the arrow illustrates an
allowed “vertical” interband optical transition. (b) In the “excitonic”
model, photoexcitation of a NC produces bright band-edge single
excitons (left), as well as bright single-valley (middle) and two-valley
(right) biexcitons (red arrows show possible radiative recombination
pathways). Here, we assume that because of strong mixing
between the conduction- and valence-band states, the electron
(hole) spin is not a “good” quantum number and states are, instead,
classified according to total angular momentum.43 (c) In the “free-
carrier” model, carriers can occupy with equal probability each of
the eight degenerate band-edge states originating from four
different band minima with two different spins (black arrows). In
this case, one can envision both bright and dark single-exciton
states (top row) as well as bright, semibright, and dark biexciton
states (bottom row); only a few possible configurations are shown.
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normalized by the energy gap. In this plot, we also include


two data points derived from TA measurements conducted


with 4.65 eV excitation on stirred solutions of samples with Eg


of 1.085 eV (QE ) 150%) and 0.63 eV (QE ) 245%); the lat-


ter QE value implies that CM produces not only biexcitons but


also triexcitons.


It is illustrative to compare CM results in NC samples with


those in bulk materials. Unfortunately, good quality literature


data are unavailable for bulk PbSe, so instead we show in Fig-


ure 5 QEs measured for bulk PbS.44 Since the electronic prop-


erties of PbS are similar to those of PbSe, one might expect


similar behaviors of these two materials with regard to CM. In


addition to the activation threshold, pωCM, an important char-


acteristic of CM is the electron-hole pair creation energy, ε,


which is the energy required to introduce a new exciton into


a system.45 In bulk materials, where QE typically grows lin-


early with pω above pωCM, ε can be derived from the inverse


slope of the QE-vs-pω dependence. Based on data from ref 44


in bulk PbS, pωCM is ca. 5Eg, while ε is ∼6.4Eg.


NC-specific effects such as relaxation of momentum con-


servation and suppressed phonon emission are expected to


reduce pωCM and ε. Specifically, optical selection rules and the


requirement of energy conservation predict that in quantum-


confined PbSe NCs the CM threshold can be reduced to 3Eg,
20


while complete elimination of phonon-related energy losses


can potentially decrease ε to the fundamental limit of Eg.


These assumptions result in an “ideal” efficiency plot shown


in Figure 5 by the gray solid line. One can see that bulk PbS


QEs are much lower than “ideal” efficiencies due to large val-


ues of pωCM and ε. In NCs, both pωCM and ε are reduced com-


pared with bulk; as a result, QEs are closer to the “ideal”


efficiencies that are defined by energy conservation and opti-


cal selection rules. Specifically, the observation of a clearly


measurable CM signal down to 2.84Eg indicates that the CM


threshold in PbSe NCs is below 3Eg as was also indicated by


previous studies.12 Further, while the NC data in Figure 5 do


not follow a simple bulk-like linear dependence on pω/Eg, we


can still estimate the effective value of ε based on the differ-


ence in QEs measured for the same sample for pω ) 3.08


and 4.65 eV. For NCs with Eg ) 0.63 eV, this estimate yields


ε of 2.3Eg, which is almost 3 times smaller than ε in bulk PbS.


These results indicate a confinement-induced enhancement of


CM in NCs, as was previously suggested.12


6. Variations in Apparent Carrier
Multiplication Yields


6.1. Sample-to-Sample Variability. In bulk semiconduc-


tors, CM yields are determined by competition between impact


ionization and phonon emission. An additional energy-loss


mechanism that can compete with CM in NCs is interactions


with species at NC interfaces.46 If surface-related relaxation is


important, differences in surface properties may lead to sam-


ple-to-sample variations in CM efficiencies even in the case of


NCs of the same energy gap.


The effect of sample-to-sample variation is apparent from


Figure 6 where we compare PL dynamics for samples with Eg


of ∼0.8 eV fabricated using two different reducing agents (1,2-


hexadecanediol and di-isobutylphosphine) and dispersed in


different solvents (hexane and deuterated chloroform). Both


samples show nearly “flat” single-exciton dynamics measured


using low-intensity 1.54 eV excitation (no CM) (red lines in Fig-


ure 6). However, the sample made using di-isobutylphosphine


shows a larger fast PL decay component when excited with


high-energy photons (3.08 eV; blue lines in Figure 6) indicat-


ing a higher CM efficiency (inset of Figure 6). Sample-to-sam-


ple variations in multiexciton yields for the NCs used in this


study are typically within 30%. One might speculate that


greater variations would be observed in the case of a more


dramatic difference in NC surface properties, which would, for


example, result in distinctly different single-exciton decay


dynamics (note that all samples studied here exhibit statisti-


cally indistinguishable “flat” single-exciton decay).


FIGURE 5. Quantum efficiencies of photon-to-exciton conversion
derived for PbSe NCs (stirred samples) from time-resolved PL (red
circles; pω ) 3.08 eV) and TA (black crosses correspond to pω )
3.10 eV and blue squares to 4.65 eV) measurements. Black
diamonds are literature data for bulk PbS from ref 44. Gray solid
line is the “ideal” QE (see text). The slope of the dashed lines was
used to evaluate the electron-hole creation energies, ε, indicated in
the figure.
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6.2. Stirred vs Static Samples. One practical concern in


experimental studies of CM using dynamical techniques is the


development of “CM-like” fast decay signatures due to effects


such as degradation of surface passivation or NC photoion-


ization leading to NC charging. The former can result in new


decay channels due to trapping at surface defects, while the


latter can produce extraneous “CM-like” decay components


due, for example, to Auger recombination of charged exci-


tons (trions). To evaluate the influence of “CM-like” processes


on apparent CM yields, we conduct back-to-back studies of


static and stirred NC solutions. In the case of the extremely


low fluences used in CM measurements, both of the “extra-


neous” effects considered above can only develop as a result


of exposure to multiple laser pulses. Therefore, they should be


suppressed or even eliminated by intense stirring of NC


solutions.


While in some cases stirring did not affect the results of TA


or PL measurements, some samples showed a significant dif-


ference in dynamics measured under static and stirred condi-


tions. A typical effect of stirring is a decrease in the short-time


PL amplitude (A) accompanied by an increase in the long-time


signal (B), which results in a decreased A/B ratio (Figure 7a).


The a/b ratio measured in TA is also reduced upon stirring but


in this case primarily because of the increase in the long-time


signal (Figure 7b).


Interestingly, as expected for the CM process, the A/B and


a/b ratios measured for static solutions show a plateau in the


limit of low pump intensities with a magnitude that can greatly


exceed that in the stirred case (inset of Figure 7a). This


increase, however, is likely not indicative of increased CM effi-


ciency. If CM efficiency increased, the long-time “single-exci-


tonic” background would not decrease upon stirring (it is a


measure of the total number of photoexcited NCs). The


observed difference between the static and stirred measure-


ments cannot be explained by photoinduced formation of sur-


face traps either. The latter effect would reduce the early time


PL signal under static conditions, while experimentally we


observe the opposite.


A possible explanation of experimental observations


invokes photoionization of NCs. Even if this process is of low


probability, in the case when uncompensated charges are suf-


ficiently long-lived, it can lead to charging of a large fraction


of NCs within the excitation volume of a static solution. In


FIGURE 6. Time-resolved PL traces recorded for two stirred PbSe
NC samples with a similar energy gap using 1.54 eV (red lines) and
3.08 eV (blue line) excitation. Sample 1 (sample 2) was synthesized
using 1,2-hexadecanediol (di-isobutylphosphine) as a reductant and
dispersed in deuterated chloroform (hexane). Despite having similar
energy gaps, these two samples show an appreciable difference
(∼30%) in multiexciton yields as indicated by low-intensity limits of
the A/B ratios (inset; pω ) 3.08 eV).


FIGURE 7. (a) PL and (b) TA traces recorded for a stirred (solid
lines) and a static (dashed lines) PbSe NC sample with Eg ) 0.63 eV.
Inset in panel a: The low-intensity limit of the A/B ratio in the static
solution is 5.3 versus 2.2 in the stirred solution. An apparent
increase in the CM efficiency in the static case is likely not due to
an actual increase in the multiexciton yield but rather due to
contributions from extraneous processes such as NC ionization (see
text for details).
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such a partially charged NC sample, the long-time PL and TA


signals are solely due to neutral NCs, and hence, are smaller


compared with an all-neutral NC sample. The short-time TA is


not expected to significantly change upon NC charging


because it represents a measure of the number of excitons


injected by the pump pulse (TA is a differential technique). At


the same time, the short-time PL signal should increase upon


charging because of an increased number of radiative recom-


bination pathways. These trends are indeed observed exper-


imentally indicating that an increase in apparent CM


efficiencies under static conditions may result from accumu-


lation of long-lived charges.


6.3. Comparison to Literature Data. The observed sam-


ple-to-sample variations in apparent CM yields (particularly


large in the case of static samples) may explain a significant


spread in published experimental data. For example, a major-


ity of data from initial reports on CM in PbSe NCs12,13,40 are


either above or near the “ideal efficiency” line in Figure 5. In


contrast, present measurements of stirred samples indicate


efficiencies that are primarily below it. One probable reason


for these quantitative discrepancies is the effect of uncon-


trolled NC charging, which could affect earlier studies since


they were conducted on static samples. Further, samples used


in earlier works often exhibited fast decay in single-exciton


dynamics indicating a significant amount of surface traps. This


behavior is different from the nearly “flat” dynamics observed


for higher quality samples used in this work, indicating a clear


difference in surface properties, which could affect the CM


measurements. In earlier works, CM yields could also be over-


estimated because they were often evaluated from dynam-


ics measured at relatively high fluences (〈Nabs〉 up to 0.6 in ref


12), for which multiexciton generation via absorption of mul-


tiple photons was still significant. Finally, as was pointed out


in ref 47, transient spectral shifts of TA features can lead to


additional uncertainties in measured CM yields.


A recent TA study conducted on a static sample with Eg )
0.65 eV indicated QEs ) 170% for excitation with 3.1 eV


photons.47 This value is comparable to the apparent QEs mea-


sured here for static samples with a similar energy gap but


higher than that observed for stirred solutions (∼140%). This


might imply that the results of ref 47 were affected by charg-


ing. A recent PL study conducted on stirred PbSe samples with


3.1 eV excitation indicates multiexciton yields from 7% to


23% (QE from 107% to 123%) depending on Eg.
29 These val-


ues are lower by ca. a factor of 2 than those measured here


by PL under similar conditions. In this case, the observed dis-


crepancies may relate to possible effects of sample surface


properties but most likely to differences in experimental


details (such as temporal resolution) or the procedures for


extracting QEs from the measured PL dynamics. We would


like, however, to emphasize that CM yields derived in this


work from PL dynamics are consistent with those measured by


TA.


7. Summary


CM studies of PbSe NCs indicate clear signatures of multiexci-


ton generation in TA and PL dynamics, and the CM yields


derived by these two techniques are in good mutual agreement.


For stirred NC solutions, the measured CM efficiencies indicate


moderate (∼30%) sample-to-sample variations in multiexciton


yields for NCs with similar energy gaps, which might reflect the


effect of NC surface properties on the CM process. For some sam-


ples, we observe a dramatic (more than 3-fold) difference in


apparent multiexciton yields measured for NCs under static and


stirred conditions. While the exact reasons for this difference still


require careful investigations, one potential mechanism involves


photoinduced charging of NCs in static solutions. The latter effect


can produce extraneous “CM-like” signatures due to Auger


recombination of charged single- and multiexciton species and


result in overestimations of the measured CM yields.


Measurements conducted under conditions where extrane-


ous effects are suppressed via intense sample stirring and the use


of extremely low pump levels (0.02-0.03 photons absorbed per


NC per pulse) indicate that both the electron-hole creation


energy and the CM threshold in NCs are reduced compared with


those in bulk solids. These results confirm the conclusion of pre-


vious studies on a confinement-induced enhancement in the CM


process in NC materials.
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C O N S P E C T U S


The excited electronic states of noble metal Au and Ag nanocrystals are very differ-
ent than those of molecules. Ag and Au nanocrystal optical transitions (plas-


mons) in the visible can be so intense that they significantly modify the local
electromagnetic field. Also, coherent elastic Rayleigh light scattering is stronger than
normal electronic absorption of photons for larger nanocrystals. These two facts make
Au and Ag nanocrystals ideal nanoantennas, in that they focus incident light into the
local neighborhood of subwavelength size. Surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS),
in which the Raman scattering rate of nearby molecules increases by many orders
of magnitude, is a consequence of this nanoantenna effect. Metallic nanocrystals also
have no band gap; this makes them extraordinarily polarizable. Their electronic tran-
sitions sense the local environment. An extreme case is the interaction of two 30 nm Ag nanocrystals separated by a
1 nm gap. Their mutual polarization completely transforms the nature of the metallic excited electronic state. Single
particles have an excited state uniformly distributed throughout the interior, while the nanocrystal dimer has its excited
state localized on the metal surface in the junction. This creates an electromagnetic “hot spot” in the junction, enabling
the observation of single-molecule SERS. The fact that surface molecules are typically chemisorbed and exchange elec-
trons with the metal has interesting chemical consequences. First, the enhanced Raman intensities are controlled by
quantum mechanical coupling of the molecular lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) and highest occupied molec-
ular orbital (HOMO) with the optically excited electrons in the metal. Second, charge-transfer photochemistry can result
from metal plasmon excitation. In crystalline Ag nanocrystals the photochemistry quantum yield can be high because
the nanocrystal surface dominates plasmon nonradiative relaxation. Colloidal Ag nanocrystals stabilized by sodium cit-
rate build up a photovoltage under visible excitation, caused by irreversible “hot hole” photo-oxidation of adsorbed
citrate anion. This creates a driving force for photochemical transformation of round 8 nm Ag seeds into 70 nm single-
crystal disk prisms under room lights, in a novel type of light-driven Ostwald ripening.


Introduction


I remember the excitement when the surface-en-


hanced Raman scattering (SERS) effect was discov-


ered in the late 1970s.1,2 The Raman scattering


cross section of pyridine adsorbed on a silver elec-


trode was enhanced by 5 or 6 orders of magni-


tude! It was quickly understood that this


represented plasmon local electromagnetic (EM)


field enhancement on a rough surface, as


explained below.3,4 Actually two different EM


fields are enhanced, the incoming laser field and


the outgoing Stokes-shifted field, making SERS


especially dramatic. At that time, I collaborated


with Abe Nitzan on the related theoretical ques-


tion: whether enhanced fields would create


enhanced photochemistry.5,6 Certainly enhanced


fields create an enhanced optical absorption cross


section. But an excited molecule near a metal sur-


face will undergo Förster energy transfer into the


metal, and this process competes with photochem-


istry if the molecular excited-state lifetime is long.


As it turns out the energy transfer rate falls off


faster than does field enhancement, so photo-
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chemistry can be enhanced at some distance above the


surface.


After the initial excitement, experimental progress in SERS


slowed, principally due to the extreme averaging that occurs


in ensemble SERS measurements. On rough surfaces and in


colloids, there is a huge distribution of molecular positions and


orientations with respect to the surface and also a wide range


of different field enhancements due to different local metal


topologies. I went on to work with semiconductor nanocrys-


tals, where the issue was size-dependent development of band


structure.7 Here a similar terrible ensemble averaging occurs


over nanocrystal sizes, shapes, and surface stiochometry. In


the 1990s, Betzig and Trautman created a significant advance


in spectroscopic technique: observation of luminescence from


spatially resolved single molecules and nanocrystals at 23 °C


on a surface, at first using fiber optic near-field methods and


subsequently confocal far-field methods.8-11 Luminescence


blinking, a signature of single molecule kinetics, was discov-


ered in CdSe nanocrystals.


In 1997, there were two unexpected reports of single-mol-


ecule SERS for dye molecules in Ag colloids.12,13 The com-


bined enhancement of molecular resonance Raman and SERS


was perhaps 14 orders of magnitude! The SERS single-mole-


cule Raman signal was actually at least an order of magni-


tude larger than a dye molecule or semiconductor nanocrystal


luminescence signal in the absence of Ag. We began to


explore this discovery, using the new confocal optical meth-


ods. There are two inter-related questions: where is the sin-


gle molecule on the metal, and how is this molecule so


strongly coupled to the excited metallic electrons. We found


that the single molecule is in a junction between particles.


Study of the coupling lead us to literature quantum mechan-


ical models for photodynamics of chemisorbed molecules. We


then experimentally discovered that adsorbed citrate surfac-


tant anions, whose SERS signals are very weak compared with


the dye molecule, are actually photo-oxidized by the excited


metallic “holes”, creating a Ag metallic photovoltage. This pho-


tovoltage idea helps to explain recent experiments on photo-


chemical synthesis of single-crystal Ag prisms.


Field Enhancement
The simplest formula for the optical frequency polarization


dipole P created in a round particle in vacuum is


P ) 4π(ε - 1
ε + 2)a3E0 (1)


P is the total dipole of the particle; the polarization per cubic


centimeter is uniform inside the particle volume. Here E0 is the


electric field of the incoming light wave, a is the particle


radius, and ε is the complex, wavelength-dependent particle


dielectric constant.14,15 The steady-state dipole P radiates the


light wave in all directions, with a scattering rate proportional


to P2. This elastic Rayleigh scattering rate scales as a6, that is,


as the number of atoms squared. This squared dependence is


the signature of a coherent effect. P is steady-state coherent


polarization, not normal molecular excited-state population,


which typically is in thermal equilibrium with the environment.


It is the same polarization that creates reflection when a laser


beam passes through a piece of glass.


In metals, P becomes very large at the wavelength for


which the ac dielectric constant real part is -2. For most met-


als, this occurs in the vacuum ultraviolet, but for Ag, this


occurs near 3800 Å. The resonant wavelength shifts into the


visible and near-IR for oblong and disk shapes. The magni-


tude of P is limited by the small imaginary part of the reso-


nant Ag dielectric constant: ε ) -2 + 0.2i. This small


imaginary component represents relatively slow relaxation of


excited electrons in bulk crystalline Ag. In nanocrystals, excited


electrons decay faster: there is additional surface-induced


relaxation and for larger sizes significant radiative decay. Both


these effects are not included in eq 1. This huge resonant


increase in the scattering cross section is termed the dipolar


plasmon. There is also a resonance in the optical photon


absorption cross section, which produces heat. For small 3 nm


Ag particles (and for molecules), absorption dominates scat-


tering. But for 30 nm and larger Ag nanocrystals, scattering


dominates absorption because of the square dependence on


the number of atoms.


When scattering dominates, the Ag nanocrystal is essen-


tially an ideal nanoantenna. The nanocrystal principally scat-


ters the incident light without degrading it into heat. A nearby


molecule, in the near field of P, sees a light intensity far stron-


ger than just the intensity of the incident laser. The Ag nano-


crystal concentrates, or focuses, the laser field. As a


consequence, Raman scattering is faster; this appears as an


enhanced cross section for molecules near the particle. For a


round particle, the maximum enhancement is about 106 just


above the surface along the direction of laser polarization. For


a 100 nm Ag particle, the scattering dipole corresponds to an


oscillator strength approaching 103. If the magnitude of P cor-


responds to one light quantum in the oscillator, it will radiate


into the far field within a few femtoseconds. This is a very dif-


ferent situation than a typical excited molecule, which has a


radiative lifetime of perhaps a few nanoseconds.
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Single-Molecule Raman
Reasoning from eq 1, we thought in 1998 that a particle with


intense Rayleigh (plasmon) scattering at the laser wavelength


would necessarily have a huge SERS cross section; the two


effects are just the far-field and near-field consequence of the


same dipole P. Thus we measured the 90° Rayleigh scatter-


ing image and the SERS Raman image of the same field of Ag


particles. The Rayleigh images were obtained in dark-field


configuration with grazing incidence white light, a technique


borrowed from biological imaging. The Rayleigh image in Fig-


ure 1 was striking; it showed plasmons at all different visible


wavelengths.16 The Ag colloid showing the single-molecule


SERS thus has a huge range of sizes and shapes. White-light,


dark-field Rayleigh scattering is quite informative and highly


sensitive and has become a standard measurement.17 Ear-


lier, SERS particles were optically characterized mainly by the


ensemble extinction spectrum in transmission.


The individual SERS Raman signals showed blinking and


eventual burnout; they were clearly coming from single mol-


ecules. This has been recently confirmed by frequency domain


measurement.18 We found that our hypothesis was wrong;


there was actually no correlation between the strength of the


5145 Å laser Rayleigh scattering and the strength of the SERS


signal from the spatially isolated particles. When we took the


AFM topology image of the same field of particles, the answer


became clear: none of the “particles” that showed intense


SERS were single nanocrystals. The huge SERS signals came


from compact, nonfractal particle clusters, dimers or larger.


Thus we concluded that the single-molecule SERS was com-


ing from rhodamine 6G dye molecules at junctions between


typically 30 nm Ag nanocrystals.19 About the same time, this


same junction conclusion was reached by Kall and co-work-


ers in a hemoglobin SERS study.20 The tensor properties of the


single-molecule R6G Raman scattering also confirm a uniaxial


junction symmetry.21


There is a remarkable interaction between two close nano-


crystals that creates an EM “hot spot” in the junction. In the


early 1980s, this “hot spot” was found theoretically.22,23


Assume two round nanocrystals are excited by a plane wave


with polarization along the dimer axis. Exact analytical solu-


tion to Maxwell’s equations shows that the SERS enhance-


ment in the junction grows to 1011 and beyond as the spacing


between 30 nm particles decreases to a fraction of 1 nm.23


This is a natural situation for single-molecule Raman spectros-


copy: in the limit that the two particles almost touch, there is


room for only a few molecules in the junction.


While one Ag particle has its resonance at 3800 Å, the two


particles together have their resonance in the green. A single


oblong particle, without a junction, can also have its resonance


in the green. This is the reason there is no experimental cor-


relation between Rayleigh and Raman when the colloid has a


wide range of shapes and sizes. The optimal particle radius for


the touching particle dimer is 30-100 nm; beyond this, opti-


cal retardation begins to decrease enhancement in the junc-


tion. The two particle dimer is a more-or-less ideal system:


retardation also tends to decrease the junction enhancement


if there are additional nearby particles. Figure 2 shows a more


complicated situation with three nanocrystals and three junc-


tions, only one of which contains a R6G.


How does the metallic electronic polarization create this hot


spot? We tried to understand this by direct numerical calcu-


lation of the metallic polarization inside the nanocrystals.24


FIGURE 1. Real color photograph of dark-field scattering excited by grazing incidence white light. The sample is the spatially dispersed Ag
colloid showing single-molecule SERS on an optical coverslip. The horizontal figure length is about 70 µm. Reprinted with permission in part
from ref 16. Copyright 1999 American Chemical Society.
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Figure 3 shows the metallic polarization per cubic centimeter


along the axis as a function of separation. Far apart, the polar-


ization is constant; this homogeneous excitation corresponds


to the dipole P excited by the laser in isolated particles.


When the particles are a few angstroms apart, the metallic


polarization peaks on the surface in the junction and decays


toward the back surface away from the junction. Essentially,


the optically excited metallic polarization (“excited state”)


becomes a junction surface polarization; for single particles, it


is a volume polarization. Heuristically, as particles approach,


the P near field of one particle excites the other particle mostly


on the side facing the junction; this excitation is a quadru-


pole moment when expanded around the particle center. In


this way, each particle excites a series of coherent higher


moments in the other particle.25 Summed together, these


moments form a surface polarization. This very strong mutual


interaction effect is one aspect of how excited states in metal


particles are so different from excited states in molecules. This


is a natural consequence of the particle band gap going to


zero.


Another consequence of the optical polarization localiza-


tion in the junction is an enhanced optical force between the


particles.26 For laser polarization along the dimer axis, there


is an attractive interaction due to the head to tail orientation


of the two dipoles P. The resulting optical force, which


increases linearly with the laser intensity, can be calculated by


integrating the Maxwell stress tensor27 over a particle sur-


face. Figure 4 is a log-log force plot as a function of separa-


tion. At large separations where there is no mutual interaction,


calculation shows a simple dipole-dipole force. At short sep-


arations, the force increases by 2 orders of magnitude above


the extrapolated dipole-dipole force. This is an enhanced


optical force from the two surface polarizations facing each


other across a few angstroms in the junctions.


Exchange-Coupled SERS
How does the single R6G molecule in the junction actually


interact with the excited metallic polarization? Silver and gold,


which have plasmons at visible wavelengths, are noble met-


als without surface oxides under most conditions. A chemi-


sorbed surface molecule directly interacts with the excited


metallic polarization by electron exchange. This creates


“exchange-coupled SERS”, a quantum mechanical extension of


FIGURE 2. Schematic diagram of a nanocrystal trimer, drawn to
scale. Only one of three junctions has a R6G molecule. The laser
polarization shown is optimal for excitation of the hot spot in the
junction containing R6G. All three Ag nanocrystals contribute to the
plasmon far-field scattering, while only the enhanced field in the
R6G junction contributes to the single-molecule Raman signal.
Reprinted with permission in part from ref 24. Copyright 2003
American Chemical Society.


FIGURE 3. Logarithm of the normalized excited polarization
density squared (per cubic centimeter) inside the metal, along the
symmetry axis of the dimer. z/R ) +1 is on the particle surface in
the junction, while z/R )-1 is on the opposite surface away from
the junction. D is the gap between the two 30 nm radius Ag
nanocrystals. The volume distributed polarization density of a
single nanocrystal is shown as the D ) infinity curve. As D becomes
smaller, the polarization localizes to the metal surface in the
junction. Reprinted with permission in part from ref 24. Copyright
2003 American Chemical Society.


FIGURE 4. Calculated attractive optical force between two 30 nm
radius Ag nanocrystals, as a function of center-to-center distance z.
The incident 5145 Å light intensity is 1 kW/cm2. At long range, the
force is dipole-dipole, falling off as z-4. At short range, the force
increases above dipole-dipole by a factor of nearly 150 due to the
excited metallic polarization localization on the surface in the
junction. From ref 26, used with permission. Copyright 2005
National Academy of Sciences, U.S.A.
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the original field enhancement SERS model. A Gauss’s law


argument relates the magnitude of the surface metal polar-


ization to the enhanced E above the surface; the spatial


regions where the surface E field is greatest are the regions


where the surface polarization is the greatest. The enhanced


field oscillates at optical frequencies. The surface polarization


is microscopically composed of alternating fluxes of optically


excited, coherent ballistic (undephased or unrelaxed) metal-


lic electrons and holes, producing alternating excesses of neg-


ative and positive surface charge.


Exchange coupling controls the SERS intensities of


adsorbed molecules. In the early days of SERS, it was recog-


nized that electron exchange creates SERS cross sections that


are larger than expected from simple field enhancement.14 For


example, the SERS ensemble carbon monoxide CO cross sec-


tion is about 2 orders of magnitude larger than that of N2,


while the free space Raman cross sections are about the same.


Also the pyridine SERS cross section on Ag is especially strong.


CO and pyridine are cases where the chemisorbed molecular


lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) is resonant with


the ballistic electrons of the plasmon. There can be transient


localization of the optically excited metal electron on the mol-


ecule. In contrast, N2 has a huge band gap and also adsorbs


weakly on Ag. In parallel with the local field enhancement


model, exchange-coupled theories of SERS have been


explored.28-30 Exchange coupling includes optical charge


transfer from the molecule to the metal.31 From the first SERS


discovery, Otto has systematically championed the idea of


exchange-coupled SERS.32-34 In the single-molecule


rhodamine 6G experiments with the huge SERS signals using


a 5145 Å laser, there is a molecular resonance Raman effect


as well as a SERS effect. Electron exchange couples the neu-


tral excited electronic state of the dye with the neutral plas-


mon electron-hole polarization excited state. The R6G single-


molecule Raman blinking and spectral wandering have been


interpreted as chemisorption dynamics.24,35 In the junctions,


there are also adsorbed sodium citrate surfactant molecules


and water molecules. These molecules, transparent to the


laser, have no molecular resonance Raman effect and are not


seen in single-molecule SERS.


Surface Charge-Transfer Photochemistry
Adsorbed pyridine as described above shows surface photo-


physics. In Figure 5, an excited metallic electron can be tran-


siently captured in the pyridine LUMO. Pyridine evolves in


structure on the anion potential surface for a few femtosec-


onds before the electron returns into the metal and relaxes to


the Fermi level. Some excitation energy can remain in pyri-


dine vibrations, or the pyridine can desorb. The pyridine anion


is stable, and there is no evidence that pyridine photochem-


istry occurs. However, in the SERS literature, there are numer-


ous cases where changing SERS spectra indicate that some


sort of photochemical process occurs as spectra are


acquired.36-39 Also, in electrochemical junctions40,41 and on


high vacuum surfaces,42,43 reactions of “hot” excited metallic


electrons with adsorbed molecules are well-known. For a good


review, see ref 44.


The photochemistry quantum yield can be quite high


because surface interaction dominates plasmon nonradiative


dephasing in Ag nanocrystals. This can be seen in the exper-


imental and theoretical formula for the width Γ of the dipo-


lar plasmon in small Ag nanocrystals:45


Γ(a) ) Γbulk + AvF/a (2)


Here Γ(a) is the plasmon width as a function of radius a, vF


is the Fermi velocity, and A is a constant that experimentally


depends upon the surface chemical species. In bulk crystal-


line Ag, scattering processes causing relaxation of excited elec-


trons and holes to the Fermi level are relatively slow; Γbulk is


small, and the excited electron mean free path is long, on the


order of 58 nm. It is this fact that allows P to become large in


the first place. The plasmon peak experimentally broadens as


particle size decreases. Equation 2, which includes the sur-


face effect not incorporated into eq 1, was derived by Kubo,


who first modeled the macroscopic EM quantity P as a quan-


tum mechanical infinite sum of confined electron-hole


pairs.46 For a fixed size, chemisorption of specific species can


strongly broaden the plasmon compared with a “clean sur-


face”. In 1993, Henglein provided a striking example:47 Highly


crystalline, round 7 nm Ag aqueous colloidal nanocrystals


FIGURE 5. Schematic diagram of transient electron transfer from
an optically excited metal nanocrystal to a chemisorbed molecule
A. In the metal, the boundary between the gray and white areas is
the Fermi surface. The red optically excited “hot” electron is
captured by the molecular LUMO. The molecular structure briefly
evolves on the anion potential surface. The electron then returns to
the metal at a lower energy, and relaxes to the Fermi surface. The
metal “hot hole” created by electron excitation is not shown.
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show a narrow plasmon width of 0.196 eV. Iodine anion


monolayer adsorption broadens the plasmon by about a fac-


tor of 3.


Thus the quantum yield for hot carrier interaction with the sur-


face is high. The photochemistry quantum yield can also be high


if irreversible chemistry occurs on the same time scale as reverse


transfer of the hot carrier from the molecule to the metal.


Photovoltage from Hot “Hole” Oxidation of
Adsorbed Sodium Citrate
We were fascinated by the Mirkin group discovery of a quite


novel photochemical process: slow photoconversion of small


colloidal 8 nm Ag nanocrystals into 70 nm disk prisms under


weak illumination over a period of days.48-54 The disk lat-


eral dimension is controlled by matching the irradiation wave-


length to the size-dependent plasmon peak of the product disk


prism. Even more amazing is the sequential growth of a sec-


ond, larger discrete size, without apparent formation of inter-


mediate sizes. This occurs in an aqueous Ag colloid stabilized


by adsorbed sodium citrate. Both dissolved O2 and citrate are


required for photochemistry.


Citrate is a weak reducing agent as well as an anionic sur-


factant. A millimolar solution of Ag+ and excess sodium cit-


rate at 23 °C is kinetically stable, although thermodynamically


reduced metallic Ag should be made. Slow reduction does


occur near 100 °C under reflux. Also, photoreduction of aque-


ous Ag+ in the presence of citrate at 23 °C has been report-


ed.55 In 1997, Rogach et al.56 described how UV irradiation


could oxidize formic acid adsorbed on Ag nanocrystals, lead-


ing to Ag nanocrystal growth. We reasoned that plasmon exci-


tation somehow photocatalyzed adsorbed citrate oxidation,


with the extra electron quickly reducing any aqueous Ag+


present on the outside of the double layer. To test this idea,


we irradiated 8 nm Ag seeds in the presence of millimolar


Ag+ and excess citrate at 23 °C. We did see photocatalyzed


growth similar to the original Mirkin experiment, with the laser


wavelength controlling the lateral disk dimension.57 After


growth, if we then added a second batch of aqueous Ag+ and


also changed the laser wavelength, the particles grew further


to a shape controlled by the second wavelength choice.


In a round seed, the surface flux of ballistic electron-hole


pairs (i.e., surface polarization) causing photo-oxidation is high-


est at the two opposite poles defined by the laser polariza-


tion direction. We initially thought that the electron from


citrate photo-oxidation would immediately reduce aqueous


Ag+ at the poles. If this were true then the round particle


would grow oblong along the direction of the laser polariza-


tion. To test this idea, we studied growth of an adsorbed Ag


seed on the insulating Formvar surface of a TEM grid. The dry


seed was imaged in the TEM and then irradiated in a solu-


tion of citrate and Ag+. Finally it was imaged dry again in the


TEM. Our hypothesis was wrong; growth did not occur solely


along the laser polarization.58 This suggests that the extra


photoelectron from citrate photo-oxidation is long-lived on the


Ag seed and can reduce a Ag+ ion anywhere on the surface.


Unlike the pyridine case described above, the photo-oxida-


tion of citrate anion is irreversible; carbon dioxide is quickly


released in a Kolbe reaction.


Long-lived metallic electrons would essentially create a


cathodic photovoltage. Actually, molecules do not sense volt-


age; they sense electric field. So in thinking about situations


such as this, it is instructive to ask where does the voltage


drop, where is the new electric field due to the photovoltage.


This photovoltage, due to an organic anion electron becom-


ing a Ag metallic electron, would add to the negative double


layer potential created by initial citrate anion adsorption on


the surface. The double layer potential would effectively


increase, shifting the Ag redox potential more negative with


respect the bulk solution. Electrons tunnel across the double


layer to reduce aqueous Ag+.


In Figure 6, we directly observed this photovoltage in an


open-circuit electrochemical cell.58 Citrate-stabilized Ag seeds


were adsorbed on an optically transparent ITO electrode. Pho-


tovoltage rose to steady state when 5145 Å irradiation began.


When the laser was turned off, the photovoltage decayed


back to the rest potential. If Ag+ were present in solution, the


steady-state photovoltage was lower and the decay faster. We


FIGURE 6. Blue trace, photoelectrochemical potential as a function
of time for a silver nanocrystal working electrode in a sodium
citrate aqueous solution. The shaded areas correspond to the 488
nm laser turned on. The black trace corresponds to 250 µM silver
nitrate in solution in addition to citrate. A cathodic photovoltage
rises to a steady state with the laser on; it decays with the laser off.
The decay is faster in the presence of Ag+. Reprinted with
permission in part from ref 58. Copyright 2007 American Chemical
Society.
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studied this photovoltage as a function of Ag+ concentration,


citrate concentration, and light intensity.59 We could fit the


Ag+ reduction rate data with the Butler-Volmer equation,


which is a well-tested phenomenological activated rate the-


ory relating redox current to applied voltage.60 The adsorbed


citrate layer slows the kinetics by many orders of magnitude


compared with the reported rate on a bare Ag electrode.


Single-Crystal Prism Photochemical
Synthesis at Low Light Intensities
Photovoltage helps us to understand the photochemical


growth of large single-crystal Ag disk prisms from small round


seeds. The mass from something like 33 small seeds com-


bines to form one large prism. Thermodynamic formation of


larger from smaller nanocrystals (“Ostwald ripening”) is always


favored due to the large surface energy of metals. The issue


is kinetics. Neutral Ag atoms cannot transfer from smaller to


larger nanocrystals because they are not soluble in water. Ag+


ions are soluble, but if they transfer, there must be some addi-


tional process that transfers negative charge to the larger par-


ticles. For example, Ostwald ripening of bare Ag nanocrystals


adsorbed on a conductive substrate in pure water is quite fast;


electrons move through the substrate, and Ag+ ions move


through the water.61 No ripening is apparent for nanocrys-


tals adsorbed on quartz substrates.


O2 in solution should create a low equilibrium concentra-


tion of Ag+ due to the redox process


2Ag + 1
2


O2 + H2Of 2Ag+ + 2OH (3)


This process “etches” seeds at 23 °C, despite the presence of


excess sodium citrate. Under visible irradiation, aqueous Ag+


would preferentially reduce onto disk-shaped nanocrystals with


resonant visible plasmons that develop photovoltage. The round


seeds themselves have plasmons near 4000 Å on the edge of


the ultraviolet. Reaction 3 would proceed to the right to keep the


aqueous Ag+ concentration constant, and the seeds would


dissolve.


We quantitatively explored the photochemistry.62 NMR


measurement shows that sodium citrate is photochemically


oxidized to aqueous acetone-1,3-dicarboxylate, which is


unstable and simultaneously decarboxylates to form acetyl


acidic acid and acetone. Yet the prism growth rate is indepen-


dent of citrate concentration above 0.27 × 10-4 M, appar-


ently because the citrate monolayer on Ag nanocrystals is


complete at and above this concentration. The kinetics are


autocatalytic and first-order in seed concentration, as expected


if aqueous Ag+ is independent of seed concentration. At very


low light intensity, the kinetics are linear. The rate becomes


sublinear in light intensity at a quite low value, ca. 50


mW/cm2. This may represent a switch in mechanism to Ag+


diffusion-limited growth from Ag+ photoreduction-limited


growth. If so, then the thermodynamic Ag+ concentration is


about 10-9 M. The reason that two discrete sizes can be


grown, as observed by Mirkin, seems to be that disk prisms of


one size have two separate, distinct plasmon peaks: an intense


in-plane dipole transition at longer wavelengths and a weaker


quadrupole transition at shorter wavelength. Under mono-


chromatic visible irradiation, two discrete sizes can be in res-


onance and develop higher photovoltage: a larger prism in


resonance on its quadrupole transition and a smaller prism in


resonance on its in-plane dipole transition.


Final Thoughts
In general, the theory of excited electronic states with strong cor-


relations, such as in Ag nanocrystals, is intrinsically difficult. Our


understanding of exchange-coupled SERS and of surface photo-


chemistry remains primitive. We do not have predictive under-


standing. This lack of understanding encourages us to pursue


basic research in this area. We do understand that the potential


for surface photochemistry is high. Also, there well may be some


use for hot metallic electrons in the solar energy field. There is


a report of a photovoltaic cell based upon optically excited bal-


listic electron transfer from Au into titanium dioxide.63


I thank Peter Redmond, Xiaomu Wu, and Haitao Liu for their


valuable comments on this manuscript.
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C O N S P E C T U S


During the past 15 years or so, nanowires (NWs) have emerged as
a new and distinct class of materials. Their novel structural and


physical properties separate them from wires that can be prepared using
the standard methods for manufacturing electronics. NW-based applica-
tions that range from traditional electronic devices (logic and memory) to
novel biomolecular and chemical sensors, thermoelectric materials, and
optoelectronic devices, all have appeared during the past few years. From
a fundamental perspective, NWs provide a route toward the investiga-
tion of new physics in confined dimensions.


Perhaps the most familiar fabrication method is the vapor-liquid-
solid (VLS) growth technique, which produces semiconductor nanowires
as bulk materials. However, other fabrication methods exist and have
their own advantages.


In this Account, I review a particular class of NWs produced by an alternative method called superlattice nanowire pat-
tern transfer (SNAP). The SNAP method is distinct from other nanowire preparation methods in several ways. It can pro-
duce large NW arrays from virtually any thin-film material, including metals, insulators, and semiconductors. The dimensions
of the NWs can be controlled with near-atomic precision, and NW widths and spacings can be as small as a few nanom-
eters. In addition, SNAP is almost fully compatible with more traditional methods for manufacturing electronics. The moti-
vation behind the development of SNAP was to have a general nanofabrication method for preparing electronics-grade
circuitry, but one that would operate at macromolecular dimensions and with access to a broad materials set. Thus, elec-
tronics applications, including novel demultiplexing architectures; large-scale, ultrahigh-density memory circuits; and com-
plementary symmetry nanowire logic circuits, have served as drivers for developing various aspects of the SNAP method.
Some of that work is reviewed here.


As the SNAP method has evolved into a robust nanofabrication method, it has become an enabling tool for the inves-
tigation of new physics. In particular, the application of SNAP toward understanding heat transport in low-dimensional sys-
tems is discussed. This work has led to the surprising discovery that Si NWs can serve as highly efficient thermoelectric
materials. Finally, we turn toward the application of SNAP to the investigation of quasi-one-dimensional (quasi-1D) super-
conducting physics in extremely high aspect ratio Nb NWs.


Introduction
Many metal and semimetal nanowires (NWs) can


be prepared by electrochemically depositing the


NW materials into the vertically aligned pores of


an anodically etched alumina film.1 Most semi-


conductor NWs2 are produced using the vapor-
liquid-solid (VLS) growth method that has been


generalized and expanded to a host of semicon-


ductor materials by Lieber’s group.3 VLS NWs


require a metal nanoparticle to seed NW growth,


and NWs are often prepared as a powder or as a


surface-supported film. While some parameters,


such as the concentration of dopants or the NW


length, are difficult to control, novel materials,


such as core-shell4,5 or branched6 NWs, can be


prepared. Both the alumina-templated and the


VLS-synthesized NWs can be prepared with an


alternating and controllable stoichiometry along
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the long axis of the NW.7 Most NWs are studied for their elec-


tronic (or optoelectronic) properties.8 These classes of NWs


need to be organized into the desired device setting and that


remains a challenge. Thus, the majority of NW studies have


focused on single or few-device demonstrations, albeit often


with spectacular resulting science.


The superlattice nanowire pattern transfer method, or


SNAP,9 provides an alternative to these materials methods,


with its own unique advantages. Namely, SNAP can be har-


nessed to produce large arrays of virtually any type of NW;


the only limitation is that the material from which the NWs are


made must begin as a thin film. The SNAP technique resides


between NW materials growth methods (the template for


SNAP NWs is grown) and traditional top-down patterning


methods. Figure 1 presents a flow diagram of the SNAP


process.


SNAP NWs have other advantages. First they inherit their


doping levels, stoichiometry, crystallographic orientation, and


thickness from the thin film substrate from which they are


made. This means, for example, that p-type and n-type Si NWs


can be readily prepared side by side and that pn diodes and


other devices are readily obtained. Some NW materials are


uniquely available using SNAP, including insulators and cer-


tain metals.


Second, the width and pitch of an array of SNAP NWs are


translated from the precisely controlled film thicknesses and


spacings of the superlattice template (Figure 1A). Arrays con-


taining 103 or more nontouching, well-conducting NWs with


NW widths as thin as 7 ( 2 nm and at a NW array pitch of


13 ( 2 nm have been prepared. No other method can


approach these dimensions with such precision.


Third, SNAP NWs may be a millimeter long or longer.


Materials grown NWs typically have lengths of 10 µm or less.


Long NWs can exhibit unique physics, and they enable the


construction of relatively large scale NW circuits.


In this Account, I will first discuss the SNAP fabrication


method, and the ultrahigh density electronics applications that


drove its development, before turning toward some of the


new physics that we are exploring with SNAP NWs.


The SNAP Fabrication Process
The process for producing SNAP NW arrays is illustrated in Fig-


ure 1. The process details are published elsewhere,9,10 so only


the most salient points are presented here. First, a custom-


grown AlxGa1-xAs/GaAs superlattice is cleaved into 2 mm


wide × 5 mm long “masters” (Figure 1A). One of the 2 mm


wide edges is an atomically flat {110} or {100} plane. A comb-


like structure (Figure 1B,C) is generated by differentially etch-


ing the superlattice using a dilute NH4OH/H2O2/H2O etch


solution. Pt metal is then deposited onto the superlattice edge


at an angle that varies from 15° to 45°, depending upon the


pitch of the superlattice (Figure 1D). Those Pt NWs are then


transferred as an ink by gently dropping them onto a sub-


strate coated with a thin (10 nm) layer of heat-curable epoxy


(Figure 1E). The epoxy coats the thin film from which the final


NWs will emerge. This dropping step may be controlled to a


FIGURE 1. The SNAP process: (A) A piece of a GaAs/AlxGa1-xAs superlattice serves as the master. (B) The superlattice is differentially etched,
leaving a comb-like structure. (C) A SEM micrograph of an etched master is shown. (D) Metal (typically Pt) is evaporated onto the master. (E)
The master is dropped onto a substrate precoated with a thin epoxy layer. (F) The interface between the evaporated metal and the
superlattice is etched, leaving nanowires on the surface. (G) Dry etching translates the metal nanowire array into the supporting substrate.
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spatial accuracy of (1 µm using a custom-built chuck. The


epoxy formulation (Epoxy Bond 110; Allied Tech Products,


Ranch Dominguez, CA; 10 drops part A to 1 drop part B +
0.15 g of 6% poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) in 20 mL


chlorobenzene) is critical for ensuring a high process yield. The


epoxy/master is heat cured, and the metal NWs are released


from the superlattice using a wet chemical etch, thus form-


ing an array of Pt NWs (Figure 1F).


The Pt NW array may be pattern-transferred, via reactive


ion etching (RIE), thus converting the underlying thin film into


a NW array (Figure 1G). For Si NWs, this film is typically a 20


nm thick single-crystal Si(100) epilayer of a silicon-on-insula-


tor (SOI) wafer (Si(100)SOI). We have also fabricated NWs from


metal,11 insulator, and multilayer thin films.12 (Figure 2).


For the fabrication of crossbar circuits,9,12 a second set of


SNAP NWs is deposited at right angles to the first set. For


other applications, NW-to-NW routing pathways or relatively


large NW contacts are required.11,13–15 In such cases, lithog-


raphy may be carried out on the Pt NW/epoxy film prior to the


RIE step, so that after etching, the contacts, routing structures,


etc., all lie within same thin single-crystal film (Figure 2D).16


A one-day/one-person fabrication run can generate 10-20


high-quality NW arrays, with each array containing between


102 and 103 1-2 mm long NWs. SNAP NW arrays may also


be replicated using nanoimprinting17 (Figure 2C), implying the


potential for high-throughput manufacturing.


SNAP Patterned Silicon Nanowires
A priority has been to develop high-quality Si NW arrays, since


Si NWs are versatile with applications to electronics, (bio)mo-


lecular sensors,18–20 quantum physics,15 and thermoelec-


trics.14 Each application has different requirements. For


memory circuits, long, continuous, and highly conducting NWs


are needed. For logic, p- and n-type NWs need to be fabri-


cated side-by-side, the NW source-drain channels need to be


lightly doped, and ohmic contacts need to be established to


ends of the NWs. For all applications, surface chemistry issues


are important. For thermoelectrics, the integration of p- and


n-type NWs onto a platform that can efficiently funnel heat is


required.21 Thus, we discuss SNAP Si NWs in detail, although


much of this discussion translates to other NW types.


Doping Si NWs. A figure of merit of NW quality is the NW


electrical conductivity (σ) divided by that of the thin SOI epil-


ayer film from which the NWs are patterned. Ideally, this value


(σNW/σB) is 1. However, because the NWs are nearly one-di-


mensional conductors, charge carriers passing through the NW


will unavoidably scatter off of lattice defects, surface states,


etc., all of which can lower σNW/σB. We found that Si NWs fab-


ricated from Si(100)SOI epilayers, doped via ion implantation,


exhibited σNW/σB values near 1 for NWs above ∼40 nm in


width. For NW widths e20 nm, σNW/σB was 0.01-0.001.10


For 15-20 nm wide Si NWs patterned from MBE-grown


(defect-free) SOI, σNW/σB )1. Thus, ion implantation doping


leaves defects that lower σNW when the physical dimensions


FIGURE 2. SNAP nanowire arrays: (A) Si NWs. These arrays are 2-3 mm long and can contain >103 NWs. (B) Nb NWs. (C) Replicating SNAP
NWs via nanoimprinting. (D) Ohmic contacts to SNAP NWs can be established by carrying out additional patterning on the SOI substrate
prior to the development of the NW pattern. The drawing is of a single-crystal structure consisting of a NW array plus relatively large
electrical contacts. The SEM image at right shows this type of structure for Si NWs.
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of the NW are reduced so that charge carriers passing through


the NW could scatter off those defects.


We developed a gentle doping technique for SNAP Si NWs


using spin-on-dopants (SOD), followed by thermal annealing


to diffuse the dopants into the Si epilayer (Figure 3).10,22


The temperature and duration of the thermal anneal deter-


mines the level and distribution of dopants through the thick-


ness of the Si epilayers. Si NWs of width g15 nm exhibited


σNW/σB values near 1 when prepared from SOD doped SOI.


Surface scattering apparently reduces σNW/σB values for 10


nm and smaller NWs to ∼0.1.14 P- and n-type Si NWs can be


fabricated within the same array.23


Ohmic Contacts to Si NWs. Electrical contacts to highly


doped (metallic) Si NWs are almost always ohmic, meaning


that the current-voltage response is linear (it follows Ohm’s


law). For lightly doped NWs, ohmic contacts are difficult to


achieve. A traditional solution for Si field effect transistors


(FETs) is to highly dope the Si structure in the regions to be


electrically contacted and to lightly dope the region between


the contacts (the source-drain channel). This is challenging to


achieve in materials grown NWs but is straightforward for


SNAP NWs.16 Note from Figure 3c that, even for highly doped


NWs, the dopant concentration rapidly decreases as the top


10-15 nm of the NWs are removed. Thus for heavily doped


Si NWs, ohmic metal contacts to the NWs can be established,


and those contacts can serve as etch masks while the source-


drain channel is thinned. This provides a general solution for


obtaining ohmic contacts to both n- and p-type NWs that are


larger than ∼15 nm in width. For 10 nm and thinner NWs,


this approach is combined with the process illustrated in Fig-


ure 2D to establish large-area NW contacts out of the same Si


single crystal from which the NWs are formed.


Applications of SNAP to Electronic Devices
Demultiplexing. A modern microprocessor chip contains


∼108 transistors, yet only ∼102 connections to the outside


world. A key element in reducing a vast number of devices to


a small number of input/output wires is a demultiplexer, which


is a circuit designed to separate two or more combined sig-


nals. The ultrahigh density NW arrays achievable via SNAP


beg the question of whether it is possible to electrically


address every individual NW using a relatively small number


of microwires. Architectural concepts for meeting this chal-


lenge should bridge from the submicrometer dimensions of


standard lithography to the few nanometer dimensions


achievable through patterning methods like SNAP, with a few


large wires addressing many NWs. NW demultiplexing con-


cepts that are based upon binary tree demultiplexers (demux,


see the drawing of Figure 4 for an example) have been


proposed.24,25 These architectures utilize R[log2(N)] + � large


FIGURE 3. Spin-on-doping to produce p- and n-type Si NWs: (a)
Fabrication steps. The SOI wafer is coated with a spin-on-glass
(SOG). A window is opened in the SOG, and the wafer is coated
with a spin-on-dopant film for p-type dopants, which are then are
diffused into the substrate using rapid thermal annealing. The steps
are repeated for n-type doping. (b) p- (top) and n-type (bottom) Si
NWs in an array of 16 nm wide, 33 nm pitch Si NWs. (c) The
measured dopant concentration (F) as a function of depth through
the SOI film.


FIGURE 4. Demultiplexing concept and false-color graphic of a
SNAP NW array patterned at 33 nm pitch. The top left architectural
drawing shows n ) 3 input address wire pairs demultiplexing 2n


()8) NWs. The black and red bars represent regions over the NWs
where a gate voltage may be applied. When a wire is gated (red
bar), that wire becomes highly resistive and so is deselected
(symbolized by turning green). Only one NW is selected (colored
red for its entire length). The size and spacing of the bars is larger
than that of the NWs, yet the address “100” still selects a single
NW. The micrograph is of a SNAP NW demultiplexer following
patterning of the gate regions and dielectric film deposition but
prior to the deposition of the gate electrodes. The false color
demonstrates an operation analogous to the architectural drawing.
This demultiplexer worked. The structure of the SNAP Si NW array
is visible as ridges in the gray dielectric film.
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wires to address N NWs. In the most efficient case, R ) 2 and


� ) 0, although disordered or broken NWs require schemes


with larger R and � values. We reported on an efficient demux


architecture and demonstration (Figure 4) that took advan-


tage of the regular pitch and width of the NWs within a SNAP


NW array.22 It also took advantage of the doping gradient


within the Si NWs to establish ohmic contacts to NWs that


could be field-gated by the demux address lines.


Ultrahigh Density Memory Circuits. Crossbar circuits,


which are formed from two crossed arrays of wires, with stor-


age or switching elements located at the crossing junctions,


have advantages26 that have made them nanoelectronics pro-


totypes.25 The crossbar is simple, is defect tolerant, and is the


densest electronically addressed circuit architecture for which


each bit may be individually addressed.


A disadvantage of crossbars is that every bit within a cross-


bar is electronically connected to every other bit. A 1 or 0


state is written using a voltage, VW, that is split into (1/2VW


between the two crossed wires that define a bit. This means


that many bits are exposed to 1/2VW, and a field-switchable


junction, such as one based upon the poling of a ferroelec-


tric domain, may inadvertently switch. A second challenge


involves the field- or voltage-dependent switching response,


which should be hysteretic so that a 1 or 0 state can be stored


after the bit has been addressed. For solid-state materials, if


the junction is sufficiently reduced in size, the hysteresis can


collapse. An example is the hysteretic magnetism of ferromag-


netic crystals versus the superparamagnetic response of a


nanoparticle of that same material.


For our memory storage elements, we developed, with


Fraser Stoddart’s group, monolayers of redox-switchable,


bistable [2]rotaxane and [2]catenane molecular switches.27,28


Such molecular switches are current- rather than field-ad-


dressed, and this removes the inadvertent switching of bits,


since current only flows at the redox potentials that are char-


acteristic of the specific molecule. In addition, we initially


guessed that the switching properties would be inherently


molecular in nature, and so should scale to the dimensions of


a SNAP NW crossbar. This last assumption was not quite cor-


rect; the switching thermodynamics is molecule-dependent,


but the kinetics depends upon the molecule and the physical


environment.29


A SNAP-patterned, ultrahigh density 160 000 bit molecu-


lar electronic memory circuit is shown in Figure 5.12 Four hun-


dred Si NWs are crossed by 400 stacked insulator/metal (SiO2/


Ti) NW arrays, with all NWs patterned at 33 nm pitch. A layer


of molecular switches (Figure 5B) is sandwiched in between


the NWs. A major challenge associated with constructing this


memory was to do as many of the fabrication steps as possi-


ble prior to deposition of the molecules and then to ensure


that the molecules were protected once they were incorpo-


rated into the circuit. The completed memory was structur-


ally perfect as measured by high-resolution scanning electron


microscopy, and 100% of the NWs that were measured exhib-


ited excellent conductivity characteristics. However, the mem-


ory itself was electronically imperfect when tested, a result that


largely arose from how the various processing steps impacted


the layer of molecular switches. Nevertheless, the good bits


(about 25% of the total) could be configured into a read/write


memory (Figure 5). The final memory circuit itself served as a


compelling scientific demonstration that a working electron-


ics circuit could be constructed at macromolecular dimensions,


FIGURE 5. An ultrahigh density 160 kilobit molecular electronic memory. (A) False-color SEM micrograph of the memory is shown at left. A
400 SNAP Si NW array runs diagonally from the bottom right. These are crossed by an array of 400 Ti NWs, shown in blue. Electrical
contacts for testing are shown in red. (B) The bistable, electrochemically switchable, amphiphilic [2]rotaxane, a monolayer of which is
sandwiched between the top and bottom electrodes. Hydrophobic and hydrophilic stoppers are labeled 1 and 2. The switching components
(labeled S) consist of a tetracationic cyclophane ring (blue) encircling either a tetrathiafulvalene group (green) (low conductance, or “0” state)
or a dioxynapthyl group (red) (high conductance, or “1” state). (C) ASCII character read and write memory demonstration. The fraction of this
memory that was tested is approximately shown in the inset micrograph of the crossbar. The scale bar is 200 nm.
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with bit densities that are more than 15 years beyond cur-


rent microchip fabrication metrics.30


Logic Circuits. Building complementary symmetry (CS) NW


logic circuits involves a set of challenges distinct from mem-


ory, namely, the incorporation of p- and n-type Si NW FETs


into a single NW logic circuit complete with ohmic contacts


and signal routing lines. Logic constitutes a more demand-


ing NW application than does memory. For logic, the CS logic


gates should exhibit gain, power efficiency, and large on/off


switching ratios and the input logic voltage level should be


fully restored at the output. Finally, the CS NW logic gates


should have noise margins that allow for robust operation.


Many of these requirements can be addressed using the


nanofabrication approaches outlined in Figure 2D and Figure


3.16,23,31 An experimental demonstration of two-stage CS NW


logic (NOR followed by NOT to produce an OR) is presented


in Figure 6. A given input addresses at least one p-FET and


one n-FET that are wired in series between the source volt-


age and ground. This is characteristic of CS logic and means


that an off-state FET always shields VDD from ground, thus pro-


viding energy efficiency if the leakage currents are low. We


investigated the properties of statistical numbers of CS logic


gates, and by integrating in silico circuit modeling in feed-


back with device fabrication and testing, we demonstrated a


number of key performance metrics using Si multi-NW FETs.


These include full signal restoration, logic gates with a gain of


40-50, excellent noise margins, and relatively low off-cur-


rents.13 CS NW logic gates with single-NW FETs do not exhibit


such uniform performance, a result that may arise from sta-


tistical fluctuations in the numbers of dopant atoms or from


their high surface-to-volume ratio.


Materials Applications
Many advances in nanotechnology have been predicated


upon physically confining systems to dimensions below char-


acteristic length scales. Examples include the size of the exci-


ton in a quantum dot and its influence on the optical


properties of that particle. Other examples include how ther-


modynamic length scales can modify phase transitions32 in


nanosystems or the size-dependent scaling of van der Waals


forces for controlling the assembly of nanostructures.33


A physical characteristic of nanostructured solids that has


been relatively unexploited is that of lattice vibrations, or


phonons. We turn now to two systems in which phonon phys-


ics is manifest: NW thermoelectric materials and NW quasi-1D


superconductors.


SNAP NW Thermoelectrics. Thermoelectric efficiency is


described by the dimensionless parameter ZT ) σS2T/κ, where


σ and κ are the electrical and thermal conductivities, respec-


tively, and S is the thermopower (in V · K-1). Bulk Si has a ZT


of 0.014; it is a lousy thermoelectric. Commercial materials


exhibit a ZT approaching 1, and state of the art materials


exhibit ZT values in excess of 2, although typically for only


one type of conductor (e.g., n-type). For thermocooling or ther-


mopower applications, both p- and n-type materials are need-


ed.21


Both S and κ can depend upon phonons. Phonons carry


sound, dissipate heat, and are involved in the relaxation of


excited electronic states. One opportunity with NWs is to lower


κ. Bulk Si has a κ of 140 W·m-1 · K-1. For NWs, phonon scat-


tering off the NW boundaries should decrease κ. Majumdar’s


group reported a κ for 22 nm diameter Si NWs of ∼6


W · m-1 · K-1 at 300 K.34 The theoretical minimum for κ is


based upon the principal that the scattering length can get no


shorter than the atomic spacing in the lattice. For Si, that value


has been calculated to be about 0.99 W · m-1 · K-1, in agree-


ment with κ for amorphous Si.35


The thermopower, S, can have phonon (Sph) and electron


contributions (Se). For lightly doped Si at low temperatures, Sph


is dominated by phonon drag. At low doping, the semicon-


ductor Fermi surface is small, so momentum-conserving elec-


tron/phonon collisions (the first step toward dissipating heat)


require long wavelength phonons. As these phonons carry


heat through the lattice, they have the tendency to “drag” the


electrons toward the cold end of the thermoelectric material,


thus increasing S. If those phonons collide with other phonons


in nonmomentum-conserving (Umklapp) processes, then the


affect of phonon drag is diminished, which is why phonon


drag disappears at high T. It is worth noting that phonon drag


FIGURE 6. A complementary symmetry nanowire-based OR logic
gate: (A) The measured truth table of the logic gate. For this gate,
-3 V was a logic “0”, and 0 V was a logic “1”. As can be seen from
the inset circuit diagram, the output of a NOR gate drives the input
of a NOT gate. Red and blue lines within the circuit diagram
highlight the p- and n-FETS, respectively. (B) A SEM micrograph of
the device. A strip of 400 16 nm wide Si NWs (highlighted in red)
runs diagonally across the image, and the physical location of the
NOR and NOT gates are shown.
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effects have been found to disappear in submicrometer pieces


of silicon, due to surface scattering effects.36 Se, however, can


be potentially enhanced in NWs due to singularities in the


electronic density of states (DOS),37 although such effects have


not been experimentally observed.


The coupling of SNAP NWs onto a platform designed for


the comprehensive measurements of σ, κ, and S was done


(Figure 7A). In Figure 7B,C, we present representative data


from a number of measurements.14 There are three remark-


able observations here. First, 10 nm wide, 20 nm thick Si NWs


exhibit a value of κ (0.76 ( 0.15 W · m-1 · K-1) that is below


the minimum theoretical κ for Si. κ would likely be further


reduced for smaller NWs (based upon the observed


trends).14,38 The second observation relates to S. For very


highly doped 20 nm wide Si NWs, S is dominated by Se, and


is bulk-like, as expected. But for NWs doped slightly less, S
peaks at 200 K and appears to be dominated by Sph, indicat-


ing the presence of phonon drag. All these Si NWs exhibit


metallic-like electrical conductivity. The low values of κ are not


readily explained. However, the presence of phonon drag


implies that narrow boundaries of the NWs are not providing


scattering points for the long wavelength acoustic phonons;


instead those phonons have become one-dimensional (Fig-


ure 7B, inset), and the relevant scattering distance is the NW


length. The implication is that longer NWs should exhibit more


pronounced phonon drag, a prediction that is currently being


tested. The third observation is that Si NWs are high-perfor-


mance thermoelectric materials!


SNAP Quasi-1D Superconductors. A second interesting


system is that of quasi-1D superconductors. Such supercon-


ductors have diameters less than the superconducting coher-


ence length � and magnetic penetration depth λ. The


Ginzburg-Landau order parameter ψ (and the density of Coo-


per pairs, |ψ|2) is only a function of the position x along the


wire.39,40 Both λ and � are temperature dependent and large


close to Tc but quickly reduce as T is reduced below Tc: �(T)


≈ �(0)(1 - T/Tc)
-1/2 and λ(T) ≈ λ(0)[1 - (T/Tc)


4]-1/2. For pure


metals, λ(0) is ∼40 nm, while �(0) varies from ∼1 µm to 40


nm.41 Consequently, for T < Tc, strong quasi-1D behavior


requires NWs with diameters ,40 nm. In a strictly 1D sys-


tem, superconductivity is not possible.42


Below the superconducting transition temperature, Tc, the


electrical resistance of a bulk superconductor quickly drops to


zero, while the resistance in a quasi-1D system gradually


decreases to zero. This finite resistance at T < Tc is a conse-


quence of thermally activated phase slip (TAPS) and quan-


tum phase slip (QPS) processes.40,43,44 For TAPS, thermo-


dynamic fluctuations (∼kT) stochastically and instantaneously


depress |ψ| to zero at a random point along the wire, allow-


ing for a sudden change of 2π in the phase of ψ (“phase slip”)


and a finite voltage drop across the wire. TAPS and QPS pro-


cesses are intrinsic to quasi-1D superconductors, and they


have been studied in the low-current (i.e., small perturbation)


limit in a number of systems, ranging from Nb-coated car-


bon nanotubes45 to etch-thinned wires46 and others.47


Although these investigations have been typically plagued by


FIGURE 7. Si NW thermoelectrics: (A) The measurement platform (false color). The NW array is green, and the yellow electrodes are utilized
for thermometry to quantify the temperature differences established with the Joule heaters (the right heater is colored red). The yellow and
blue electrodes combine for four-point conductivity measurements. The gray underlying region is 150 nm thick SiO2, with the underlying Si
wafer etched back to suspend the platform, placing the background out of focus. (B) Thermopower calculation plotted along with
experimental data (black points) from a 20 nm wide Si NW array p-type doped at 3 × 1019 cm-3. The black curve is the fitted expression for
Se + Sph. The red and blue curves are Sph and Se from the fit. The blue data points are measured values for bulk wires (doping 2 × 1020


cm-3, crosses), 10 nm NWs (doping 7 × 1019 cm-3, diamonds), and 20 nm wires (doping 1.3 × 1020 cm-3, triangles) where only an Se


component of S was found. The drop in S to 0 as T approaches 0 occurs because the phonon mean free path reaches the sample size and
the specific heat approaches 0 due to the third law of thermodynamics. The inset shows the character of a 3D bulk longitudinal acoustic
phonon mode (top) and a 1D mode when the wavelength is larger or on the order of the NW width. The 1D mode incorporates the
existence of the boundary by transverse expansion (compression) for longitudinal compression (expansion). (C) Measured ZT values for Si
NWs. For the NWs represented by the red trace, Sph dominates S. Se dominates S for the wires represented by the blue trace.
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issues such as proximity effects, the lack of four-point con-


tacts, and limited materials flexibility and poor dimensional


control, the studies have combined to give a fairly consistent


picture.


Long NWs are more difficult to study but can exhibit addi-


tional physics in the form of localized resistance phase slip


centers (PSC) along the length of the nanowires.40 PSCs appear


in the high-current limit, and each PSC occupies a character-


istic length of ∼2λQ
/ , where λQ


/ ≈ 10 µm and is the quasipar-


ticle diffusion length. Thus, a NW of length L can


accommodate L/(2λQ
/ ) PSCs. Attempts to directly measure λQ


/


in true quasi-1D NWs have been limited. For example, in Sn


NW arrays grown by electrodeposition, the PSCs are pinned


down at local defects and are not related to λQ
/ .47


The Nb NW arrays of Figure 2B are true quasi-1D super-


conductors.11 By use of the monolithic fabrication approaches


(Figure 2D), proximity effects were avoided, and we investi-


gated quasi-1D superconducting physics in NWs as long as


100 µm with NW widths and thicknesses as small as 10 and


11 nm. Results relevant to the investigation of just the PSCs


are shown in Figure 8, but a comprehensive picture that


included TAPS and QPS processes was assimilated as well.11


It is interesting that longer NWs are qualitatively different than


short ones. Recall that, for Si NWs, phonon drag effects should


make long NWs of that material fundamentally different than


short NWs.


Conclusions
The SNAP process has evolved into a tremendously versatile


method that is unmatched in terms of its capability for pro-


ducing high-quality nanowire arrays. The development of the


SNAP process over the past few years was largely driven by


the goal of developing an electronics-grade manufacturing


approach that operated at macromolecular dimensions. Sev-


eral benchmarks toward achieving this goal, including the fab-


rication of ultrahigh density memory, novel demultiplexing


structures, and complementary symmetry nanowire logic cir-


cuits, have been achieved. However, the most exciting aspect


of the SNAP method is that it is now allowing us to investi-


gate and discover new physics in nanoscale materials.
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C O N S P E C T U S


During the past decade, interest has grown tremendously in the design and synthesis of crystalline materials con-
structed from molecular clusters linked by extended groups of atoms. Most notable are metal-organic frameworks


(MOFs), in which polyatomic inorganic metal-containing clusters are joined by polytopic linkers. (Although these materials
are sometimes referred to as coordination polymers, we prefer to differentiate them, because MOFs are based on strong
linkages that yield robust frameworks.) The realization that MOFs could be designed and synthesized in a rational way from
molecular building blocks led to the emergence of a discipline that we call reticular chemistry.


MOFs can be represented as a special kind of graph called a periodic net. Such descriptions date back to the earliest
crystallographic studies but have become much more common recently because thousands of new structures and hun-
dreds of underlying nets have been reported. In the simplest cases (e.g., the structure of diamond), the atoms in the crys-
tal become the vertices of the net, and bonds are the links (edges) that connect them. In the case of MOFs, polyatomic groups
act as the vertices and edges of the net.


Because of the explosive growth in this area, a need has arisen for a universal system of nomenclature, classification,
identification, and retrieval of these topological structures. We have developed a system of symbols for the identification
of three periodic nets of interest, and this system is now in wide use. In this Account, we explain the underlying method-
ology of assigning symbols and describe the Reticular Chemistry Structure Resource (RCSR), in which about 1600 such nets
are collected and illustrated in a database that can be searched by symbol, name, keywords, and attributes. The resource
also contains searchable data for polyhedra and layers.


The database entries come from systematic enumerations or from known chemical compounds or both. In the lat-
ter case, references to occurrences are provided. We describe some crystallographic, topological, and other attributes
of nets and explain how they are reported in the database. We also describe how the database can be used as a tool
for the design and structural analysis of new materials. Associated with each net is a natural tiling, which is a natu-
ral partition of space into space-filling tiles. The database allows export of data that can be used to analyze and illus-
trate such tilings.
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Introduction
Since the earliest days of crystallography crystal structures


have been described in terms of nets in which atoms are the


vertices and the bonds are the links (edges) between them.


The interest in nets developed particularly with the study of


coordination polymers beginning some 75 years ago. In coor-


dination polymers typically a transition metal (M) ion is linked


by a polytopic coordinating ligand such as bipyridine (bpy) to


form salts such as M(bpy)2Cl2 with a charged continuous peri-


odic framework M(bpy)2. The underlying topology of the struc-


ture is described by a periodic net in which atoms are again


the vertices, but now the edges correspond to the linkers join-


ing the two edges. Considerable effort, most notably by A. F.


Wells,1 has been devoted to describing the structures of such


nets.


The past decade has seen an explosive increase in synthe-


sis and characterization of crystalline materials with frame-


works in which building blocks are joined by covalent bonds.


Most notable are metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) in which


typically polyatomic inorganic metal-containing clusters are


linked by polytopic linkers. In the archetypical MOF, MOF-5,


OZn4 cationic clusters are linked by the benzene dicarboxy-


late (bdc) anion to form a continuous cubic neutral framework


of composition Zn4O(bdc)3.2 Such materials are sometimes


referred to also as coordination polymers; however, we pre-


fer to differentiate them because MOFs are based on strong


(typically metal-oxide) linkages, which result in robust frame-


works. In the present context, the important point is that the


underlying topology of a MOF framework is likewise that of


a net, now with vertices as well as edges corresponding to


clusters of atoms; thousands of new MOFs and hundreds of


previously unreported nets have been described.


The realization that MOFs particularly could be designed


and synthesized in a rational way from molecular building


blocks3 led to the emergence of a discipline that we term retic-


ular chemistry.4 Central to that discipline is the hypothesis that


there are a relatively small number of default nets for a given


choice of geometry of molecular building units.5 Analysis of


the existing data for MOFs has confirmed this hypothesis.6


However, there has been no generally agreed system of


nomenclature of nets or a systematic descriptive catalog of


their structures. In this Account, we describe our efforts in this


regard and describe a database designed to facilitate reticu-


lar chemistry. This last is called the Reticular Chemistry Struc-


ture Resource (RCSR).


Periodic nets are a special kind of graph, and some of the


methods of graph theory are relevant to their description.7


Unfortunately many terms used by chemists have quite dif-


ferent meanings in graph theory and other areas of geome-


try; here we use the terms in the sense generally understood


by chemists. Readers unfamiliar with these aspects might refer


to the reference cited.7


Symbols for Nets
In the matter of names or symbols for nets, there is an unfor-


tunate proliferation. A ubiquitous three-connected net is var-


iously known as “Laves net”, “(10,3)a”, “Y*”, “3/10/c1”, “K4


crystal. “labyrinth graph of the G surface”, and “SrSi2 net”. We


have developed a set of symbols, which we call RCSR sym-


bols, modeled on those used to specify a zeolite framework


type.8 Thus the framework of the zeolite known as sodalite


has the zeolite code SOD. This is an important four-connected


net that arises in many contexts in crystal chemistry and else-


where, and we assign it the RCSR symbol sod (lower case,


bold). Other common four-connected nets are those of dia-


mond and the framework of the quartz form of silica. These


are assigned symbols dia and qtz, respectively. The symbol


for the three-connected net referred to at the beginning of the


paragraph is srs. There are two cases where zeolite codes and


RCSR symbols have different letters. The net of the zeolite


framework BCT has RCSR symbol crb (it is the B net in CrB4);


bct refers to the 10-connected body-centered tetragonal lat-


tice. The net of zeolite framework ABW has RCSR symbol sra


(it is the Al net in SrAl2). Every structure in RCSR has a unique


symbol but, as explained below, may have an “other sym-


bol” that is useful to facilitate searches and to call attention to


structural relationships.


Simple common nets like dia (Figure 1) give rise to derived


nets, and it is convenient and informative to signify that by


one or more extensions to the basic symbol. Specifically, the


following extensions are defined:


• a refers to the augmented net in which the vertices of the


original net are replaced by a group of vertices with the


shape of the original coordination figure of the vertex.5


Thus dia-a refers to the net obtained by replacing the orig-


inal vertices of the dia net by a tetrahedron of vertices; see


Figure 1.


• b refers to the binary version of a net with just one kind of


vertex (uninodal). For example, the binary version of dia-


mond is sphalerite, ZnS (Figure 1). The main reason for


making the distinction is that the symmetry of the binary


version (F4̄3m) is lower than that (Fd3̄m) of the parent


structure, and this knowledge is helpful to those not famil-


iar with deriving subgroups of space groups.
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• c refers to catenated nets. dia-c is the structure with two


interpenetrating but otherwise independent dia nets (Fig-


ure 1). The reason for making this distinction is that now


the pair of nets often has a higher symmetry that is not


always obvious (dia has symmetry Fd3̄m; dia-c has sym-


metry Pn3̄m). An elaboration of this idea is to extensions


-cn where n > 2 indicates that there are n separate inter-


penetrating nets.


• d refers to the dual net. For most nets, we can determine


a natural tiling.9 The dual of that tiling (see below) carries


a net that for shorthand we call the dual net. Some nets


have natural tilings that are self-dual. This is the case for


the diamond net, so dia-d ) dia.


• e refers to the edge net. This is obtained by putting new


vertices in the middle of the edges of the old net. For a


four-connected net such as dia or a zeolite net with verti-


ces in tetrahedral coordination, the edge net is a six-con-


nected net formed by a framework of corner-sharing


tetrahedra, with the new edges of the net corresponding to


the edges of the tetrahedra; see Figure 1. The nets of zeo-


lites are the four-connected nets of the tetrahedral verti-


ces (T) with T-X-T groups acting as links (X is the anion


usually an O atom). The net of the X atoms is the six-con-


nected edge net of the zeolite net. Thus the net of sodalite


anions is sod-e.


• x refers to extended coordination. For example, the net bcu
is the net defined by links to the eight nearest neighbors


of vertices that are at the nodes of a body-centered cubic


lattice. Sometimes one wants to consider that structure as


14-connected (first and second neighbors), and then the


symbol is bcu-x. We remark that sod-d ) bcu-x (see Fig-


ure 2).


• f, g, etc. refer to nets derived from a parent by replacing a


vertex by a group of vertices (decorating). For example in


dia-j each vertex is replaced by a cuboctahedron of verti-


ces. This is used sparingly. Notice that the letters of the


extension in this instance have no special significance other


than to indicate that the net is derived by decoration of a


parent net.


Extensions can be repeated or combined as in sod-a-a or


dia-a-c. Symbols with extensions may be “other symbols”,


thus dia-e is an “other symbol” for the net with symbol crs.


“Other symbols” are useful in searching the database; thus a


search for sod-d will lead to bcu-x. Like symbols themselves,


“other symbols” belong to a unique net.


Tilings for Nets
For most nets, there is a unique natural tiling in which space


is divided into an array of generalized polyhedra.9 The verti-


ces and edges of the tiling are exactly those of the net (we say


that a tiling carries a net), and the faces of the tiles are the


essential rings of the structure. Figure 2 illustrates the natural


tiling for the diamond (dia), sodalite (sod), and extended


body-centered cubic (bcu-x) nets.


FIGURE 1. The diamond (dia) net, some derived nets described in
the text, and the cds net. In this last, the broken lines indicate
distances equal to edge lengths.


FIGURE 2. Part of the diamond (dia) net (left) showing natural tiles,
which are generalized polyhedra with 10 vertices arranged as in an
adamantane cage. In the center, blue spheres and bonds are part
of the 14-coordinated extended body-centered cubic (bcu-x) net.
The outline of one tetrahedron is shown in darker blue. Red
spheres center the tetrahedra and are vertices of the dual structure.
The right structure is the sodalite net (sod) and its natural tiles
(truncated octahedra).
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Every tiling has a dual tiling with its associated net. The


dual tiling is obtained from the original by placing a new ver-


tex inside the original tiles and joining them by new edges


through the tile faces to new vertices inside tiles sharing those


faces. The definition is completed by noting that the dual of


a dual is the original tiling. The connectivity of a vertex in the


new net is equal to the number of faces of the tile of the orig-


inal net. In particular, a tiling by tetrahedra has a dual in which


four tiles meet at a vertex, three at an edge and two at a face.


Such structures (simple tilings) are particularly important in


materials chemistry as they act as the frameworks of clath-


rates and other important zeolites. We note here that the til-


ing for dia is self-dual and that the tiling for bcu-x (a tiling by


tetrahedra) and that for sod (a simple tiling) are a mutually


dual pair.


The RCSR Database
The RCSR database at http://rcsr.anu.edu.au is hosted by the


Supercomputer Facility at the Australian National University,


Canberra, and is modeled in part after the Atlas of Zeolite
Structure Types.8 At time of writing its main part contains data


for about 1600 nets. About half of these are nets of uninodal


sphere packings. By this, we mean that the vertices are all


related by symmetry (the net is vertex transitive or uninodal),
and there is an embedding (a realization with unit cell param-


eters and vertex coordinates) in which all edges are equal in


length and are the shortest distances between vertices. The


diamond net is the net of a four-connected sphere packing, as


are many of the common nets of importance in crystal chem-


istry. The principle source of data for sphere packings is the


work carried out initially by W. Fischer and later with his col-


laborators E. Koch and H. Sowa. Their enumeration of unin-


odal sphere packings is complete for cubic,10 hexagonal,11


tetragonal,12 and triclinic13 symmetries and partly completed


for orthorhombic symmetry.14 Other orthorhombic and mono-


clinic sphere packings in RCSR have come from the work of


V. A. Blatov.15


Another group of nets important for reticular chemistry is


that with two kinds of vertex (binodal) but one kind of edge


(edge transitive). These have been systematically enumerated


and entered into RCSR.16


Many four-connected nets come from known crystal struc-


tures such as those of zeolites, forms of silica (coesite, keatite,


etc.) and framework silicates (feldspar, etc.), and various pol-


ymorphs of ice (ice IV, etc.). Nets with other coordination come


from other crystal structures. For example (3,6)-connected nets


are those of rutile, anatase, etc. Many nets come from new


MOFs and related materials. There are no definite criteria for


inclusion, but generally preference is for simple (not many dif-


ferent kinds of vertex) high-symmetry structures. An excep-


tion to this rule is in nets derived from packing polyhedra. The


most complex structure in the database (rug) is derived from


a packing of just one topological kind of polyhedron. It is tri-


clinic and has 24 different kinds of vertex.


Symmetry, Embeddings, and Topological
Properties
Virtually all the nets of interest in crystal chemistry have a


combinatorial symmetry that is isomorphic with a space group


symmetry, and generally a good embedding is possible with


that symmetry although there are exceptions.17 We recog-


nize several different types of embeddability.18 The most


important is type 1, for which the nets serve as the nets of


sphere packings. For such structures, in which the requirement


that all edges are equal is insufficient to fix unit cell edges and


vertex coordinates, the embedding chosen is that of minimum


density subject to the constraint of equal edges. Usually, but


not always,19 this is also a configuration of maximum


symmetry.


Surprisingly many nets of relevance to crystal chemistry


belong to embeddability type 2. For structures of this type,


edges are all equal and are shortest intervertex distances, but


there are other equal intervertex distances that do not corre-


spond to edges. The net cds (so symbolized because it is the


underlying four-connected net in CdSO4) is perhaps the most


familiar example; see Figure 1.


There are also nets in which there is no embedding with


equal edges; bcu-x, mentioned above, is an example (see Fig-


ure 2). These are assigned other embeddability types.18 The


RCSR site has an “about” link, which gives details of these.


A typical page of the database is shown in Figure 3. For the


chosen embedding, the database gives the space group, unit


cell parameters, density (number of vertices per unit volume),


and coordinates and site symmetry of all the vertices. The


coordinates and site symmetries of the centers of each kind


of edge are also reported. Clicking on the thumbnail picture


(top left) gives a larger illustration.


A net can be considered a periodic surface of genus g if


one imagines the edges inflated to finite size. For a net with


v vertices and e edges in the primitive cell g ) 1 + e - v.7 For


nets with all vertices of the same coordination number, z, g )
1 + (z - 1)v, so the genus is a measure of the number of ver-


tices in the repeat unit. Accordingly, the genus can be help-


ful in searching for nets of a certain complexity.


For each vertex, the first ten terms in the coordination
sequence20 are given. The k term of the coordination
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sequence is the number of vertices separated from the refer-


ence vertex by a shortest path of exactly k edges. It is a con-


venient, but unfortunately not unique, fingerprint that can help


in identification of a net. A well-known example of a pair of


nets with identical sequences is rho and lta (the nets of zeo-


lites with framework code RHO and LTA,respectively); there


are many others.


For nets with coordination number e6, the vertex symbol20


is also given. Vertex symbols come in several flavors. The one


given is sometimes called the “long symbol” and records the


size and number of shortest rings at each angle. The uniniti-


ated should be aware that as well as different kinds of ver-


tex symbol, there is a plethora of names, such as point symbol
and Schläfli symbol, in use. The vertex symbols used in RCSR


are the same as those reported in the Atlas of Zeolite Frame-
work Types.7,21


Additional Information
As can be seen in Figure 3, in addition to data for the embed-


ding of the net, names are given, and the database can be


searched by name. The names for dia are “diamond”, “D” (it


is the D lattice complex22) and “4/6/c1”. The last is the Fis-
cher symbol, which is of the form n/m/zi for an n-coordinated


sphere packing in which the shortest ring is an m-ring; z is a


FIGURE 3. The dia page from the RCSR.
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letter indicating the crystal system (e.g., c for cubic, h for hex-


agonal), and i is a serial number.10-14


References are provided to papers where the properties of


the net are discussed. This reference does not necessarily refer


to occurrences in crystal structures. Known occurrences as


MOFs and related materials in the Cambridge Structural Data-


base (CSD) are given as the CSD letter codes23 by clicking on


“occurrences” at the bottom of the page (see Figure 3).


Also reported are data for the natural tiling of the net.9 The


signature of the tiling is the record of face symbols for the tiles.


The face symbol of a tile in turn is of the form [Mm.Nn...] which


indicates that the tile has m faces with M sides, n faces with


N sides, etc. The tile for the diamond (dia) structure (Figure 2)


has four six-sided faces and face symbol [64].


The numbers of kinds of vertex (p), edge (q), face (r), and


tile (s), combine to give the transitivity pqrs, which is used as


a measure of the “regularity” of the net.24 The five nets with


transitivity 1111 (dia is one) are called regular nets.25


Tiles can be subdivided into tetrahedral chambers whose


vertices are the center of the tile, a vertex, the center of an


incident edge, and the center of an incident face. The “D-sym-


bol size” (D-symbol is short for Delaney-Dress symbol26) is a


measure of the complexity of the tiling and is the number of


different (unrelated by symmetry) kinds of chamber. A tiling


by cubes with net pcu is the only tiling with D-size ) 1 (and


thus the only regular tiling). At the place where these data are


reported, one can export a file in a format (coordinates of ver-


tices in faces) that can be read by 3dt; 3dt is a tiling analysis


and drawing program written by Olaf Delgado-Friedrichs, and


a platform-independent Java version is now available.27


Searching the Database
From the home page of RCSR, clicking the link “nets” leads


directly to a search page. Here one can search by symbol or


by name (or partial name). Note that the database recognizes


names that do not appear to the user. For example dia is also


retrieved using the name “cristobalite” because dia is the net


of the cristobalite form of silica.


Search can also be made by keyword. These are all


explained at the Web site via a pop-up associated with each


term. We give just a few examples here. Semiregular nets are


those, other than the regular and quasiregular nets,25 with one


kind of vertex and one kind of edge.28 Simple tilings were


defined above. As far as the database is concerned, a clath-
rate structure is a simple tiling by polyhedra with faces that are


only four-, five-, or six-sided. A good structure in the RCSR con-


text is one either that has high point symmetry (order greater


than eight) at the vertices, or in which the shortest nonedge


distance is 1.4 times the edge length. This often acts as a use-


ful filter to reduce the number of structures retrieved in a


search to those more likely to be of interest in crystal chem-


istry. A rod net is one in which edges are collinear in one or


more directions (so the vertices lie on rods). These are of inter-


est in the design and synthesis of structures based on infi-


nite secondary building units (SBUs).29


Finally one can search by attributes such as symmetry,


coordination number, and number of different kinds of edge


and vertex. These are mainly rather obvious and all explained


in popups associated with each term. These all have numer-


ical values (symmetry search is by space group number) and


can be searched in a range specified by lower and upper


bounds. “td10” is the sum of the first ten terms in the coordi-


nation sequence (with, by generally but not universally,


agreed convention, an additional one added for the vertex


itself) and is a widely used measure of topological density. As


illustrated below, a useful way of retrieving nets of relevance


to design of potential targets for synthesis is to search for nets


with small numbers of kinds of vertex and edge.


It should be noted that the search is AND, so adding more


search terms will narrow the field.


Layers and Polyhedra
The database also contains small sections of data (coordinates


etc.) for layers (33 entries) and polyhedra (47 entries). The


“about” link at the Web site should be consulted on how to


use these data. The data for polyhedra are particularly use-


ful for making illustrations using crystal-drawing programs.


Layers and polyhedra have unique symbols similar to those


for nets. Thus cub is the symbol for the cube and oct is the


symbol for the regular octahedron; cub-d (the dual) is an


“other symbol” for oct, and cub-a is the truncated cube with


symbol tcu. Notice that augmentation is the same as trunca-


tion in the case of polyhedra. The reticular chemistry of


metal-organic polyhedra (MOPs) has recently been re-


viewed.30


Applications
There are several ways the resource can be used.


a. Information about a Known Topology. Often when


a new material is prepared the structure is deconstructed and


the underlying topology is determined; we use the freely


available computer programs Systre17,27 and TOPOS.31 If the


topology is known to RCSR, the properties of the net, occur-


rences, references, tiling data, etc. can be found. Systre is the


only program that we know of that produces a signature of a


net that is mathematically proven to be unique. It is there-
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fore the only program that can say with certainty that two nets


with different embeddings are the same. With a few patho-


logical exceptions,32 Systre knows all RCSR nets and can iden-


tify them with certainty; conversely, if Systre says a net is new,


it is not in RCSR. We do not know at present of two different


nets that have identical vertex symbols and coordination


sequences, but there are examples (ana-a is one) of binodal


nets whose distinct vertices do have identical vertex symbols


and coordination sequences (out to 50 coordination shells at


least).


b. Assistance in Crystal Design.4 It may be desirable to


link SBUs of a given shape (e.g., square, octahedral) by poly-


topic linkers, again with a given underlying shape. The sim-


plest target topologies are the default structures with the


minimum number of kinds of vertices and links.5 For exam-


ple, one might want to have four-coordinated groups and


three-coordinated groups linked together. Searching for nets


that have the keyword heterocoord 34 and two kinds of ver-


tex and one kind of edge yields the four nets bor, ctn, pto,


and tbo. Examining the augmented nets bor-a, ctn-a, pto-a,


and tbo-a (illustrated on the title page) shows that the first two


correspond to tetrahedral coordination for the four-connected


vertex and the second two have planar (square) coordination


for that vertex.


c. Identification of Phases. In a recent study in which


three-connected and tetrahedral four-connected SBUs were


linked, the products had X-ray powder patterns with large


cubic unit cells.33 Modeling crystals with the bor and ctn nets


[see section b above] clearly showed that these were the nets


of the observed structures. If this had not been the case, the


search could have been extended to other (3,4)-connected


nets. This approach should be generally useful when only


powder diffraction data are available for materials with large


unit cells.


d. As a Source of Information about Three-Periodic


Structures in General. For example, in addition to such top-


ics as regular and semiregular nets alluded to above, one can


find such things as 18 natural tilings with D-symbol size e4


(this is thought to be a complete list), 9 uninodal simple til-


ings (a complete list), 21 uninodal zeolite nets, 30 binodal


zeolite nets, and 28 uniform tilings (a complete list). The last


are vertex-transitive (uninodal) tilings of space in which the


tiles are all vertex-transitive polyhedra; they all play a prom-


inent role in crystal chemistry. Notice that only for very spe-


cial symmetrical structures can one realistically claim


completeness; the number of, for example, four-connected


nets is infinite.


Implementation
The RCSR Web site is written (by S.J.R.) in the web framework


“Ruby on Rails” (http://www.rubyonrails.org/). Authored in the


“Ruby” language, it incorporates a MySQL database (http://


www.mysql.org/) back end with the Object Relational Map-


per (ORM) and Model-View-Controller (MVC) paradigms of


Rails. Each RCSR structure is given its own homepage and a


unique url, to go with its RCSR name. Updates to the data-


base from the moderators, either for new structures or for new


information fields, are largely automated, allowing the data-


base to grow as more structures and information about them


become available.


Other Databases of Nets
There are other and larger databases of nets. EPINET34 is an


ongoing project in which three-periodic nets are generated by


projecting the nets of tilings of the hyperbolic plane onto peri-


odic surfaces in Euclidian space. It currently contains 15 000


nets and is planned to expand greatly in the near future. The


database of hypothetical zeolite structures35 is limited to four-


connected nets that would be feasible zeolite nets. It contains


over 100 000 unique topologies. The computer package


TOPOS31 is designed to deconstruct crystal structures and


determine their underlying topologies. It also analyses the


found nets (e.g., determines coordination sequences and ver-


tex symbols). It has a large (66 000 entries) built-in database


of nets including all entries in RCSR and EPINET.


This project originated in an NSF Small Grant for Exploratory


Research (No. DMR-0243082) to M.O.K. and O.M.Y. Many peo-


ple have since helped; special mention should go to Vladislav


Blatov (Samara), Olaf Delgado-Friedrichs (Canberra), and


Davide Proserpio (Milano) who have provided data, checked


entries, and corrected numerous errors. Current work at ASU is


supported by the National Science Foundation, Grant DMR


0804828.
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C O N S P E C T U S


Supramolecular coordination chemistry allows
researchers to synthesize higher-order structures


that approach the nanoscale dimensions of small
enzymes. Frequently, such structures have highly sym-
metric macrocyclic square or cage shapes. To build
functional structures that mimic the complex recogni-
tion, catalytic, and allosteric properties of enzymes,
researchers must do more than synthesize highly symmetric nanoscale structures. They must also simultaneously incorpo-
rate different functionalities into these structures and learn how to regulate their relative arrangement with respect to each
other. Designing such heteroligated coordination complexes remains a significant challenge for supramolecular chemists.


This Account focuses on the discovery and development of a novel supramolecular reaction known as the halide-
induced ligand rearrangement (HILR) reaction. Two hemilabile ligands with different binding strengths combine with d8 tran-
sition metal precursors that contain halide ions. The reaction spontaneously results in heteroligated complexes and is highly
modular and general. Indeed, it not only can be used to prepare tweezer complexes but also allows for the rapid and quan-
titative formation of heteroligated macrocyclic triple-decker/step and rectangular box complexes from a variety of differ-
ent ligands and transition metal ions. The relative arrangement between functional groups A and B in these structures can
be regulated in situ using small ancillary ligands such as halides, CO, and nitriles.


Based on this reaction, zinc- and magnesium-porphyrin moieties can be incorporated into heteroligated macrocyclic or
tweezer scaffolds. These examples demonstrate the convergent and cofacial assembly of functional sites that are known to
be involved in numerous processes in enzymes. They also show how the relative spatial and lateral distances of these sites
can be varied, in many cases reversibly. Researchers can use such complexes to study a wide range of enzymatic pro-
cesses, including catalysis, molecular recognition, electron transfer, and allosteric signal transfer.


Introduction
Over the past few years, coordination chemistry-


based synthetic methodologies have become


increasingly attractive for the design of supramo-


lecular complexes.1–11 Two of the most com-


monly used methods for preparing supra-


molecular coordination complexes are the direc-


tional bonding5–10 and symmetry interaction2,3,11


approaches. These methods rely on rigid ligands


with strategically located functional groups and


metal complexes with available coordination sites


to form the desired structures. These approaches


often provide access to highly symmetric struc-


tures with rigid, well-defined cavities that impart


unique chemical reactivity, with respect to


catalysis12–18 and molecular recognition.19–22 Our


group has focused on developing a synthetic


methodology known as the weak-link approach


(WLA),1,4,23 which uses flexible hemilabile ligands


1 (Scheme 1) along with simple transition metal


precursors to access structurally flexible supramo-


lecular structures. Traditionally, the WLA has pro-
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vided access to symmetric, homoligated supramolecular


complexes, which are capable of adopting two different con-


formations: closed (2) and open (3) (Scheme 1). The ability to


toggle between these two different conformations in situ via


the addition or removal of chemical stimuli has enabled our


group to design the first examples of supramolecular allos-


teric enzyme mimics,24–29 which when properly designed can


provide a means of signal amplification in the context of


chemical sensing.30,31


A significant advance in the field of supramolecular chem-


istry would be the development of methodologies that expand


synthetic capabilities from homoligated structures with two


accessible states (4 and 5, Scheme 2A) to heteroligated32


architectures capable of undergoing multiple in situ transfor-


mations (6-8, Scheme 2B), providing control over the inter-


actions of two different functionalities, A and B. The ability to


target heteroligated structures containing two unique ligands


with similar coordination motifs33–39 represents a significant


challenge, with most methods involving multiple, often low


yielding, steps with major product separation and isolation


difficulties.


Recently, our group has discovered and developed a reac-


tion known as the halide-induced ligand rearrangement (HILR),


which allows one to access such complexes (Scheme 3).40,41


Therefore, these complexes can be chemically modified in situ
to form closed (6), semiopen (7), and open (8) forms (Scheme


2B). The reaction allows for the cofacial arrangement of two


different ligands in which the interactions between these


ligands can be adjusted by the addition of small molecule


chemical regulators. Indeed, we have shown that this capa-


bility can be used to realize a new class of allosteric enzyme


mimics where a reactive pocket can be formed and destroyed


through reactions that occur at the allosteric regulatory site,


which is the metal hinge in this case (Scheme 2A).27


Over the past several years, we have evaluated the gener-


ality of this rearrangement process by (1) using a wide vari-


ety of ligands with significantly different physical and chemical


properties (i.e., size, shape, electronics, sterics, and symme-


try) and (2) studying the effect of using different transition


metal ions for the assembly of these complexes. Herein, we


describe the development of several high-yielding ligand rear-


rangement processes and their ability to provide access to


supramolecular assemblies that can incorporate many differ-


ent functional sites, which can be used in molecular recogni-


tion, detection, catalysis, and electron transfer. The examples


presented illustrate the high degree of selectivity and molec-


ular diversity afforded by the HILR. Moreover, the supramo-


lecular products obtained show how one can use external


chemical stimuli to effectively regulate structural changes


within these complexes.


The Halide-Induced Ligand Rearrangement
(HILR)
Macrocyclic Complexes. Our initial discovery of this rear-


rangement reaction originated from studying a series of


ligands that contain both thioether-phosphine (PS) and


ether-phosphine (PO) hemilabile coordination domains.40


Upon addition of the appropriate amounts of the desired


SCHEME 1. Formation of Supramolecular Macrocycles via the WLA


SCHEME 2. (A) Homoligated Tweezer Complexes Formed via the
Conventional WLA and (B) Heteroligated Tweezer Complexes
Formed via the WLA and HILR


SCHEME 3. The Halide-Induced Ligand Rearrangement (HILR)
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hemilabile ligand and [Rh(NBD)Cl]2 (NBD ) 2,5-norborna-


diene) in CH2Cl2, the initial homoligated complexes 12a,b
(Scheme 4) are formed. Interestingly, the 31P{1H} NMR spec-


troscopic resonances corresponding to the homoligated PS


and PO moieties gradually disappear over several hours (time


varies for each ligand set) with a concomitant appearance of


a pair of doublet of doublets at ∼δ 73 and 32, correspond-


ing to complexes 13a,b, indicating the formation of the het-


eroligated macrocycles. Although the phenyl (13a) and


biphenyl (13b) macrocycles were insoluble in common


organic solvents (i.e., CH2Cl2 and THF), crystals of 13a, iso-


lated as a precipitate, allowed for a single-crystal X-ray dif-


fraction study (Figure 1A), which confirms the formation of the


heteroligated product and is consistent with the solution struc-


ture deduced from spectroscopic data.


A key attribute of the complexes formed using this reac-


tion is the combination of both S and O coordination about


the RhI metal center. Abstraction of the Cl- ligand bound to


the RhI centers of 13a,b results in the corresponding con-


densed macrocyclic products 14a,b. Since the Rh-O bonds


are weaker than the Rh-S bonds in 14a,b, they can be


cleaved selectively using Cl- to form 13a,b, CO to form 15a,b,


or monodentate N-donors (pyridines and nitriles) to form


16a,b, leaving the Rh-S bonds intact. The ability to selec-


tively cleave the Rh-O bonds in 14a,b without disrupting the


Rh-S bonds not only allows one to easily regulate the


aryl-aryl distance in this class of complexes (the vertical com-


ponent) and therefore the size of the cavity of the resulting


structure but also provides an orthogonal means to tailor the


resulting structures via modification of the coordination envi-


ronment at the structural site (the lateral component). For


example, when Cl- or monodentate N-donors are used, the


P-Rh-P geometry adopts a cis configuration (13a,b or 16a,b,


respectively), whereas addition of CO (1 atm) converts the


SCHEME 4. The HILR for Macrocyclic Complexes


FIGURE 1. Stick representations for the crystal structures of 13a (A) and 15a (B). Color scheme: Rh (pink), C (gray), P (orange), S (yellow), O
(red), and Cl (green).
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P-Rh-P geometry from cis to trans (15a,b), as confirmed by


X-ray crystallography (Figure 1B). While the Rh-O bonds in


14a,b can be selectively cleaved to yield the semiopen com-


plexes 15a,b or 16a,b, the fully open complexes 17a,b can


be formed via the addition of Cl-/CO (1 atm) to the corre-


sponding closed complexes 14a,b or by the addition of CO (1


atm) to 13a,b. The study also showed that the supramolecu-


lar ligand rearrangement process is induced by halide ions


(Cl-, Br-, and I-), but not by several weakly or noncoordinat-


ing anions (BF4
-, PF6


- and B(ArF)4
- (B(ArF)4


- ) B[3,5-


(CF3)2(C6H3)]4
-)).40


We have shown that the HILR also works with larger poly-


dentate structures.40 For example, a 1,3,5-triphenylbenzene


ligand containing two PS coordination domains and one PO


coordination domain was synthesized and used to prepare tri-


metallic RhI complex 19 (Scheme 5). 31P{1H} NMR data show


this complex also forms in a stepwise manner via the initial


homoligated complex 18. Complex 19 undergoes a pattern of


reactivity similar to the two-dimensional complexes 13a,b,


resulting in fully closed complex 20 upon abstraction of


chloride with AgBF4 (one homoligated Rh(κ2-PS)2 site in


18-20 remains unchanged). The observation of the HILR in


trimetallic complexes was the first indication of the versatil-


ity of the rearrangement to generate multimetallic structures.


Tweezer Complexes. While the macrocyclic complexes


described in the previous section provide a convenient


approach for regulating the degree of cooperativity between


two functional groups, they do not allow for the creation or


total destruction of a reactive pocket, as observed in tweezer


structures (Scheme 2). Such a phenomenon has been shown


to have a significant effect on the rate of catalysis and enan-


tioselectivity for a bimetallic epoxide ring-opening reaction.27


Indeed, the design of such tweezer complexes could become


a general strategy for preparing new supramolecular sensors


and allosteric enzyme mimics, a topic covered in a previous


Account.23 In principle, the design of heteroligated tweezer


complexes would allow for a gradual in situ switching among


the following conformations: (1) those that possess a well-


defined cavity incorporating two groups A and B in close


proximity (6, Scheme 2B), (2) highly flexible open structures


where groups A and B interact to a lesser degree or do not


interact at all (8, Scheme 2B), and (3) intermediate structures


in which only one arm is flexible (7, Scheme 2B). Furthermore,


our group has previously demonstrated that moving from a


macrocyclic- to a tweezer-based system often provides coor-


dination complexes that are more soluble in common organic


solvents.27 Additionally, ligands containing one hemilabile


coordination domain are typically easier to synthesize than


those that contain two, an important consideration as the com-


plexity of the target supramolecular systems increases.


In order to glean more information regarding the effect of


electronics and sterics on this reaction, a series of


thioether-phosphine tweezer ligands were prepared and stud-


ied in the context of the HILR (21a-f, Scheme 6).41 Upon


reaction of the appropriate combination of thioether-
phosphine ligands 21a-f with phenyl-based tweezer ligands


22a,b and [Rh(NBD)Cl]2, the corresponding heteroligated


RhCl(κ2-PS)(κ1-PO) complexes 25a-f formed in quantitative


yield over a 4-18 h period as indicated by 31P{1H} NMR spec-


troscopy and X-ray crystallography (Figure 2). 31P{1H} NMR


spectroscopy shows that the reaction proceeds via a process


that is analogous to the one for the corresponding macrocy-


clic structures, in that the initial homoligated cationic twee-


zer products 23a-f and 24a,b form and react with one


another over time to yield the desired heteroligated tweezer


complexes 25a-f. The half-lives (t1/2) measured for each


ligand combination indicate that the reaction is accelerated for


ligands containing electron-deficient substituents on the aro-


matic groups appended to the thioether-phosphine moieties.


Similar to the macrocyclic complexes, when noncoordinat-


ing, nonhalide counterions are used (e.g., BF4
-), the rearrange-


ment process is not observed. Interestingly, the reaction still


proceeds in the absence of an ether moiety (22a) and in the


presence of sterically demanding ligands (21e,f), illustrating


the potential for incorporating a variety of different ligands


and functional groups around the RhI metal center.


Compounds 25b-f (but not 25a where X ) CH2) can be


converted to the corresponding cationic complexes 26b-f via


SCHEME 5. The HILR for a Three-Dimensional Complex
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abstraction of Cl- using a stoichiometric amount of Na[B(ArF)4].


This transformation can be accomplished reversibly via the


successive addition and abstraction of Cl-. Addition of CO (1


atm) to a solution of complexes 26b-f results in the quanti-


tative formation of the corresponding cationic products 27b-f
and also induces a change in geometry of the P-Rh-P coor-


dination from cis to trans. The fully open complexes 28a-f
can be generated via (1) the addition of CO (1 atm) to solu-


tions of 25a-f, (2) the addition of Cl- to solutions of 27a-f,
or (3) the addition of Cl- and CO to solutions of 26b-f. As


these data illustrate, once the tweezer complexes 26b-f have


been formed, they can be converted in situ to different struc-


tures, allowing for the facile control of the aryl-aryl interac-


tions via small molecule reactions at the RhI structural site.


Triple-Decker/Step Complexes. When the WLA is used


to synthesize tweezer and macrocycle complexes that behave


as abiotic allosteric enzyme mimics, the design of complexes


capable of facilitating a bimetallic reaction has become a


necessity. Indeed, we have shown that one can construct reac-


tive pockets in molecules that facilitate catalytic acyl


transfer25,30,31 and epoxide ring opening reactions.27,28 Small


molecules that change the conformation or destroy these


pockets significantly affect the rate and in certain cases entan-


tioselectivities of the reactions.25,27–31 Since there are a rela-


tively few documented bimetallic/multimetallic42–44 catalytic


processes compared with reactions catalyzed by a monome-


tallic species, it would be advantageous to design complexes


whereby a catalyst or functional group can be activated or


deactivated via steric blocking. In principle, a triple-decker type


structure would allow for regulation of the interactions around


an active catalytic site via the addition or removal of the


appropriate chemical effector molecules.


SCHEME 6. Heteroligated Tweezer Complexes Formed via the HILR


FIGURE 2. Stick representation for the crystal structure of 25e.
Color scheme: Rh (pink), C (gray), P (orange), S (yellow), O (red), and
Cl (green).
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In this regard, we have discovered that upon addition of


both a suitable symmetric thioether-phosphine (or


ether-phosphine) hemilabile ligand (i.e., 29a,b, Scheme 7)


typically used to prepare macrocycles and an ether-
phosphine (or thioether-phosphine) hemilabile ligand (i.e.,


30a-c) typically used to form tweezer complexes to a solu-


tion containing [Rh(COD)Cl]2, the corresponding heteroligated


complexes 31a-c form in quantitative yield as indicated by
31P{1H} NMR spectroscopy.45 These structures form via a pro-


cess analogous to that presented for the macrocycle- and


tweezer-based complexes.40,41 Similar to the analogous RhI


tweezer complexes, the Cl- ligands can be abstracted from


31a-c to form the condensed complexes 32a-c. Signifi-


cantly, this transformation can be effected reversibly, thereby


providing a convenient way to regulate the sterics around the


central aromatic group.


The solid state and solution data for complex 31a (Scheme


7, Figure 3A) both illustrate the lack of close interaction


between the aromatic groups of the tweezer ligands and the


aromatic group of the central bifunctional hemilabile ligand.


For complex 32a, the crystallographic data illustrate that the


three aromatic groups are not aligned cofacially and form a


step-like complex (Figure 3B). Although the complex adopts


this orientation in the solid state, 2D NOESY NMR data indi-


cate that the complexes are quite fluxional in solution and the


outer aromatic groups can move back and forth freely, with


the average structure best described as a triple-decker


structure.


Heteroligated PtII Complexes
While RhI has proven useful for targeting otherwise inacces-


sible heteroligated supramolecular coordination complexes,


the resulting compounds often must be handled and manip-


ulated under an inert atmosphere. This requirement precludes


using these complexes under conditions that would closely


resemble those found in Nature. We hypothesized that PtII,


which is also a d8 metal known to support phosphorus-sulfur


hemilabile ligands,46 may also exhibit similar reactivity as the


RhI system in the context of supramolecular ligand rearrange-


ments. Furthermore, it is well established that isoelectronic and


structurally related PtII complexes are not as susceptible to


degradation under ambient conditions,47 which makes this


transition metal an attractive candidate for the synthesis of


new heteroligated coordination complexes.


SCHEME 7. Triple-Decker/Step Complexes Prepared via the HILR


FIGURE 3. Stick representation for the crystal structure of 31a (A)
and 32a (B). Color scheme: Rh (pink), C (gray), P (orange), S (yellow),
O (red), and Cl (green).
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While the heteroligated RhI analogues were formed using


a combination of thioether- and ether-phosphine hemila-


bile ligands, the PtII analogues form via the participation of


both alkyl- and arylthioether ligands (Scheme 8).48 Although


the cationic complexes 36 and 39 can be isolated via a one-


pot procedure, analysis of this process via 31P{1H} NMR spec-


troscopy illustrates that semiopen complexes (e.g., 35a) form


initially, and Cl- can be abstracted using Na+ and Ag+ salts to


give closed complexes 36 and 39. Furthermore, X-ray crys-


tallographic analyses of single crystals of 35a and 36 con-


firm the presence of the heteroligated environment around


the PtII metal center (Figure 4).


Since halides (either Cl- or I-) can be used to cleave the


relatively weak Pt-Saryl bonds in 36 to form 35b and 37, one


can easily regulate the interactions between the groups


appended to both S atoms. These heteroligated, thioether-


based PtII complexes show a reactivity pattern different from


the RhI complexes mentioned above. For example, acetoni-


trile is not a strong enough binder to cleave either Pt-S bond


in complex 36, while it does break the Rh-O bond in 14a,b
(Scheme 4). Thus, by choosing the appropriate metal and


hemilabile ligands for the heteroligated rearrangement, one


can tailor the small molecule reactivity with respect to the


metal center, and systems can be designed that exhibit reac-


tivities at regulatory and functional (catalytic) sites in the allos-


teric enzyme mimics that are orthogonal.


Structures Prepared via the HILR with
Greater Complexity and Function
Assembly of Salen-Based Multimetallic Box Structures.
Our preliminary experiments during the development of the


HILR indicated that the addition of pyridyl and nitrile ligands


act to selectively break the Rh-O moieties in the macrocycles


while leaving the Rh-S bonds intact (Scheme 4). The ability


to target macrocyclic structures containing heteroligated coor-


dination environments has led us to investigate the potential


for using these macrocycles as building blocks for the prepa-


ration of large, supramolecular architectures. In principle, if a


macrocyclic complex and a suitable bifunctional ligand are


reacted in a 1:1 ratio, it is possible to quantitatively and rap-


idly assemble multimetallic box-type structures where the


bifunctional ligands are aligned cofacially.


Upon the addition of bifunctional bridging ligands 41a-c
to a solution of the closed heteroligated macrocycle 40 in a


1:1 ratio, the desired multimetallic structures 42a-c form


after 10 min as indicated by 31P{1H} NMR spectroscopy


(Scheme 9).49 The chemical shifts and coupling constants indi-


SCHEME 8. Heteroligated PtII Complexes


FIGURE 4. Stick representation for the crystal structures of 35a (A)
and 36 (B). Color scheme: Pt (purple), C (gray), P (orange), S (yellow),
and Cl (green).


SCHEME 9. Multimetallic Box Complexes Formed via the HILR
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cate that the Rh-O bonds are quantitatively cleaved and the


P-Rh-P coordination environment retains the original cis con-


figuration. A single-crystal X-ray diffraction study of 42a con-


firmed the local coordination environment about each RhI


metal center and also illustrated that each 1,4-dicyanoben-


zene ligand is held in a cofacial orientation by the two het-


eroligated macrocycles (Figure 5). Importantly, while the area


of the rectangle formed by the four RhI metal centers is 110


Å2 for 42a, the inherent ability to tailor complexes formed via


the HILR and the WLA, in principle, will allow one to system-


atically vary the cavity size of the resulting structures via mod-


ification of the building blocks used for assembly.


Heteroligated Cofacial Porphyrin
Complexes
Macrocyclic Complexes. Since Collman et al. presented their


initial work on the synthesis of cofacial porphyrin complex-


es,50 chemists have studied the properties of variants of such


complexes for over 25 years and have generated many


sophisticated and potentially useful species.17,51–53 Typically,


these complexes are prepared via tedious multistep proce-


dures, using rigid scaffolds that restrict the overall structural


flexibility of the targeted complex. As a result, it is difficult to


carry out comprehensive studies that address the conse-


quences of changing the porphyrin-porphyrin distance, their


orientation with respect to each other, and the metal centers


that reside within them.54,55 We hypothesized that the HILR


could provide access to cofacial porphyrin structures that not


only enabled the systematic placement of different metals


within the cofacial assembly but also would allow for signifi-


cant control over the porphyrin orientations and interporphy-


rin distances.


Our initial attempts to synthesize these complexes were


performed in CH2Cl2 at room temperature. Unfortunately,


these conditions were not suitable for preparing the desired


heteroligated complexes. By systematically varying the reac-


FIGURE 5. Stick representation for the crystal structure of 42a: (A)
side view; (B) top view. The phenyl groups on the phosphines in
the crystal structure have been omitted for clarity. Color scheme: Rh
(pink), C (gray), P (orange), S (yellow), O (red), and N (blue).


SCHEME 10. Heteroligated Cofacial Porphyrin Macrocyclic Complexes Formed by the HILR
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tion conditions, we discovered that complexes 46 and 47 can


be prepared in near quantitative yield by sonicating a THF


solution containing ligands 43 (or 44), 45, and [Rh(COD)Cl]2
for 1 h (Scheme 10).56 Analysis of X-ray quality single crys-


tals of 46 grown in the presence of DABCO show a solid state


structure consistent with the one we assigned based upon


solution spectroscopic data (Figure 6).


The neutral complexes 46 and 47 can be converted into


the closed cationic macrocycles 48 and 49 upon sonication


with 2 equiv of Na[B(ArF)4] in CH2Cl2. Since the Rh-O bonds


in macrocycles 48 and 49 are weaker than the Rh-S bonds,


they can be quantitatively cleaved using CO (1 atm), result-


ing in the formation of the semiopen assemblies 50 and 51.


Importantly, this transformation is accompanied by a change


in the P-Rh-P geometry from cis to trans, which serves to


modify the alignment of each porphyrin. The fully open com-


plexes 52 and 53 can be generated via two different routes.


First, adding 2 equiv of (n-Bu)4NCl followed by the introduc-


tion of CO (1 atm) to solutions of 48 or 49 results in the quan-


titative formation of the fully open assemblies 52 or 53,


respectively. Alternatively, 52 or 53 can be directly prepared


via introduction of CO (1 atm) to solutions of the semiopen


assemblies 46 or 47, respectively. These transformations illus-


trate how one can (1) selectively access four different cofa-


cial assemblies from a single macrocycle and (2) rapidly access


heteroligated cofacial porphyrin systems in which each por-


phyrin ligand contains a different metal.


Tweezer Complexes. While the macrocyclic cofacial por-


phyrin complexes synthesized to date have illustrated the abil-


ity for the HILR to provide access to porphyrin structures


FIGURE 6. Stick representation for the crystal structure of 46⊂DABCO: (A) side view; (B) top view. Color scheme: Rh (pink), Zn (purple), Mg
(light violet), C (gray), P (orange), S (yellow), O (red), N (blue), and Cl (green).


SCHEME 11. Heteroligated Porphyrin Tweezer Complexes Prepared via the HILR
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capable of in situ modification, a potential limitation of com-


plexes 46 and 47 is their low solubility in common organic


solvents, which, in turn, makes reversible in situ reactions dif-


ficult. As we mentioned earlier, one possible route to over-


come limitations with respect to solubility is to design tweezer


complexes, which have been shown to be significantly more


soluble in many organic solvents.27 Our group has designed


the analogous cofacial porphyrin tweezer complexes, which


contain a single RhI regulatory site and can undergo signifi-


cant geometrical distortions in situ when triggered by exter-


nal chemical stimuli. Compared with the macrocyclic


analogues, the tweezer complexes are all highly soluble in


organic solvents (i.e., CH2Cl2, THF) owing, in part, to the incor-


poration of an extra mesityl group on the porphyrin ring and


the decrease in overall charge and molecular weight. Further-


more, the increased solubility of these complexes allows them


to undergo reversible reactions with small-molecule ligands


without undesired precipitation.


Using protocols analogous to the ones developed for the


macrocyclic complexes 46 and 47, the heteroligated com-


plexes 57 and 58 were prepared in quantitative yield via the


HILR using 2 equiv of 54 and 55 (or 56) and 1 equiv of the


RhI precursor, [Rh(COE)2Cl]2 (Scheme 11).57 The closed cat-


ionic complexes 59 and 60 can be prepared quantitatively via


abstraction of Cl- with Na[B(ArF)4]. Importantly, since twee-


zer complexes 57-60 are much more soluble in organic sol-


vent compared with their macrocyclic analogues, the RhI hinge


site can be addressed reversibly in situ with selected small-


molecule ligands and elemental anions. For example, the


addition of (n-Bu)4NCl (1 equiv) to a CH2Cl2 solution of com-


plex 59 or 60 results in their quantitative conversion to com-


plexes 57 or 58, respectively.


Upon addition of CO (1 atm) to separate solutions of 59
and 60 in CD2Cl2, respectively, complexes 61 and 62 are


formed in quantitative yield. The fully open complexes 63 and


64 can be generated via two different routes, which both


involve displacement of the thioether moieties bound to the


RhI metal centers. For instance, introducing CO (1 atm) to a


CD2Cl2 solution of complexes 57 or 58 yields the fully open,


highly flexible tweezer complexes 63 or 64 quantitatively.


These complexes also can be generated in situ from the closed


complexes 59 or 60 upon the addition of a stoichiometric


amount of (n-Bu)4NCl and CO (1 atm).


Conclusions and Outlook
Our efforts thus far demonstrate the power of using coordi-


nation chemistry, namely, the WLA and the HILR, for the prep-


aration of unique and otherwise inaccessible supramolecular


complexes. These heteroligated complexes can be readily


accessed in quantitative yield using a wide variety of hemila-


bile ligands with varying electronic and steric properties when


reacted with simple d8 transition metal precursors. It is antic-


ipated that this new reaction will allow for the preparation of


novel supramolecular complexes that can act in the context of


allosteric catalysis/sensing and for the design of new archi-


tectures capable of mimicking the properties of enzyme active


sites. For example, one can target tweezer complexes that con-


tain both a catalyst and cocatalyst (i.e., porphyrin and imida-


zole/cysteine, respectively) that can be aligned cofacially,


whereby the cocatalyst can activate a metal center for catal-


ysis and potentially allow for the regulation of the catalytic


rate by controlling the distance and relative alignment


between the cocatalyst and the catalytic center. Additionally,


it is now possible to target triple-decker complexes that con-


tain two sterically demanding blocking ligands, which can


crowd a catalytically active metal center and regulate a cata-


lytic reaction via the addition or removal of small molecule


effectors.
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C O N S P E C T U S


As the top-down fabrication techniques for silicon-based
electronic materials have reached the scale of molecu-


lar lengths, researchers have been investigating nanostruc-
tured materials to build electronics from individual molecules.
Researchers have directed extensive experimental and the-
oretical efforts toward building functional optoelectronic
devices using individual organic molecules and fabricating
metal-molecule junctions. Although this method has many
advantages, its limitations lead to large disagreement
between experimental and theoretical results.


This Account describes a new method to create molec-
ular electronic devices, covalently bridging a gap in a sin-
gle-walled carbon nanotube (SWNT) with an electrically
functional molecule. First, we introduce a molecular-scale
gap into a nanotube by precise oxidative cutting through
a lithographic mask. Now functionalized with carboxylic
acids, the ends of the cleaved carbon nanotubes are recon-
nected with conjugated diamines to give robust diamides. The molecular electronic devices prepared in this fashion
can withstand and respond to large environmental changes based on the functional groups in the molecules. For exam-
ple, with oligoanilines as the molecular bridge, the conductance of the device is sensitive to pH. Similarly, using dia-
rylethylenes as the bridge provides devices that can reversibly switch between conjugated and nonconjugated states.


The molecular bridge can perform the dual task of carrying electrical current and sensing/recognition through biologi-
cal events such as protein/substrate binding and DNA hybridization. The devices based on DNA can measure the differ-
ence in electrical properties of complementary and mismatched strands. A well-matched duplex DNA 15-mer in the gap
exhibits a 300-fold lower resistance than a duplex with a GT or CA mismatch. This system provides an ultrasensitive way
to detect single-nucleotide polymorphisms at the individual molecule level. Restriction enzymes can cleave certain cDNA
strands assembled between the SWNT electrodes; therefore, these strands maintain their native conformation when bridg-
ing the ends of the SWNTs.


This methodology for creating novel molecular circuits forges both literal and figurative connections between chem-
istry, physics, materials science, and biology and promises a new generation of integrated multifunctional sensors and
devices.
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Introduction
This Account details a new method to create molecular elec-


tronic devices, covalently bridging a gap in a single-walled car-


bon nanotube (SWNT) with an electrically functional molecule.


The top-down fabrication techniques developed for silicon-


based electronic materials have reached molecular length


scales. Using these tools with nanostructured materials, them-


selves created through bottom-up chemical methods, provides


paths to new materials and devices. We grow individual


SWNTs that span metal electrodes and lithographically excise


a section of the nanotube, producing gaps of 1-10 nm. We


detail below bridging these gaps with molecules and the prop-


erties of the devices that result.


There has been extensive experimental and theoretical


effort directed toward creating functional optoelectronic


devices using individual organic molecules.1-7 Individual


organic molecules have both ultrasmall dimensions and an


overwhelming degree of diversity and functionality, with


essentially full control over molecular design through chem-


ical synthesis. Multiple approaches are being explored for


metal-molecule-metal junction fabrication,8-12 the most


common being insertion of R,ω-dithiols between gold elec-


trodes (Figure 1).7,12-16 Although this method has many


advantages, it suffers from some limitations: thiols are sus-


ceptible to air oxidation;17 gold electrode fabrication is diffi-


cult; precise control over contact geometry is challenging; it is


difficult to control the exact number of molecular bridges. As


a result, experimental charge-transport data gives broad


ranges of values for molecular conductance, and large dis-


agreement exists between experimental and theoretical


results.11,12,18,19


An improved strategy would create a well-defined con-


tact between the electrode and the molecule, would have


a limited number of binding sites, and would be intrinsi-


cally molecular. Since their discovery,20 carbon nanotubes


have been regarded as an exceptional material.21,22 Single-


walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) have elementary chem-


ical composition and bonding but exhibit perhaps the


highest degree of diversity among nanomaterials.23-25


SWNTs are one-dimensional (1D) ballistic nanowires that


are intrinsically molecular, they can be processed, and their


π-bonding affords useful electrical behavior. SWNTs can be


either metallic or semiconducting, which gives rise to unlim-


ited electrical versatility. Were one to connect different


SWNTs with different “molecular solders”, the various


energy alignments between the tubes and the bridging mol-


ecules would give a variety of physical behaviors. The


important distinction between the SWNTs and ordinary


metal contacts is that SWNTs are molecularly sized in their


width, infinitely long, and functional on their ends (but not


their sides). Thus, SWNTs are ideal contacts for flexible and


modular single-molecule devices.


Preparation of SWNTs as Point Contacts
We make SWNT electrodes by cutting the nanotubes by spa-


tially resolved oxidation, leaving two ends separated by e10


nm.26 Our idea was based on work by Dai and co-workers


where carbon nanotubes were cut and used as contacts for


organic field effect transistors (OFETs).27 Our strongly oxidiz-


ing conditions produce tube ends that are capped with car-


boxylic acids.28 SWNTs are grown by chemical vapor


deposition (CVD) on silicon wafers to yield individual ∼1-2


nm diameter nanotubes.29 This method is illustrated in Fig-


ure 2. First, a <10 nm window is opened in a spin-cast mask-


ing layer of poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) by electron-


beam lithography. Oxygen plasma ion etching cuts the


nanotubes through the open window. The PMMA is removed,


leaving the carboxylate-functionalized SWNT point contacts.


The gap is located and imaged with atomic force microscopy


(AFM, Figure 2C).


The degree of cutting (and therefore the gap size) can be


controlled by varying the etching time. While longer etch


times give higher yields of cut tubes, they also give gaps that


are more difficult to bridge. Under optimized conditions,


∼20-25% of the tubes are completely cut. As we imply in


Figure 2, we deposit the SWNTs on SiO2 on doped Si, and we


make electrical contact to the remote ends of the tubes via


thermal evaporation of Au. When the gap is bridged by a con-


ductive molecule, the assembly acts as a wire or a field-ef-


fect transistor, depending on the details of the constituent


parts.


Covalently Bridging Gaps in SWNTs with
Molecular Wires
A molecular bridge with the desired functionality is attached


to the carboxylates at the tube ends.26 The “molecular sol-


ders” are diamines; these are attached by immersing the


SWNT devices in a pyridine solution containing the


FIGURE 1. A single molecule between two gold contacts.
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diamines and a coupling reagent (Figure 3A,B).28,30,31 All


the measurements described below were measured in


ambient conditions. Some of the devices that were open cir-


cuits after cutting show a finite conductance after this cou-


pling. Measurements on devices before cutting, when cut,


and after reconnection are shown in Figure 3C,D. The back-


ground current for the device after cutting was at the noise


level of the measurement in the picoamp range. The black


curves show the source-drain current (I) plotted against the


gate voltage (VG) at constant S-D bias voltage (VSD ) 50


mV). The device in Figure 3C before cutting shows metal-


lic behavior, and that in Figure 3D shows p-type semicon-


ducting behavior. The red traces, taken after the oxidative


cutting, show no conductance (down to the noise limit of


the measurement, e2.0 pA). The green traces show the


devices after reconnection. The rejoined devices recovered


their original (i.e., metallic or semiconducting) behavior at


reduced values of I (the gate modulates the nanotube con-


ductance more strongly than that of the molecules).


Examples of bridges that have been incorporated into


SWNT electrodes are shown in Figure 3B. The cruciform π-sys-


tems 132 and the longer oligothiophenylene 226 have a path


of through-conjugation for current flow, as well as side chains


(“R” in the figure) that not only make the molecules highly sol-


uble but also provide them with considerable width. Given the


volume occupied by 1, 2, and 3, it is difficult to bridge the gap


with more than a few molecules. The amidation reaction also


allows for calibration of the etching process. For example, the


yield for connection of 1, as well as that of molecules of


length similar to 1, is ∼10%. Under identical conditions,


longer molecules 2 and 3 give lower yields in the connec-


tion reaction (∼5%). The amide junctions avoid some seri-


ous drawbacks of the chemistry of thiols on gold: oxidative


oligomerization of dithiols, stochastic switching,4 and lateral


surface mobility of metal grains.33


The difference between the current in a tube before it is


cut and after it is cut and reconnected by a molecule allows


us to estimate the conductance of the bridging molecule.


For example, the molecular conductance of 1 in the metal-


lic device shown in Figure 3C is calculated to be 6.4 × 10-3


e2/h. One factor that hampers the extraction of more quan-


titative information is the device-to-device variation for any


given molecule. Variations in the molecular conformation,


the possibility of multiple molecular bridges, and the lack


of atomic-level precision in the cutting are ongoing


challenges.


FIGURE 2. (A) Oxygen plasma introduced through a defined PMMA window achieves precise cutting of SWNTs, (B) opening of a SWNT
yields carboxylic acid-functionalized point contacts separated by ∼2 nm, and (C) AFM image of the SWNT gap with (inset) height profile of
an isolated tube. The diameter of the SWNT is estimated to be 1.6 nm.
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Functional Nanoscale Devices: pH Sensing,
Metal-Ion Recognition, And Photogated
Switching
The amidation is simple and quite general, and the contacts


provided by amide-linked molecular bridges are robust; this


allows the electrical properties of a wide variety of molecules


to be tested. One advantageous consequence is that we are


able to install functionality into the devices that allows them


to be sensitive to environmental changes. Here we detail


molecular devices that are sensitive to pH, metal ions, and


light.26,34


The electrical resistance of oligoanilines is sensitive to pH


in both bulk and molecular-scale devices. We synthesized


amine-terminated oligoanilines of a defined length and


assayed their conductivities in SWNT devices. The response to


pH for the semiconducting device bearing the oligoaniline


diamine 4 is shown in Figure 4. The oxidized, emeraldine,


form of the oligoaniline 4b is pH sensitive, the protonated


form 4a being more conductive.35 A series of protonations (pH


) 3) and deprotonations (pH ) 11) were performed, and


molecular conductance was observed to change by nearly an


order of magnitude, from ∼5.2 × 10-4 e2/h at low pH to


∼5.0 × 10-3 e2/h at high pH over many switching cycles. We


attribute the decay in the current in the devices to reorgani-


zation and degradation of the junction. When the same exper-


iment is performed on devices connected with 2, which lacks


basic nitrogens and thus should not switch with pH, only a


slight pH dependence is seen. It is noteworthy that the change


is in the opposite direction from the device connected with the


pH- and redox-active oligoaniline 4. This nanodevice provides


a local monitor for pH based on one (or, at most, a few)


molecules.


SWNTs joined by molecule 3 (Figure 3) provide a starting


point for the fabrication of devices that recognize metal ions


(Figure 5). The acid-functionalized ends of cut nanotubes are


coupled with terpyridine-containing amines to generate device


5, which shows conductance at the noise limit of our mea-


surement (red curve on Figure 5B). When the terpyridine ends


are ligated with Co(II) ion to form device 6, the current is par-


tially restored (green curve). This indicates the utility of this


method in the construction of multiple-component molecu-


lar devices: a single component, the terpyridine, is not suffi-


cient; a second component, the metal ion, is required for a


complete circuit. This provides a potentially valuable method


FIGURE 3. (A) Amine bridge joins the gap in SWNT, (B) examples of molecular bridges (1-3) spanning cut nanotubes, (C) metallic nanotube
electrodes connected with 1, and (D) semiconducting nanotubes electrodes connected with 1.
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for the recognition of individual metal ions. This method


would only be limited by diffusion of the analyte to the recep-


tor and the association constant between the metal ion and


the ligand.


We have also made photodetective molecular devices by


bridging the cut in SWNT electrodes with light-sensitive molec-


ular solder.34 Diarylethenes switch between open (nonconju-


gated) and closed (conjugated) states36 and have been


installed into single molecular devices with gold contacts.37,38


The thiophene-based device 7 can be switched from an insu-


lating open form to the conductive closed form but not back


again, while the pyrrole-based device 8 does cycle between


the open and closed states (Figure 6).


In solution, the diamines that form 7 and 8 photocyclize


with UV light (365 nm), and photoreversion occurs with visi-


ble light (>500 nm). As expected, when the open 7 device


(made with either metallic or semiconducting cut SWNTs) is


irradiated with a low-intensity (23 W) UV source (365 nm),


there is a 25-fold increase in conductance. We attribute this


to the photoclosure of the diarylethene (giving closed 7) that


opens a conjugation pathway between the two SWNT elec-


trodes. When the light is extinguished, the current through the


device remains at the higher level for several weeks. Closed


7 is unable to revert back to the open state photochemically.39


The pyrrole-based molecular switch, 8, closes photochemi-


cally and reverts to its open state thermally. This supports the


hypothesis that it was the excited-state of closed 7 that was


responsible for its inability to switch.40 When a cut SWNT is


reconnected with open 8 diamine, the source-drain current


is very low (Figure 6C). With UV irradiation, the bridge cyclizes,


and the current increases by more than 5 orders of magni-


tude (Figure 6D). The low-conductance state is restored when


the device is kept at room temperature, and the on/off cycle


can be toggled many times, although the magnitude of the


difference becomes less. The high conductance of closed 8


may be a consequence of multiple bridges in the SWNT gap,


because the diameter of the tube can accommodate as many


as eight molecular bridges. UV-pulse experiments support the


notion of several molecular bridges; there is an observed


increase in conductance after each pulse.34


The ability to functionalize the ends of cut nanotubes has


led to a variety of functional nanoscale devices. SWNT-based


sensors for pH changes, metal ions, and light have been


assembled and studied. We describe multicomponent single-


molecule electronic devices discussed in the next section.


FIGURE 4. (A) Oligoaniline 4 provides a redox- and pH-sensitive
molecular bridge. Protonation and deprotonation give rise to high-
(4a) and low-conductance (4b) forms. (B) Green circles show the ON-
state resistance for 4 when alternately immersed in solutions of low
and high pH. The blue triangles show small changes in ON-state
resistance for 2 when alternately immersed in solutions of low and
high pH.


FIGURE 5. (A) Terpyridylamine-functionalized SWNT ends
incorporate Co2+ ions completing the circuit, and (B) drain current
in the device as a function of the gate voltage (Vg).
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Single-Molecule Devices as Scaffolding for
Studying Individual Protein-Ligand
Interactions
We adapted this method to form complex, multicomponent,


selectively reactive nanostructures.41,42 A cut SWNT is bridged


with a molecule that is functionalized such that it can be


derivatized with a second reagent, a probe molecule. The


probe then binds to a third molecule, a complementary


binder, to form a noncovalent complex. Each step of assem-


bly can be monitored electrically. One key advantage of this


approach to molecular sensing is the ability to form a well-


defined linkage between a molecular wire and a probe mol-


ecule. Furthermore, because it is constructed from a single


molecule, each device has the capacity to monitor individual


binding events.43 This methodology demonstrates an at-


tractive connection between electrical conduction and


biology.24,43-50


Using the approach outlined above, we have electrically


detected oxime formation on the molecular bridge and sub-


sequently detected the noncovalent binding between ligand


(biotin) and protein (streptavidin). To do this, cut SWNTs, pre-


pared as described above, are reconnected with the diamino-


fluorenone (Figure 7A), and the ketone moiety is used as a


chemoselective binding site via the formation of an oxime.51


The fluorenone device 9 is converted to the corresponding


oxime-based device 10 by treating it with the alkoxyamine-


modified biotin derivative in solution (Figure 7B).


The electrical properties of these devices were character-


ized by monitoring the current as a function of the voltage


applied to the silicon back gate (Figure 7C). The semiconduct-


ing device behaves like a p-type transistor, and two of its char-


acteristics change upon reaction: the ON-state resistance and


the threshold gate voltage, VTH. The ON-state resistance of the


ketone device 9 is higher than that of the oxime device 10
(2.6 vs 2.2 MΩ),18,19 and VTH in 9 is higher than that in 10
(3.3 vs 2.5 V). The functionalized device 10 is then placed in


a solution of streptavidin, a protein known to form a high-


affinity complex with biotin. The complex device 11 shows a


drastic reduction in ON-state resistance from 2.2 to 1.1 MΩ
upon association with streptavidin. This large change in resis-


tance arises from a localized, individual probe molecule wired


into the circuit, which makes this system a unique, multicom-


ponent, molecular-scale sensor. The origin of this difference is


not well-understood but could arise from ionizable groups of


the protein being placed near the molecular bridge.41


The programmed information of the biotin/streptavidin


binding can be used as a tool to construct even more com-


plex heterostructures. For example, nanoparticles coated with


streptavidin are used to localize a Au nanoparticle (Figure 8).


There is a decrease in the ON-state resistance and a nega-


tive shift in VTH.


Conductivity of a DNA Duplex Bridging a
SWNT Gap: DNA Hybridization Sensor
The method of constructing multicomponent conducting


devices has been applied to measure the conductivity of a


DNA duplex.42 Numerous charge transport measurements on


DNA strands bridging two electrodes have been carried


out,52-55 yielding a remarkably wide range of resistance val-


ues (1-107 MΩ). In all of the DNA conductivity measure-


ments carried out so far, either the integrity of the DNA is not


well established, the connections to the duplex are not well


defined, or the measurement is not definitively of a single


DNA duplex. Therefore, the integration of DNA strands into


SWNT electrodes allows the first measurements of electrical


properties of a single DNA duplex in its native conformation


(vide infra).


Two different device conductivities are explored (Figure 9).


In one case, the 5′ ends of a DNA duplex are modified with


amines, which are then linked to the ends of a cut SWNT (Fig-


FIGURE 6. (A) Photoswitchable molecular bridges between the
ends of individual SWNT electrodes, (B) bridges switch between
nonconjugated and conjugated structures, (C) individual
semiconducting SWNT bridged with open 8, and (D) device after
UV-irradiation to form closed 8. This is the same device before UV-
irradiation (open 8).
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ure 9A) in such a way that each end of the two strands is


bound to an electrode. In another case, both the 3′ and the 5′
ends of a single DNA strand are amine-functionalized, and a


single strand is bound between SWNT ends (Figure 9B), which


allows the measurement of electrical properties of comple-


mentary and mismatched strands. The representative I-V
curves for both types of devices are shown in Figure 9. The


devices were measured in ambient conditions. Before cutting


(black curves), the device in Figure 9A is a p-type semicon-


ductor, while that in Figure 9B is a metallic device. After cut-


ting and initial treatment of the gap with coupling agents (red


curves), the devices show no measurable current. The green


curves illustrate the conductance after the two devices are


reconnected with amine-modified DNA strands. In both cases,


FIGURE 7. (A) Bridging the gap in a cut SWNT with a diamino-substituted fluorenone to form the single-molecule device 9, (B) reaction
sequence where the fluorenone is condensed with an alkoxyamine-derivatized biotin to form the oxime 10 on the molecular bridge, which
is then able to bind streptavidin to form the noncovalent complex 11, and (C) current-voltage characteristics for each step of the reaction
sequence.


FIGURE 8. (A) Biotin-tethered device 12 binding to a streptavidin-coated ∼5 nm gold nanoparticle, (B) current-voltage characteristics for
each step of the reaction sequence, and (C) AFM image of a gold nanoparticle located at the molecular junction.
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the reconnected carbon nanotube devices recover their orig-


inal p-type semiconducting or metallic properties. These mea-


surements place the resistance of well-matched DNA duplexes


with ∼6 nm length in the range of 0.1-5 MΩ. For compari-


son, highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) with similar


dimensions should also be ∼1 MΩ.42


In a different experiment, devices with mismatched DNA


are studied (Figure 10), because DNA-promoted charge trans-


port is found to be exquisitely sensitive to the integrity of the


base pair stack.56,57 A device reconnected with a well-matched


(WM) DNA duplex is dehybridized and subsequently rehybrid-


ized with two different strands with a mismatch nucleotide, to


generate CA and GT mismatches (Figure 10A). Rehybridiza-


tion with a strand generating a CA mismatch reduces the cur-


rent significantly and yields an increase in the ON-state


resistance of nearly 300-fold from 0.5 to 155 MΩ (Figure


10C). Replacing the CA mismatch with a GT mismatch does


not change the device characteristics. The original ON-state


resistance and current levels can be recovered by replacing


the GT mismatch with the original WM sequence.


The integrity of the DNA duplex is necessary for its con-


ductivity. This is confirmed by an experiment in which a


restriction enzyme Alu I is used to cut the DNA, eliminating the


conductive path. Since the enzyme only acts on DNA in its


native conformation, this shows that the DNA duplex is intact


under the experimental conditions.


Chemoresponsive Monolayer Transistors
Devices made by cutting and rejoining single-walled carbon


nanotubes are not limited to the measurement of the conduc-


tivity across a single small molecule. As shown in the previ-


ous example using DNA duplexes, the conductance is


maintained when two appropriate molecules (in that case, two


complementary single strands of DNA) are held together via


hydrogen bonding. This method can also measure the cur-


rent across a set of molecules that self-assemble between two


ends of a cut SWNT. Monolayers of polycyclic aromatic hydro-


carbons assemble in the gap to complete the transistor struc-


ture.58 These oligomolecular transistors show large current


modulation and high gate efficiency.


The devices are formed through self-assembly of organic


semiconductors on the oxide surface of a silicon wafer.59,60


Contorted hexabenzocoronene (HBC) (Figure 11) is used here


because compound 13A, which is surrounded by four alkyl


groups, self-organizes into molecular stacks with exceptional


semiconducting properties.61 The molecules are functional-


ized (Figure 11A) so that they both assemble laterally and


covalently attach themselves to the substrate (Figure 11B,C).


The coverage on quartz windows is estimated to be ∼0.7 mol-


ecules in a 1 nm × 1 nm square for both 13B and 13C. The


monolayers are π-stacked as confirmed by IR, UV-vis, sur-


face X-ray scattering, and photoluminescence.


When the SWNT point contacts detailed above are used as


the source and drain electrodes, transistors that have high


gate efficiency and large ON/OFF ratios can be made from


monolayers of 13B and 13C. The electrical properties of these


monolayer transistors are responsive to electron acceptors


such as tetracyanoquinodimethane (TCNQ) because the active


channel of the devices is exposed and available for recogni-


FIGURE 9. Source-drain current vs VG at a constant source-drain voltage (50 mV) for (A) semiconducting SWNT device with DNA sequence
connection and (B) metallic SWNT device with DNA sequence connection.
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tion. Given the affinity of the electron acceptor TCNQ for the


molecules such as coronene,62 it likely acts as a dopant for the


stacks by accepting π-electrons through charge transfer


between the electron-deficient TCNQ and the electron-rich


HBC. These chemoresponsive devices have utility as ultrasen-


sitive devices for environmental and chemical sensing.


Summary
Cutting single-walled carbon nanotubes and rejoining the ends


with conductive organic molecules provides a new genera-


tion of nanoscale devices. The ability to perform electrical


measurements on truly single-molecule devices allows virtu-


ally unlimited possibilities to study the electronic properties of


organic molecules and biological systems. Progress in this field


has been remarkable. Starting with simple connections of


nanotubes by small organic molecules, research has expanded


to include molecules with various functionalities. This gave


such functional devices as pH, redox, and ion sensors and


reversible photogated switches. Furthermore, single-molecule


devices have given rise to multicomponent functional assem-


blies, geared to study important interactions in biology, mate-


rials science, and organic chemistry through precisely


programmed chemical reactions and molecular recognition.


This work is an example of how the ever-reducing dimensions


of device fabrication can connect electrical conductivity with


seemingly disparate disciplines.
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FIGURE 10. (A) Replacing well-matched (WM) duplexes with CA
and GT mismatches. (B) Source-drain current versus VG of a SWNT
device taken through the sequence 1 through 6. The current levels
for curves 2, 3, 5, and 6 are ∼300 times lower. (C) Source-drain
current at VG ) -3 V at a constant source-drain voltage (-50 mV)
for the sequence 1 through 6.


FIGURE 11. (A) HBC molecules. Compound 13A assembles to 1D
stacks; compounds 13B and 13C bind to silicon oxide via the acid
chloride moieties. (B) Model with three layers color-coded to show
relative thickness. (C) Monolayers of self-assembled stacks being
probed with SWNT electrodes.
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C O N S P E C T U S


In working with nanoparticles, researchers still face
two fundamental challenges: how to fabricate the


nanoparticles with controlled size and shape and
how to characterize them. In this Account, we
describe recent advances in laser technology both for
the synthesis of organic nanoparticles and for their
analysis by single nanoparticle spectroscopy.


Laser ablation of organic microcrystalline pow-
ders in a poor solvent has opened new horizons for
the synthesis of nanoparticles because the powder
sample is converted directly into a stable colloidal
solution without additives and chemicals. By tuning
laser wavelength, pulse width, laser fluence, and
total shot number, we could control the size and
phase of the nanoparticles. For example, we describe nanoparticle formation of quinacridone, a well-known red pigment,
in water. By modifying the length of time that the sample is excited by the laser, we could control the particle size (30-120
nm) for nanosecond excitation down to 13 nm for femtosecond irradiation. We prepared �- and γ-phase nanoparticles from
the microcrystal with �-phase by changing laser wavelength and fluence. We present further results from nanoparticles pro-
duced from several dyes, C60, and an anticancer drug. All the prepared colloidal solutions were transparent and highly dis-
persive. Such materials could be used for nanoscale device development and for biomedical and environmental applications.


We also demonstrated the utility of single nanoparticle spectroscopic analysis in the characterization of organic
nanoparticles. The optical properties of these organic nanoparticles depend on their size within the range from a few
tens to a few hundred nanometers. We observed perylene nanoscrystals using single-particle spectroscopy coupled
with atomic force microscopy. Based on these experiments, we proposed empirical equations explaining their size-
dependent fluorescence spectra. We attribute the size effect to the change in elastic properties of the nanocrystal. Based
on the results for nanoparticles of polymers and other molecules with flexible conformations, we assert that size-
dependent optical properties are common for organic nanoparticles. While “electronic confinement” explains the size-
dependent properties of inorganic nanoparticles, we propose “structural confinement” as an analogous paradigm for
organic nanoparticles.


1. Introduction


When the size of materials is reduced from bulk to


micrometer and from micrometer to nanometer,


physical and chemical properties are expected to


change, and indeed the thermal, electric, and elec-


tronic properties of metals and semiconductors are


examined as a function of the size. In contrast,


such studies have not been conducted so much


for organic molecular solids, because it has been


believed that the size effect is not expected
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because electrons are confined in each molecule and do not


expand over the nanometer and micrometer domains. Fur-


thermore most of chemists had no “size” concept before


microchemistry studies were started.1,2 Now we know chem-


istry in nanometer dimensions is important, and studies on


organic nanoparticles are expected to bridge gaps between


the understanding of molecules and materials.


Practically, organic nanoparticles are being used as


advanced materials such as display elements, inks, toners,


drugs, cosmetics, and so on, and in the future, they could be


considered to contribute to wider fields of chemistry and


material science. The first step in the nanoparticle research is


how to fabricate the nanoparticles with the requested size and


shape. Microparticles of organic molecules have been tradi-


tionally fabricated by mechanical milling treatments; however


their size is usually over sub-micrometer. To obtain smaller


nanoparticles, many trials have been done at laboratory scale,


and several effective ways have been developed. In 1992,


Nakanishi and co-workers proposed the reprecipitation


method and demonstrated the nanoparticles with the parti-


cle size less than 100 nm dispersed in water,3 and since then,


this method has been widely used in nanoparticle prepara-


tion for various kinds of molecules.4-15 Another approach to


nanoparticle preparation based on controlling precipitation of


the molecule is to use the sol-gel phase transition,16 solvent


evaporation in polymer solution,17,18 and stratification depo-


sition in a vacuum chamber.19,20 Because the above meth-


ods are based on the molecular association under some


mixing, evaporation, or cooling conditions, it is not so easy to


control the size, shape, and phase of the nanoparticles in their


preparation processes. From this viewpoint, we have proposed


and developed a new fabrication method of organic nanopar-


ticles utilizing laser ablation of microcrystals in water, where


the bulk solids are converted directly into nanoparticles. We


summarize the laser ablation method and discuss its great


potential in nanoscience and nanotechnology in this Account.


The other key step in nanoparticle research is how to char-


acterize nanoparticles. In general, nanoparticles are measured


and analyzed as an ensemble, and unique size-dependent


optical properties, which are different from those of metals


and semiconductors, have been reported. Because some prop-


erties characteristic of nanometer dimension may be hidden


in the ensemble-averaged data, single-particle spectroscopy


giving various properties as functions of the nanoparticle size,


shape, and crystalline phase is strongly desired. Here size-


dependent optical properties are also summarized, and the


important role of single-nanoparticle spectroscopy is


demonstrated.


2. Fabrication of Nanoparticles by Laser
Ablation in Solvent
When organic microcrystals are suspended in water and


exposed to intense laser pulses, fragmentation of the micro-


crystals is induced. The ejected particles are caught by water


and stabilized as nanocolloids.21-26 We proposed this laser


ablation method in 2000 and have examined its applicabil-


ity and studied its mechanism.21-24 First we describe some


results on quinacridone (QA, Figure 1a) as a representative


example to explain the method.24


Microcrystalline powder of QA obtained by hand-grinding


of bulk crystal in an agate mortar was suspended in water,


and then the mixture was irradiated with 355 nm nanosec-


ond laser pulses (8 ns fwhm and 10 Hz repetition rate). The


absorption spectra of the supernatants before and after laser


irradiation at various laser fluences are shown in Figure 1b,


and the absorbance at 580 nm is plotted as a function of the


laser fluence in Figure 1c. The spectra indicate that QA is


barely dissolved in water, while the fluence dependence


means that its formation has a threshold with respect to the


laser fluence. We took out a droplet of the red supernatant,


deposited it on a silicon substrate, and observed the nanopar-


ticles with SEM. The SEM image prepared at 100 mJ/cm2 is


shown in Figure 2a, and the mean size is estimated to be 50


FIGURE 1. (a) A chemical structure of quinacridone (QA), (b)
absorption spectra of supernatants of QA colloidal solutions
obtained at various laser fluences, and (c) the plot of absorbance at
580 nm as a function of laser fluences.
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nm, and its standard deviation is 10 nm. The size reduction


during laser ablation was monitored by measuring absorp-


tion and light scattering of the colloid, and we understood


how the mean particle size became smaller and the distribu-


tion narrower.23c On the basis of the results, it is concluded


that QA nanoparticles are fabricated by laser ablation in water.


Similarly we examined a series of dye molecules similarly


to the procedure for QA, and the obtained results are listed in


Table 1.22-24 The threshold for nanoparticle formation is in


the fluence range from 6 to 30 mJ/cm2 depending on dye


molecules, while their particle size is around 50 nm, almost


independent of dyes when the nanoparticles were prepared at


laser fluence three times larger than the threshold. All the pre-


pared colloid solutions were transparent and highly disper-


sive, and their half-life covered from a few days to 2 months.


It is considered that laser ablation of organic microcrystals in


poor solvent is an easy, useful, and general method for fab-


ricating their nanoparticles.


One advantage of the laser ablation method is its high con-


trollability of size and phase of nanoparticles by tuning laser


pulse width, wavelength, fluence, and shot number. In Table


2, some results obtained for QA are listed,23,24 and the AFM


image of nanoparticles and the size distribution are given in


Figure 2b,c, respectively. Higher fluence led to smaller nano-


particles, and the size changed drastically depending on pulse


width.24 It is especially worth noting that we have succeeded


in the fabrication of 13 nm size QA nanoparticles by femto-


second laser irradiation.23c,d Another interesting result is that


the phase of the formed QA nanoparticles depends on laser


wavelength and fluence. Judging from absorption spectra of


the nanocolloidal solution, �-phase was always produced for


355 nm excitation, while �- and γ-phase nanoparticles were


formed at 532 and 580 nm excitation wavelengths, where QA


has a larger absorption coefficient than that at 355 nm.23a


These dependences on laser parameters can be explained


in terms of the laser ablation mechanism: photothermal for


nanosecond laser ablation27a-c and photomechanical for fem-


tosecond ablation.27d These mechanisms were concluded on


the basis of time-resolved fluorescence and absorption spec-


troscopy, dynamic imaging, and related optical measurement


during the laser irradiation. For nanosecond photothermal


ablation in a solvent, rapid temperature elevation upon pulse


excitation is compensated by a cooling process due to ther-


mal diffusion to the solvent, and its balance gives the tran-


sient temperature determining the nanoparticle size.23a,24


Higher fluence gives higher effective transient temperature,


leading to efficient fragmentation to smaller particles. In the


case of femtosecond irradiation, multiphoton absorption leads


to very rapid increase in molecular and lattice vibrations giv-


ing transient high pressure in the irradiated area.27d As a result


explosive mechanical fragmentation is started before ther-


mal equilibrium with the solvent, leading to the small nano-


particles.


The fluence dependence of the phase of the formed QA


nanoparticles is consistent with its thermodynamic stability. It


is well-known that γ-phase is a little more stable than �-phase,


while their interconversion is difficult at room temperature


because some energy barrier exists between two phases.28 In


our case, �-phase QA microcrystal is ablated in water, and


nanoparticles with �- and γ-phases are prepared just above


the threshold fluence of laser ablation and at higher fluence,


respectively. This is quite acceptable because the interconver-


FIGURE 2. (a) A SEM image of QA nanoparticles formed by
nanosecond laser irradiation (8 ns, 355 nm) at 100 mJ/cm2, (b)
AFM image of QA nanoparticles formed by femtosecond laser
irradiation (150 fs, 800 nm) at 40 mJ/cm2, and (c) The size
histograms of QA nanoparticles formed by femtosecond (red) and
nanosecond (blue) laser irradiation.
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sion from �-phase to γ-phase needs additional energy dur-


ing ablation.


3. Size-Dependent Optical Properties of
Organic Nanoparticles
It is well-known that optical spectroscopy of metal and inor-


ganic semiconductor nanoparticles show typical nanometer


size dependences, which can be ascribed to electron confine-


ment in small volumes.29 However, the electron confinement


effect is not expected for organic crystals, since electrons are


localized only in chemical bonds or just over one molecule.


Nevertheless, organic nanoparticles show interesting size


effects of absorption and fluorescence spectra, fluorescence


emission enhancement,12,13 and nonlinear optical response.30


Many papers have considered size-dependent optical proper-


ties of organic nanoparticles and reported that their size


domain is quite different from that of inorganic materials, cov-


ering from a few tens of nanometers to a few hundreds of


nanometers.4-7,11,31-35


Kasai et al. reported that perylene nanocrystals gave mono-


mer and excimer emissions and that the latter peak wave-


length showed a blue shift and the monomer emission was


enhanced.6 Similar dual emission behavior was also observed


by Seko et al. for pyrene, corone, and anthracene, and it was


explained by assuming two emissive centers; one is in the


inner side and the other is at the periphery of the nanopar-


ticle.20 Matsui and his colleagues examined aromatic nanoc-


rystals in polymer films and found that the absorption


bandwidth increased with size but showed a sudden fall to


zero over 12 nm.31 To explain this novel phenomenon, they


made theoretical consideration by taking into account the


effect of surface charge.


More complex luminescence phenomena of nanoparticles


were reported by Park et al. for 1-cyano-trans-1,2-bis-(4′-me-


thylbiphenyl)ethylene13 and by Patra et al. for 7,7-bis(4-chlo-


roanilinol)-8,8-dicyanoquinodimethane,32 and a systematic


study was extended by Yao and his colleagues for nanopar-


ticles of pyrazoline derivatives such as 1,3-diphenyl-5-(2-an-


thryl)-2-pyrazoline.33 Those nanoparticles gave multiple


emissions involving charge-transfer luminescence and showed


that the fluorescence spectra differed from those of bulk solid


and solution. Because these molecules have flexible confor-


mations, various inter- and intramolecular overlapping struc-


tures are realized in nanoparticles, depending on the particle


size and shape. A similar geometrical effect of molecular pack-


ing in a confined space was also discussed for a cyanine J-ag-


gregate.34


In the case of conjugated polymers, more distinct size


dependence is expected because polymer chains are longer


and their conformations are more flexible. We studied poly(3-


[2-(N-dodecylcarbamoyloxy)ethyl]-thiophene-2,5-diyl)35 and


confirmed such size-dependent absorption and fluorescence


spectra in the size range of a few tens to a few hundreds of


nanometers. For poly[2-methoxy,5-(2′-ethyl-hexyloxy)-p-phe-


nylene vinylene], the fluorescence properties including the


dynamics of exciton migration, trapping, and quenching have


been investigated by Barbara et al.,36 and the size-depend-


ent fluorescence was discussed from the viewpoints of con-


formational order and heterogeneity of polymer chains


confined by the nanometer dimension.


TABLE 1. Dye Nanoparticles Prepared by Nanosecond Laser Ablation of Microcrystalline Powders in Poor Solventa


BY AlPc BP DR QA VOPc


mean size (nm) (
standard deviation (nm)


59 ( 16 56 ( 28 40 ( 9 43 ( 10 50 ( 10 49 ( 15


threshold (mJ cm-2) 8 6 10 7 30 20
stability of colloidal


dispersionb
13 days 2 months 6 days 6 days 20 days 5 days


a Excitation light is the third harmonic (355 nm) of a nanosecond Nd3+:YAG laser (8 ns fwhm, 10 Hz) or a XeCl excimer laser (351 nm, 30 ns FWHM, 10 Hz).
Abbreviations: BY ) 3,3′-dichloro-4,4′-[2-oxo-1-(N-phenylcarbamoyl) propylazo]-1,1′-biphenyl; AlPc ) aluminum phthalocyanine chloride; BP ) 6,6′-dichloro-
4,4′-dimethylth; DR ) 3-hydroxy-4-[(4-methyl-2-nitrophenyl)azo]-N-(3-nitrophenyl)-2-naphthalenecarboxamide; QA ) quinacridone; VOPc )
oxo(phtalocyaninato)vanadium(IV). b The half-decay time of the absorbance of colloidal dispersion.


TABLE 2. Crystal Phase and Size of Quinacridone Nanoparticles Fabricated by Laser Ablation by Choosing Laser Parameters


fluence (mJ/cm2)


laser parameters:
wavelength (pulse width) 25 40 80 100 150


mean particle size,
nm (crystalline phase)


355 nm (8 ns) 120 (�) 68 (�) 50 (�) 30 (�)


532 nm (8 ns) 110 (�) 55 (�+γ) 35 (�+γ) 25 (γ)
580 nm (8 ns) (�) 22 (γ)
800 nm (150 fs) 40 (�) 13 (�) (γ)
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4. Single Nanocrystal Spectroscopy of
Perylene
Most of the above studies have been done by ensemble mea-


surement of the colloidal solution, so the size-dependent spec-


tra are averaged over different sizes and shapes. Furthermore,


it is possible that nanoparticles contain some amorphous or


polymorphous domains and are even contaminated with sol-


vent. Therefore, it has been strongly desired to reveal simul-


taneously optical properties and morphology for individual


nanoparticles under dry conditions. In the past decade, sev-


eral works using single-nanoparticle spectroscopy have been


reported for organic nanoparticles.36-47 As a representative


molecular nanocrystal, perylene was first examined by single-


nanocrystal spectroscopy using a near-field optical setup, but


the size dependence of the fluorescence spectra was not made


clear.43,44 Some groups and we have developed experimen-


tal setups for far-field microspectroscopy combined with AFM


observation.38-42 Figure 3 shows a schematic illustration of


our far-field fluorescence/light scattering microspectroscope


coupled with an AFM. From the top, AFM observation is con-


ducted, while optical measurement is performed from the bot-


tom. By applying this to single organic nanoparticles on a


dried surface and by examining the relation between their


morphologies and optical spectra, we have elucidated the


intrinsic nature of the size-dependent optical spectra.


Figure 4 shows some examples of the AFM images and flu-


orescence spectra of single perylene nanocrystals.40 A broad


excimer emission around 600 nm and a monomer fluores-


cence peak at 480 nm were detected for each crystal, while


the spectrum changed from nanocrystal to nanocrystal. We


examined many nanocrystals and tried to relate the peak


wavelength of the excimer emission and the intensity ratio of


the monomer over excimer peaks to size parameters. The


spectrum did not show any clear dependence on the height,


width, and length of each nanocrystal. Instead we found that


the “size” defined by eq 1 can be related to the fluorescence


spectroscopic data.


size )
3√length × width × height (1)


We consider the mechanism of the present size depen-


dence by referring to the fluorescent nature of the R-form bulk


perylene crystal,48,49 which is explained in terms of the strong


coupling model of short-range exciton-phonon (lattice vibra-


tion) interaction.50 In the case of R-form crystal, because the


lattice relaxation energy (ELR) is large enough, electronic exci-


tation energy is trapped in a sandwich-like pair of two mole-


cules, that is, excimer formation. With use of a generalized


configuration coordinate Q, ELR is given by ELR ) ωQm
2/2,


where ω is the angular frequency of the phonon and Qm


means a relative displacement of the excimer state from the


bottom of the ground state. Our consideration is schemati-


cally illustrated in Figure 5, where self-trapping energy (EST) is


given by EST ) ELR - B and B is half of the free exciton band-


width. The fluorescence peak energy of excimer emission,


hc/λmax
E , is presented by hc/λmax


E ) hc/λmax
M - EST - ∆Eg, where


∆Eg means the Franck-Condon destabilization energy in the


ground state. On the other hand, it is well-known that the


monomer fluorescent state is thermally in equilibrium with the


excimer state,48 and the intensity ratio of the monomer over


the excimer, IM/IE, is given by


IM/IE ) kM/kE exp(-EST/(kT)) (2)


where kM and kE are the radiative transition rate constants


from the monomer and excimer states to the ground state,


respectively.


Because the monomer fluorescence peak of nanocrystal is


identical to that of the bulk one, the value of B can be con-


sidered to be independent of size. Therefore, the size depend-


ences of λmax
E and IM/IE should be ascribed to reduction in ELR


FIGURE 3. An experimental setup for single-particle spectroscopy
coupled with AFM observation.


FIGURE 4. (a-c) AFM images of perylene nanocrystals and (d)
fluorescence spectra corresponding to the AFM images in panels
a-c and that of a bulk crystal (blue line). All the spectra were
corrected with respect to the spectral sensitivity of the instrument
and were normalized to unity at the maximum intensity.
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with the decrease in the size. Because ELR is a function of the


angular phonon frequency of crystalline lattice and lattice dis-


tortion due to excimer formation, the present size effect can


be attributed to a change in elastic properties of nanocrystal


with size. We have considered that the lattice instability


caused by the large surface-to-volume ratio will be responsi-


ble for lowering of lattice vibration or rigidity with the


decrease in the crystal size, which leads to the up-shift of the


excimer energy level.40a Indeed, it was confirmed experimen-


tally that hc/λmax
E increases monotonously with the surface-to-


volume ratio, and its relation looked roughly linear. This idea


will be related to the fact that the melting temperature of


metallic nanoparticles and some organic nanocrystals is lower


than that of bulk, which is eventually ascribed to the increase


in free energy of the nanocrystal by a contribution of the sur-


face free energy.51-53


Along this line, we proposed the following empirical equa-


tions as a function of size as defined by eq 1 by assuming that


the lattice relaxation energy in the nanocrystal decreases lin-


early with the surface-to-volume ratio, that is, the inverse of


size,40a


EST(nanocrystal) ) EST(bulk) - b/(size + a) (3)


hc/λmax
E (nanocrystal) ) hc/λmax


E (bulk) + b/(size + a) (4)


where a is a parameter having the distance dimension b )
aELR


bulk, and ∆Eg is set to be constant in the derivation of eq 4.


Using the value of lattice relaxation energy in bulk, ELR
bulk (1715


cm-1),48 we calculated the size dependence of λmax
E from eq


4 and the dependence of IM/IE from eqs 2 and 3, by assum-


ing kM/kE to be independent of the size. As shown in Figure 6,


the calculated size dependences both for λmax
E and IM/IE can


reproduce the experimental results semiquantitatively when


the value of a is about 30 nm. The physical meaning of the


value of a might be related to structural homogeneity of the


nanocrystal but is not so clear at the present stage of investi-


gation. This is the first work to propose empirical equations


representing size-dependent optical spectra of organic nanoc-


rystals as far as we know, and such trials are strongly desired


for understanding the nature of the optical properties. Single-


nanoparticle spectroscopic study on organic systems has a


short history, so further systemic studies on the nanosize effect


should be extended in more detail. There is no doubt that sin-


gle-nanoparticle/nanocrystal spectroscopy with AFM observa-


tion is very useful and provides novel results.


5. Structural Confinement in Organic
Nanoparticles Giving Unique Size Effects
In addition to the size effect of the perylene nanocrystal, which


can be explained by a change of elastic properties of the crys-


tal, we here point out other effects on the size-dependent opti-


cal properties of organic nanoparticles. As described in section


3, conformational structures of molecules confined in a small


FIGURE 5. Schematic illustration of potential energy surfaces of
perylene nano- and bulk crystals. It assumed that the ground and
excited Franck-Condon states give the same potential to bulk
crystal. Abbreviations are in the text.


FIGURE 6. (a) Dependence of the excimer fluorescence peak on
size and (b) dependence of the intensity ratio of monomer to
excimer emissions at their peaks on size. Size is defined by eq 1.
Dotted lines in panels a and b represent the calculated size
dependences of λmax


E from eq 4 and of IM/IE from eqs 2 and 3 using
a ) 34 nm (see text).
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space are the key issue to explain the size dependence of


nanoparticle fluorescence in the case of flexible molecules,


especially conjugated polymers. Morphological effects of poly-


mer chains such as a chain packing, conformational defects,


and distortions were also presented for understanding single


nanocrystal Rayleigh scattering spectroscopy of poly(substi-


tuted diacetylene).38,39 The excitonic transition resonance


peak can be correlated to the cross section of nanocrystals


with a rectangular shape, which is ascribed to mutual cou-


pling of electronic polarization in the bundle of the chains or


to conformational instability giving defects and kinks. On the


basis of the spectroscopic data of various organic compounds,


we can conclude that the size effect on organic nanoparticles


is characteristic of a few tens and a few hundreds of nanom-


eters order and related to some molecular conformation, pack-


ing, and elastic properties of nanoparticles. This gives us the


idea to call the present size effect “Structural Confinement”, is


contrast to electron confinement for metals and inorganic


semiconductors.


6. Future Potential of Organic
Nanoparticles
As a summary of this Account, we discuss the great potential


of organic nanoparticles in green chemistry and chemical biol-


ogy. Organic nanoparticles can be dispersed well in water, so


studies on their chemical reactions will not always need


organic solvents. The larger surface of nanoparticles may give


a greater chance for them to encounter other reactants than


bulk solids, a chemical reaction might proceed at the collid-


ing surfaces. These are consistent with the requirements for


green chemistry, where water is preferred to organic solvents


from the viewpoint of health and environmental concerns.54


The excellent solubility of organic nanoparticles in water will


also open new aspects also in chemical biology. Usually


chemical modification or dispersion by adding detergents are


applied to dissolve organic molecules and to react them with


living cells, but their nanoparticles can interact with living cells


and tissues without such treatments.


To achieve such status of organic nanoparticles, their size,


shape, and phase should be controlled fully, which will be


realized by developing the laser ablation method. This is one


of the top-down methods of nanoparticle fabrication, where no


contamination is involved because no solvent is added, the


process is in principle noncontact, and the nanoparticles can


be collected in poor solvent without being exposed to air. As


examples, we here introduce laser fabrication of C60


fullerene55,56 and an anticancer drug. C60 has recently


attracted increased interest in its medical application such as


a novel photodynamic therapy drug. We prepared the aque-


ous colloid with size 30-50 nm by laser ablation.55 The col-


loid is stable without detergents and organic solvents, so this


is one of the best samples for the use of C60 in its medical and


biological applications. 7-Ethyl-10-hydroxycamptothencin, on


the other hand, is well-known as a candidate drug for cancer


therapy, but does not dissolve well in water. This molecule


was also successfully fabricated as an aqueous nanocolloid by


laser ablation, and its interaction with living cells was tested.


The effect as a drug was proven to be acceptable enough and


lasted longer with a lower amount than expected. These


examples indicate great potential of organic nanoparticles and


give us a dream where nanoparticles are key materials in


innovative research fields of chemistry. Spectroscopic analy-


sis of nanoparticles is also important and indispensable for


characterization and functionalization. The ultimate potential


of the relevant optical and chemical properties will be shown


by single-nanocrystal spectroscopy.
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C O N S P E C T U S


This Account explores nanofabricated pyramids, a new class of nanoparticles with tunable optical properties at visible
and near-infrared wavelengths. This system is ideally suited for designing multifunctional plasmonic materials for use


in diagnostics, imaging, sensing, and therapeutics. The nanofabrication scheme that we developed (called PEEL) for these
asymmetric metal particles is extremely versatile and offers several advantages over synthetic methodologies.


The PEEL approach yields pyramids with variable sizes, thicknesses, and multimetal compositions, as well as blunt or
ultrasharp tips or no tips. In addition, we have prepared pyramids with site-specific chemical and biological functionality
on different portions of the pyramids. This is an important design feature for biological applications, as suggested by the
generation of amphiphilic gold pyramids functionalized with alkanethiols on the hydrophobic portions and DNA on the hydro-
philic portions.


The optical characteristics of these pyramids depend on particle orientation, wavevector direction, and polarization direc-
tion and can be tuned. Using the multipolar surface plasmon resonances of large (>250 nm) pyramids, imaging and spec-
tral identification of pyramid orientation in condensed media was possible. We were also able to direct pyramids to assemble
into one- and two-dimensional arrays with interesting optical properties. Furthermore, modification of the PEEL fabrication
scheme allowed the production of multimaterial pyramidal structures with complex attributes, highlighting the power of this
platform for exacting nanometer-scale control over particle structure and composition.


Introduction


Plasmonics, the science and application of noble


metal structures interacting with light, has received


significant attention recently because of three


cooperative effects to make, measure, and mod-


el.1 Advances in nanoparticle (NP) synthesis and


fabrication, innovations in novel analytical tools


and measurements, and clever theoretical model-


ing have been drivers for new discoveries. Noble


metal NPs support localized surface plasmon (LSP)


resonances, which can be tuned by controlling


particle size, shape, and materials composition


and surrounding dielectric environment.2-4 The


first plasmonic NPs to be synthesized and charac-


terized were gold and silver colloids.5 The optical


properties of plasmonic particles are determined


by relative contributions of absorption and scat-


tering of light (extinction ) absorption + scatter-


ing). Small metal particles (overall sizes <50 nm)


are dominated by the former process, while larger
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particles (>100 nm) are dominated by the latter.6,7 Further-


more, small spherical particles support single LSP resonances


that are dipolar in character, and their optical response can be


described well by the lowest order term in Mie theory.6 Par-


ticle sizes of several hundred nanometers exhibit multiple LSP


resonances8,9 that correspond to higher order plasmon


modes.10,11


Because plasmonic NPs exhibit intense localized electric


fields, they have been exploited for enhancing and detecting


weak processes. Examples include chemical and biological


detection12-16 and surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy


(SERS).17,18 Besides these diagnostic applications, plasmonic


particles are becoming increasingly important in biomedical


imaging and therapeutics because (1) they have large extinc-


tion cross-sections (104-105 times for 30-nm gold or silver


NPs compared with fluorescent dyes7) and do not pho-


tobleach,19 (2) they exhibit plasmon resonances at near-infra-


red (NIR) wavelengths (800-1300 nm), which is the biological


window where tissue is relatively transparent,20,21 (3) gold and


silver NPs are not cytotoxic (up to a few micromolar),22,23 and


(4) the light absorbed and scattered by metal NPs can be con-


verted to heat.24,25


Preparation of Anisotropic Metal
Nanoparticles
Typically, plasmonic nanoparticles are synthesized using solu-


tion techniques that involve the reduction of metal salts in the


presence of surfactants. An extensive overview of the different


conditions and outcomes has been published elsewhere.26,27


Particles with anisotropic shapes, including rods,9,21 cubes,28 cag-


es,29 shells,20 prisms,30 stars,31 and octahedra,32 have been


made; such shapes usually have a high degree of symmetry.


Solution synthesis offers a straightforward and relatively inex-


pensive way to scale the production of anisotropic metal parti-


cles. There are several challenges, however, in synthesizing


multifunctional plasmonic NPs. First, to prepare particles consist-


ing of two or more metals, elaborate synthetic schemes are


necessary.4,33 Second, because particle surfaces are stabilized


with surfactant molecules, ligand displacement reactions are


required to achieve desirable functionalities. Third, although spe-


cific locations of NPs can be differentially modified, the proce-


dures typically require the use of solid-phase templates34,35 or


assemblies of mixed ligands,36 which adds additional steps to the


process. To access metal NPs with anisotropic as well as asym-
metric shapes and to create them from a wider variety of mate-


rials more readily, alternative strategies are critical.


Nanofabrication offers a top-down approach for preparing


highly anisotropic and asymmetric metal nanostructures with


a high level of control over size and shape. Fabrication tech-


niques are especially suited to generate particles with overall


sizes that exceed 100 nm. Serial patterning techniques such


as electron beam lithography can generate two-dimensional


(2D) structures with arbitrary sizes and shapes,37,38 although


the throughput is very low. Besides direct-write methods, tem-


plates have been the primary method to produce particles


with anisotropic shapes. Isolated submicrometer spheres and


close-packed sphere arrays have acted as templates onto


which metals were deposited to obtain particles with crescent-


like shapes39,40 and truncated triangular prisms.41 Anodized


aluminum oxide membranes are another widely used tem-


plate for producing nanorods as long as 10 µm.42 Etched sil-


icon templates and nanohole masks have been used to create


pyramidal shells.43,44


In addition, fabrication methods offer several general


advantages over chemical ones. First, different materials com-


positions can easily be prepared in particles using sequential


deposition steps. Second, because the surfaces of as-prepared


NPs are surfactant-free, they can be directly functionalized with


thiolated biological and chemical moieties. Third, NPs can be


organized into periodic arrays with well-defined interparticle


orientations. In this Account, we review a new class of asym-


metric metal particles, nanofabricated pyramids, that are an


ideal platform for designing multifunctional plasmonic mate-


rials. The fabrication method is versatile and can generate pyr-


amids with different sizes and thicknesses, with blunt,


ultrasharp, or no tips, and with different materials combina-


tions. Because of their relatively large sizes (>150 nm) and


anisotropic shape, the pyramids exhibit tunable optical prop-


erties at visible and NIR wavelengths that depend on particle


orientation, wavevector direction, and polarization direction.


Such unique geometrical and optical characteristics make pos-


sible new applications in imaging and sensing.


A New Plasmonic Platform: Pyramidal
Particles
Size, Shape, and Materials Control. We have developed a


nanofabrication approach, PEEL (a procedure consisting of


phase-shifting photolithography (PSP), etching, E-beam depo-


sition, and lift-off), which can generate free-standing pyrami-


dal structures with diameters ranging from 80 to 500 nm and


tips with radii of curvature as small as 2 nm.43 The nanofab-


ricated pyramids are highly uniform in size and shape because


they are formed by templating against an etched single-crys-


tal Si(100) wafer.45 Figure 1 outlines how different steps in the


PEEL process can result in a wide range of tunability regard-


ing the size, shape, and materials of the pyramids. First, PSP
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is used to generate arrays of circular posts in positive-tone


photoresist (step A); the diameters (d) determine the size of the


base of the pyramids. A thin film of Cr is then deposited onto


the substrate and lifted-off to produce small, circular holes.


Depending on how long the Cr/Si substrate is anisotropically


etched (step B), the pyramids will either have sharp tips or flat


(and blunt) tips. Different materials can then be deposited into


the etched pyramidal pits (step C); here is where the thick-


ness (t), materials composition, and multilayered structure of


the pyramids are determined. Next, the Cr layer is etched to


reveal pyramids embedded in the Si substrate, which is then


partially etched so that the inner and outer surfaces can be dif-


ferentially modified with molecules having different function-


alities (step D). The pyramids can be dispersed into solution by


sonication.


Selective Functionalization of Pyramid Faces. The abil-


ity to differentially modify specific portions of NPs is impor-


tant for designing hierarchical, multifunctional structures for


therapeutic and diagnostic applications. PEEL provides two


complementary routes to control the placement of molecules


on the pyramid faces: (1) selective functionalization of single-


material pyramids on the patterned silicon template or (2)


functionalization of multimaterial pyramids in solution. In the


first approach, as part of their fabrication procedure (Figure 1,


step B), the pyramids are embedded in the Si substrate with


only their inner surface exposed. Here the inner surfaces of


the pyramids can be decorated with thiolated molecules. Fur-


ther etching of the substrate exposes the outer faces of the


pyramids, and modification with another type of thiolated


molecule can result in differentially functionalized particles.


Figure 2 shows how gold pyramids with amphiphilic charac-


ter can be prepared, where the hydrophilic portions were sin-


gle-stranded DNA (visualized by gold colloids modified with


the cDNA strand) and the hydrophobic portions were


alkanethiols.45 In the second approach, after multimaterial


pyramids are dispersed in solution, differential modification


can be achieved using ligands with affinity to only one of the


metals. As shown in Figure 3, pyramids whose outer shell was


gold and inner shell was nickel (Au/Ni pyramids) and whose


outer shell was nickel and inner shell was gold (Ni/Au) only


had thiolated DNA attached to the gold surfaces.46


Imaging Capabilities and Spectroscopic
Properties of Single Pyramids
We have used dark field (DF) microscopy and spectroscopy to


study the optical properties of the individual pyramids. White


light incident from a DF condenser at high angles (ca.


53°-71°) is scattered by pyramids supported on a substrate,


FIGURE 1. Scheme representing the broad tunability range of
structural, materials, and chemical parameters of the
nanofabricated pyramid system.


FIGURE 2. (A) Procedure for selective functionalization of gold
pyramids patterned on a silicon template and SEM images of
pyramids selectively functionalized with DNA and hybridized with
DNA-modified 13 nm Au colloids on their (B) inner and (C) outer
surfaces. Reproduced with permission from ref 45. Copyright 2007
American Chemical Society.
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collected by an objective lens, and then projected onto a CCD


imaging detector or analyzed using a grating spectrometer


(Figure 4A). To correlate the orientation and structure (size,


shape) of the pyramidal particles with their scattering spec-


tra, we used gold alignment markers on ITO-coated glass sub-


strates. In this way, we carried out single-particle spectroscopy.


When randomly dispersed on a flat substrate, pyramids adopt


two orientations: (1) with their tips pointing away from the sur-


face (tip-up) or (2) with their tips touching the surface (tip-


down). Spectral analysis of the scattered light revealed


interesting and complex spectral features characteristic of pyr-


amids with different diameters, orientations, and thicknesses.


Effects of Pyramid Size on Optical Properties. Figure 4B


demonstrates how light scattered by gold pyramids can be


imaged with high contrast compared with the optically flat


substrate. Larger pyramids (d ) 300 nm) scattered white light


more strongly than smaller particles (d ) 150 nm); in com-


parison, spherical 100-nm gold particles scattered red light


strongly, while pyramids scattered a broader range of wave-


lengths. Previously, we found that 100-nm gold pyramids only


supported a single dipolar resonance that occurred around


720 nm when t ) 50 nm. The shape and location of the LSP


resonance was in good agreement with discrete dipole


approximation (DDA) calculations.11 As their diameters


increased from 150 to 300 nm (t ) 60 nm), the pyramids


began to develop structure in their scattering spectra that


depended on both size and orientation (Figure 5). First, as the


diameter of the pyramid base increased, the dipolar resonance


shifted to longer wavelengths, and peaks and other struc-


ture started to emerge around 600 nm (Figure 5B,C). Second,


the spectral features that are now blue-shifted relative to the


dipolar resonance are more pronounced for 300 nm pyra-


mids. Figure 5C indicates that the spectrum of tip-up pyra-


FIGURE 3. Schemes and SEM images of bimaterial pyramids
selectively functionalized in solution: (A) Au/Ni pyramids; (B) Ni/Au
pyramids with gold colloids attached to the gold faces by DNA
molecules. Reproduced from ref 46.


FIGURE 4. (A) Illustration of the DF microscopy and spectroscopy
setup and the two different orientations of pyramids and (B) DF
image of 300 nm gold pyramids, 150 nm gold pyramids, and 100
nm gold colloids on ITO/glass substrates.


FIGURE 5. Single-particle scattering spectra of 60-nm thick gold
pyramids with base diameters of (A) 150, (B) 200, and (C) 300 nm.
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mids is dominated by the resonance around 600 nm, while


tip-down pyramids exhibit a 600-nm peak with reduced inten-


sity but an additional one at NIR wavelengths.


In submicrometer particles, such as triangular and rectan-


gular prisms,9,10,47 cylinders,48 spherical shells,49 and pyra-


midal shells,11 multipolar excitations depend on the direction


of the wavevector and the polarization vector.50 When the


particles have sizes comparable to the wavelength of incident


light, their optical resonances are sensitive to the direction of


excitation, and certain excitation angles can make selected


resonances more pronounced.47 For example, depending on


the direction of incident light, the phase of the excitation field


in asymmetric gold pyramids can vary significantly,11 which


can result in the excitation of different superpositions of mul-


tipolar resonances.51 These effects can also be observed when


the pyramids are in different orientations (i.e., the incident


wavevectors are fixed but the base plane of the pyramid is at


an angle), as described below.


Effects of Pyramid Orientation on Optical Properties.
Large (d > 250 nm) pyramids in different orientations (tip-up


and tip-down) should exhibit distinct scattering spectra. This


unique characteristic of our asymmetric particles, in the


absence of polarization, enables their orientation to be deter-


mined in condensed media without the need for direct and


destructive imaging tools. We have demonstrated this capa-


bility in Figure 6A, a typical DF image of individual pyramids


on a substrate. After randomly selecting and measuring the


spectra of six bright spots (Figure 6B), we found that their spec-


tra fell into two categories: (1) those with 600 nm peaks of rel-


atively high intensity and (2) those with peaks at 600 and 850


nm with comparable intensities. Indeed, when the ratio of scat-


tering intensities at 600 and 850 nm was calculated, two dis-


tinct bands emerged (Figure 6C), and SEM images of the


pyramids revealed that pyramids with high I600/I850 ratios


were tip-up and those with low I600/I850 ratios were tip-down


(Figure 6D).


Effects of Pyramid Shell Thickness on Optical Proper-
ties. To determine how the optical properties changed with


the thickness (t) of the pyramidal shells, we measured scatter-


ing spectra of pyramids with a fixed diameter (d ) 300 nm)


with t ranging from 15 to 80 nm (Figure 7). Notably, the tip-up


and tip-down orientations of thicker pyramids exhibited more


pronounced spectral differences than thinner pyramids of the


two orientations. For tip-up pyramids, the intensity of the 600


nm peak increased as the thickness of the pyramids increased


but seemed to disappear or shift to longer wavelengths, when


the thickness decreased. Also, as the thickness of the pyrami-


dal shell approached t ) 15 nm, all of the resonances shifted


to wavelengths greater than 650 nm (Figure 7D). Thus,


besides their ability to support multipolar modes because of


size, our pyramidal system can be tuned to exhibit multiple


visible and NIR plasmon resonances simply by controlling the


thickness of the metal deposition (Figure 1, step C).


In order to investigate the optical properties of gold pyra-


mids at wavelengths longer than 950 nm, we dispersed 300


nm gold particles in D2O and measured the extinction spec-


tra. Both 60 nm and 110 nm thick pyramids exhibited sev-


eral resonances between 600 and 1400 nm. In agreement


with calculations, as the thickness of the gold pyramid


increased, the central resonance was suppressed, and the


FIGURE 6. (A) DF image of individual 300 nm gold pyramids on ITO, (B) single-particle scattering spectra of pyramids indicated in panel A,
(C) ratio of intensities at 600 and 850 nm of the pyramids, and (D) SEM images confirming the orientation of pyramids predicted by their
spectra in panel B. Reproduced with permission from ref 45. Copyright 2007 American Chemical Society.
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other resonances were shifted to shorter wavelengths (Figure


8).51 Simulations revealed that the first peak (not the shoul-


der) was an electric quadrupole resonance and that the third


peak was an electric dipole resonance. The most interesting


plasmon mode was the one around 1000 nm, which had


transverse electric (TE)-like character because of oscillation of


the polarization perpendicular to both the incident polariza-


tion and wavevector directions. Theory and experiment agree


reasonably well on the position of the plasmon mode, but


there are some discrepancies in the intensities. This result is


expected considering the slight variations in the nanofabri-


cated particles and the extreme sensitivity of extinction with


shell thickness. In general, the calculations appear to overes-


timate the intensity of some resonances, which could be due


to factors such as the assumed particle morphology or the


chosen dielectric constant at those wavelengths. Overall, how-


ever, experiment and theory showed the same trends. In par-


ticular, measurements confirmed the three-peak resonance


structure that theory predicted for t ) 60 nm and verified that


the central TE-like resonance could be suppressed by increas-


ing the thickness of the pyramids.


Spectroscopic Properties of Arrays of
Pyramids
Besides characterizing the optical properties of single pyra-


mids, we were interested in how the SP resonances would


evolve as the particles were manipulated into arrays. Studies


involving pairs of NPs showed that when the particles are in


close proximity, new resonances emerge from plasmon


coupling.52,53 Large field enhancements can also occur


between closely spaced particles, which enhances the capa-


bility to detect weak interactions such as SERS.54


Patterned Two-Dimensional Arrays of Pyramids. The


fabrication scheme in Figure 1 allows us to obtain perfectly


aligned arrays of gold pyramids that can be encapsulated in


an optically transparent polymer. After step C, the anisotro-


pic etching conditions can be controlled such that the pyra-


mids are situated on silicon pedestals. The arrays of pyramids


can then be encased in a poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS)


FIGURE 7. Scattering spectra of 300 nm gold pyramids with
thicknesses of (A) 80, (B) 40, (C) 25, and (D) 15 nm and with two
orientations (tips up (9) and tips down (O)).


FIGURE 8. (A) Measured and (B) calculated extinction spectra of 60
nm thick (solid line) and 110 nm thick (dashed line) pyramids in
D2O. Modified with permission from ref 51. Copyright 2008
American Chemical Society.
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matrix to yield a free-standing PDMS membrane. In contrast


to pyramids dispersed on a flat substrate, whose orientations


are limited to either being tip-up or tip-down (that is, touch-


ing the substrate), the PDMS/pyramid film can be placed at an


arbitrary angle with respect to the incident light. Because the


interparticle distance was too large (ca. 2 µm) for SP coupling


between pyramids, the array displayed optical properties sim-


ilar to that of single pyramids.45 To investigate the effects of


polarization direction, however, we needed to test pyramids


in specific, well-defined orientations relative to the DF micro-


scope optical axis; hence, we used aligned 2D arrays.


Not surprisingly, when the base planes of the pyramids


were perpendicular to optical axis, the scattering spectra did


not show any polarization dependence because the orienta-


tion of the pyramids was symmetric with respect to the inci-


dent light. When the base planes were oriented parallel to the


optical axis, the scattering spectra did exhibit polarization


dependence (Figure 9). Rotation of the polarization direction


from parallel to perpendicular relative to the pyramid base


resulted in a color change from deep-red to light red. Calcu-


lations indicated that the plasmon resonance peak under par-


allel polarization was a quadrupole mode localized in the base


plane at 750 nm.11 Under perpendicular polarization, sev-


eral resonances emerged with an overall envelope qualita-


tively similar to the measured result (Figure 9A) except that the


intensity of the peak at ca. 880 nm was too weak (Figure 9B).


Assembled One-Dimensional Arrays of Pyramids. Pyr-


amids composed of multiple layers can be easily generated by


layer-by-layer deposition of materials (Figure 1, step C). To cre-


ate bifunctional nanoparticles, we combined the optical prop-


erties of gold with the magnetic properties of nickel (Au/Ni


pyramids). The ferromagnetism of nickel provides a straight-


forward means to assemble and manipulate pyramids. Under


a static magnetic field (0.5 T), Au/Ni pyramids could be assem-


bled into one-dimensional chains with lengths up to 200 µm


(Figure 10A).46 Orientations of individual nanopyramids within


a single chain, however, did not align parallel to the mag-


netic field lines. As the direction of the magnetic field was


rotated, the pyramidal chains also rotated to maintain align-


ment along field lines.


In chains of Au/Ni pyramids, individual particles were sit-


uated very close to each other (less than half of the particle


size), which suggests that the plasmon resonances of the pyr-


amids should couple.55 We measured the scattering spectra of


individual 300 nm Au/Ni pyramids and found that (1) there


was very little orientation dependence on the optical proper-


ties since the peaks at longer wavelengths were suppressed


(Figure 10B) and (2) the overall scattering intensities were


weaker compared with gold pyramids because nickel damp-


ens the SP resonance of gold.56 Hence, the different orienta-


tions of the pyramids within a chain should not affect the


effective properties of the array. Scattering spectra of single


Au/Ni pyramid chains depended strongly on polarization of


the incident light. Under polarization parallel to the long axis,


FIGURE 9. (A) Measured and (B) calculated scattering spectra of
250 nm gold pyramid arrays under polarized incident light.
Reproduced from ref 11.


FIGURE 10. (A) SEM image of Au/Ni pyramid chains, (B) scattering
spectra of individual Au/Ni pyramids in two orientations, and (C)
polarization-dependent scattering spectra of a single Au/Ni chain.
Reproduced from ref 46.
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an additional feature at 750 nm was observed, which can be


attributed to interparticle SP coupling (Figure 10C).


Expansion of the Platform: Tipless
Pyramids
In an effort to address the pressing need for new classes of


tunable plasmonic materials, we have developed a method


that enables control over particle shape by a creative adapta-


tion of shadow masking techniques. E-beam evaporation of


material at a fixed angle relative to a planar template (e.g.,


photoresist patterns or microspheres39,40,57) followed by


removal of the template produces a portion or edge of the


template but with reduced feature sizes. We have modified


our PEEL fabrication scheme to create variations on the pyra-


midal shape by (1) orienting the Cr hole film/etched Si sub-


strate (after step B) at a range of angles prior to deposition and


(2) rotating the sample stage. Figure 11A depicts how the tem-


plate substrate can be tilted and rotated to generate pyramids


without tips and with square bases. Figure 11B-D demon-


strates how the angle of the stage can control the size of


opening or amount of truncation of the tip. The creation of


pyramids with and without tips is particularly interesting for


tuning the multipolar plasmon resonances of pyramids; the-


ory has predicted that truncated pyramids should suppress the


TE-like resonance mode observed in 300 nm gold pyramids.51


There are also potential implications for localizing electromag-


netic fields at specific locations in tipless pyramids since cal-


culations have already predicted enhancements at the tips and


sharp edges of the nanostructures.11,58


Multimaterial pyramidal shells whose outer faces are com-


posed of different materials can be obtained by first creating


tipless pyramids out of one metal and then depositing a sec-


ond metal line-of-sight through the Cr hole mask onto the tip-


less pyramids still embedded in the template. Figure 11E-G


highlights a range of pyramidal structures with two or three


different metals on the outer faces. This materials tunability is


truly unique to the pyramidal system and will enable further


opportunities for site-selective chemistry as well as hybrid-


ized optical properties of noble metal pyramids.


Conclusions and Outlook
In this Account, we have highlighted how nanofabricated pyr-


amids are a unique platform for designing multifunctional


plasmonic particles. Although most research has focused on


synthetic methods to create nanoparticles, we believe there


are distinct advantages to this optically tunable system: spa-


tial control of chemical and biological moieties; spectral iden-


tification of orientation; spatially distinct multimaterial


compositions; perfect particle alignment in 2D periodic arrays.


In addition, the structure of the pyramidal shells has resulted


in unanticipated spectral features, such as TE-like plasmon


modes, or has enabled exquisite control over having


ultrasharp tips or no tips. Taking into account all capabilities,


this class of materials can be considered a leading candidate


for biological diagnostics and therapeutic applications.


Besides these applications based on nanoparticles that cur-


rently exist, other applications of our pyramidal system that


could exist include multifunctional scanning probe micros-


copy tips for improved spatial resolution as well as magnet-


ic59 and chemical imaging,60 inert scaffolds for assembling


organic drug particles for delivery applications,61 and local


enhancers of optical absorption in photovoltaic devices.62 Fur-


thermore, beyond expanding the phase diagram of structure-
function relationships for plasmonic particles, we anticipate


that our toolkit will offer novel solutions for problems that


demand exacting control over structure and composition at


the nanometer scale.
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FIGURE 11. (A) Scheme illustrating how the Cr hole/Si etched
template can be rotated and tilted at different angles to generate
pyramids without tips and with square bases, (B-D) SEM images of
tipless gold pyramids deposited at tilt angles of 40°, 45°, and 50°,
and SEM images of (E) Ti/Ta pyramidal structure (Ti deposited first
at an angle of 45°/Ta deposited at 0°), (F) Pd/Au bimetal pyramidal
structure (Pd at 45°/Au at 0°), and (G) Au/Ti/Pd trimetal pyramidal
structure (Au at 55°/Ti deposited at 45°/Pd at 0°).
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C O N S P E C T U S


This Account provides an overview of the methods that are
currently being used to study the electromagnetics of silver


and gold nanoparticles, with an emphasis on the determina-
tion of extinction and surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS)
spectra. These methods have proven to be immensely useful in
recent years for interpreting a wide range of nanoscience exper-
iments and providing the capability to describe optical proper-
ties of particles up to several hundred nanometers in dimension,
including arbitrary particle structures and complex dielectric envi-
ronments (adsorbed layers of molecules, nearby metal films, and
other particles). While some of the methods date back to Mie’s
celebrated work a century ago, others are still at the forefront
of algorithm development in computational electromagnetics.


This Account gives a qualitative description of the phys-
ical and mathematical basis behind the most commonly used
methods, including both analytical and numerical methods, as
well as representative results of applications that are rele-
vant to current experiments. The analytical methods that we
discuss are either derived from Mie theory for spheres or from the quasistatic (Gans) model as applied to spheres and sphe-
roids. In this discussion, we describe the use of Mie theory to determine electromagnetic contributions to SERS enhance-
ments that include for retarded dipole emission effects, and the use of the quasistatic approximation for spheroidal particles
interacting with dye adsorbate layers. The numerical methods include the discrete dipole approximation (DDA), the finite
difference time domain (FDTD) method, and the finite element method (FEM) based on Whitney forms. We discuss appli-
cations such as using DDA to describe the interaction of two gold disks to define electromagnetic hot spots, FDTD for light
interacting with metal wires that go from particle-like plasmonic response to the film-like transmission as wire dimension
is varied, and FEM studies of electromagnetic fields near cubic particles.


1. Introduction


Noble metal nanoparticles (or metal films) have


been of widespread interest in the past few years


as a result of advances in molecular plasmonic


devices,1 biosensing,2 and other applications.


While the most common optical measurements


refer to extinction and Rayleigh scattering, there


has also been interest in surface-enhanced Raman


scattering (SERS) and in a variety of nonlinear opti-


cal measurements. Much of this activity is con-


cerned with plasmon resonance excitation in the


nanoparticles, in which the electromagnetic field


excites collective oscillations of the conduction


electrons.3,4 Such excitations depend strongly on


nanoparticle shape, size, and dielectric environ-


ment, and as result, they can be tailored for appli-


cations at desired wavelengths through particle


synthesis. In addition, the plasmon resonance
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wavelength of a given nanostructure is extremely sensitive to


the presence of molecules near the nanostructure, so the shift


in this wavelength upon analyte binding can be used in refrac-


tive index sensors.2,5 As a result, a large number of sensing


applications have been reported,5-8 including the study of


analytes with molecular resonances in the visible wavelength


region.9,10 In addition, sensing applications using particle


aggregation11 and SERS2,12 have been reported.


Theory has long played a role in the modeling of metal


nanoparticle optical properties, and this role has significantly


increased in the last 10 years.13-19 Almost 100 years ago, it


was realized, thanks to the celebrated work of Mie20 (along


with important contributions from many others, as described


by Kerker21), that classical electromagnetic theory (i.e., solv-


ing Maxwell’s equations for light interacting with a particle)


provides a quantitative description of the extinction and scat-


tering spectra of nanoparticles. Mie’s work referred to light


scattering from a spherical particle, and thus was not able to


describe shape effects, but much of the colloid chemistry work,


which dominated the field prior to 1990, involved broad dis-


tributions of particle shape and size such that a more quanti-


tative electromagnetic description was not very useful.


However the advent of lithographic methods for making nano-


particles has changed the demands on theory for these prob-


lems, and as a result there is now interest in describing the


optical properties of nonspherical particles, particles in aniso-


tropic dielectric environments, holes in metal films and many


other complex nanostructures, such that it is useful to have


numerical approaches available for these problems.


This paper provides an overview of the methods that have


been developed to describe the optical properties of noble


metal nanoparticles, going all the way from Mie theory and


other analytical methods, to a variety of numerical methods


that can be used to describe complex nanostructures.


Although Mie theory is well-known, new applications of it con-


tinue to appear, and we will illustrate this through an


evaluation of the electromagnetic contribution to SERS


enhancements for a molecule interacting with a silver sphere.


Other particle shapes, such as spheroids, also admit to


exact solutions, but the solutions are harder to use. One of the


most useful alternatives has been the quasistatic approxima-


tion, in which Maxwell’s equations are replaced by electro-


statics (LaPlace equation) but still using frequency-dependent


dielectric functions. This Account will describe applications of


this approach to the treatment of spheroids interacting with


dye molecule adsorbates.


FIGURE 1. Extinction efficiency vs excitation wavelength (a) for Ag spheres with diameters of 10 (black), 100 (red), and 1000 nm (green) and plots
of Raman enhancement vs excitation wavelength for 10 (b), 100 (c), and 1000 nm (d). The green lines are the enhancements GVv calculated using
the multipole expansion. The red and black lines are the quasistatic enhancements 5|1 + 2g + 2g0 + 4gg0|2 and 5|1 + 2g|4.
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Numerical methods for solving Maxwell’s equations come


in many different flavors, and our presentation will cover three


of the most common methods. The discrete dipole approxi-


mation (DDA) is a frequency domain approach that approxi-


mates the induced polarization in a complex particle by the


response of a cubic grid of polarizable dipoles. The polariz-


abilities of the dipoles can be chosen so that bulk materials


will behave the same as the continuum solution to Maxwell’s


equations, but the treatment for finite particles is only approx-


imate. However the approximation is accurate enough for


many applications, and the computational simplifications


afforded by DDA over other methods are such that this


method has been very widely used. As an illustration of this,


we consider the extinction spectra and electromagnetic hot


spots formed from two interacting gold disks, each 120 nm in


height and 360 nm in diameter.


One of the simplest of the nominally exact methods is the


finite difference time domain (FDTD) method, in which a clever


finite differencing algorithm developed by Yee22 is applied to


Maxwell’s equations, using grids for the electric field E and


magnetic field H, which are shifted by half a grid spacing rel-


ative to each other. This method can be applied in both two


and three dimensions, and we provide an example where the


2D algorithm is used to study the transmission of light


through a particle array. A third type of numerical approach


is the finite element method (FEM), in which the solutions to


Maxwell’s equations are expanded in locally defined basis


functions chosen such that boundary conditions are satisfied


on the surfaces of the elements. Here we consider the


so-called Whitney form finite element approach, showing how


electromagnetic fields around a cubic particle compare with


FDTD results. Unfortunately space limitations do not allow us


to describe other numerical methods, such as the dyadic


Green’s function method, that have also played a role in this


field.


2. Analytical Models


A. Mie Theory. Mie theory in its standard presentation (a


plane electromagnetic wave interacting with a spherical par-


ticle) is described in a number of textbooks,21,23 so we will not


go into the derivation here. The most common applications of


Mie theory have been to the extinction spectra of nanopar-


ticles, where only a single result from the theory is needed,


namely, the formula for the extinction cross section:


Cext )
2π
k2 ∑


l )1


∞


(2l + 1)Re(al + bl ) (1)


where k ) 2π/λ and the coefficients al and bl are given by


(assuming that the magnetic permeabilities of the sphere and


surrounding medium are the same):


al )
m2jl(x)[xjl(x)]′ - jl(x)[mxjl(mx)]′


m2jl(mx)[xhl
(1)(x)]′ - hl


(1)(x)[mxjl(mx)]′
(2)


bl )
jl(x)[xjl(x)]′ - jl(x)[mxjl(mx)]′


jl(mx)[xhl
(1)(x)]′ - hl


(1)(x)[mxjl(mx)]′
(3)


In these expressions, “Re” denotes the real part of what fol-


lows, x ) ka with a being the sphere radius, m2 ) ε1/ε0, the


functions jl(x) and hl
(1)(x) are, respectively, the spherical Bessel


and Hankel functions, and ε1 and ε0 are the dielectric func-


tions of the nanoparticle and surrounding medium, respec-


tively. Computer codes for evaluating Cext are widely available


on the web, such as at the Nanosphere Optics Lab at nano-


hub.org.


Eqs 1-3 can easily be evaluated for particles that are 1000


nm or smaller. Figure 1a presents extinction efficiencies (the


ratio of cross section to the geometrical area πa2) for a silver


sphere in vacuum and with sphere diameters of 10, 100, and


1000 nm. The dielectric function in these calculations is from


Lynch and Hunter.24 The 10 nm results show a typical dipole


plasmon resonance at 360 nm, which red shifts and broad-


ens considerably for the larger particle sizes. In addition, larger


particles show higher multipole resonances to the blue of the


dipole resonance. The red-shifting, broadening, and multipo-


lar excitation that grows with increasing particle size is due to


depolarization and radiative damping effects that arise from


the finite size of the particle relative to the wavelength. Ulti-


mately for large enough particles (1000 nm) this washes out


plasmon resonance effects, leading to a structureless extinc-


tion spectrum in the visible.


For the 10 nm particle, the extinction cross section can be


accurately represented using the quasistatic approximation, in


which only the a1 term in eq 1 is included, and the kf 0 limit


is taken in the evaluation. This leads to an extinction cross


section of


Cext )
6π
λ


(ε0)
1⁄2V Im g (4)


where
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g )
ε1 - ε0


ε1 + 2ε0
(5)


Here V is the particle volume, and “Im g” denotes the imagi-


nary part of the function g. This expression shows that the


dipole resonance occurs when the denominator of g is mini-


mized, which means that the real part of ε1 matches -2ε0.


This is satisfied at 360 nm for a small silver sphere, and the


width of the plasmon resonance is determined by the imagi-


nary part of ε1 at that wavelength. For silver and gold, it is


possible to represent ε1 using the Drude model


ε1(ω) ) 1 -
ωp


2


ω(ω + iγ)
+ �ib(ω) (6)


where ω is the angular frequency, ωp is the bulk plasmon fre-


quency, and γ is a width factor that determines the imagi-


nary part of ε1 provided that contributions from interband


transitions contained in �ib can be ignored. Based on eqs 5


and 6, the plasmon frequency Ω is given by


Ω )
ωp


√1 + 2ε0 + Re �ib
(7)


The width factor γ includes electron-phonon and other intrin-


sic electron relaxation mechanisms but not the radiative con-


tributions to the width that were mentioned above because


these are not included in the quasistatic approximation. In


addition, for 10 nm particles, there are contributions to the


width from scattering of the conduction electrons from the par-


ticle surfaces. These lead to an inverse dependence of width


on particle size,25 but it is of minor consequence here.


While the Mie theory application above is very common,


an important but much less common application of Mie the-


ory has been to study electromagnetic field enhancements in


SERS. The theory was first developed in 1980 by Kerker,


Wang, and Chew,26 although others developed quasistatic and


phenomenological models earlier as has been reviewed.27-29


The Kerker theory considers a single molecule adsorbed onto


a metal sphere with the molecule treated as a classical point


dipole. The incident field interacts with the sphere to create an


enhanced field at the molecule, which induces an oscillating


dipole at the Stokes shifted frequency. Then the induced


dipole emits waves, which scatter from the sphere to create an


enhanced far-field SERS signal. The overall enhancement fac-


tor, G, thus involves two Mie theory applications: interaction


of the sphere with the plane wave incident field, and interac-


tion of the sphere with the dipole emitted field. The first appli-


cation requires the electric fields from a standard Mie


calculation, as are expressed in many places23,26,30 using vec-


tor spherical harmonics. The second application can also be


represented using vector spherical harmonics, as described by


Kerker.26


If one defines the scattering plane (that associated with inci-


dent and scattered wavevectors) as the xz-plane and assumes


that the exciting electric field is polarized perpendicular to this


plane, then measurements of the components of the Raman


scattered radiation whose polarization is also perpendicular to


the plane result in what Kerker terms the Vv component of G,


denoted GVv. A key result of the Kerker paper is that in the


quasistatic limit, the SERS enhancement is given by


GVv ) 5|1 + 2g|2|1 + 2g0|
2 ) 5|1 + 2g + 2g0 + 4gg0|


2


(8)


where g is given by eq 5 and g0 is the same expression eval-


uated at the Stokes shifted frequency. Equation 8 expresses


the enhancement in terms of a numerical constant “5” (which


arises from orientation averaging effects) multiplied by the


local field enhancement factors |1 + 2g|2 and |1 + 2g0|2 at


the incident and Stokes frequencies. This justifies the com-


monly used approximation that the SERS enhancement fac-


tor is the product of field enhancement factors at the incident


and Stokes shifted wavelengths, but note that it only applies


to specific molecular and field geometries in the quasistatic


limit.


It is possible to use the complete multipole expansion for


the vector fields to evaluate GVv exactly rather than using the


quasistatic approximation. Figure 1b-d presents the results for


10, 100, and 1000 nm spheres, including comparison of the


exact GVv with its quasistatic counterpart, as well as eq 7 with


the additional approximation that the Stokes shift is neglected


(giving the often cited |E|4 enhancement). Figure 1b shows that


the three expressions are similar for a 10 nm sphere. How-


ever for the 100 nm sphere, the exact expression is smaller


below 400 nm but larger at long wavelengths. For the 1000


nm sphere, the exact expression is always a factor of at least


10 smaller, due to radiative damping contributions.


B. Quasistatic Theory for a Spheroidial. For a particle


with size much smaller than the wavelength of the incident


light, the quasistatic approximation can be applied to simplify


the calculation of the absorption and scattering efficiency. In


this limit, the extinction cross section of a metallic spheroid


embedded in a homogeneous medium when the polariza-


tion of the incident light is parallel to the symmetry axis of the


spheroid is given by eq 9 (which is a generalization of eqs 4


and 5):3,20,23
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Cext ∝ 1
λ


Im{ ε1 - εm


ε1 + �εm
} (9)


where ε1 is the dielectric function of the metal, εm is the


dielectric function of the surrounding medium, and � is a


shape factor for the particle that has the value 2 for a sphere,


is <2 for an oblate spheroid, and is >2 for a prolate spher-


oid. A similar expression applies to the case where the polar-


ization is perpendicular to the symmetry axis, except that now


the � parameter is <2 for a prolate spheroid and >2 for an


oblate spheroid. This leads to two plasmon resonances, of


which the red-most of these is of most interest in applications.


In many sensing applications based on localized surface


plasmon resonance (LSPR) studies, one needs to calculate the


extinction of nanoparticles coated with a layer of molecules.


However, eq 9 considers a particle in a homogeneous envi-


ronment. To treat an inhomogeneous environment consist-


ing of a layer of molecules surrounded by a solvent, a


primitive effective medium theory can be developed wherein


the effective dielectric function of the surrounding medium is


assumed to be of the form εm,effect ) εmol · x + εm · (1 - x)


where εmol is the dielectric function of the molecule and x is


a empirical parameter (between 0 and 1), which is determined


by the relative amounts of molecules and solvent that are con-


tained within the range of the electromagnetic field around


the particle. Better effective medium theories include the


Clausius-Mossotti, Maxwell-Garnett, and Bruggemann


expressions,23 but all lead to a linear dependence on x in the


small coverage limit (x < 0.05), and this is where we will use


this expression.


Equation 9 has recently been used to model the wave-


length shift induced by resonant molecules in the extinction


of Ag nanoparticles.31 Here one evaluates this equation twice,


once for εm referring to vacuum and once with εm referring to


an effective medium composed of vacuum plus a thin layer of


resonant molecules. Haes et al. studied the LSPR wavelength


shift of Ag nanoparticles induced by a monolayer of resonant


molecules [2,3,7,8,12,13,17,18-octakis(propyl)porphyrazinato]


magnesium(II) (MgPz), which has an absorption maximum at


598 nm in ethanol solution.10 In this work, the extinction


wavelength shift induced by MgPz was calculated as a func-


tion of the plasmon resonance wavelength. The dielectric func-


tions of MgPz were taken from Haes et al. and the parameter


x in the effective medium theory was chosen as 0.01 to match


the experimental data. (In principal, x should be determined


from the fraction of the sensing volume that is occupied by


the molecular layer; however this was not determined in these


studies.) Figure 2a shows the extinction spectra of bare (solid


lines) and MgPz-coated (dashed lines) Ag spheroids calculated


using eq 9. Here the extinction wavelength of the Ag spher-


oid is varied by varying �. Each pair of spectra with the same


colors are calculated using the same �. When the extinction


maximum of the Ag spheroid is separated by more than 50


nm from the absorption peak of MgPz, the extinction maxi-


mum of the MgPz-coated Ag nanoparticle is red-shifted from


that of the bare Ag nanoparticle. In addition, there is a small


peak at ∼600 nm in the spectrum due to absorption by MgPz.


When the extinction wavelength of the Ag nanoparticle is


close to the MgPz absorption peak, a dip in the extinction


spectrum of the MgPz-coated Ag nanoparticle is found due to


MgPz absorption. This phenomenon was not observed for dye


molecules adsorbed on Ag nanoparticle arrays, probably


because of particle inhomogeneity.9,10 However, Lee and co-


workers have recently demonstrated that when resonant mol-


ecules are adsorbed to a single Au nanoparticle and the


resonant wavelength is close to a molecular resonance, a dip


is produced in the extinction line shape.32


FIGURE 2. Extinction spectra of Ag spheroid/MgPz and LSPR shift induced by MgPz: (a) Extinction spectra of bare Ag spheroid (solid lines)
and Ag spheroid with MgPz (dashed lines) with varying � parameters. Each pair of spectra of the same color was calculated with the same �.
(b) LSPR shift of Ag nanoparticles induced by MgPz versus LSPR wavelength of bare Ag nanoparticles. The black line with dots is
experimental LSPR shift data, and the red curve is the calculated LSPR shift.
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Figure 2b shows the predicted LSPR wavelength shift (red


solid line) in comparison with the experimental data (black


solid line with dots). The figure shows that the modeling


agrees well with the experiments, confirming that this method


can be used to calculate the LSPR of metal nanoparticles


coated with a resonant molecular layer.


3. Discrete Dipole Approximation


The DDA method was originally proposed by Purcell and


Pennypacker33 for describing light scattering from grains in


the interstellar medium and then subsequently put on more


quantitative footing for these applications by Draine, Good-


man, and Flatau34 through the DDSCAT program.35 In the


last 15 years, this method has been adapted to metal nano-


particle applications as has been reviewed.18


In the DDA method, the nanoparticles are represented as


a cubic array of N polarizable elements whose polarizabili-


ties Ri (i ) 1, 2, ..., N) are determined from the nanoparticle


dielectric function. The induced dipole Pi in each element in


the presence of an applied plane wave field is Pi ) RiEloc,i


where the local field Eloc at ri is the sum of the incident and


retarded fields of the other N - 1 dipoles. For a given wave-


length λ, this field is


Eloc,i ) Einc,i + Edipole,i ) E0 exp(ik · ri) - ∑
j)1


j*i


N


Aij · Pj


where i ) 1, 2, ... , N (10)


where E0 and k ) 2π/λ are the amplitude and wave vector of


the incident wave, respectively. The dipole interaction matrix


A is


Aij · Pj ) k2 eikrij
rij × (rij × Pj)


rij
3


+ eikrij (1 - ikrij)
[rij


2Pj - 3rij(rij · Pj)]


rij
5


(i ) 1, 2, ... , N; j ) 1, 2, ... , N ; j * i) (11)


where rij is the vector from dipole i to dipole j. Once the Pi’s


are determined by solving these equations, the extinction


cross-section is determined from


Cext )
4πk
|Ebinc|2 ∑j)1


N


Im[Ebj
inc,∗ · Pbj] (12)


A disadvantage of the DDA approach is that the coupling


between dipoles is relatively long-ranged, so the interaction


matrix is a full matrix. However Draine and co-workers have


developed complex conjugate gradient methods to solve


these problems, and the dipole interactions are evaluated


using Fourier methods such that the computational effort for


even 3D calculations is generally less than that for finite dif-


FIGURE 3. DDA results for a single gold disk and for a gold disk dimer: (a) the extinction spectrum of a gold disk from DDA compared with
that from a dark field measurement; (b) the extinction spectrum of a gold disk dimer with a 12 nm separation; (c) contours of the local field
|E|2 for the z ) 0 plane for the dimer with a 12 nm separation; (d) the average |E|4 for an inner surface of the gold dimer versus distance
between the two inner surfaces.
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ferencing methods, at least for particles smaller than a few


hundred nanometers in size. As a result, the DDA method has


been widely used to describe the shape dependence of plas-


mon resonance spectra, including studies of triangular


prisms,36-38 disks,39 cubes,40 truncated tetrahedra,41 shell-


shaped particles,42,43 small clusters of particles,44 and many


others.18 Although DDA is not an exact method, comparisons


of DDA results with other methods such as Mie theory indi-


cate that errors in the extinction spectra are often less than


10%, with the overall multipole resonance mode structure


being the same.


As an example of a DDA application, we consider the


extinction and SERS enhancements associated with gold disks


fabricated using on-wire lithography, expanding on an ear-


lier study39 in which DDA results were compared with exper-


imental results. First consider a single gold disk with thickness


120 nm and diameter 360 nm. Assuming the wave vector is


along the x axis and the symmetry axis is along y direction,


the extinction spectrum from a DDA calculation is presented


in Figure 3a, along with the results of experiments. This shows


a major peak around 560 nm and a shoulder at 660 nm,


which we have assigned to dipole excitation for y polariza-


tion and quadrupole excitation for z polarization, respectively.


Both peaks are observed in the experimental measurements.


The experiments also studied dimers of the same disk struc-


ture that are aligned along the symmetry axis and separated


by a distance that can be varied from a few to many hundreds


of nanometers. Figure 3b shows the extinction spectrum of the


dimer for 12 nm separation. This shows the same two peaks


but red-shifted to 590 and 690 nm, and we also see addi-


tional resonances at longer wavelength.


Also of interest in this work is the SERS enhancement fac-


tor associated with the gold dimer and particularly the depen-


dence of this enhancement factor on the disk separation.


Figure 3c shows contours of the enhancement factor |E|2 for


the dimer with 12 nm separation at a wavelength of 633 nm


where primarily the longer wavelength z polarization reso-


nance would be excited. The figure indicates that there is a


hot spot between the disks for this resonance with fields that


are enhanced by over 102 compared with the isolated disk for


the same wavelength. This enhancement is strongly depend-


ent on disk separation as is apparent from Figure 3d, with a


separation of 12 nm giving an average 〈 |E|4〉 (averaged over


one of the inner surfaces in the dimer) that is over 104. This


strong dependence of peak enhancement on disk separation


is similar to what is seen in the SERS experiments,39 except


that in the experiments the surfaces are rough so the separa-


tion giving peak enhancement is 30 nm rather than 12 nm.


The overall enhancement factor in Figure 3d peaks at 2 ×
105, which is not an especially high value for SERS measure-


ments. However these studies are important because they


demonstrate that peak enhancement is not associated with


the smallest disk separation. This is because the dipole reso-


nance shifts to the red as disk separation is decreased, lead-


ing to a detuning from the excitation wavelength for small


separations.


4. FDTD and Related Finite Difference
Methods
Finite difference methods solve Faraday’s law and Ampere’s


law, eqs 13 and 14, in differential form over a grid-based


domain (where field components are defined only at the grid


points) using Taylor expansions for the derivatives.


ε ∂


∂ t
Eb ) ∇ × Hb - Jb (13)


µ ∂


∂ t
Hb )- ∇ × Eb (14)


The most popular discretization is based on Yee’s


algorithm,22,45 known as the FDTD method. In this method, Eb


and Hb are shifted by half-grid points relative to each other,


and central spatial and leapfrog time differences are used for


the derivatives. A simple version of this can be generated for


a 2D system in which the electric field only has x and y com-


ponents, and the magnetic field has a z component. If the time


step is denoted τ, then the following equations are used:


Ex
n+1⁄2 ) Ex


n-1⁄2 + τ
ε [ ∂Hz


n


∂y
- Jx


n]
Ey


n+1⁄2 ) Ey
n-1⁄2 + τ


ε [- ∂Hz
n


∂x
- Jy


n]
Hz


n+1 ) Hz
n - τ


µ [ ∂Ey
n+1⁄2


∂x
-


∂Ex
n+1⁄2


∂y ] (15)


The finite difference methods described, although time-do-


main based, can be used to calculate the frequency domain


spectra of nanoparticles using Fourier transforms.


FDTD methods have been extensively applied to studies of


nanomaterial optical properties.46 As an application of the 2D


FDTD approach, we consider the transmission of light through


a one-dimensional array of rectangular gold bars (actually


wires). The length of each gold bar is fixed at 150 nm with a


thickness of 8 nm. The spacing between the bars is varied


between 5 and 300 nm to study the transition from film-like


to particle-like behavior as the spacing is varied. In Figure 4,


we present transmission probabilities versus wavelength of
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incident light. This shows a gradual evolution in results as


spacing increases. Film-like behavior results in a maximum at


600 nm, corresponding to excitation of propagating surface


plasmons, and a gradual drop-off of transmission at longer


wavelengths (where the film becomes reflecting). Particle-like


behavior leads to a minimum at 850 nm corresponding to


plasmon excitation in each gold rod, with little coupling


between rods. As the particles get closer together, we see a


red-shifted plasmon resonance dip that moves from 850 to


over 1500 nm. These results demonstrate how optical


response can be switched using suitably chosen spacings.


Note that the change in transmission possible in this prob-


lem is nearly 80%, a remarkable result given that the parti-


cles are only 8 nm thick.


The FDTD algorithm in three dimensions is considerably


more demanding than the 2D calculations just presented.


However, parallel implementations are relatively straightfor-


ward, and a number of applications have been presented in


which simulation boxes over a micrometer in size have been


considered.47 Finite difference algorithms other than Yee’s


algorithm are also of interest. For example, in the


Lax-Wendroff method,48 Eb and Hb are updated concurrently,


FIGURE 4. Transmission spectrum for a 1-D array of gold bars with various spacings between bars.


FIGURE 5. Finite element discretization suited to study a cubic nanoparticle. The full mesh is shown on the left, and the interior cubic region
is shown on the right.
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rather than in a leapfrog fashion. One benefit of this scheme


relative to the Yee algorithm is that one-sided differences,


which are unstable in leapfrog schemes, can be used to trun-


cate the domain.


Although powerful, finite difference methods are limited in


their modeling capability due to their grid-based nature.


Geometries must be approximated using a discrete grid, which


results in what is known as the “staircasing” error. In addi-


tion, with normal Cartesian grids it is computationally expen-


sive to model large domains while still resolving fine features


(small grid spacings have to be used everywhere).


5. Finite Element Methods


A class of methods that do not suffer from the geometric mod-


eling limitations of finite-difference methods, and is of partic-


ular interest for solving frequency-domain problems, are finite


element methods (FEM).49 When modeling metallic nanopar-


ticles, FEM is typically used to solve the inhomogeneous vec-


tor wave equation,


∇b × [ 1
µr


∇b × Eb] - k0
2εrEb ) 0. (16)


In FEM, the domain is divided into elements that are suited to


the problem geometry and are often tetrahedral. Within each


element Eb is approximated using a basis function expansion,


Eb ) ∑
j)1


n


Nbjφj (17)


where the sum is over n interpolation points, Nbj are chosen


basis functions, and the φj are unknown coefficients. A solu-


tion to eq 16 is obtained by using the variational principle to


determine φj. To obtain a meaningful solution, Nbj is required


to satisfy Gauss’s law and appropriate boundary conditions on


the surface of all elements. One such set of functions, based


on the Whitney forms50,51 and defined along the edges of ele-


ments, is


Nbj ) lj(�i1∇b�i2 - �i2∇b�i1) (18)


where lj is length of edge j and the �i are the simplex coordi-


nates of node i (where nodes i1 and i2 are the end-points of


edge j). Higher order basis functions can be constructed by


multiplying eq 18 by Lagrange polynomials.52


FEM is ideal for modeling irregular geometries as well as


efficiently simulating large domains containing fine details.


The latter is accomplished by using small elements in regions


where material properties change abruptly and fields are


expected to significantly vary and large elements everywhere


else. Because of this flexibility, problems that typically require


multiple CPUs to solve by other methods can be solved using


FEM on a single machine. To illustrate this, we simulated the


scattering of 600-nm normal incident light (z-directed and


y-polarized) by a 50-nm diameter cubic silver nanoparticle


using both FEM and FDTD. For FDTD 1-nm grid spacings were


used and the simulation was run for 200-fs to obtain accu-


rate Fourier transformed fields. This took just over 8 h to com-


plete using 256 2.6 GHz dual-core processors. For FEM, the


domain was discretized using tetrahedral elements53 and is


shown in Figure 5. The basis functions in eq 17 multiplied by


second-degree Lagrange polynomials were used, and the sim-


ulation took approximately 4 h to complete using a single 3.4


GHz processor. Calculated field profiles from both FDTD and


FEM are shown in Figure 6. Even though the FEM results show


slight artifacts, they agree well with FDTD, and this is tolera-


ble considering the small amount of computing power


required.


6. Conclusion


The abundance of methods and applications that have been


discussed here demonstrate the richness of this field and its


impact on experiments. Moreover, what we have discussed is


only a small sampling of the important work that has been


done and that will be done in the future as more and more


FIGURE 6. Field profiles of scattered light in the xy-plane by a
cubic silver nanoparticle calculated with FDTD (left) and FEM (right):
(a) |Eb|; (b) |Ey|; (c) |Ex|.
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sophisticated nanostructures are designed. Indeed, the empha-


sis in this Account has been on electromagnetics methods that


have been used to describe isolated particles or small clus-


ters, but much of the challenging work currently of interest


involves more complicated nanostructures that combine metal


and other particles, sometimes with thin films, to generate


materials capable of plasmonic, photonic, or excitonic transi-


tions. Fortunately the methods described in this Account give


us powerful tools for treating these problems, sometimes by


combining methods and sometimes by using advances in par-


allel computation to scale the codes so that very large (and


complex) structures can be treated.
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